
PREFACE (TO THE URDU) 
(By: Mawlana Muhaininad Zaltariya Sanbhali, Teacher of 

Hadith at Dar ul-Uloom Nadwat ul-Ulama, Lucknow) 

-1 -3 dJI &j 

The first volume of Ma'ariful Hadith was pubiished in 1373 A13 
while this last (8th) is being published in 1421 AH, four years after 
the death of its compiler Mawlana Muhaminad Manzoor Nu'mani. 
The delay in compiling it was caused by the illness of the Ma~vl~ina 
and his religious occupatio~s. 'The 7th volume was published in 
1402 AH. which means that there is a gap of nineteen years 
between the 7th and 8th. 

In the first voluine of Ma'arif~il Hadith (uhich was the Kitab 
ul-Eeman) those Ahadith were presented which the scholars of 
Hadith include in the chapters of Faith in their bool<s. Tht-se 
Ahadith are about faith and matters related to it and are presented 
here in a particular angle and order and are then explained. Ahadith 
concerning qiyamat (the Day of  Resurrection) and Hereafter, 
Paradise and Hell, etc. are also included in this volunle because 
they also concern faith and belief. 

In the second volume, Ahadith are presented from the Kitcrh 
al-Riqaq and Kitub 01-Akhlaq. The word riqacl means softening of 

I 

hearts and this section includes the sayings, sermons. actions, 
conditions and events in the life of Allah's Messenger & which 
soften the heart. The Ahadith on Zuhd (piety) are included in the 
same section. These proinote a disinclination for the world and a 
fear  o f  the Hereaf te r .  Riquq and  Zuhd have  a very  c lose  
relationship with Eeman and Ihsan, so they are presented just after 
the Kitab ul-Eeman. 
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In the Kitab ul-Akhlaq (Book of Manners) those Ahadit11 are 
presented first which disclose the importance of good manners in 4 

Islam and how bad a crime bad manners are. Then follow Ahadith 
on the different branches of good manners. They are generosity, 
kindness, self-sacrifice, mutual affinity, religious fraternity, 
mildness and polite speech, truthfulness, humility, modesty, 
patience and gratitude, sincerity and devotion. Then the Ahadith 
are mentioned that condemn bad manners and its different 
branches. 

The third volume includes Kitub Ut-Taharah and Kitub 
us-Salah. The former comprises of Ahadith that place importance 
on purification and condemn impurity, and Ahadith on the different 
sections of purity like istinja (obstersion), wudu (ablution). bath, 
tayammum (dry ablution), etc. 

Kitab as-Salah includes a section on significance of Salah 
(prayers), times of Salah, again congregational Salah, importance 
of mosque, correct observance of salah, prayers apart from the five 
prescribed times Friday, ed, on eclipse and drought, janazah 
(funeral), etc. In addition to the rules, there are Ahadith on the 
manner of the Prophet & observance of salah. 

The fourth volume colnprises Kitab az-Zakah, Kitab ~ s - ~ ~ a w r n ,  
and Kit~rb trl-HUJJ. The Kitab ziz-Zakah begins with an article by 
the Mawlana on the importance of Zakah. It also points out that the 
companions & had agreed that jihad and fighting should be made 
against the rejectors of Z~rkuh and this was the first unanimous 
ijtihad (interpretation of law) of the ummah. Thereafter, Ahadith 
*are presented on importance of Zakah on, injunctions concerning it 
and on optional charity. 

Kitab us-Sawnz begins with an article on the special position of 
fasting among the four duties in Islam. This is fllowed by Ahadith 
on merits of Ramadan and fasting therein, injunctions, i'tikqf 
(seclusion), taraweeh salah and optional fasts. I 

A brief introduction of Hajj begins the Kitub 111-Hujj telling us 
about the pilgrimage which is an imitation of the rites performed 
by Sayyidina Ibrahim MI. Then Ahdith follow. They are on the 
obligation and merits of Hajj and on precautions which the 
pilgrims must observe. Then the Ahadith are mentioned on 



injunctions which if read caref~~lly give a full picture of Hajj, on 
the Hajj performed by Allah's Messenger & which is called Hujjcrt 
ul-1Vudcr (Farewell Pilgrimage) and finally on the nlerits of the 
HcZrr7zcyn (the two scared n~osques) the R u ~ ~ d ~ r h  (the grave of the 
Prophet &) and visit to it. 

The fifth volume is entitled Kitub ~ l - A ~ k e ~ r  ule~ ~ r d  Dcr'u~~t. It is 
made up of supplicatiol~s, words of remembrance, repentance and 
seeking Allah's fogiveness and recital of the Qur'an, and it sho\vs 
their position in religion, their merit and etiquette. 

The truth is that no other book (apart fionl those in Arabic 
language) presents such a heart warrning introduction to these 
sub.jects as this does. 

'The subject-matter is preceded by a brief Foreword by 
Mawlana  Nu 'mani  highl ight ing a par t icular  aspec t  o f  the 
supplication of Allah's Messenger &. It is that his supplications 
are evidence of his prophethood and we can invite non-Muslims to 
Islani by pointing this out to them. This is also instrumental in 
satisfying the Musl i~n  heart. The Al~adi th in this volunle reflect 
upon the merits and blessings of Zikr (ren~embrance) of Allah, 
virtues of  certain particular words of rernernbrance, reality of  
supplication and its etiquette. This is followed by prayers of the 
Prophet & on different occasions, and the book concludes with 
Ahadith on invocations on the Prophet @% and the different forms 
and words of invocation on him. 

The sixth volun~e has within its two covers Ahadith on social 
manners, fanlily life and rights of different people. The Mawlana 
has stressed in the Foreword the importance of rules of social life 
and giving right of fellow-men. He has warned of' p~unishn~ent that 
awaits those who lag behind in this regard. In fact, apart from 
rights of society, there are Ahadith on rights of animals too. The 
discussion then centres round etiquette of nleeting people and of 
a s sembl i e s  encompass ing  s a l a ~ n  (g ree t ings ) ,  handshake ,  
embracing, entering the house, mutual conversation, laughing, 
humour. sneezing and yawning, eating, drinking and clothing. The 
last includes hi.jab (veil) and how niuch of a person's body need be 
covered. The seventh volume continues the sub-ject of social living 
like marriage and divorce, economic factors, culture and everyday 
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issues. These are explained in detail. The sphere of  Kitab 
ul-Mu'amlat (mutual dealings) is very wide. There are Ahadith on 
benefits of lawful earnings, on inauspiciousness of unlawful 
livelihood and interests or usury and on buying and selling. 

The subject extends to  gifts and merits thereof, waq,f 
(endowment)  in the cause of  Allah, discharge of  justice, y 

management of government, etc. 
Now, the eighth volume is in your hands. Its first content is 

Kitab ul Ilm made up of the Prophet's Ahadith on the worth and 
merit of religious knowledge, and on the ultimate fate of those who 
seek religious knowledge with worldly ends in mind or who do not 
put their religious knowledge into practice. 

Next after Kitab ul-Ilm is Kitab ul-I'tisam bil Kitab wa 
as-Sunnahl (firm attachment with the Book of Allah and the 
Prophet's sunnah and it includes staying away from bid'ah or 
innovative practices). The Prophet's & Ahadith in this regard are 
explained in detail and difference between sunnah and bid'ah is 
pointed out. The position of Sunnah and the need to observe it as 
rigidly as the Book of Allah are also mentioned. 

There are, therefore, Ahadith on 'commanding good and 
forbidding the disapproved,' showing the reward that awaits those 
who walk this path, and the account-taking from those who shun it 
although they have the ability to discharge this duty. There are also 
Ahadith on the merits ofjihad as an effective tool to command the 
good. The honourable author has penned down an effective essay 
on jihad in the light of the Qur'an and Sunnah. 

Kitab ul-Fitan follows. It includes Ahadith on the future plight 
of the unlillah through depletion of religious knowledge and trials. 
This is, as it were, an admonition to the ummah to be ready to 
protect thenlselves from the trials before they face them. The 
ummah may try to create conditions that are not conducive to 
depletion of knowledge etc. But, if they happen to face such a 
situation then they are shown how they may tackle it. This kitab 
also includes signs of the last day. Thus Ahadith in this section also 
tell us about the mischief of dajjal, coming of Imam Mahdi 
and descent of Sayidina Isa %I. These Ahadith are explained very 

0.  Book of Holding Fast to The Qur'an & The Sunnah 
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well so that they view of the ah1 ul-Sunnnh is vouchsafed and the 
false notions are rejected. There is an excellent exposition of the 
belief of ah1 us-sunnah correct in relation to the shi'a beliefs about 
Imam Mahdi @I. There is also a clear rejection of the Qadyani's 
baseless ideas about Sayyidina Isa -1. It is very essential to study 
this in order to counter the Qadyani mischief throughout the world. 
Indeed, it would benefit the scholars, too. 

Kitah 111-Manaqib and fada'il follows. It includes the Prophet's 
sayings on the excellentces of some people and their virtues which 
Allah revealed to the Prophet &% and his high station which 
Ahadith he has related in rder to proclainl Allah's favours on him or 
to let the ummah know the truth. 

There are Ahadith, and explanation thereof, on the subject of 
his birth, commissioning and age. The scholarly angle of the 
discussion should help the students of higher classes and, in fact, 
the ulama too. 

There also are Ahadith on the Prophet's & excellent manners, 
his illness and death. His valuable instructions on death bed illness 
are also mentioned. 

Ahadith on the virtues of Sayyidina Abu Baltr & are also 
reproduced and explained. They also mention him as the Khalifah 
of Allah's Messenger &. Then. Sayyidina Umar's & virtues are 
mentioned and these Ahadith are explained. Thet are followed by 
Ahadith on the virtues of both these Sahabah (companions) 
together. 

Next are Ahadith on the virtues of the ~ r o ~ h e t ' s &  two 
sons-in-law. Sayyidina Uthman 4 and Sayyidina Ali & 
respectively Ahadith on the virtues of the rightly guided caliphs are 
in the order of their succession to that office and also the rank and 
station they are held in by the u171 z~s-szrnnah. The wrong notions 
held by the Shia about Sayyidina Ali 4 are also rejected in easy 
and clear to understand language. 

They are followed by the Ahadith on the virtues of the 
remaining six companions of the ashrah mubashshirat (the ten who 
were given glad tidings). They are: Sayyidina Talhah, Zubayr, 
Abdur Rahmail ibn Awf, Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas, Sa'eed ibn Zayd 
and Abu Ubaydah ibn Jarrah A. The Ahadith are then explained. 
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The virtues of the ah/-bayt nubavi (Prophet's household) come 
after that. Here are included the noble wives and the noble 
daughters of the Prophet &. The Mawlana has discussed the word 
ah1 bayt froin a high scholarly angle. Here, the Mawlana could 
cmpile Ahadith on only these Mothers hi &J of the Faithful: 
Sayidah Khadijah w &J, Sayyidah Sawdah w hi d , ,  Sayyidah 
Ayshahw p~ and Sayyidah Hafsahw hi &J . This much, too, 
he cuuld execute after long delays because of numerous reasons 
and illnesses. Only Allah knows how he did it and He will reward 
him in accordance with His Exalted station. 

After that, the Mawlana instructed' me to complete this work. 
Although this is a great honour for me yet if he had finished the 
task himself then reader would not have detected the difference 
they now observe. 

The Mawlana's ltnowlsdge and understanding enabled him to 
present the most difficult of subjects in very s in~ple ,  easy to 
understand manner. Allah had blessed him with that. It seemed as , ,* 2,s 

though it was a representation of &@I dl;fl 
{And We softened for him iron) (Saba, 34: 10) 

As for me, I cannot hope to match that. 
In the begining, I wrote down nly work and showed it to him but 
even that soon became difficult because of his illness. So, the 
merits of the remaining wives of the Prophet &, all his daughters 
and other people of his house are penned down by me. After that I 
have mentioned the companions &. 

I have selected the companions and the sequence of listing 
them according to how they are known and according to the fiame 
of my mind. It is very possible that some of those whom I have not 
mentioned may happen to be of a higher status than those I have 
selected. 

It has been the Mawlana's practice that he concluded his 
Preface to the Ma'riful Hadith with these instructions. 

"The Prophet's Ahadith should not be studied merely to gain 
the knowledge. Rather, it should be done to refresh one's faith and 
to seek guidance for one's deeds. At the same time, one must 
arouse love for Allah's Messenger @ and his greatness. One must 
read the Ahadith as though one is seated in the Prophet's assembly 



and h~ speaks while the rest listen to him. If we do that, the heart 
and soul will certainly get some share of the light and blessing and 
the faithful conditions that were the lot of those fortunate people of 
the Prophet's & time whome Allah had favoured with opportinity 
to listen to him directly and gain spiritual wealth therefrom. 

I have seen my teachers and religious elders perform ablution 
out of respect before undertaking lessons in Ahadith, or pursuing 
them. May Allah enable me and readers of this book to observe this 
part of the etiquette." 

I believe that if the Maulana had written this Preface then he 
would have repeated the foregoing two paragraphs in this volume 
too. So, I request readers to observe the Maulana's instructions. 



FOREWORD 

PERFECTION OF 'MA'ARIF' 

4LsJ1.k~ 
(0 Our Lord, praise belongs to You) 

The .Mafarif ul-Hadith has been completed. Allah Ta'ala has 
favoured us by enabling us to publish the last volume. The writing 
down of this book commenced in 1361 AH (1942 CE). Allah put 
down in the heart of one of His slaves that just as someone was of 
service to the Qur'an in the Urdu language according to the needs 
of this time so too the Hadith should be served keeping needs of 
these times in mind. The thought proved to be auspicious and 
Divine enablement helped along. In spite of long intervals, the 
series was carried on and in 1373 AH (1954 CE), the first volunle 
was brought out. Thus, with long and short intervals - for, the 
compiler Maulana b ] l +  found little time to sit still and 
compile the work the subsequent volumes did turn out until in 
1402 AH (1982 CE) the seventh was published. But, this eighth 
took a lot of time, a delay of twenty years, so that even the traveller 
lost his life, meanwhile. Rut, finally, it did arrive! 

In short, this last volume is being published after the death of 
the co~llpiler (14 17 AH, 1997CE). If he were alive to see this 
voluilie out, only Allah knows in what words he would have shown 
gratef~llness to Him. What would have been his sentiments in 
mriting d o \ ~ n  this Foreword? There could hardly be any of his 
readers who would not have realised that Allah had bestowed the 
Mawlana with a high sense of grateliilness. Just as he wrote of' 
himself as 'worthless and humble', in practical life too. he regarded 
himself just that! Hence, whenever he accomplished a task, he 
considered that as Allah's favour and offered deep gratitude. To be 
thanltful was the cherished food of his soul and if !le had lived to 
see this work completed, he would have seized the opportunity of 
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being thankful. I-Ie wrote in the Preface to the Fourth volume that 
in every era and according to the needs of time and people, Allah 
has enabled lovers of Hadith to be of service to it. Then, in 
acknowledgement of his being able to put in some effort he praised 
and thanked Allah in these words: 

"The tongue is unable to thank Allah who caused His 
unworthy and s i n f ~ ~ l  slave to join those people who have 
done some service to Hadith. Glory be to Allah, even a poor 
old woman had the opportunity to stand in the queue with 
her life savings ...... yarn spun by herself ...... as one of the 
contenders! Praise belongs to You, 0 Lord!" 
...... Anyway. thanks are offered to Allah thousands of times that 

we did not let His slave's task to go unaccomplished but caused the 
Mawlana's successors to finish it and be thankful: 

(0 Household ot'Dawood! Work you with thanks!) (Saba, 34: 13) 

Praise belongs to You, 0 our Lord! 
Some of the reasons for the delay in completing the book are 

worth mention. Apart from unsound health in the four years 1982 
to I986 CE, he had to face extraordinary emergent tasks. There 
were some problellls in the Dar ul-Uloom, Deoband, of whose 
council he was a member. When that was solved to some extent, 
the Islamic world faced a revolution at the hands of Ayatullah 
Khumayni and the Mawlana had to do what his age and health did 
not allow: He engaged in constant research for a complete year to 
prepare a book that every literate Muslim might have seen. 1 

In 1986, however, he resumed work on Ma'arif ul-Hadith. But 
the speed of work was much slow. There were too many breaks 
and a complete year's break in 1990. Something was done in 
199 1-92 but since 1993 onwards there was a complete suspension 
of work. No more was there strength. The traveller struggled to 
cover the ground, the last few steps, and die at the destination. The 
last chapter of the book was allilost complete but two years were 
lost in hope. The will of the Creator has its own secrets. It was 
destined that the final touches be put by Mawlana Muhammad 
0 .  dwtll r t ~ ~ l i / u / )  ~ I I I L I ~ I  K / ~ I I I I I C ! I J ~ I I  C I I I I '  Sf~i'cif.  



Zaltariya and the Mawlana gave up hopes of finishing the book 
himself so entrusted to hinl in 1995. He was the most suitable of 
our family members to take over this task. He did complete the 
work. 

A glance at the contents of this last voluine told lne how 
terrible the Mawlana may have felt at being unable to complete it. 
The last chapter begins with the virtues of the Prophet @% the four 
Khalifas, the Mothers of the faithful and the Prophet's offspring 
ending, with the cream of the companions &. This last volume is 
made up of four books but the last of these is twice the length of' 
the remaining three. One who reads it seems to travel through 
Paradise. For, he reads about the beginnings of prophethood, about 
his rank in the sight of Allah and about meeting him on the day of 
Gathering, about his intercession, his sermons, his leadership in 
Salah and in governance, about his lofty manners and praiseworthy 
qualities which are a practical example of the Qur'an, and, finally, 
about his departure from this world to companion of High. The 
readers also read about the caliphs, their ranks in the sight of the 
Prophet &, their nearness to him and their characteristics. Then. 
the lives of the remaining six con~panions are traced to make up the 
ten who were given the glad tidings of Paradise. They are the 
respected men: Talha &, Sa'eed ibn Zubayr &, Abu Ubaydah ibn 
Jarrah &. Then, the reader is told about the pure life of the People 
of his house - his wives and children; that is his fanlily life. In the 
end, sonle memorable events are narrated of these great people 
which are reproduced from the chapters of Mnnaqih in the Boolts 
of Sahah. 

In short, the author lnust surely have gone through much mental 
agony on being unable to pen down these final but faith reviving 
parts of his book. He could not write beyond the virtues of 
Sayyidah Ayshah $1 gb) but that was Divine Will. 

Let not these lines leave an impression that this chapter 
contains life events alone. There are important issues too which are 
treated herein. In the portion describing the Prophet's final illness 
and death there is also a scholarly discussion on H~r~lilill? Qirtcrs, 
also the issue of the Khalifat of the Prophet & which distinguishes 
the limits of shiasm and sunnisnl. 
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There are other discussions. The pattern of this volume is not 
different from the previous and the reader will throughout come 
across scholarly diversions which provide the answer without 
going into cumbersome debates. A disputed point is not presented 
as such and a reader who is not aware of differences of opinion on 
an issue will not even realise that he has read a solution to it. It is 
like a doctor treating a patient without letting him realise that his 
illness was mortal. In fact, the author had himself touched on this 
point in the third volume in its foreword he had said: 

"The aim before me in translating and explaining Ahadith 
in this volume is the same that had motivated me in the first 
two volumes. It is that the minds of  the age should 
comprehend the greatness of the Prophet's & teachings and 
be moved to abide by them and thry should receive their 
portion of  light as the companions & had from his 
teachings. Hence, I have by-passed purely technical and 
scholarly debates intentionally and have sufficied to 
mention the spirit and aim of the Hadith as best as I could 
and to observe the method of Shah Waliullah + & I  -uJ in 
describing the main point and wisdom where necessary." 
The third volume had Ahadith about Salah. Under this subject, 

there are many juristic and disputed issues but the author - the 
honourable Mawlana - has tried to keep away from a discussion 
even here. IHis words are: 

"In order to save readers from mental confusion and 
exertion, I have done my best to refrain from debate-style 
arguments even where something had to be said." 

Some More Peculiarities: 
As already stated, this series of Mu'arifzll-Hudith is a selection 

of Ahadith on the basis of present-day needs. The other peculiarity 
is the sequence and arrangement of the Ahadith selected. In every 
chapter, the Ahadith are placed in such a sequence that if one 
Hadit11 contains something that should be elaborated upon and 
there is another that elaborates it then they are placed together, the 
explanatory following the one that is explained. Thus, the need to 
explain the Hadith separately is done away with but if that is 
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necessary then a short note is found to be enough. The Mawlana 
did this very adeptly. He has written in the foreword to the third 
volume: 

"The Ahadith were selected and put in arrangement after 
much contemplation. Those who have an insight on 
Ahadith and who are aware of present day demands on 
learning and religion will observe that, besides translation 
and explanation, the selection of Ahadith and their 
arrangement by themselves became a task." 
Even the translation and explanation of Ahadith is a peculiar 

kind of service to Hadith. The peculiarity lies in the selection of 
words of translation and style of writing to suit the demands of 
time. The same foreword spoke about it thus: 

"The most significant peculiarity of our times is that man's way 
of thinking and scholastic temperament are influenced very much 
by the advancement in western learning and ideology. Therefore, 
there lies a responsibility on the trustees of the teachings of the 
Prophet @ to present those teachings to the masses keeping in 
mind the changes and demands of the twentieth century. 

Apart from that, the provision of appropriate headings has 
made it very easy for the present mind to understand Ahadith. The 
headings by themselves convey the message of the Ahadith. 
Another feature which is helpful to all readers but more so to the 
scholars are the initial introductory notes to every chapter. These 
are helpfill in understanding the Ahadith in the chapter and prepare 
the mind to comprehend what follows. These notes are more 
helpful when the subject concerns a field beyond our experiences 
and observation in this world. These subjects are among those 
things that have been ridiculed by the western mind. The notes do 
not question the western thought. They merely arouse the simple 
nature in man whereby he should not find diff icul ty in 
understanding and believing in the sayings of the Prophets@ 
~UI. If man's nature has lost ability to accept Truth then no 
argument can be helpful. These notes ase also a complete example 
of 32 bj b (what is said and what is pointed out). They are a 
mirror of the honourable Mawlana's ability and insight. 

However ,  the  Mawlana  does  not  take  credi t  for  the  
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distinguishing features of  the book. He leaves that for Shah 
Waliullah ajc 'L-, . The Mawlana was exceptionally influenced 
by the two great pious men of India: Shaylth Muhammad Sarhandi, 
Mujaddid Alf Thani ajc b, (1034 AH) and Shah Waliullah bJ 
ajc $1 Dehlavi ( 1  176 AH). In the very beginning of his magazine 
al-Furqan which was launched in 1934 corresponding to 1353 AH, 
he published two special numbers (editions) on each of these two 
righteous men. The Mawlana has been influenced by these two 
pious men in all fields of his life but we may say about the 
Ma'uvifzll Hadith that it bears a stamp of Shah Waliullah's 
inlluence. The same may be said of his work lrani Inqilab, Imam 
Kl~zun~rini aur Shi'at that it bears the stamp of the Mujaddid. We 
have seen a hint to the influence of Shah Waliullah on Ma'ariful 
Huu'ith in the foregoing selection from the third volume. In the 
same voluille at the same place, he refers to Shah Waliullah's 
Hzljjat ullah a1 Baligah and says, 

" ( I n  m y  view,) the riiaterial that is found i n  this book to 1 
convince the minds of our tirnes is riot fo~lnd i r ~  any other book 
of the libraries of lslalnic world." 

And he goes on to say: 
"Since I have kept before me the twentieth celitilry in mind and 1 
the peculiarities of this era in writing the exposition of Haditli i n  
this series so relative to other commentaries, I have 
borrowed Inore from Hzijjntz~llah nl-Bcrligah." 

The singular position of Shah Waliullah and his book is 
recognised by scholars but, generally, this book is regarded as a 
work on Isla~nic philosophy. It was for the first time that the book's 
value above all other expositions of Ahadith was known through 
the pages of Ma'arififill Hadilh. This means that the respected 
Mawlana is not only attached naturally and deeply to the philisophy 
of Shah Waliullah but he was careful also to go deep into the 
labyrinth of the sciences. 

I do not possess the ability to pass judgeme~lt on the Ma'urif z2rl 
Hudith and confirm that the Mawlana had the insight into those 
sciences. This is for someone well-versed in the philosophy of 
Shah Waliullah to examine the Ma'arif and pass judgement. 
However, I can cite as evidence an endeavour by the Mawlana to 
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master these sciences. When Mawlana Ubaydullah Sindhi kez) 
4 s  was allowed to return to India after being exiled. he visited us 
very soon thereafter in 1939 or 1940 when we resided in Bareli and 
I was about 12 years old. He resided with us many days. The 
background was that Mawlana Muhammad Manzoor Nu'niani 
44s (my father)had met Mawlana Ubaydullah 44s.h -) Sindhi at 
a function in a Madrassah and had learnt that he was well-versed in 
Shah Waliullah's philosophy. So, my father requested him for an 
appointment to get explanation from him of some portions of the 
H U J J O ~ U ~ ~ U ~  ul-Bcrligcih which he could not fatlzom well. Mabvlana 
Sindhi had pronlised to visit him in Bareli and discuss the book. 
This incident is evidence of  the Mawlana's (my father's) deep 
interest in Shah Waliullah's philosophy. Anyway, this was also an 
example of the well going up to the thirsty! 1 

Therefore, apart fro111 other things, it is a distinction of this 
book that all the Ahadith have been explained in the light of the 

1 philosophy of Shah Waliullah. We can thus say that it is a new 
kind of experience in teaching Ahadith which has the means of 
curing the mind of our times. In fact, there is an aspect of the light 
and  guidance of  the Hujjatullah $bout which the respected 
compiler &, has lamented that our religious institutions 
neglect it. Further, though he had learnt at these very institutions 
yet he could reconcile himself to abide by this above guidance 
when he wrote down this book. He lanlented in these words in the 
third volume: 

"The method employed by Sliah Wali~~llah in this book to 
explain the Ahadith and disclose tlie wisdom thereof is enough 
to convince the modern mind. The second peculiarity is that it 
brings to lime light the juristic and interpretive differences of 
the juristis and scholars of this i~~i i~i ia l i  SO that i t  becomes 

0 .  Talking of Bareli makes me think that my father had much consideration for 
the modern mind and he was also careful to acco~n~nodate it as far as possible. 
This was perhaps the result of his fourteen year residence in Bareli. Our stay 
in Bareli was at a place where only two or three families of relatives resided 
close by. All of them were connected in some way to the elite of Deoband but 
had been educated in English-medium schools and colleges. There were 
among them professors, teachers and government officers. In contrast, my 
father was a preacher \vho had first hand opportunity to study tlie ~iiind of this 
strata of society. And he found the remedy of this illness in tlie thought of 
Shah Waliullah. 
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obvious that the different approaches of the scholars are but 
branches of the same tree, or tributaries of a single large river. 
The source is one and there is no contradiction or real dispute. It 
is sad that our institutions of learning have not yet adopted the 
Waliullah approach although that is the most appropriate 
blessing of Allah for these modern times." 

In other words, search for common ground in the varying I 

opinions of our scholars is that to which Shah Waliullah has 
guided us. The Mawlana then used this opinion in this book when 
he came across those differences in explaining the Ahadith herein. 
He has thus shown practically how we can benefit from Shah 
Waliullah's guidance. 

Turning now to the peculiarities of this book, it is its simple 
approach which allows people to benefit from it in large numbers. 
However, there is also a strong fear that this same simple approach 
may have bacoine a barrier for our scholars who do not seek from it 
the advantage that is possible to gain although the brain-taxing 
book the Huj~atzrlluh is its bascis source, and the author himself is, t 

without doubt, a wfdely learned and farsighted scholar of his times. 
In truth, this book is useful and worthwhile for the common 
scholar, and it is deserving of study. It is an essence of the 
knowledge of the last individual of his kind, and is preserved in the I 

shape of this book. Surely, praise belongs to Allah! 
The book does uot only provide authentic explanation of more 

than two thousand Ahadith thereby removing the obstacles 
between the sould-natured modern-educated section and the 
Prophet's Ahadith, but the arrangement of the selection is 
tantamount to an exposition of the entire religion so that it is seen 
as one natural religion. We can hand it over to anyone so that he 
may learn Islam as a religion from Allah. Having said that, we will 
not be exaggerating in the least that a man who is thus introduced 
to the true religion will acknowledge in his heart that success lies 
under the feet of the unlettered Prophet, Sayyidina Muhammad &. P 

The Petitinoer before Allah 
the son of the compiler 
Ateeq 
London, 5 Muharram 1422 AH 
(3 1 March, 200 1) 
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According to religious terminology and usage in Qur'an and 
Hadith, knowledge is only that which Allah has sent down through 
His Prophets e S J I  pgjt for the guidance of mankind. 

The first obligation on man, after he has believed in Allah's 
Prophet and Messenger and his mission, is to try to learn and find 
out the teachings and guidance of the Prophet, and the do's and 
dont's. The entire edifice of religion depends on this knowledge. 
Hence, the first obligation after Eeman (or belief) is to learn it and 
teach it. 

The learning and teaching may be accomplished by oral 
conversation and observation as the Companions & did in the 
times of the Prophet & and the immediate yeals after his death. 
They acquired all their knowledge in this manner. They heard the 
Prophet's @ sayings, observed his deeds and actions, or acquired it 
in the same manner from those of his companions & \vho had 
benefitted from him. 

The same may be said of the knowledge of most of the Tabi'een 
@ &I bJ (the successors of the Companions &). They received 
it through companionship and hearing. 

Knowledge may also be acquired through reading and writing, 
and books. This had become the method of imparting knowledge 
in times thereafter. Books were read and prescribed, as they are 
today. 

Allah's Messenger & has said, "It is firrd (an absolute 
obligation) for every man who believes in me as Allah's Messenger 
and accepts Allah's religion, Islam, to acquire necessary knowledge 
of religion." The Prophet @ also said that the effort of a man in 
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acquiring this knowledge is a kind of jihad in the path of Allah and 
a means to attaining nearness to Him. He also said that neglect in 
this regard and carelessness was a punishable crime. This 
knowledge is a legacy of the Prophets eU1@, particularly 
Allah's Messenger and it is the dearest and most precious asset of 
the universe. Thus, the fortunate ones who acquire it and give its 
rights are indeed heirs of the Prophets ~3tJ1 @. All creatures, 
including the angels in the heavens, the ants on earth and fish in 
the oceans, love them and pray for them. Allah, the Exalted, has 
created them with that nature. As for those people who use this 
sacred legacy of the Prophets ~ X J I  @ for wrong ends, they are 
the worst criminals who deserve Divine displeasure and wrath. 

U b l  i r lq r r ' ja j  U l  Jj+ 'jaL4 5 9  

(We seek refuge in Allah from the mischief of our souls and 
from our evil deeds.) 

After this brief introduction, let us now read the following 
Ahadith of Allah's Messenger @% on the subject of knowledge and 
learning and teaching. 

It is Fard For Every Muslim 
To Seek & Acquire Knowledge 

@\Q+~+&&I&&\ 2 ~ ~ ~ 6  J6$i>(jAovlj) 

~ ' ~ ~ ' L s j ~ ~ ~ = w ~ ~ , ' p * - y ' ~ ~ f l ~ ~ Y ~ j ~ ~ L s j , ~ ~ c . ~ '  

(111 857) Sayyidina Anas & reported that Allah's Messenger @% 
said, "To seek knowledge and acquire it is fard (an obligation) 
on every Muslim." 

(Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul-Eernan, Ibn Adi in Kamil. Tabarani has 
reported it in Mu'jam Awsat on the authority of Ibn Abbas &, 
and in Mu'jam Kabir and Mu'jam Awsat on the authority of Abu 
Mas'ood 4 and Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri &, and in Mu'jam 
Saghir on the authority of Sayyidina Husayn &,) 1 

0.  Kanz ul-Ummal, v5 p200. Jama'al-Fawa'id, vl p40. Though this Hadith is 
very famous and even the layman can be heard (continued on next page.) 
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Commentary: A Muslim is one who has accepted the religion of 
Islam, and he resolves to live according lo Islamic teachings and 
guidance. This can only be possible if he acquires the necessary 
information about Islam. Hence, it is favd - in fact, the first 
obligation - for every Believer and Muslim that he should acquire 
that much knowledge as is necessary. This is the only message of 
the Hadith, and, as we have stated earlier, this knowledge may also 
be  acqu i red  o n l y  t h r o u g h  conversa t ion ,  l i s t en ing  and  
companionship, and through other means of education too. 
Anyway, the Hadith does not mean to say that it is ,fard for every 
Muslim to become a scholar, but, all it means is that a man should 
derive that much knowledge as is necessary for him to spend his 
life according to Islam. 

In some books, this Hadith has the additional word kd- after 
the words + J.5. However, it has been confirmed that the addition 
of & is neither proved nor correct. The word Muslim embraces 
both male and female Muslims. 

Those Who Do Not Know Religion 
Must Learn From Those Who Know 
& They Must Teach Them 

,, , / 
& I  jsj ++ JG +2\+ 41j >I$\ &ST 2 \ A o AIY) 

6; 9, '  
L 

p 'I+ & a,,$!@ '$6 Sj;. &j & a\ & 

(Continued frotn previous page ...) quoting it and it is reported in tnany books of 
Hadith from different Co~npanions + h d j  (and its message allows for no 
doubt about its authenticity) yet it is surprising that none of  its lines of 
tra~isrnission is sound on the standard of the tnuhadditheen (scholars of 
Hadith). Each sanad (line of  transmission) is weak and all the earlier 
tnuhadditheen classified it as da'eef (weak). 

Neverthless, Hafiz Suyuti has said, "Ihave found about fifty different lines 
of transmission of this Hadith in the books of Hadith and have collected them. 
So, because of  the plenty of sources, I classify it as Saheeh (authentic) 
although my predecessor lnuhadditheen have classified it as weak." 

Hafiz Sakhawi has said that Ibn Shaheen has reported this Hadith on the 
authority of  Sayyidina Anas & A l p j  on a sanad all whose narrators are 
rel iable ( so  that  the  Hadith is Saheeh even on the  Standard  o f  the 
tnuhadditheen) 

(a'zab al-niawarid fi takhreej jama' al-fawaid, reference: Fayad al-Qadeer v4 p268) 
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4 ~;llrhJl j 3' j &J 31 j 3\&13\ 4 LS~W j +pJj 31 01 jj 

(211 858)  Sayyidina Abza al-Khuza'ee &, father o f  the  
well-known companion, Abdur Rahman &, has reported that 
one day Allah's Messenger @ spoke (from the rninbar of the 
mosque). He praised a party of Muslims (for they discharged 
their responsibilities well.) He then said (while warning and 
rebukng other groups of Muslims), "What is wrong with those 
people (and what excuse do they have) who do not explain and 
teach religion to their neighbours (the Musli~ns who are not 
familiar with religion), and they do not admonish them, and 
they do, not command the approved and forbid that which is 
wrong?'; (He also said,) "And what is wrong with those people 
(and what excuse do  they have who are not familiar with 
religiojn and its inji~nctions) who do not try to learn religion, to 
gain an understanding and to benefit from the admonition of 
thei r  neighbours  ( the  Musl ims who  have acquired an 
unders tanding and knowledge o f  re l ig ion)?"  (He  then 
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empbasised on oath saying,) "The people (who have knowledge 
of religion) must surely try to teach religion to their neighbours 
(who have no knowledge) and to grow an understanding of  
religion in them, and admonish them, and enjoin the reputable 
and forbid the disreputable. And, I stress upon them (who are 
not familiar with religion and its injunctions) that they should 
learn religion from their neighbours (who know religion and 
have an understanding thereof) ,  and gain from them its 
understanding, and benefit from their admonition otherwise (if 
both of these parties do not abide by my guidance) I will get 
them punished in this very world." 

Then (after this admonishing sermon) he got down from the 
minbar (pulpit) and went into his house. The people then asked 
each other, "What do you say? who are those people (whom the 
Prophet admonished)?" Some people thought that be referred to 
the Asha'ries (the people of Abu Musa al-Ash'ary's tribe), for, 
they are learned (in religion) while, in their neighbour-hood near 
the springs o f  water, the dwellers are  Beduvin who are  
absolutely ignorant (and fully unaware of religion). 

The Ash'aries came to know of the whole story. So, they 
presented themsrelves before the Prophet $% and submitted, "0 
Messenger of Allah! (we have learnt that) you mentioned some 
people with praise, but blamed us. What have we done (and 
what is our fault)?" He said, "(All I say is that) those people 
(who know religion) are responsbile to teach their neighbours 
( w h o  d o  no t  k n o w  re l ig ion) ,  and  c r e a t e  in them an 
understanding of religion, admonish them and enjoin that which 
is pious and forbid that which is evil. And those who do not 
know religion, it is their duty that they should learn from their 
neighboiurs (who know) and benefit from their admonition and 
gain and understanding of religion from them, or else I will get 
them punished in this very world." The Ash'aries said, "Will we 
have to endure punishment for the crime and negligence of 
other people?" In reply to that, the Prophet & nierely repeated 
what he had said. The Ash'aries again submitted that which they 
had said earlier, "Will we be punished for the negligence of 
other people." The Prophet & said, "Yes, they too! (That is, if 
those who know religion are sloth in teaching it to their ignorant 
neighbours then they will receive punishment for that)." 'The 
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Ash'aries then submitted, "Then give us respite for one year." 
So, he gave them one year's respite to do that work and teach 
religion to their neighbours, and create an awareness .of religion, 
and try to reform them through admonition. He then recited to 
them these verses of surah al-Mafidah:l 

{Cursed were those who - 
9 J "  disbelieved from among the 2 2 I,# $41 

children of Isra'il by the tongue 
j;lj 3u 3 &I+I of Dawood, and of Isa son of -. , 

r ,  I Maiyam. That was because I.,& 63 $ 
they disobeyed and used to , , J '  ,J 1 6  

transgress the limits. They used !#0 &.C;: \igJ \+ 

not to forbid one another any 3 i& g 3 +",y wickedness they did. Evil I 06@- ,p 6 
indeed was what they used to 
do 1 (5:78-79) d\*J\ +g .+p\, al b) 
( M u s n a d  I b n  R a u y a h .  K i t a b  
al-Wijdan by Bukhari. Saheeh Ibn A-a a' 
us-Saken. Musnad Ibn Mandah.  

(J+'J#F . o b * \  Mu'jam Kabir by Tabarani) 

Commentary: The explanation that was necessary to understand 
the Hadith has been put into parenthesis with the translation. 

We learn from this Hadith that the Prophet @ had devised a 
way to teach and train people their religion whereby those people 
who were learned should impart knowledge as a responsibility on 
them to those of their neighbouring people who were not familiar 
with religion. They should do that for the sake of Allah alone, and 
they should try to reform and train them in religion. And, they 
should make the teaching of religion a regular part of their life. 

On their part, those Muslims who are unaware of religion must 
make it an essential duty to establish a link with those people who 
are learned in religion and they must learn from them and benefit 
from their sermons and admonition. The Prophet @% declared that 
negligence in this regard is a punishable crime. 

This was an arrangement of religious education that allowed 
everyone to gain a working knowledge of religion without going to 
a school or madrasah, without possessing a book, paper or pen and 
without having to write down anything. In fact, he could also toil 
0.  Translation from: A study of al-Quran al-Karim, Lal Muhammad Chawla. 
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and perfect his knowledge depending on his own ability. The 
Companions & and most of the tabi'een @ iri (successors 
after them) obtained knowledge in this way. Indeed, their learning 
was deeper and more reliable than our knowledge from text books. 
Whatever knowledge the ummah possessed after them, and 
subsists among us, is their legacy. It is said that the ummah did not 
maintain that arrangement after them. If that arrangement had 
remained with us then no section of the ummah, no member - in 
fact, no individual - would have been deprived of religious 
knowledge today. It was a blessing of that system of education that 
life continued to be moulded in an atmosphere of learning. 

The concluding portion of the Hadith tells us of the request of 
the Ash'ary tribe to the Prophet & to allow them a year's time to 
impart religious knowledge to the neighbours. The Prophet & 
acceded to their request so that they launched what was 'a year's 
teaching project' for the entire population. 

There is no doubt that if Muslims in every country and every 
locality, the elite and the commoners, adopt this method and strive 
with dedication towards this end then faith would be enlivened and 
necessary awareness would be common in every section of Muslim 
society. 

The Prophet &% concluded his speech with recital of two verses 
of surah al-Ma'idah. These verses tell us that those people of the 
Banu Isra'il who were cursed by the Prophets Dawood -1 and Isa 
w\ were guilty of a particular crime: they did not care to stop each 
other from sin and evil, and did not try to push a religious and 
moral reform. This shows that this crime is so serious that the 
perpetrator is liable to be cursed by Allah and His Messengers. 

These verses are the Qur'an's confirmation of the warning and 
reproof of the Prophet &% to the negligent people. In other words, 
he recited these verses to let the people know that whatever he had 
said in his sermon and insisted upon was exactly the guidance 
Allah gave in these verses of the Qur'an. 

The Rankof Religious Knowledge 
& ofIts Students & Teachers 
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(p,ldl J e b  31 J a j l l  dl J ~ s L ~ J I  J ckrl ol J)) $13 &: 
(311 859) Sayyidina Abu ad-Darda & reported that he heard 
Allah's Messenger & say, "If anyone will walk on a path to 
learn (religion) then Allah will let him walk on one of the roads 
of Paradise in return for that." (And he also said,) "The angels 
of Allah lower their wings in expression of pleasure (respect 
and honour) for the seekers of knowledge. And for the scholar 
of religion, all the creatures of the heaven and earth and even 
the fish in the depth of water seek forgiveness of Allah. And, 
the excellence qf the scholar over the worshippers is like the 
excellence of the full moon over all the stars in the heaven. The 
scholars are the heirs of the Prophets and the Prophets did not 
leave behind dinars and dirhams, but they left behind only 
knowledge. So, he who acquired it has indeed acquired a great 
success, a great good fortune." 
(Musnad Ahmad, Jami' Tirmizi, Sunan Abu Dawood, Sunan Ibn Majah, 
Musnad Darami) 

Commentary: In fact, the Prophet & have brought only that 
knowledge which serves as a guidance to Allah's creatures, and that 
alone is their legacy. They have brought that from Allah and that, 
as we have stated earlier is the most valuable asset of this universe. 
Tabarani has related in Mu'jam Awsat that Sayyidina Abu 
Hurayrah & once passed through a market where people were 
occupied in their business. He asked them, "What is wrong with 
you? You are occupied here while the Prophet's legacy is being 
distributed in the mosque. They rushed towards the mosque, but 
came back to say, "Nothing is being given out there. Some people 
are occupied in salah, some other in reciting the Qur'an and yet 
others describe the lawful and unlawful - that is, injunctions of 
Shuri'uh." Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah &% said, "Exactly this is the 
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Prophet's legacy and what he has left behind."(~ama'al Fawa'id v l  p37) 

> >,,, , , , .. &f>&i&j&hl&;ibl J ~ ,  J G  J L I ~ ~ J ~ > o A ~ . / ~ )  

( & ~ l s ~ l j & . L ~ l o l j , )  & & J J I  g+2$&Jl +iL 
(411 860) Sayyidina Anas& reported that Allah's Messenger & 
said, "He who goes out (of his house or country) to seek 
knowledge is on the path of Allah till he returns." 

(Jami' Tirmizi, Mukhtarah by Diya ai-Maqdici) 

B 
(&J+1o~j,) S', &++ y&j 

(511 861) Sayyidina Abu Umamah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger &% said, "Allah showers His Mercy on, and the 
angels and the dwellers of the heavens and the earth including 
ants in their nests and fish (in water) pray for, the creat~~re  who 
teaches men that which is good and religion." (Jami'Tirmizi) 

*$q,& 
(did1 0 1 ~ ~ )  

(611 862) Sayyidina Abdullah Ibn Amr al-Aas & reported that 
Allah's Messenger & came across two groups in his mosque. 
He said, "Both the groups are engaged in that which is good", 
(pointing towards one, he added,) "these people are engaged in 
supplication and prayers to Allah Who will answer them if He 
Wills, but may refuse them, if He Wills (for, He is The 
Independent Master). And, "(pointing to the other group,) "these 
people are engaged in learning religious knowledge and 
teaching the ignorant. hence, their rank is higher. And, 1 have 
been sent only as a teacher." He then sat down among them. 

(Musnad Darami) 
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(d~'J1 313)) g, & ;J+j 
(711 863) Sayyidina Hasan Basari & reported in arsaall from 
that Allah's Messenger & said, "As for him who dies while he 
was seeking religious knowledge so that he may revive Islam 
there will be only one degree-between him and the Prophets in 
Paradise." (Musnad Darami) 

&j&&,&&\ j ~ j & ~ ~ ~ > 4 1 $ ( , A 7 i / h ~  
, 9, 
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(d9J' 3'3)) +ii 
(811 864) Sayyidina Hasan Basri A& ;b,zJ reported in arsaal 
from that Allah's Messenger & was asked about two men of the 
Banu Isra'il. One of them would remain seated after offering the 
Fard Salah and teach pious things to the people. The other 
observed fasting during the day and stood up in the night in 
supererogatory salah. (He was asked,) "Which of the two was 
superior?" He said, "The scholar who offers the fard salah and 
then sits down to teach religion and piety to the people. He has 
excellence over the one who fasts in the day and stands LIP in the 
night in the same way as 1 have excellence over an ordinary Inan 
among you." (Musnad Darami) 

Commentary: The foregoing Ahadith describe the extraordinary 
greatness and excellences of knowledge, students or seekers of 
knowledge, the ulaina (scholars) and the teachers. The 'Why' of that 
and the secret behind that is that this knowledge is sent down by 
0 .  Sayyidina Hasan al-Basari was a Tabi'ee who did not see the Prophet &. He 

learnt Ahadith from different Companions dl d~ . He has reported this 
Hadith and a following one directly from the Prophet & without refering to 
the Companion a;s-hlpJ through whom he learnt it. Such method of 
reporting by the tabi'een is called arsaal while such Hadith.is called ~nursal. 
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Allah and it is the light of guidance which has come to us through 
His Messenger &. Ever since his death, the sacred knowledge that 
he had brought (and is found in the Quran and Hadith) officiates 
for him over the ummah; and the ulama and teachers who have 
acquired it represent the Prophet & as living men. They are not 
Prophets but, as heirs of Prophets, look after the office of 
prophethood and they fulfil the task of the Messenger &. They 
are, as it were, his supporters and tools. It is this peculiarity that 
has raised them to the high degree and made them worthy of 
extraordinary Divine blessings which the foregoing Ahadith 
describe. However, there is a condition attached to it as we will see 
in the Ahadith to follow. It is that learning and teaching knowledge 
should be purely for Allah's sake, and with the reward of the 
Hereafter in mind. If wordly gains are in mind then that is the 
worse of sins and, according to an authentic Hadith, the place of 
such people is Hell. ld&'l (0 Allah. protect us!) 

A Clarification 
It is necessary at this stage to clarify certain things. Today, 

religious knowledge is imparted through religious institutions 
(madrasah) and Dar ul-Uloom. The result is that certain words have 
come to have a restricted implication in the religiouis circles. 

Taalib Ilnz (student, seeker of knowledger) seems to inlply ollly 
those students who study here Aalim (scholar) or  inu'allim 
(teacher) brings to mind the u la~na  and teachers in religious 
institutions. When these meanings are absorbed by the mind. they 
are also applied to the same words in the foregoing Ahadith and 
those that will follow so that the excellences and merits reserved 
for these people in the Ahadith are attributed by the mind to those 
for whom the meanings are absorbed. The exceptional rewards 
from Allah are also so attributed. The truth is, as we have 
mentioned earlier, there was no such method of  imparting 
education in the Prophet's &% time and, after him during the lives 
of the con~panions  and even the tabi'een &. There were no 
rnadrasahs or  Dar ul-Uloom and there were no teachers and 
students to teach and read books. In fact, there existed no books at 
all. Knowledge was imparted only through Companionship and 
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listening. The Companions & acquired their knowledge only in 
this way. (These included the front rank ulama and fuqaha among 
them, for example, the four rightly guided Khalifah and Mu'az & 
ibn Jabal, Abdullah & ibn Mas'ood, Ubayy & ibn Ka'b, Zayd & 
ibn Thabit, etc.) Their successors, the tabi'een, acquired knowledge 
from them in the same manner. Then the great ulama and fuqaha 
gained knowledge from them in the same way through 
companionship and hearing. Without doubt those people are the 
first and foremost deserving of the tidings in the Ahadiths. I submit 
that even today if any creature of Allah takes up sincerely the 
unconventional way of learning and teahing religion, like 
companionship and hearing, then indeed he brings himself within 
the ambit of the Ahadith and the glad tidings. In fact, he enjoys a 
degree of excellence over the conventional students and teachers, 
for, the latter may have some worldly gains in mind but he who 
joins a group with reformation or learning in mind surely does not 
hope to procure worldly benefits from that. Therefore, the 
unconventional approach of such people is without deceit only for 
Allah's sake with only the Hereafter in mind. 

Such deed as is done only to gain His pleasure enjoys esteem in 
the sight of Allah. I have seen such men of Allah even in our times. 
Many among them are such from whom people like us (whom 
others consider ulama) can learn a lesson. 

I found this clarification necessary here because we entertain 
the foregoing misconception of the nomenclatures aalim, muallim 
and talib ilm (scholar, teacher, student) and put only these people 
within the ambit of the Ahadith, though it is done unintentionally. 

Those Who SeekReligious Knowledge 
For Worldly Gains Will Go To Hell 
& Will Be Deprived ofThe Fragrance 
of Paradise Too 

',', " ' $>$j&h,&&\ jFJ j~ 
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( k b  31J 2j1331 J A'S-1 0IJ)) %:2&&\ fjl:*+;j.l( 39 
(911 865)  It is reported by Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & that 
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Allah's Messenger @ said, "As for him who acquires that 
knowledge through which Allah's pleasure is sought (knowledge 
of religion, tbe Book and Sunnah) but he does not acquire it 
except to derive worldly benefit, he will be deprived of the 
odour of Paradise on the Day of Resurrection." 

(Musnad Ahmad, Sunan Abu Dawood, Ibn Majah) 

> , > ,  , . , , 
$>+j&&~&&\ jFJ j~ j ~ . + . ~ ~ ! > ~ j , , ~ ~ / j  .) 

( 1  011 866) 
Allah's Messenger @ said, "If anyone acquires ;eligious 
knowledge not for Allah's pleasure but for other than Allah (like 
for worldly or personal objectives) then he should find his 
adobe in Hell." (Jami' Tinnizi) 

Commentary: Allah Ta'ala sent religious knowledge through His 
Prophets y K - i l @  and, finally, through Sayyidina Muhammad &, 
the seal of Prophets, and His last sacred Book, the Qur'an. He did 
this that His slaves may use its Light and guidance to walk on the 
path of Allah's pleasure into H i s  House of Mercy, Paradise. 
However if a wretched man makes this sacred knowledge a means 
of deriving worldly advantage and gaining his personal desires, not 
the pleasure of Allah, then he is unjust to this sacred knowledge 
sent by Allah through His Messenger. This is the worst kind of 
disobedience. The Prophet & has decleared in these Ahadith that 
this man's punishment is deprivation of even the odour of Paradise 
and consignment to Hell. (0 Allah, protect us!) 

The Example of An Unpracticing Aalim 

( 1  111867) Sayyidina Jundub & reported that Allah's Messenger 
& said, "The example of the scholar who preaches piety to 
other people but forgets himself is like the lantern that gives 
light to the people but simply burns itself out." 

(Mutjam Kabir ofTabarani. Mukhtarah by Diya al-Muqadisi) 
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(0k4JI +g 
(1211868) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
~ e s s e n ~ e r  ,& said, "The worst of punishment to anyone on the 
Day o f  Resurrection will be the lot o f  the scholar whose 
knowledge did not benefit him (because he did not model his 
practical life according to his learning). 
(Musnad Abu Dawood. Tiyalsi. Sunan Sa'eed ibn Mansoor. Kamil ibn 
Adi Sha'b al-Eeman by Bayhaqi) 

Commentary: There are certain sins which are regarded as serious 
crime and deserving of severe punishment by both Believers and 
infidels. Examples of these are: plundering, robbery, murder, rape, 
bribery, cruelty to orphans, widows, etc. There are also sins which 
people generally do not consider as serious but they are grave in 
the sight of Allah and equal to, or more serious than the former. 
Polytheism and disbelief are among them. It is the same with 
misuse of religious knowledge (which is the legacy of the Prophet) 
using it for worldly advantage or not conducting oneself according 
to it. The first kind involves a creature wronging other creatures, so 
even disbelievers recognise it as a sin. The second kind, however is 
violation of rights of knowledge, guidance and Shari'ah of Allah 
and His Messenger which is a kind of wrong committed with them. 
Only those slaves of Allah recognise their seriousness and severity 
who are aware in their hearts of the greatness of Allah, His 
Messenger and religion, Shari'ah and the knowledge taught by 
them. -x 

The fact is that it is as great a sin to use religious knowledge 
not for Allah's pleasure and reward in the Hereafter but to further 
worldly ends as polytheism, disbelief and hypocrisy are. That is 
why the punishment is what the foregoing Ahadith prescribe. May 
Allah cause the holders of religious knowledge to respect the 
sayings of His Messenger in this regard Aameen. 
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BOOK OF HOLDING FAST 
TO THE QUR'ANAND THE SUNNAH 



Sticking to BookofAllah & 
Prophet's Teachings And 
Shunning Bid'ah 

After the Prophet's & death, the Qur'an and the Sunnah are the 
s o u r c e  o f  g u i d a n c e  f o r  m a n k i n d .  T h e y  a r e  a s  t h o u g h  
representatives of his sacred being. The bettlerment of the unznzuh 
and their success lies in abiding by them. Allah's Messenger & 
guided the tirnnzah from different angles and stressed upon them to 
refrain from innovation and bid'ah. Here are some of his sayings in 
this regard. 

,I I, :;/ > 3 , , " J , ,  
(+ Q'JJ> it.4 * ,, $j +~h '$3 
(111 869) Sayyidina .labir & ibn Abdullah reported that Allah's 
Messenger @ said (during his sermon), "To proceed! The best 
of all words is the Book of Allah, and the best of guidance is the 
guidance of Muhammad (Allah's Messenger). And, the worst of 
affairs are innovations in religion, and every bid'ah (innovation) 
is the wrong path." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This Hadith of Sayyidina Jabir & is found in 
Saheeh Muslim in the chapter on the Friday sermon transmitted by 
different lines of transmission. The words of the Hadith indicate 
that the narrator, Sayyidina Jabir & had heard them often from the 
Prophet @ during the Friday sermons. 

T h i s  s a y i n g  o f  t h e  P r o p h e t  & i s  a n l o n g  h i s  b r i e f  
comprehensive sayings. The ~rmnzalz have been given guidance in 
very few words which are enough to keep them on the right path 
till the last Day. Surely, the Book of Allah, the szrnnah and the path 
of Muhammad & are enough to guide the iinmluh on matters of 
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belief, deeds, manners and feelings etc. This duty is described in 
the words: enjoin that which is virtuous and forbid that which is 
wrong. That leaves one passage for the wrong path and it is to 
describe as religion what Allah and His messenger have not 
included in religion, and to wrongly assume it as a means to 
nearness of Allah and success in the Hereafter. This is the most 
dangerous net used by the enemy of religion, the devil. He 
destroyed the earlier people mostly through this ploy, examples 
being idol-worship doctrine of trinity, calling Sayyidina Isa -1 as 
Allah's son, the concept of expiation of sins and terming the monks 
as lords besides Allah. Allah's Messenger @% was informed that his 
ummah too would face similar misleading temptations, in the same 
way as had been presented to the earlier ummah. Therefore, he 
repeatedly said in his sermons that only Allah's Book and his 
sunnah should be followed, for, only that is guidance and a means 
of success. He also said that innovations should be shunned, for, no 
matter how appealing bid'ah may seem, it is nothing but misleading 
and destructive. This is the essence of the saying of the Prophet & 
reported by Sayyidina Jabir &. 

What is Bid'ah 
The Concluding sentence of this saying of the Prophet @ is J.5 
b+ (every bid'ah is error). Some of the recognised ulanla and 

exponents of Hadith have gone by the exact dictionary meaning of 
the word bid'ah and defined it as anything that was not found in the 
times of the Prophet & and finds no mention in the Qur'an and 
Hadith. But, they observed later that there were many things that 
were not found in the times of the Prophet & and are not 
mentioned in the Qur'an or Hadith but they are strongly essential 
from the religious point of view and none of the ulaina had 
classified them as bid'ah or declared as unlawful. The examples of 
such things are: application of diatrical marks on the Qur'an, 
putting down punctuation marks in it so that the common man may 
recite it correctly; compilation of Hadith and Fiqh and books, 
composing books in different languages on different religious 
subjects; establishing religious schools and madrasah; etc. These 
things were not found in the Prophet's lime and are not mentioned 
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anywhere in the Qur'an or Hadith. Hence, if we go by the 
foregoing explanation of bid'ah then all these things will be 
classified as bid'ah and use of all inventions like the train, car. 
aeroplane, etc. will become bid'ah and. therefore, unlawful. But this 
is not so. 

The sholars then explained that bid'ah were of two kinds. First 
is against the Book, sunnali and principles of Shal.irali. This is 
bid'ah sayiah (evil innovation) which is what the Prophet & 
described in the phrase ibb k+ $. Thus every evil innovation is 
misleading. 

The second kind of bid'ah is not contrary to the Book, su11na11 
or principles of S1~arirc~h but in line with it. So, it is hid'c~h hasuncih 
(good innovation). Sometimes, depending on its kind, it is wcrjib 
(obligatory) to abide by it, but at other times it is niz4stnhabb, 
niu,~tahsin or n~uba11 (various degrees of approved nature). Thus, 
bidrah hasunah include the placing of diatrical marks on the 
Qur'an, marking sections and punctuations, compiling Ahadith, and 
writing religious books in various languages and publisl~ing them, 
establisl~ing religious schools, etc. They are not disallowed but are 
nlubah and permitted. 

However, the ulama are not all agreed on this definition. The 
accomplished and the examining anlong them asserts that bid'ah is 
a purely religious terminology like the words Eenia~,  kt@, suluh, 
sakuh, etc., and it encompasses everything that is given a religious 
colour and made part of religion. Thus if such a deed is regarded as 
a religious practice and worship which entitles one to reward and 
Allah's pleasure but there is no evidence for it in Shcil.ircrh, in the 
Book or Sunnah, in qiyuus, or ijtihaad (analogy and independant 
reasoning) then it is bid'rrli. 

Obviously, therefore, the new things that were not found in the 
. Prophet's & times including the inventions, and which are not 
religious in nature do not fall in the definition of bid'ah. Thus, train 
automobile, aeroplane, etc. may be used to travel as also other new 
things. In the same way, the new instruments, tools or means that 
help promote religious matters are not part of hid'ah and this 
includes placing diatrical marks, etc. on the Qur'an, writing and 
co~nposing religious boolcs on Hadith, expositon thereof, etc. in 
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different languages. The opening of madrasah and religious 
schools, libraries, etc. also do not come in the ambit of bid'ah. 
Although they did not exist in the times of the Prophet &, they are 
valid in the eyes of Shari'ah because important religious functions 
and religious duties are easity discharged through them. For 
instance, ablution is prescribed by Shari'uh and water is needed for 
that. So, it is wajib to look out for water or drawn it out from a 
well. It is a firm principle of religion and Shari'ah that if anything 
has to be done to perform a yard or wajib then that too becomes 
wajib. Hence, all those similar things which are mentioned above 
are outside the scope of bid'ah and are, in fact, essential and wajib. 

This explanation and definition of bid'ah is the only correct 
one. And thus every bid'ah is error as stated in the Hadith under 
discussion. 

The renowned scholar of the ninth century, Imam Abu Ishaq 
Ibrahim Shatbi has discussed this subject very exhaustively in his 
book ul-I'tisam. He has firmly rejected the first kind of definition 
and classification of bid'ah into hasanah and sayiah, The 
valumnous book deals only on this subject. Imam Rabbani 
Mujaddid Alf Thani + $ 1  ;kr~ has also rejected strongly the 
classification of bid'ah into two kinds - hasanah and sayi'ah, 
calling it a serious mistake by the ulama who have classified it in 
this manner. He has said that there is no such thing as bid'ah 
hasanah. Bid'ah is always sayi'ah. If anyone imagines brilliancy 
through a bid'ah then that is a wrong impression he gets, for, bid'ah 
always spells darkness. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmed Uthmani $1 kez~ 

ajc has also discussed this subject in his exposition of Saheeh 
Muslim by the title Fath al-Muslim, and it is worth studying. 

l a '  ',,. , , &iu~&d~ J~~ J ~ & ~ @ & ~ h j ~ L 2  . / y )  

$,, J: 3' 

($4, dJNl .a,,), 3CI)J,# + 2'~ 1L li>i & ~ i  > $3 
(211 870) Sayyidah Ayshah &.hi &J reported t,,a I. t Allah's 
Messenger & said, "If anyone introduces into this religion of 
ours anything that is not found in it then what he introduces is 
rejected." (Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary': This saying of the Prophet & is a fundamental 
statement about bid'ah. It rejects all novelties and introductions 
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(whatever of deeds or belief) in religion as means to gain Allah's 
pleasure and reward, there being no basis for them or a clear 
command or hint for them and not even an independent reasoning 
of authority. This is what the words 1.b b p i  4 and l;p b mean. 
Thus every invention and introduction that is not concerned with 
religion and is not regarded as a means to gaining Allah's pleasure 
and reward does not fall under the purview of this Hadith. They 
will not be bid'ah in the terminology of Hadith. These things 
include new kinds of food, dress, houses, means of transport etc. 
Similarly, the novelties in wedding ceremonies, wrong amusements 
and extravagant expenditure which no one regards as religious 
practices do not attract the ruling of this Hadith. Only those 
customs that are regarded as religious and hope is placed in them 
for reward fall in the ambit of this Hadith. They are rejected and 
bid'ah. Most of the rites during death and sorrow are of this kind 
and they include the observance of the third day, tenth day after 
death and soon to the annual anniversary. The fatihah on Thursday, 
the days of the 1 l th,  12th for spiritual leaders, the placing of 
wreath on graves, the urs, etc all fall in this category because they 
are regarded as part of  religion and reward is expectred 
thereagainst. 

More destructive than these practical bid'ah are the bid'ah in 
belief. These include the belief that the Prophet & and the spiritual 
men know the unseen and are omnipresent, that they respond to 
one calling them from a long distance and come to their help. Apart 
from bid'ah this is also shirk or polytheism about which Allah has 
declared in His Book that polytheists will never be forgiven: 

> J  ,, , 9 / > 
( i  A:  i 'I;'& J , , j i ~  $-j 9 ,I(+- 31 &Iy i(ll 5 ~ '  
{Surely, Allah shall not forgive that anything be associated with 
Him, and He shall forgive all besides that to whom He will.) 

(an-Nisa, 4:48) 



(#+\r(.L_ $41 Y l h b  al J d.L+!\) 3 j l j>I J k l a I  J ~ )  

(311 871) Sayyidina lrbad ibn Sariyah & reported that after 
leading the111 in salah one day, Allah's Messe~iger & turned his 
face towards them and delivered a very effective serlnoli which 
caused tlieir eyes to drop tears and tlieir hearts to tremble iri 

fear. One of them said, "0 Messenger of Allah, this is like a 
sermon delivered by one who bids farewell and departs. (So, if 
that is so then) do instruct LIS (on important ~natters)." He said, 
" I  i~istruct you to always fear Allali and keep away from 
disobedience to Him, to listen and obey to one in autliority (the 
Khalifah or Ameer) even if lie is a black slave. For, lie who 
survives me will come across serious disputes. (So, in that 
case,) make it incumbent on yourself to abide by my guidance 
and the guidance of my rightly-guided Khalifahs (caliphs) and 
hold fast to tliat and grip tliat with your teeth. And, keep 
yourself away from new things i~itroduced (into religion), for, 
every new thing in religion is bid'uh, and every bidirh is error." 
( M u s n a d  A h m a d ,  S u n a n  A b u  D a w o o d ,  J a m i ,  T i rmiz i ,  S ~ l n a n  Ibn 
Majah) 

Commentary: This Hadith does not need any explanation. The 
words indicate that the Prophet & spoke them during his last days. 
The  Companions & surmised from the subject-matter of  his 
sermon and the out-of-ordinary style of  delivery that he had a 
premonition that he would depart from this world not long 
thereafter. Therefore, one of them requested him to leave them 
some instructions to follow after him. So,  he gave them the 
instructions. The first thing he said was that they should observe 
~ U ~ M > U  (a God-fearing attitude) and not disobey Allah. Next, they 
should obey the Khalifah and Anleer even if they belonged to a 
lower starata of society. The importance of Taq-\va in religion is 
obvious and Allah's pleasure and success in the Hereafter depend 
on it. And in the world, the unqmah can live in an organised manner 
only if they obey the Khallfah or Ameer, otherwise there would bc? 
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disorder and anarchy. Which might lead to civil war. (However, the 
Prophet & had said often that if the Alneer or Khalifah or anyone 
in authority ordered something against Allah's or the Messenger's 
instructions then he should not be obeyed &lxl\ &a~ 4 3+J aslb Y )  

The Prophet & then said that those who will live long. would 
witness many disputes among the un1r~u11. The only course of  
salvation at such times would be to follow his guidance and the 
guidance of his rightly-guided caliphs and adhere to that iirmly and 
refrain from innovation and bid'ah, for, every hid'ul? is error. and 
nothing else. 

This I-ladith is one of the miracles of the Prophet 28%. t'le 
disclosed to his Companions &, when no one could even thinlc of 
it. that serious differences would crop up among his people. 
Indeed, those of his Cornpaions & who were alive between 25 and 
39 years after him experienced the turmoil.  Thereafter,  tlie 
differences and in-fighting kept increasing. Today, in thc 15th 
century Hijrah, we tilid intense division and disputes within the 
Muslinl conimunity. May Allah enable us to stick to the Truth. to 
guidance and the Prophet's sunnah. 

Adherence to Allah's Book & 
Teahings ofThe prophet @ 

$j A$ &I & 41 j$j Jd J6 9 & 41+ 2 0 
> ' , :  r 

...... ',$ * a, Gilj.i p~i&,]y' , / 
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+IS 4 ~ L u j ,  +b IL +,I 2 6jpJ1 JGl ;itcll c,i Q o \p j )  

(,yLP"II 2- TW"9 ?1;11! Wl 

(411 872) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Umar & i reported that 
Allah's Messenger & said, "None of you can be (true) Believer 
unless his desire becomes subservient to what I have bro~lght  (of 
guidance and teachings)." 
( I m a m  M u h i y u s u n n a h  ajc $1 LJ repor ted  t h i s  Hadi th  in Shasah  
as-sunnah and Imam Nawavi ajc $1 +b-) l ~ a s  stated in Arba'een that it 
has  a n  au then t ic  l ine o f  t ransmiss ion .  It is  a l so  reported in Kitah 
al-Hujjah on  authentic line o f  transmission) 

Commentary: The message oftlie Hadith is that a true Believer is 
one whose heart and mind. and desires and inclinations obey tlie 
0 .  However, in Misbah, the name is Abdullah ibn Amr udl~p~ 
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guidance and teachings (Which is the Book and the sunnah) that 
the Prophet & has brought. This is natural corollary of believing in 
him and accepting him as Allah's Messanger. If anyone does not 
experience this condition then he lacks true faith, and he should 
work to bring himself to that standard. 

(W' 4 8 ' j J )  

(511873) Sayyidina Imam Maalik ibn Anas reported in arsaal 
from that Allah's Messanger & said, "I have left two things 
among YOLI. AS long as you adhere to them strongly, you will 
never go astray. (they are:) the Book of Allah and His 
Messenger's sunnah." (Muwatta llnaln Maalik) 

Commentary: The gist of the Hadith is the Prophet's & saying, 
"After me, t6e Book of Allah and my sunnah that I have brought 
will officiate for me." As long as the urnrnah keeps to them firmly 
they will be safe from falling into error and will be stead fast on the 
guided path. 

We have stated repeatedly in this series of Ma'ariful Hadith that 
sollietirnes a tabi'ee or a taba' tabi'ee (successor to the companions, 
or lils own successor - the epigones) reported a Hadith without 
naming the interlinking narrators. Such reporting is called arsaal 
and such Hadith is called mzlrsal. Imam Maalik A& .&I b~ has 
reported this Hadith in his Muwatta in this manner while he 
himself was a taba' tabi'iee which means that he never had 
opportunity to meet any sahabi (companion) but met the tabi'een 
and heard the Hadith fro111 one of them. These people reported a 
Hadith in this manner only when they knew that the Hadith was 
authentic and acceptable. however, the same Hadith has been 
reported in some other boolts in about the same words with all the 
names of tllose in the line of transn~ission. Kanz ul-Ummal has 
reproduced the report of Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Abbas & on the 
authority of Bayhaqi that Allah's Messenger & said: 
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, J 6 ,  

- + L j  
,, 

"0 people! I will go away leaving behind (the means of 
guidance) which if you adhere to then you will never go astray 
- Allah's Book and His Prophet's ~z~nnah." 

(Kanz ul-Ummal, v I p187) 

In the same book,  another  Hadith has been reported by 
Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & with similar words on the authority of 
Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & . (Kanz 111-Um.mal v l p 173) 

Like Allah's Book, The Sunnah 
Too is Wajib to Observe 

It was disclosed to the Prophet & that sometime in future some 
mischievous people will try to mislead his ummah and tell them 
that only Allah's Book is a religious evidence necessary to follow. 
They  will say  that nothing besides that, even the Prophet 's  
teachings and guidance are not wajib to follow. So, lie forewarned 
the ummah about this mischief and gave them guidance. 

(4tb 21 j &1d1 j jjljplol jj) 
(611 874) Sayyidina Miqda~n & ibn Ma'dikarib reported that 
Allah's Messenger @ said. "Beware! I have been given by Allah 
the Qur'an (for guidance) and with it something like it also. 
Beware! Soon some satiated people (will arise) who sitting 
(comfortably) on their glorious c o ~ ~ c h  will say to the people, 
"Keep to the Qur'an alone. What it has made lawful, treat it as 
lawful, and what it has declared as unlawf~~l treat it as cinlawful 
(for only that is lawful and t~nlawful what the Qur'an has 
described. Nothing else." Reciting this misleading concept, the 
Prophet & added,) "The turn i n  that whatever Allah's 
Messenger has declared as i~nlawfill is just like that which Allah 
has declared unlawful in the Qur'an." 

(Sunan Abu Dawood, Musnad Darami, Sunan Ibn Majah) 
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Commentary: Let us explain here that the wahy (revelation) that 
Allah sent to His Messenger was of two kinds 0 In the form of 
determined words and tet, known as wahy matluw (revelation that 
is recited), and this is the Qur'an Q In the form of inspiration of the 
subject-matter which the Prophet & then described in his own 
words or  displayed through his actions known as wahy ghayr 
matluw (revelation that is not recited), and this was represented in 
the Prophet's general religious guidance and sayings. In short, these 
are also based on wahy and are wajib ul-ittiba' (obligatory to be 
followed). 

Thus Allah had inspired the Prophet & with knowledge that 
such people would arise in his urninah as would mislead the people 
and challenge the Shuri'ah by saying that religious commands are 
only found in the Qur'an and everything else is not a religious 
command. In the Hadith under discussion, Allah's Messenger & 
has forewarned his zanmah of this mischief and aserted, "In order 
to guide, 1 have been given by Allah the Qur'an and with it the 
commands besides it through wuhy ghayr nzatlzl~) and that is as 
wajib to obey as the Qur'an. 

The truth is that those people who reject the Prophet's @ 
Ahadith as religious evidence wish to get rid of the entire editice of 
Islamic Shari'uh. The Qur'an contains only the fundamental 
teachings and commands, but the necessary explanation without 
which they cannot be followed are found in the Prophet's deeds and 
words which are Ahadith. For example, the co~nlnand to observe 
salah is found in the Qur'an, but, how may one offer it? when? how 
many units at the different times? The answers to these questions 
are not found in the Qur'an but are provided in the Ahadith alone. 
Again, the Qur'an commands us to pay Zakah but does not say how 
much and how many times. It is the same with most o f  the 
commands in the Qur'an. 

In short, denial of Hadith as a religious necessity is a denial of 
the entire religious setup.That is why the Prophet & was careful to 
forewarn the umnzuk. This Hadith is thus the Prophet's & miracle 
too in that he foretold about the,fitn (mischief) of rejection of 
FIadith by some of his ummah while there was not even a hint of 
such a thing in his own times and even the t i~nes  of the tabu' 

I 
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tabireen (successors of the successors of Prophet's companions 
&,) 

f ,  

/ a  5 r r ,  L I 

91 +k ;j i6i;jL; j J 3 Y  JN , . , , 

(ig\ ,JY~  2 +L>I &.LAG ij1i91 j *I 41 JJi 
(7/1875) Sayyidina Abu Rafi '  & reported that  Al lah 's  
Messenger said, "Let me not see anyone reclining on his 
couch (arrogantly) when something from me comes to him of 
what 1 have commanded to do or disallowed to do, and he says: 
I know not; what we find in the Qur'an is only what we will 
follow." (Musnad Ahmad, Sunan Abu Dawood, Jami' Tirmizi, Sunan 

Ibn Majah, Dala'il un Nabuwah of Bayhaqi.) 

Commentary: This Hadith conveys the same message as  
conveyed by the Hadith of Sayyidina Miqdam G&J ibn Ma'dikarib. 
The text of both the Ahadith suggest that the main persons behind 
the mischief (of rejection of Ahadith) will be people who are 
well-off by worldly standards and their life-style will be arrogant 
- a sign that the luxuries of life have caused them to neglect Allah 
and the Hereafter. May Allah protect us from every kind of 
mischief and error 

The Prophet's &% Conduct 
Alone Is the Best Example 
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(811876) Sayyidina Anas & reported that three men (of his 
Companions &) came to the wives of the Prophet &J 

and asked them to describe his worhisp (like how long he 
observed salah, fasting, etc.) When they were told of that, (it 
seemed that) they considered it very little and said to each other, 
"How do we compare with Allah's Messenger &. All his sins 
have been forgiven (as stated in the Qur'an, so he does not need 
to worship more than he does. But, we are sinners and need to 
engage in worshp as much as we can)." Thus, one of them 
resolved to occupy in salah all night always. The second 
committed himself to fast every day without fail and the third 
vowed to keep away from women all his life and never to marry 
any woman. (When the Prophet & learnt of it,) he went to his 
three Companions and asked them if they were the ones who 
had spoken in that way. "Listen! By Allah, I fear Him more than 
you do and abstain from displeasing Him more than you do, but 
(in spite of that) my condition is that (1 do not always keep fast, 
but) I observe fasting as I also go without fasting, (1 do not 
engage in salah all night but) I offer salah and also go to sleep 
and (1 have not adopted a life of celibacy,) I marry women and 
live a married life with them. (This is my way and) if anyone 
follows a path other than mine then he is not mine." 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Obviously, these three Companions had a wrong 
notion that total abstinence from the world and its pleasures was 
the only way to obtain Allah's pleasure and forgiveness in the 
Hereafter and entry into Paradise. They had imagined that the 
Prophet @ lived such a life, so, when they learnt the true facts 
from the Prophet's & wives jy hl p~, they considered that too 
paltry but, out of respect and faith, they attributed that to his high 
rank with Allah. They regarded their own case as common-place 
and resolved to live a strict ascetic life. The Prophet & removed 
their mis-understanding and informed them that he was inore 
fearful of Allah and more worried about the Hereafter than they but 
he did not spend the whole night in prayer and all his days in 
fasting and he had wives with whom he spent married life. He said, 
"This is the pattern of life that I have brought as a Prophet and 
Messenger from Allah. So anyone who veers from this path and 
turns his face away is not mine." 
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To occupy solely in worship, remembrance and glorification of 
Allah is the condition of the angels, for. Allah has created them in 
this way. They have no demands of their souls to satisfy and zilu 
and worship is to them as breath is to us. We are children of 
Sayyidina Adam and we have varied demands on us of our 
own souls, of eating and .drinking. Allah has taught us through His 
Prophets e"rc-"@ that we may worship Him and observe His 
limits and injunctions as part of our religious obligations, and 
within those limits, we may also meet our worldly obligations and 
personal desires and mutual rights. This is a very difficult 
propositoin but it is also the pattern of the Prophets pLl~ @ and 
that is the beauty of it! This is why they are more excellent than the 
angels, and the best of their examples is the exemplary character of 
the last of Prophets, Sayyidina Muhammad @. 

The Hadith does not mean to suggest that excess of worship is 
something wrong. It only asserts that the thinking of the three 
Companions & was wrong. Their conception was the product of a 
mistaken mind and against the example of Prophet Muhammad &. 
They had not realised that his life was an example for the zrnmzah 
to emulate, as part of the mission of prophethood. Certainly, this 
conduct of the Prophet & was superior for him than optional 
worship. In spite of that, he sometimes stood in worship so long 
that he had swelling on his feet and if he was reminded that he 
need not stand that long in worship, he would say: 

, I ,  r ,  

(Shall I not be a grateful slave?). " I;& \G x j l . 7  

In the same way, he sometimes fasted for days together without 
having meals for iftar (breaking fast) and sahri (begining fast) in 
what was called sawm wisal (continuous fasting). In short, it would 
be wrong to interpret this Hadith of Sayyidina Anas & and other 
similar Ahadith to mean that over working oneself in worship was 
disapproved. Only celibacy and monasticism are not approved and 
are contrary to the method and teachings of Muhammad &. 

Obeying The Prophet & Is 
The Only Way to Salvation 

5 3 ,  1,,,,5 ',' ,>,,, 6 ,  

JyJ I j l  +MI a + 31 36 +, 2 ( \  hVV14)  
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(911 877)  Sayyidina Jabir  & ibn Abdullah reported that 
Sayyidina Urnar & ibn al-Khattab (one day) brought a copy of 
Torah to the Messenger & of Allah and said, "0 Messenger of 
Allah! This is a copy of  Torah." Allah's Messenger & said 
nothing. Sayyidina U~nar  & began to read it (to the Prophet a). The face of  Allah's Messanger & gradually changed 
colour (but he continued to read without being aware that the 
Prophet's face was turning red). Sayyidina Abu Bakr & (who 
was also present there checked Sayyidina Umlnar & and) said, 
3(lPl ,X-S." "Do you not observe the Messenger's face?" So, he 
looked up at his face and said, "I seek refuge in Allah from His 
wrath and His Messenger's wrath! We are pleased with Allah 
(with our heart and soul) as our Lord, with Islam as our religion, 
and with Muhammad as our Prophet and Messenger." Allah's 
Messenger &then said, "By Him Who holds Muhammad's life 
in His Hand, if (Allah's Messenger) Musa were to come before 
you (in this world) and you were to desert me and follow him 
then you would go astray from the Right Path into error. And 
(listen!), if (Allah's Prophet) Musa were alive in the times of my 
prophethood then he too would have followed me (annd abided 
by my Shari'ah)." (Musnad Darami) 

Commentary: The words irlJg-JI?~ mean a portion or few 
pages of the Arabic translation of Torah. The words of Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr $46 when calling Sayyidina Umar's $46 attention to the 
Prophet's .@ anger $191 ilSf mean literally "May those who weep, 
weep over you!" When these words are spoken at the time of anger, I 

they only expreess anger and do not convey the literal meaning. 
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There are such idioms in every language. In urdu, for istance, 
mothers call their children rnu'aa when they are angry. Although it 
means the dead, it only is an expression of anger. 

The Prophet's & anger stemmed from the possibility of doubt 
that even though the Qur'an was there and the last of Prophets & 
was the guide, Torah or any other ancient Scripture was sought for 
guidance. The fact, however, was that the Qur'an and the teachings 
of Muhammad @ had done away with the need of anything else to 
gain Divine awareness and guidance. Those portions of the earlier 
scriptures that were of a perpetual nature for mankind were 
preserved in the Qur'an too: 

~ ~ ~ : o o ~ ~ \ ~ & ~ j + & ' ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~  , , 

{Confirming that which was before it of the Book, and a 
guardian there of) (al-Ma'idah, 5:48) 

This is the attribute of the Qur'an. Besides, the era of Torah and 
other earlier Scruptures was over. With the revelation of the Qur'an 
and cornmisioning of Prophet Muhammad & salvation and 
pleasure of Allah can be had only through them. It was to this fact 
that the Prophet @ referred when he said on oath that even if 
Sayyidina Musa to whom the Torah was revealed were alive 
and people followed him instead of Prophet Muhammad & then 
they would not be on right-guidance but on error, and, in fact, 
Sayyidina Musa =I, too, would have followed the Prophet & if 
he were alive in the Prophet's & times as one of his urnrnah. 

Sayyidina Umar & was one the closest of the Prophet's & 
Companions &. Hence, even this minor slip from him displeased 
the Prophet &. 

~39~ j -, ~I$I &j$ +&'I & A& ~6 i;> &i 2( \ A ~ A /  \ , 
',,, &j & & JyJ j& t&il $3,$$! GjS-j 

/ ,, / >, ' , h ,  , , ,'* ,', G ~ I  @! J ~ I  ~ j  4k &I 39, e3+ y j  +@I $i I$&,& 
(&)a' 01~)) 

(1011 878) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that the people 
of the Book used to recite the Torah ill Hebrew but explained it 
to the Muslims in Arabic. So, the Prophet & instructed (the 
Muslims) that they should neither confirm nor reject the People 
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of the Book (when they related anything from the Torah), but 
they may say only (as per Allah's guidance, what the Qur'an 
says): 

{We believe in Allah, and that 
I 0  

which has been revealed to us ,j>i Gj GI J$; Gj d~ G\ 
and that which was revealed to 
Ibraliiin, and Ismail, and Ishaq, &&!j j&L!j ,&I21 , ,  31 , 

and Yaqub, and the tribes (their &ji Lj &&4'1j &j 
descendants), and that which 

, . d  ,I -,, 
Musa and lsa were given, and d p J 1  &jl bj 2; 
tha t  which  (al l  t h e  o t h e r )  ,,, L U , ~  ' , *I . 
Prophets were given from their $@&?~pf @J* ,, 

Lord ;  w e  d i f fe ren t i a t e  not  
between any of tliern, and to 
Him we subniit in Islam) ( \ Y 7 &T o@ iJp) 

(al-Baqara, 2 :  136) 

Commentary: The truth is that there had been some interpolation 
in Torah and Injeel. Therefore, the Prophet & said that neither 
should they be believed nor rejected. Rather, the Muslims should 
believe and declare before other people that they believed in all the 
Prophets of Allah and the revelations that those Prophets had 
received and that they did not differentiate between any of the 
Prophets. They should assert that they were slaves of Allah who 
followed His Commands and it was one of His Commands that 
they should abide by the Qur'an and the Last Prophet & to whom 
it was revealed. Just as it is a Command of Allah, so too it is 
commonsense that they should believe in all His Prophets and 
Books, but they should obey the Prophet and Messenger who has 
come to them and abide by his Shuri'ah. 
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(1 111 879) Sayyidina Abdullah & ibn Amr ibn al-Aas reported 
that Allah's Messenger @ said, "The saliie evils that had 
infected the Banu Isra'il will infect ~iiy trnininh - evil for evil 
- to such an extent that if anyone among the Bliu Isra'il had 
intercourse with his mother openly then there would be 
sollieone in my  trrnn7cih who would perpetrate the same sin. 
And, the Banu Isra'il were divided into seventy-two sects which 
my urnrnuh will divide into seventy-three sects. And all of them 
will belong to Hell except one sect (which will belong to 
Paradise)." The Companions & asked hill1 to identify the sect 
and he said, "The one that will follow the path on which 1 walk 
and my Companions walk." (Jami' Timizi) 

(There is a Hadith of similar context in Musnad Ahtilad and 
Sunan Abu Dawood reported by Sayyidina Mu'awiyah &.) 

Commentary: The Prophet & has not lnerely foretold something 
in this Hadith, rather, he has struck a cautionary note for the 
umn~ah. Everyone of his unlmah must ensure that he observes the 
same beliefs and ideology and path which the Prophet @ taught 
and his Colnpanions & observed. Only they will get salvation and 
an assurance to enter Paradise. 

This group has distinguished itself with the identification Ah1 
I us-sunnah w a  al-Jama'ah (those who are attached to Allah's 

Messenger k$% and the company of his Companions &. As for the 
other seventy-two sects about whom the Hadith says $4 # (all 
of them will be in the Fire), we cannot pinpoint them exactly but 
they are those whose religious thought and belief differs from LI b 

& ~ \ g  +& (That on w11icl1 I am and lny Co~npanions are). We can, 
however ,  g ive  the example  of the zuydiynh, Mu'tuz~rliyclh, 
Juhuyniyah and the rejectors of Hadith and the inubtudiyeen whose 
mischief has not gone to the limits of disbelief. 

It is also worth considering here that those people who are 
absolutely outside the folds o f  Islam are, therefore, also not 
included in the seventy-two sects of the zimn2ah. These are the 
ancient ones who believed in Mzlsayllntrh Kuzzah, the false Prophet 
and, in our times, the Qadjxrni.~. The seventy-two sects though they 
are within the zrmmah yet they have diverted fi-om the Prophet's and 
his  Companion 's  path ( & b ~ g + &  L\ b) and have  adopted a n  
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adulterated form of belief. Nevertheless they have not rejected 
anything of the basic necessities of religion and have not believed 
in anything that could throw them out of the sphere of Islam (so 
they continue to be within Islam) 

The saying >t;l\ g 4 (all of them will be in the Fire) describes 
their fate because they corrupted their belief and went into error. 
They become liable to go to Hell because of that. As for the I 

seventy-third sect following the Prophet's and his Companion's 
path they are described as people of Paradise. They will deserve to 
go there because of their belief and steadfastness. 

Nevertheless, the division into sects to which the Hadith refers 
does not concern performance of pious deeds and evil actions. 
Division into sects is based on beliefs and thought. The righteous 
deeds deserve reward and evil calls for punishment, but this Hadith 
does not deal with that subject. 

Attachment to Sunnah 
During Turmoil 

$-j 4 dl & &\ jLsj J,j J,j L3 &, 
1 >(\ A A  .I\ T )  

' 3 9' 

( L J Y ,  2 &\+I '31,~) & fll ($ ?LA Lf & 
(1211 880) Sayyidina ~ b u  Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger @ said, "One who holds fast to my sunnah in times 

1 

of corruption among my ummah, will get the reward of a 
martyr. " (Mu'jam Awsat by Tabarani) 

Commentary: We learnt from the forgoing Hadith of Sayyidina 
Abdullah ibn Amr & and other numerable Ahadith that it was 
disclosed to the Prophet & that his urnrnah too will come in the 
grip of corruption like the earlier peoples and there will be times 
when depravity and indecency will become common. Most of the 
people will follow the devil and foresake the Prophet's guidance. 
Obviously, it will call for a strong will to stick to the Prophet's 
sunnah in such an atmosphere of corruption. Thus who adhere to 
the sunnah will face a very difficult time and have to make a lot of 
sacrifice. These resolute, pious people are given glad tidings in the 
Hadith of Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah &. They will be raised to the 
rank of martyrs and get reward commensurate with that rank. 
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It must be borne in mind here that we use the word sunnah in a 
very special and limited sense. But, in the Hadith, the word sunnah 
means the Prophet's practice and his guidance. And it includes 
belief, the fard obligations and the wajib obligations. 

Observation: The Hadith in Mishkat al-Masabeeh quotes 
Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah in these words: 

,, I ,  J&i+&s;3uJ.&&u> , , , # 

(the words 'reward of a martyr' are replaced by 'reward of a 
hundred martyrs'). However, no authority has been quoted. So, the 
Hadith of Mu'ajam Awsat Tabarani seems more reliable. But Allah 
knows best. 

Effort to Revive Sunnah 
& Reform The Ummah: 

, > , 6 ,  9 ,  , 6 ,  , 9, 9 t B 8  9 Z 8 >  
(&Li"~ljj) ~ ~ . " ; l Y ~ l ~ ~ & ~ * ~ e ) i c * ~ l & ~ ~  

( 1  311881) Sayyidina Ali & reported that Allah's Messenger & 
said,  "He  w h o  revives one  o f  my sunnah after it had been 
forgotten after my death has, indeed, loved me. And, he who 
loves me will be with me." (Tirmizi) 

Commentary: As long as a sunnah of the Prophet & is observed 
and it is common. it is said to be alive. But, if it is not observed 
and unknown comnlonly then it is said to have been put out of 
existence. Then, if a faithful person of the urnrntrh struggles to 
revive it and make it common again then the Prophet k!% has said 
about such a man that he loves him and has fulfilled the right of 
love. and, in the Hereafter, he will be with the Prophet & as a 
friend. 

' J , ,  , , 21 & 41 Jrj JG jd 29, +,dl $ , , ,  J$ 2 ( I A A Y I I  t )  
9 9 ,, , , B 6 & ~ y l k ~ ~ A & ~ & ~ , & & & & & ~ > & j &  , * 

5'8 , ' I ,, > > '  ( L S ~ A  1 0 11)) ~ ~ j ~ ~ > & d ~ ~ > $ j . & j A j F ~  

(1411 882) Sayyidina Bilal'& ibn a l - ~ a r i t h  ~ u z a n ' i ~ ~ i  reported 
that Allah's Messenger & said, "If anyone revives one o f  my 
sunnah which had been made extinct after my death then he will 
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get a reward equal to the reward of all those people who will put 
it into practice without anything being deducted from their 
reward." (.lamia Timizi) 

Commentary: Let us try to understand this Hadith through an 
example. Suppose, Muslims of some place had stopped paying 
zakah, or made it a practice to deny daughters share from their I 

father's legacy. Then. a man of Allah reformed them and revived 
the practice and z~rkuh began to be paid and daughters were given 
their inheritance according to Sl?~rri'~zh. Then, the reward that will 
acrue to each man who observes these practices will be added up 
and a reward equal to the sum will be given to the person who 
revived the practice. This reward will be a special blessing from 
Allah and nothing whatsoever will be deducted from the reward of 
the performers of the deeds. Let us see a practicle example of our 
own times. The Prophet & had drawn a programme whereby every 
Muslin1 should acquire necessary know-how of religion - whetl~er 
he is young or old, rich or poor, literate or illetrate. He should then 
follow religion and, according to his own condition and ability, 
encourage other people to do the same. However, with the 
vicissitudes of time and some historical factors this programme 
faded into oblivion. The result was that a very limited number of b 

sincere ulalna and men of religion were the only ones who cared 
for religion. Then a sincere slave of Allah of our times and faithiill 
member of the Prophet's & ummuh revived the programme of 
working for religion among the masses. He struggles hard for that 
and devoted his entire life for that. The result is before our eyes. 
(The 14th century of Hijri has ended and 15th begun.) In different 
countries of the world, different levels of Muslims - hundreds of 
thousands in numbers - who had no close relationship with Islam 
neither on the theoritical side nor the practical side and had no 
moment of thought for the Hereafter, suddenly have only the 
Hereaqer before them. They try to make their own lives according 
to the Commands of Allah and His Messenger and to bring other 
people to the same fold. They make sacrifice in this path and 
endure hardship. Without doubt this is a great example of revival 
of sunnah. May Allah approve of it and may effuse guuidance 
among the tunn?~rh through this, and then among all mankind 
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9 6 ,  , , ' ,/ 

(&LyJiJI 019~) e8&&>JJLJlu1 

(1511 883) Sayyidina Amr i b n  Awf 4$& reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "Religion (Islain) began as a stranger. And 
(a time will come when), it will return to that condition as it had 
begun. So, [nay the ghttrabu be happy. They are those who will 
rectify the corruption and diorder that the people will create 
after me in my .~ltnncrh. " (Jarni Tirrnizi) 

Commentary: The word gharih (pl. ghuraba) nieans allien, a 
stranger who has no one to look after him. 

The meaning of the Prophet's @ saying is that when Islam was 
iirst introduced to the people and, on the Coniinand of Allah, the 
Prophet & presented it to the people of Makkah, its tenets. its 
deeds and its way of life were strange and allien for the people. It 
was like a stranger in a new country who had no one ltno\ving him. 
'Then the tables \\ere turned gradually until the people of Madinah 
embraced it together and soon it spread all over the Arabian 
peninsulla.  Other  countries of  the world also welcomed it. 
However, as we have stated earlier Allah had disclosed to His 
Messenger that just as other people were overtaken by a decline, 
his i~lnlnah too will face a decline. Most of them will adopt evil, 
misleading ways and wrong customs. The original form which the 
Prophet had preached will remain among very few people and it 
\ \ i l l  again revert to its initial condition a stranger in foreign land. 
The Prophet & has fbrewarned to la111~1u1~ of the difficult times to 
come and has said that the faithfill nien of his umnltrh who retain 
the original Islam and try to rectil) the nrong deserve praise. He 
has called them 6 3  (ghuraba). 

Doubtless. this Hadith aptly described the condition of those 
who call themselves Muslinis in our times. A large majority of the 
1r111mtrl7 is unaware of the basic teachings of religion. They are 
involved in clear polytheism, like grave worship. They neglect the 
basic duties like salah and =aka11 and do not distinguish between 
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lawful and unlawful in their diurnal dealings. There are very few 
people who refrain for Allah's sake from false cases and false 
witnessing. A large number of ulama and righteous men have 
succeinbed to selfishness and love of wealth. We can count all the 
evils that were found among the Jew and Christian priests and 
monks which brought the curse of Allah on them. At such a time of 
mischief and corruption those sincere people who adhere to the 
original Islam and keep to the Prophet's guidance and sunnah and 
constantly worry about correcting the wrong in the ummah deserve 
praise and glad tidings. May Allah enable me and the readers to 
join that group of commendable people. 

, r  ,= "&;j&~*\j&~\$;ll 

(0 Allah, cause us to be among them and raise us in their group) 

Prophet's Personal Opinion 
In Worldly Matters 

The Commands that Allah's Prophets give in their capacity as 
Prophet or Messenger are wajib ul-Itu'nt (obligatory to obey) 
whether they concern rights of Allah or rights of the creatures, 
worship or mutual dealings, manners or social conduct - any 
department of life. Sometimes, however, they did give their 
personal opinion on matters concerning the world only. The 
Prophet @ has himself made it clear that such suggestions are not 
obligatory to obey. In fact, it is not necessary that such opinions 
should be correct always. There may be a mistake. The Next 
Hadith says the same thing. 

$ ' '  ' " &;e;j@d\ &&I j+i J U + + ~ I ; > ( ~ A A ~ I ~ T ,  
r B  B J  r ,  , , ,, , > 6  $ + 26 12,j Jm wl ;j>L pj GdYl 

* .. - I  

* '  ,, &\ 6 J U ' d A l j  ,/ , , \jy&@i$> ,$ 
r"! 

> r , , ,  , , , ,  < ,-, r  > I , , ,  , 3 13 dd ~ \ 3  & + +y\ \j\ 8 j~ +& > & ,&y\ \i\ 

(+ 0'33 
(16/1884) Sayyidina Rafi' & ibn Khadeej reported that Allah's 
Messenger (when he migrated to Madinah) found out that 
the people grafted the date-palm trees. He enquired, "What is it 
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that you do? (why do you do?)" They submitted, "We have been 
doing it all along." He said, "It niay be good for you perhaps, if 
you do not do it." So they stopped the practice, but the yield 
declined. Then they reported that to the Prophet @ and he said, 
"I am but a human being. So, when 1 command you concerning 
something about religion, make it a point to obey (and act on it) 
but if 1 tell you anything as a personal opinion then I am a 
human being," (Muslim) 

Commentary: Madinah was a centre of date production (as it is 
today too). When he performed the hijrah and came to Madinah, 
the Prophet k$% found that the Madinans combined the male tree of 
dates with the female in a particular way. This was called Taubeer. 
Date was not grown in Makkah or anywhere around it. So, this 
practice was a new thing for the Prophet a. He asked them why 
they did that but they could not give the wisdom behind their 
practice other than that they had been doing it all along. and their 
fore fathers had been doing it. The Prophet took it as a wastef~ll 
practice ofjahiliyuh and suggested that if they gave it up they 
might find it better. They obeyed the Prophet & and abandoned 
the Tuubeer but the result was a low produce. They mentioned that 
to the Prophet & and he said: 

' I ,  J , , , ,, 6 ' :J ,i \i,j i j u  e2 2 6 F9\ 1 j! ++ b\ &\ u\>>&+y # ,  , /..I 

I '  

"(1 am but a human being......) Everything I say is not a religious 
guidance or based on wahy (revelation) but it is from a mortal. 
When 1 command you on a religious matter that becomes 
obligatory for you to obey but when I give you an opinion on 
worldly matters that is an opinion from a human being and may 
be mistaken. What I had said about Tuubeer was my personal 
opinion and personal suggestion." 
The  fact is that Allah has placed certain peculiarities in 

different things and only He knows about that. Although, He had 
put the power to increase production in Taubeer yet He had not 
taught  His  Messenger  &% about  that  because that was  not  
necessary, for, he had not come to teach gardening but to give 
guidance leading to Allah's pleasure and Paradise. He was given 
that knowledge. 
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This Hadith tells us also that it is wrong to hold and believe 
that Allah's Messenger & had knowledge of everything of the 
world. Those who imagine that he had such knowledge are 
unaware of the high station of the Prophet &. 

With this Hadith the Kitab ul-I'tisam bil Kitab wu  us sunnuh is 
complete. 



INVITATION TO PIETY 
Enjoining What is Good and 

Forbidding What is Evil 

The Prophets @ are sent sent by Allah only that they 
may invite His slaves to piety and, virtue and to guide tlien~ to 
approved deeds and manners and to prevent and save them from 
every kind of evil. Thus, those slaves will be worthy of Allah's 
mercy and pleasure in the HereaHer and be safe fro111 His \vrath. 
This mission is entitled in the words of the above caption. 

With the termination of the office of prophethood on the death 
of Sayyidina Muha~llnlad &. the responsibility of carrying on the 
mission rests on the shoulders of his zin7nluh till the Last Day. The 
Qur'an says: 

{And let there be of you a J! dy& , , J > 6  b, * 6 '  G $j 
commuliity who invite to 

, , J  J S , ,  

goodliess. and elijoili what is 3j9'4 d j y k j  9'1 , 

right and forbid what is wrong ,+ G,;~ gl tt,wj 
Alid those - they are the 
prosperers.} (Aal Imrati, 3: 104) ( j  . i :yb\+ Ji) o&+kil 
{You (0 Believers) are the best , J 6 J  ,, , J ,  j 

col i i l~ i r~ni ty  raised u p  for  &&! &p, 91 # 
9,  mankind; you enjoin what is , , , ,. , J J c :  ;jirj 3J44 d j y L  

right, and forbid what is wrong, 
and you believe in Allah) .& &j $j, 

(Aal-lmran,3:l 10) (1 \ :r 3\+- JT)  
The entire responsibility for the n~ission of the Prophet & rests 

with the z1nunuh for ever now. He has disclosed to us that those 
people who discharge this responsibility faithfully are entitled to 
great blessing. Those that are lethargic in this regard wrong 
theniselves and will suffer terrible consecluenccs. Let us read the 
following Ahadith in the light of this preamble. 
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Reward For Invitation to Good 
5 6 > I  ,,,,,,, & &\ & $1 J~AJ JG JG ~J&4' \$s ,, &{ >( f ,,Ao/, v) 

(+ O ~ J J )  . . . . . . ~ ~  I , y  ki , '& l& 3 2 j 2 &j 
(1711885) Sayyidina Abu Mas'ood & al-~ksari reported that 
Allah's Messenger & said, "He who leads (anyone) to a pious 

' task will get a reward equal to the reward of the person who 
does that pious work.." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Le us explain this Hadith through the example of a 
man who does not observe salah. Your efforts induced him to 
resume this obligation as also recital of Qur'an and remembrance of 
Allah (Zikv) which too he had been neglecting. He also began to 
pay zakah which he had hither to avoided. Now, whatever reward 
he will get in the Hereafter for his observance of these things 
during jhis life, Allah will bestow as much reward as a prize to you 
(in terms of the tidings of this Hadith) because of your tableegh 
(propagation) which prompted him to piety. The fact is that 
whatever reward one can earn through Tableegh cannot be matched 
through any other effort. In the terminology of religious elders this 
is the tareeq nabuwat (emulation of prophethood) provided it is 
done purely for Allah's sake and only for His pleasure. 

5 I,,, , , , 2 +~&~I&+JI jYJ JG J ~ ~ ~ > & ~ > O A A - , / , A )  
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(+ O~JJ) &i\ &, 
(1  811886) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "If anyone invites (people) to the path of 
piety then he will get a reward equal to the reward earned by all 
those people who listened to him and walked on the pious path 
and performed the pious deed, and, because of that, nothing will 
be deducted from their reward. (And in the same way,) if 
anyone leads (people) to the wrong path (and bad deeds) then he 
will have the sin equal to the accumulated sin of all those people 
who prepetrate the bad deed and follow the wrong path on his 
lead, and, because of that, nothing will be reduced from the sin 
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(and punishment) of those people." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This Hadith not only conveys glad tidings to the 
inviters to Truth but also warns those who invite others to 
wickedness. The truth is that the forturnate people who &e enabled 
to invite others to the righ; guidance are the servants of the mission 
of the Prophet & and, in fact, all the Prophets (WI & and they 
are soldiers of their armies. As for the unfortunate who invite to the 
wrong path and evil deeds, they are agents of the devil and men of 
his army. Their fate is spelled out in the Hadith. 

(#I 2 '+\+I 0 1 ~ ~ )  

(1911887) Sayyidina Abu Rafi ~$3 reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "That Allah should guide anyone at your 
hands is better for you than everything on which the sun rises 
and sets." (Tabarani in Mu'jam al-Kabeer) 

Commentary: Obviously, there is no portion of the world on 
which the sun does not rise or set. Thus, the Hadith implies that if 
Allah guides even one man through your effort then it is better and 
more beneficial for you than that you get all the world from east to 
west. May Allah cause us to have faith in these sayings and 
conduct ourselves accordingly. 

Encouragement To Command Virtue & 
Forbid Evil & Warning Against Lethargy 

Z 'il, j ~ & j & ~ i u l & $ 1 5 i - & ~ > , , A A A / y . )  &4's, J 
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(2011 888) Sayyidina Huzayfah & reported that the Prophet & 
said, (0 Believers!) By Him Who has my life in His Hands, it is 
incumbent upon you that you should enjoin what is virtuous and 
that you should forbid what is evil (that is, urge other people to 
do pious things and guide them to piety, and prevent them from 
doing evil and bad deeds) otherwise (because of your slackness - 
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in this regard) Allah will send His punishment on you. Then yo11 
will pray to hi111 but your prayer will not be accepted." 

(Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Prophet & has said in very clear words that if 
his people neglect their duty to elljoin the pious and forbid the evil 
then Allah will cuase then1 to suffer trials and punishment. Then if 
they supplicate Him to ward off the punisl~ment, their supplication 
will not be accepted. 

In my humble view. there is no doubt that the plight of the 
zln1nzuh fo r  many past cen tur ies  du r ing  wh ich  they  h a v e  
experienced trials and punushment and the prayers o f  their 
righteous men are unanswered is mostly due to the near suspension 
of the responsibility imposed upon then1 by the Prophet & on 
Allah's Coml~land. The responsibility concerns the carrying of the 
progranlnle he had initiated and entrusted his zrn~n~ah with - to 
command the right and forbid the evil. The proportion of those 
who carry out this nlission is not even one to every one thousand 
Muslims. 

4, > > / > > , > ">>?p\\;\ & ; $d&y, ,$/j p $ ~n*&p?! , " I \  
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(2111 889) Sayyidina Abu Bakr Siddiq & said: '~ou recite the 
verse 

( \  . 0:o 0ALdI) 

(0 you who believe! Guard your own souls. He who has gone 
astray cannot har~ii you if YOLI are rightly guided) (5 : 1 05) 
(He referred to this verse and went on to say tliat no one shoi~ld 
misinterpret this verse, for,) I had heard Allah's Messenger & 
say, "When people (become so wicked that when they) see the 
,S'harifuh being violated they do nothing to correct it then there 
is the risk tliat Allah w o ~ ~ l d  soon take the111 to task for that." 

(Sunan Ibn Majah, Janii' Tirmizi) 
Commentary: This is the 105th verse of al-Ma'idah that Sayyidina 
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Abu Bakr & has quoted. The apparent meaning of this verse ma) 
perhaps be misinterpreted by some people to believe that their 
responsibility ceased after putting themselves on the correct path 
and that they have no responsibility to guide other people. 

Sayyidina Abu Bakr & dispelled this misconception when he 
asserted that he had heard the Prophet & say that when people 
become so indifferent as to look the other way when Allah's and 
His Messenger's conlnlands are violated then they might soon face 
Allah's punishment. 

In the light of this Hadith and other Aliadith and text of the 
Qur'an, the above verse of al-Ma'idah would be interpreted to 
mean: 0 believers! when you are on guidance, obeying Allah and 
His Messenger (Which includes enjoining the right and forbidding 
the wrong and working within your capacity to reform and guide 
Allah's slaves) then you are not responsible for those ungodly 
people who do not pay heed to you and continue in their wrong 
ways. 

(The Hadith of Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri .+$+ & 21j 2'' 
"&d~ ..... 04 is J$ ''He among you who sees a wrong done 

must correct with his hand- .  to the end," has been recorded in 
Kitub ul-Eeman of Mulr!'fiil Hodith. Its message is that if anyone 
sees the Shu'viuh being violated then if he can he must stop it by 
force. But, if he cannot then he must give an oral advice and a 
piece of mind. If he does not have even that much strength then he 
must consider it evil in his heart and have a disliking for it in his 
heart. 

( e b  J A j \ A j + \  O J  3)) 
(2211 890) Sayyidina Jarir 4$G ibn Abdullah reported that he 
heard Allah's Messenger & say, "If a man alnong a people 
colnlnits deeds that are sinful and contrary to Shut"ifuh and those 
people possess power to correct him but do not correct him (and 
let hi111 alone as he is) then Allah will involve them in some 
punishment before tliey die." (Si~nan Abu  Dawood, Su~ian Ibn Majah) 
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Commentary: If anyone has the ability to reform and guide the 
erring one but he does not try that and remains listless then he is 
committing a sin for which Allah may punish him before the 
Hereafter in this very life. "!l+ Y J  b ~ l g  I;j+ &I " (0 Allah, 
forgive us, and have mercy on us, and do not punish us.) 

(2311891) Sayyidina Jabir reported that Allah's Messenger 
said that Allah Commanded Jibreel to uproot a certain 

settlement with all its inhabitants. He submitted, "0 Allah! 
There lives in that place Your so-and-so slave who has never 
disobeyed You even for the time it takes an eye to flicker." 
Allah Commanded him to turn over that settlement on that slave 
and the other inhabitants, for, "Never for a moment, too, did this 
slave's face change colour for My sake."(~ha'b al-Eeman,by Bayhaqi) 

Commentary: There was a place whose dwellers were sinful, on 
the whole and they did such disobedient deeds as invited Allah's 
wrath on them. There was, however, a slave who was very obedient 
to Allah and never committed a sin but at the same time he never 
felt bad about the evil deeds of other people in the locality and his 
forehead never showed wrinkles over their wicked conduct. In the 
sight of Allah, this too was a crime of equal intensity to warrant for 
him the same punishment. 

ri+;;iSdG>&36 
(ajla 9 O~JJ) 

(2411892) Sayyidina Urs & ibn ~ k i r a h  has reported that the 
Prophet & said, "If sin is committed on a land and the people 
who live there disapprove of it then (in the sight of Allah) they 
are like those who are not present there (which means that they 
will not be taken to task for the sin). And, as for those people 
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who do not live there but they approve of the sin, they are like 
those who were present'tliere (and partners in sin)." 

Commentary: When read with the other Ahadith of this chapter, 
the Prophet's @ saying would mean that no blame would attach on 
those  w h o  d i spapprove  d i sobed ience  to  A l l ah ' s  a n d  Hi s  

I Messenger ' s  conilnands and  t ry the i r  best to prevent  the 
disobedience and correct it. or. atleast. entertain a deep revulsion to 
it in their heart: it does not matter if their disapproval and attempts 
do not bear f'ruit. The> will not be questioned even if the evil 
persists. (Insha Allah. the) m i l l  be rewarded!) And, as for those 
who do not feel repe!led at the violation oi'Sl?n~-i'crh then. even if 
they are not at the place of disobedience, they are wrong-doers and 
partners in sin. May Allah cause us to examine ourselves in the 
light of these sayings of the Prophet &. 

I , , ,  I I .. .. &j&dI\L;i;)&l JYJ JL~ J U & . + ~ ~ & I  I , , j ~ j h 4 y / y o )  
I *, 

9 I , ' ,  jla L g  \p+dl , , 

I r ,  6 I ,  ,, , ~'~,@i;, jjJ\$g&,~\>*jGj@i;,+ 

(2511 893) Sayyidina Nu'man & ibn Bashir reported that Allah's 
Messenger @ said. "The example of tl~ose people who show 
flexibility in regard to Allah's liniits and commands concerning 
them (and do not enforce checks on violation) a~id of those 
people who violate the liniits of Allah and disobey His 
Colnlnands is like the example of a groi~p of people who draw 
~nutual lots and board a ship. Some of them got to occirpy the 
lower deck while others got the upper deck. So, one of the lower 
deck passed through those on the upper deck while he carried 
water whereby they experienced inconvenience (and expressed 
their displeasure). So, the Inall of the lower deck took a hammer 
and began of bore a hole in the botto~ii of the ship (so that he 
could fetch water directly fro111 the sea without going up). Those 
in the upper deck came to him and asked what is wrong with 
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you? He said: You find (my coming and going for water) 
inconvenient to you (and you showed anger) but water is 
indispensible (for life. I bore the hole to fetch water." Allah's 
Messenger &) said, "If the shipmates hold his hand (and 
prevent him from boring the hole) then they will save him from 
destruction and themselves too. But, if they leave him to do 
what he does then they will consign him to death and 
themselves too. (All of them will drown)." 

Commentary: Necessary explanation has been provided within 
brackets in the translation. It is very easy to understand Hadith. It 
discloses that the piety of the pious will not help them when Allah's 
punishment descends on a wrong-doing people if the pious do not 
preach to them. In this regard, the Qur'an also says: 

( T 0 :A J U Y  1) o"+d'\ 
(And fear the trial which shall not afflict in particular the evil 
doers alone among you. And know that Allah is severe in 
retribution) (al-Anfal, 8:25) 

Conditions In Which Responsibility 
To Preach is Waived 
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(&LA\ b \ j ) )  && j& 6 * - e ~ 2  & 
(2611 894) Sayyidina Abu Tha'labah & al-Khushani reported 
about Allah's words: 

6 ,  ,', , ' c ! '  >,/ > ,  ,+\ y i ,  $5q?? 
I ( \  .o:o ~&w~)"$&II~! ~9 3. ~ J . . & ~ $ & J \  @ J.4 J ,  

0 .  Translation is found in Hadith NO. 33 
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that (in response to a man's question) he said that he had asked 
about this verse to that being who was best aware (of its 
meaning, message and Allah's Command), the Messenger & of 
Allah. So he said, "(Do not misinterpret this verse) Rather, stick 
to enjoining that which is right and forbidding that which is 
wrong till you see that the temptation to stinginess and 
amassing wealth is predominant and (instead of Allah's and His 
Messenger's commands) personal desires are obeyed, and (the 
Hereafter is forgotten and) only this life is made the ambition, 
and, everyone is slave to this own opinion and self projection. 
At such a time, worry about yourself and leave aside the masses 
(to Allah) because, after that, such a time will also come that 
(Keeping to religion and following Shari'ah) with patience and 
stead-fastness will be (as difficult) as to pick up burning 
charcoal. In those days, those who abide by Shnri'ah will earn a 
reward equal to the reward of fifty men who perform deeds as 
YOU do." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: Abu Umayyah Sha'bani & bj, a Tabi'ee, had 
asked Sayyidina Abu Tha'labah Khushani .&% about the same 105th 
verse of al-Ma'idah about which we have seen Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr's & words above. He replied that he himself had asked 
Allah's Messenger & about this verse (because the words could be 
misconstrued to imply that it was enough ,for one to correct his 
own life to righteousness and no responsibility lay on him to 
preach to other people). The Prophet & corrected the impression 
by his words narrated in the Hadith. The gist of that is that apart 
from worrying about oneself, one must worry about setting other 
people too on the right course. He must command that which is 
virtuous and forbid the disapproved, for, that is a religious duty and 
Allah's Command. So, that must be constantly done until the 
ummah's condition worsens to the extent that stinginess becomes 

> its nature, and wealth is like a god to it, and instead of the 
Commands of Allah and His Messenger personal desires are 
preferred, and the Hereafter is neglected while the present life is 
made the sole aim, and self-conceit and vanity is the only 
guide-line. At such a time, preaching would be meaningless and 
there would be no hope of getting results. Therefore, one must stop 
worrying about other people and sit down to reform oneself and 
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keep away from sin. 
The Prophet & concluded by saying that a time would come 

later when it would be as difficult to keep to righteousness and 
practice religion as it is difficult to hold burning charcoal in the 
hand. Thus, to keep oneself on religion would itself be like ajihad. 
The responsibility to preach to others would cease. About those 
who conduct themselves on true religion in such adverse, 
uncompromising times, the Prophet & said, "They would get as 
much reward as fifty of you get now." 

Jihad & Martyrdom 
As we know, Allah sent all the Prophets and Messenger so that 

they may teach the True Religion His Slaves. It is the invitation to 
worship Allah and lead a noble, righteous life, and to try to abide 
by it. It would spell reformation and sucess for them in this world 
and the next and it would be an assurance of Allah's pleasure and 
mercy and Paradise. 

It is stated in the Qur'an and it is our belief that all Prophets 
eW\ & gave this invitation in their respective times and worked 
hard towards this end. But each one of them faced stiff opposition 
from their people who not only did not believe in them but also 
prevented others from believing. Those among the unbelievers who 
were pwerful persecuted the Prophets e'rW\ @ and the believers. 
They were more harmful than snakes and scorpions with the result 
that on such people Allah's punishment descended and they were 
exterminated out of existence. 

,,, ',>, ,"* \, ~ 1 ,  03+- s$& ; ~ j  ~ ; j v  

( A n d  Allah wronged  them not ,  bu t  they  used t o  w r o n g  
themselves) (an-Nehl, 1633) 

The Qur'an has spoken of such people in detail. 
The Prophet k!& - Khntarn a n  Nabiyeen - Sayyidina . 

Muhammad @ was the last of Prophets y X l l l & .  He also invited 
people to the True Religion. Some pious-natured creatures of Allah 
accepted his call and gave up the life of disbelief and idolatory, of 
sin and immodesty. But most of the chiefs and notables gave a stiff 
opposition and presecuted the Prophet & himself and those who 
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had believed with him particularly, the poor and weak. The wicked 
people of Makkah like Abu Jahl and Abu Lahb etc. deserred to 
receive punishment like the ancient people and to be put out of 
existence. but Allah has made the Prophet & not only as Suyyid 
a l - A 4 ~ ~ ~ s u l e e ~  (chief of the Messengers) and Khatam un Nuhiyeen 
(seal of the Prophets) but also as Ruhumut z~l lilaalameen (Mercy 
to the worlds). Therefore. fle had assured him that even his worst 
enemies would not receive punishment from the heavens but their 
strength would be weakened by the force of the Believers 
themselves, who would be regarded as armies of Allah. When that 
momelit drew near, the coninland was issued to iliake liijrcrh to 
Madinah. This was the beginning of tlie second stage of the call to 
True Religion. Allah Commanded the faithful to be prepared to lay 
down their lives and sacrifice all they had to annihilate the enemies 
of Islam. This is called jihad wu-yital j i  subeel Allcrh and to lay 
down one's life on this path is martyrdom. 

Readers would have understood from this introduction that tlie 
armed struggle of the Believers against disbelief and disbelievers 
(whether offensive or defensi~ e) would be regarded as jihcrd in the 
cause of Allah, by Allah and His Messenger and Shuri'uh only if 
the aim is protection and help of the True Religion, or clearing the 
way of it and entitling Allah's slaves to His niercy and Praradise 
However, if war is fought to annex land and recieve wealth, or to 
raise aloft the banner of one's people or country then that is not 
jihad in the cause of Allah. 

Readers would have learnt also that in the Shari'uh jihad is a 
great mercy. While the rejectors and persecutors of previous 
Prophet~'~'rc-.J\ & suffered heavenly punishment in the past, now 
that will never descend till the Last Day. So, jihad is lilte a 
replacement for that. But Allah k ~ ~ o w s  best. 

Here now are the Ahaditli that enumerate the excellences of 
jil7ud and martyrdom. 
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(+ 0'1))  dl\&> iw'i 
(2711 895) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed & al-Khudri ieborted that 
Allah's Messenger & said (one day), "He who being pleased 
and happy believes from his heart sincerely in Allah as  his 
Owner and Lord, in Islam as his religion and in Muhammad as 
Allah's Messenger and the guide (of mankind) is assured of  
Paradise." (On hearing this good tiding from the Prophet &, 
the narrator) Abu Sa'eed & Khudri was much happy and he 
requested (the Prophet &). " 0  Messenger of Allah! Do repeat 
the same thing." So, he said that all over again (and with that) 
he (also) said, "There is one more religious deed (which is so 
great in Allah's sight that) Allah will elevate the doer of that 
deed a hundred degrees in Paradise, each two degrees will be as 
far away as heaven and earth are." (Hearing that) Abu Sa'eed & 
al-Khudri asked, "Messenger of Allah! What is that deed?" He 
said, "It is jihad Ji sabeel lillah, jihad in the cause of Allah, 
jihad in the cause of Allah!" (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Thus if anyone believes from the core of his heart 
that Allah is his Lord, Sayyidina Muhammad & is the Messenger 
and Islam is his religion then his life will be an Islamic life, he will 
be obedient to his Lord, and follower of the Prophet &. He gave 
the glad tidings to these slaves of Allah that they will be admitted 
to Paradise which is assured to them. Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed & 
al-Khudri was deeply happy on receiving this good news (perhaps 
Allah had blessed already with the features described by the 
Prophet &), so, he requested (happy that he was) to be retold of 
this tiding. When he repeated the words, the Prophet & added that 
Allah would elevate the performer of another deed to a rank a 
hundred degrees higher in Paradise. When he asked what that deed 
was, the Prophet & said, "4' iE-; 2 iw'i " " J i h a d j  sabeel  illah, 
jihad in the way of Allah, jihad cn'the way of Allah." 

The Prophet & repeated that three times and it shows how 
high he held jihad in his heart. How much he enrcouraged us to it! 

The facts of the Hereafter, Paradise, and Hell which the Qur'an 
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speakes of will be known to us truly when we make it there, for, 
we have no example for that here in this world. We must believe 
what we are told by Allah and His Messenger about these things. 
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(2811 896) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "By Him in whose Hand my soul is, were it 
not that most & men among the Believers dislike to be left 
behind me when I go for jihad and I do not have enough means 
of conveyance for them, I would certainly not remain behind 
any sariya (expedition going for jihad, and would have taken 
part in every jihad). By Him in whose Hand my soul is, it is my 
longing that I should be martyred in the path of Allah, brought 
back life; martyred again, brought back to life, again; martyred 
once again, again brought to life; and martyred once again." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The Hadith brings out the greatness of jihud and 
martyrdom in the path of Allah. The Prophet idei said that it was a 
.desire in his heart that he should accompany every party that goes 
forward to wage jihad but, he could not because there were many 
devoted Muslims who would not be pleased to stay behind while 
he  advanced .  Bes ides ,  he  d id  not  have  enough  means  of  
conveyance for  all  o f  them. Therefore,  not accompany the 
expedition on jihad. He said in expression of his longing to take 
part in jihad. "By Him Who holds my life, it is my desire that I 
should be killed by the enemy on the battle-field. Then Allah 
should give me life again, only to be killed again in His path and 
He may revive me again. And, I nlay be martyred in that way again, 
and give life once more, and I may give that up again and get 
martyred. 
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I ,  / ,>,* , 5 ,  &l~\>d>q91>*~~~lJ l& ;~ l& 
(+ 9 & J W '  3'3)) 
(2911 897) Sayyidilia Anas & reported that Allah's Messenger 
& said, "After being admitted to Paradise, no one would like to 
be returned to earth even if he is given everything i l l  it (and he 
is made owner thereof). However, one who was martyred in the 
path of Allah and admitted to Paradise would cherish that he 
sliould be sent back to earth and he sho~lld be martyred (not 
once but) ten times in the cause of Allah. He will make that 
wish because he will see how the martyrs are honoured and 
welcolned in Paradise (and what rank they are given)." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

(+ ~'JJ> ~ ~ , { ! f ~ $ ~ ~ l s 2 @ l  j~ 
(3011 898) Say ridina Abdullah ;a4 ibn Anlr a l -~as ' r e~or ted  that 
the Prophet & said. "To be martyred in Allah's cause is an 
expiation for all sins except debt." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The shortcomings of a man in obeying Allah's 
Commands and in giving rights and his faults and sins will all be 
atoned by giving up his life in the path of Allah and being 
martyred. Of course, if he has a debt or any right payable to a 
fellow-man then such things will not be forgiven even through 
martyr don^. This Hadith tells us of the greatness of martyrdom but 
also the seriousness of rights of fellow-men. May Allah enable us 
to learn froin it. 

$ j & & , & i , J 2 3 J G J , j ; 3 k & ,  1 > ( l ~ q q / ~ \ )  

$i & jJ, p &y,Qi 
(p~ld~ J jL;hj ~ L ) I  o l j j )  

(3 111 899) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, The one who is martyred in the cause of 
Allah feels only that much pain as much one of you feels on 
being stung by an ant."(Jamali Tirmizi, Sunan Nasa'i, Sunan Da'rami) 
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Commentary: When anyone is operated upon. he is injected with 
pain-killing medicine or he is anaesthetize so that he loses 
sensation and feels no pain. Thus, the slave of Allah who is 
martyred undergoes suc l~  a condition that the only sensation he gets 
is like the stinging of an ant. 

In Jami' Tirmizi itself there is a 13adith which says that when a 
1iian is nlartyred in the path ofA11ah. he is shown, at the very time. 
his place in Paradise (+4\ 2 &$). The sight of Paradise itself is 
so very pleasing that the pain of being killed cannot be felt often 
that. 1 

(+ a ' j ~ )  

(32/1900) Sayyidina Salil & ibn Hunayf reported that Allah's 
Messenger @ said, "If anyone supplicates Allah with a true 
heart to grant hi111 ~nartyrdotn then Allah will raise hitii to the 
station and rank of the ~iiartyrs even though lie tilay die 011 his 
bed ." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: In our times, the door to Fighting for Allah and 

0 .  There is an incident of current period. Mawlana Thanavi's LJ 
Ichalifah Mawlana Mufti Muhammad 4 $1 ;bzJ Hasan Amritsari had migrated 
to Lahore from Amritsar on tlie pol-tion of the Sub-continent. Here he established 
Jami'Ashrafiyah. He had a wound on his feet ~vhich soon spread upto his knees 
and his thighs. The doctors decided tliat his leg must be a~npi~tatcd from his 
thigh down. The Mawlana consented to that and was brought to the operation 
tables. According to procedure, the doctors prepared to anaesthetize him, but hc 
told them that it was not necessary and they might carry on without making him 
LI~-conscious. The Doctors explained to him that it was a long operation and his 
bone ~vould illso be severed and it was necessary to put him ~ ~ n d e r  anaesthesia. 
The Mawlana was unrelenting and insisted that they should carry on without 
onaestlietizing him. Flc took a rosary in hand and turned his face on the otliel. 
side. The Doctors submitted to his demand and commenced the operation 
\~itliout applying anaesthesia. It took then about two and a half hours during 
which the Mawlana lied down with the rosary in hand. Tlie doctors were very 
surprised and amazed. for, this thing was beyond their imagination. Later on. 
one of  them, who had become devoted, asked the Mawlana, "What is tlie 
secret?" He said, "At that time, Allah had shwon me tlie reward against the pain 
and He had engrossed me in its sight." Some of tlie witnesses of this operatio11 
would still be alive in Lahore. Allah's affairs are far beyond our imaginations. 
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martyrdom is shut. However, this Hadith tells us that to those 
people who keep the merits of martyrdom in mind and pray to 
attain it, Allah will grant them the position of martyrs in view of 
their request and intention. 

.;ul 
(3k ;tc 0 1  jj j djWl61jj) 
(3311901) Sayyidina Anas & reported that when they returned 
fi-om the Battle of Tabook and had approached Madinah Allah's 
Messenger & said, "There are some people in Madinah who 
were with you in this whole journey. When you crossed some 
valley, even then they were wityh you. "Some of the colleagues 
of the journey pointed out, "0 Mssenger of Allah! They were in 
Madinah (how then were they with us in the journey?)" He said, 
"Yes, they resided at Madinah itself and could not accompany 
us for some reason and helpnessness." 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: There were some of the Companions & in 
Madinah who wished to accompany the Prophet @ in the 
expedition of Tabook. They were determined but they could not 
join because of some reason. As their intention to accompany was 
sincere, they were recorded by Allah among the participants. In a 
version of this hadith the words are ~ Y ' I  l,! 8 $9 ?!! (because of 
their sincere intention those Believers were your partners in the 
reward). According to this Hadith, anyone who intends to join in a 
pious work but cannot do that under some compulsion, Allah will 
reward him because of his intention. 

> ) , ,  I / I I 

;! &j & &\ & 41 jYJ j G  j G  &i >(I  7 * Y l Y t )  
I I , ,  

(CL" o l 2 )  .+$.!I J$ --+I 413; 
(3411 902) Sayyidina Abu Musa al-Ash'ari & reported that 
Allah's Messenger @ said, "The gates of Paradise are under the 
shade of swords." (Saheeh Musilm) 
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Commentary: In the field o f j i h a d  where swords are swung 
overhead and the warriors who place their lives in the way of Allah 
are martyred, there alone are the gates of Paradise, wide open. He 
who is martyred in Allah's path enters Paradise through these gates 
at the same moment. From this report of Saheeh Muslim it seems 
that Sayyidina Abu Musa al-Ash'ary & had narrated this saying of 
the Prophet & during a jihad when fighting was in full swing. It is 
narrated further down that on hearing him a slave of Allah got up. 
He seemed to be in bad condition and he asked, "0 Abu Musa did 
you hear the Prophet & say this with your own ears?" He 
confirmed that he had himself heard him say that. The man then 
went to his friends and said, "I have come to convey to you my last 
greeting. Accept my fare-well salaam." He threw away the sheath 
of his sword and with the naked sword pierced into enemy ranks. 
He fought till he was martyred and attained his ambition. 
According to this saying of  the Prophet &, he entered into 
Paradise through one of its doors. 

4 

$*q+j\ , , +dl @ p , -. , 3 ,, *sdl . 

Messenger & said. "The rnujahid (warrior) in the path of Allah 
is equal (in the sight of Allah) to the man who observes fasting 
regularly, stands before Allah in worship and recites the verses 
of Allah, not resting from tiredness through fasting and worship. 
(He is thus equal in Allah's sight) till he returns home." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The man who leaves home to participate in jihad is 
constantly in worship like one who fasts continuously and stands in 
worship and recites Allah's verses. 
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(3611 904) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Abbas & reported that 
Allah's Messenger k?& said, "There are two eyes that the fire of 
Hell cannot even touch, the eye that weeps in fear of Allah and 
the eye that kept guard (and vigil during the night) in jihad and 
served as such." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

(+ j d-41 ~'JJ> .~~j1$4~1&3kj;ji&\g , . 
(3711 905) Sayyidina Anas & reported that Allah's Messenger 
& said, "To get out in the way of Allah on a morning, or on an 
evening is better than the world and whatever it contains." 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This means that to go out in Allah's way even for a 
little while is better than the world and everything in it. We must 
believe that compared to the reward that we shall get for it in the 
Hereafter the world and whatever is in it is nothing. The world and 
its contents are emphemeral but that reward is ever-lasting. 

~$ j&h \  &&\ Jsj j d  jd>>i> # ( , q . ~ / y ~ )  
, ' I ,  : 

( & J W  0 1 ~ ~ )  .Ju\ c& JJ& 3 , ~ I l;G 
(3811906) Sayyidina Abu Abs & reported that Allah's  
Messenger & said, "It cannot be that once a man's feet beconie 
dusty on walking in the path of Allah, the tire of hell would 
touch them." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: Iinanl Tirlnizi has also transmitted this Hadith of 
Abu Abs & with the addition that one of its narrators, Yazeed ibn 
Abu Maryam, reported that he was going (towards the Taini' 
Masjid) to offer the Friday salah and he met Abayah ibn Rifa'ah 
tabi'ee who said to him: 

"Glad tidings to you that your 'JG f 6 ' 9'7, 

feet (with which you walk LIP 3 ' ,  3, $4 
t o  t h e  J a m i '  M a s j i d )  a r e  j$&l;iw&\g , , 
walking on the path of Allah. & & GI j,,; J,j And 1 have heard Abu Abs say 
that Allah's Messenger said: If & & il;~ $ +j 
anyone's feet walk in the path ' ' 

of Allah and become dusty then 
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they are forbidden to the fire (and it cannot even touch them)" 

Abayah ibn Rifa'ah, tabi'ee, discloses through this statement 
that the words in the path of Allah' do not restrict their application 
to jihad and fighting alone but encompass a greater field; to go to 
offer salak and to run about in service of religion and of what 
places Allah are alsojihad. Similarly. the Hadith of Sayyidina Anas 
&& before that ( @ ~ k j  j ji ,A\ & j 6 ju) encompasses everyone 
who strives sincerely for Allah and His religion. 

. , 9, 

(+o~J)) . du > &b 'd + A*" & j$" gj , ' L  
4Li 

(3911907) ~ a l y i d i n a  Abo Hurayrah reported that Allah's 
Messenger  & said. "He who dies  without ever having 
participated in jihad, or thought of it (or fortiled an intention to 
participate) has died on a niode of hypocrisy." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The Qur'an says in surah al-Hujrat: 
{The believers are only those \ I ,,, 6 d!~ I$\ $41 &JdlO! who believe i n  Allah and His , , 

Messenger. then they doubt \&&j ,362 $ 2 <g;j 
not,  and struggle hard with 
their riches and their lives i n  , , 

the way o f  Allah.  Those - 
@ &Tji they are the trutliful ones.) 

( \  0: t dl+') 
(al-Hujarat, 49: 15) 

This verse declares thatjihud in the path of Allah is a necessary 
part of true faith. The true Relievers are only they whose lives and 
Records of Deeds contain j i l i ~ i ~ j  ( i f  not a practical participation 
then, at least, a wish and an intention). 'Therefore, one who departs 
from this world without these things has departed not as a True 
Believer but as a kind of hypocrite. 

.u *j &, 2, 2* 2 j{ & &, 2, 
(dfb 313 CSL$ 01 jj) 

@ ,  # , . -  

(40/1908) Sayyidina Abu H ~ ~ r a y r a h  & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "If anyone is presented before Allah 
without any trace of jihad on him then he has niet Hini with 
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defect and a blot (on his religion)." (Jami' Tirmizi, Sunan Ibn Majah) 

Commentary: This Hadith too may be explained in the same way 
as the one before it. In studying this Hadith and others like it, we 
must remember that in the terminology of Qur'an and Hadith jihad 
is not merely fighting and war with weapons. Rather, it is to 
undertake any kind of effort to help and support religion at any 
time necessary; such a struggle is jihad for that occasion. The 
slaves of Allah who struggle according to the needs of time and 
sacrifice their life and property are mujahids (warriors) on the path 
of Allah. We will speak on this in detail later on. 

(e J dJlt;f' O'JJ) 
(4111 909) Sayyidina Zayd & ibn Khalid reproted that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "If anyone provides a participant ofjihrrd in 
the way of Allah with equipment ofjihad then (in the sight of 
Allah) he too has participated in jihad and battle. And, if anyone 
deputises for a warrior and looks after his family then he too has 
participated in jihad:(Both these kinds will receive a reward for 
jihad and they will be recorded with Allah as mujahids) 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This saying of the Prophet & outlines the principle 
that one who equips a person who is engaged in helping out 
religion in a large way, or looks after his family in his absence is, 
indeed, entitled to a full reward and is regarded as being in service 
of religion. Those of us who cannot directly take part in a 
large-scale religious mission can, at least, help out those who 
participate and their dependants. We will then be in the same 
category as those who are in the fore-front and in active 
participation and get a full reward. May Allah enable us! 

j + ~  j 6 & j  &&I  & $,I\ 2 A> ( \ ~ , . I L Y )  
/ , #  

' , ';, $'&, $\>b 2-& 
( ~ , \ A l \ ~ ' ~ ~ \  J ci j \3j .?\  6\ J,).* j , 

' ,G-' 

(4211910) Sayyidina Anas & reported that the Prophet & said, 
"Wage jihad against the polytheists and idolaters with your life, 
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property and tongue." (Sunan Abu Dawood, Sunan Nasa'i Sunan Darmi) 

Commentary: Wage jihad according to the opportunity and 
demands of time against the disbelievers and polytheists to bring 
them to believe in unity of Allah and to the True Religion and to 
weaken them so that the call of Truth may be made unhindered. 
Use your life and wealth to this end and speak with the tongue too. 
The wide context of jihad includes spending money for the call to 
Truth and speaking with the tongue (and using the pen). 

A Clarification: 
The word jihad is used in Urdu only to descrbie the armed war 

fought for Allah and His Messenger and for the religion against the 
enemies of Allah. However, In Arabic and the terminology of the 
Qur'an and Hadith, jihad is to struggle firmly and use possible 
strength against the rivais to achieve a goal. This struggle may turn 
out into a war, or into any other form. (The word is used in the 
Qur'an often in this sense.) 

The Prophet @ stayed at Makkah for about thirteen years after 
being made Prophet. During this entire period, not only was it not 
permitted to him to wage jihad through the sword and engage in 
war but also these things were disallowed. The command applied 
was " &ii \$ " (withhold your hands from fighting and war). 
The surah al-Furqan was revealed during the Makkan period. The 
Prophet is told: 

~ o ' ; : ' ; o o ~ ~ ~ ~ u \ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ # ' \ & ~ ~ 7  , , 

{So (0 Prophet), obey not the disbelievers but strive against 
them with a great striving, with this (Qur'an)} ( 2 5 5 2 )  

The Prophet & is told not to submit to them but continue to 
wage a powerful jihad (struggle) against them with the Qur'an. 
This verse, obviously, does not speak of jihad with the sword or 
warfare, but through the Qur'an the struggle of calling them and 
preaching of them. And, the verse calls it jihad; in fact, jihad 
kabeer and jihad azeem. 

Surah al-Ankaboot too was revealed at Makkah before hijruh. 
It has a verse: 
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8 / 
&+,) '4*', $3 &, ! , & j&&- &,j &G > j ? Y  

3 , , ,  , , 
{And whosoever strives, strives only for himself. Surely Allah is 
Independant of (His) creatures.) (29:6) 

The person who engages in,jihud (in the cause of Allah) truly 
wages it for his own benefit. (Allah does not benefit from it in the 
least.) Allah is Independant. I 

In the same surah, its last verse says: 

" o ~ ' , 9 , & l  !,, ~ , I 6  ,$ ,>& ,>dlX,, -, / 3 3  . 4 J &, 'J  
{And those who strive hard for Our cause, We shall certainly 
guide them i n  Our ways. And surely Allah is w i t h  the 
good-doers) (29:69) 

Obviously, both these verses of Surah al-Ankaboot do not use the 
word ,jihad in the sense of fighting with the sword. Rather, it is 
striving and toiling in Allah's way and for His pleasure in 
whichever from it be. Every sincere struggle for Allah and giving 

+ 
up life and property, luxury and comfort and full utilisation of the 
capabilities given by Allah are different stages of jihad in the path 
of Allah. The opportunity to engage in that is available always and 
in every corner of the world. 

Of course j ihad  with the sword and fighting in the path a f  
Allah is a superior kind ofjihad from certain angles. The giving up 
of life and martyrdom in this path is a greatest honour for a 
Believer, for which the Prophet & himself expressed his earnest 
longing as we have seen earlier. The next Hadith throws more light 
on it. 

.. / 

& h, & 4, 'j$j + 'j6 .G$ 6 ' .  , 0 7 ,  ,/iy) 
, , I  I 6 

(cs-+t=jl0~~~) '&&+ y& &a, JS- +j 
(431191 1 )  Sayyidiria Fudalah & ibn Ubayd reported that he 
heard Allah's Messenger & say, "The mjahid  (warrior) is he b 

who wages jihad against his own self." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Qur'an says: ij~\i;-kjl'!" {Surely human 
soul incites to evil) (Yusuf, 1253) ~ h u s ,  the slave of Allah who 
fights against his base desires - instead of obeying them, he obeys 
the Commands of Allah -- it is about him that the Prophet & has 
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said in this Hadith that he is the true rnujahid (warrior). In the same 
way, in this series of Ma'arif ul-Hadith in Kitab al-Mu'ashirah when 
speaking of treatment of parents, the Hadith has been narrated in 
which the Prophet & has described service to parents as j ihad  

I 

The Sphere ofMartyrdom 
Just as the word jihad has a vast connotation, so too Allah's 

Messenger & said that the word martyrdom had a wide meaning. 
Thus many who are not killed in the battle-field by the disbelievers 
but die suddenly in accidents, etc. are also included among martyrs. 

(+ 0 '3 ) )  +$ 
(4411912) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & asked (his Companions &), "Whom do you 
regard as shaheedl (martyrs) among yourselves?" They said, "0 
Messenger of Allah! The shaheed is he who gets killed in the 
cause of Allah. He said, "In that case the martyrs of my ummah 
will be very few. (Listen!) He is a martyr who is killed in Allah's 
way, and he who dies on the way of Allah (like the journey for 
,jihad), he too is a martyr. And he who dies in plague is a martyr 
too. And, he who suffers from a stomach disease is also a martyr 
(the stomach disease could be: chlorea, gastro-enteritis, 
diarrhoea, dropsy, etc.) (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The fact is that the shaheed (martyrs) are really 
those who are killed in the battlefield by the disbelievers and 
polytheists. (There are special commands about them in Shari'ah. 
For example, they are not given bath and are buried in the garments 
they wear). However, Allah, the merciful that He has included in 
this definition some of those who die from unusual disease or 
0.  l'he word is shaheed (singular) and shuhadu (plural) but we have shulrreu' i n  

English for singular and plural. 
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accidents. He has promised to give them the rank of shaheed in the 
Hereafter. Some are mentioned in the above Hadith and others will 
be mentioned in the Ahadith to follow. To make a distinction, the 
first kind are called shaheed Haqiqee and the other kinds Shaheed 
Hukmee, the commands of bath and shroud do not apply to the 
second kind. Their bodies are treated like ordinary deaths. 

(+J d+J' 0 ' 3 ~ )  .&I 
(4511913) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that A I I H ~ I S  

Messenger & said, "The shaheed are of five kinds 0 Those 
who die of plague, Q Those who die from stomach ailment. €3 
Those who die from drowning. 0 And, those who die under 
crumbling buildings, etc. O And, the shaheed in the way of 
Allah (on the field ofjihad). (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh M u s l i ~ n )  

r  9 ,  ,' r , , ,  I ,  I I 

ar+j&h\&&\ J ~ ,  J L ~  I J L ~ ~ G ; I > o ~ ~ ~ / ~ T )  , , 

Sj@& 
(eb a' 0 ' 3 ) )  

(4611914) Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "Death during journey is martyrdo111." 
(Sunan Ibn Majah) 

Commentary: If we ponder over these Ahadith, we will learn that 
Allah through His Mercy has given the rank of martyrdom in some 
form to those who die a sudden death or a painful or pitiful death. 
He will give them reward of some kind of martyrdom. This is a 
great glad tiding for those who die in this way and a great 
consolation for their heirs. May Allah cause us to believe. 

In these present times many accidents take place whether of 
automobiles or railways or aeroplanes. There are also sudden 
deaths through heart-related ailments. 

We have full faith in Allah's Mercy that He will treat all of them 
with kindness. Surely, Allah's Mercy is very vast. 



KITABUL FITAN 

(BOOK OF TRIALS 
AND AFFLICTIONS) 



RELIGIOUS DECLINE & TRIALS 
FACED BY THE UMIMAH 

At the same time as the Prophet &% gave guidance to the 
ummah on different religious matters that we have seen so far, he 
also warned them of decline in religion, changes and trials; and he 
also gave guidance for such occasions. Allah had revealed to him 
that just as earlier people had suffered religious decline and they 
had gone into error, so too his ummah will go through a similar 
period and deprive themselves of Allah's blessings. Thus, the 
Prophet &% had opportunity to guide his people in this regard. 

Sayings of the Prophet on this subject are found in Books of 
Hadith in their section. Book or Chapter of Fitn. They are not 
merely foretellings but their aim is to forewarn the ummah of the 
trials they would face and to guide them on how to save themselves 
from the effects of the trials. 

The Ahadith that follow may be read in the light of  this 
preamble and we must examine ourselves and seek guidance from 
them. 

( 1  11 9 15) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed & al-Khurdi reported that 
Allah's Messenger & said, "Certainly you (my ummah) will 
follow in the footsteps of the earlier people - span for span, 
and cubit for cubit - and if they had entered the bear's den, you 
too would do the same thing." Some one asked, "0 Messenger 
of Allah, do you mean the Jews and Christians?" He said, "Who 
else?" (Bukhari and Muslim) 
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Commentary: The word cubit is the length from finger tips to the 
elbow which is equal to two spans, and the full expression means 
step by step. So, the Prophet's &% saying means: Some people of 
my umnzah will follow the earlier communities step by step so that 
they will do the same things the earlier ones had done and commit 
the same wrongs they had committed. If the earlier people had 
done some foolish things like going into a bear's den, someone 
from my unqmah too will try the same foolish thing. (They will thus 
ape them in everything.) When someone asked if by earlier 
communities he meant the Jews and Christians, the Prophet 
conlfirmed that. 

This, as we have said earlier, is more a warning to protect 
themselves than a prediction. 

(211 916) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr & reported that one day 
the Prophet & interlaced his fingers of one hand into those of 
another and asked, "0 Abdullah! What will be your state and 
reaction when only the dregs or the worst kind of people 
remain. They will cheat in their convenants and dealings and 
they would have (serious) disagreements (and bickerings). They 
will intermingle mutually (just like my fingers are now 
interlaced.)" Abdullah ibn Amr & submitted, "0 Messenger of 
Allah, how should 1 conduct myself then (at that time.)" The 
Prophet & said. "The course or deed that you find correct and 
approved, choose that and shun that which you consider wrong. 
Keep all your attention on yourself (and think of yourself). And 
abstain from the dregs and incapable people who fight among 
themselves 'and their masses." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: The word in the Hadith ,b means dregs. It is used 
here for the worst of men who have no human quality, and are 
absolutely incapable. They would deceive people. 
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Sayy id ina  Abdu l l ah  ibn  A m r  a l -Aas  & ' w a s  a y o u n g  
Companion and very pious. It was the Prophet's @ method of 
teaching that he put a question to his Con~panions & who then 
enquired from him the correct answer. Accordingly, Abdullali 
asked the Prophet & for the correct answer and he informed him. 
The gist of his guidance was: when you find such people then think 
about yourself and turn away from them. 

At this point. we must reniember that whatever guidance the 
Prophet & wished to give to the Muslims till the Last Day. he 
addressed the Sahaba & (Companions) and left the message with 
them. May Allah reward tliem and those that succeeded them that 
they conveyed these messages of guidance of the Prophet & to the 
people who followed them. The scholars of Hadith then preserved 
them in books of Ahadith. 

(LS)W\ 01~)) &'I ;.: d*! ,c.,, 

(3/1917) Sayjidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri 4 reported that 
~l lah 's  Messenger @ said, "There will soon come a time when 
a Muslim's best property will be sheep which lie will take away 
to the mountain-tops and valleys of rainfall to flee from Fitan 
(trials and afflictions) and save his religion." (Saheeh Buhhari) 

Commentary: The Last Hour is stated in the Qur'an as close-by 
(kid~ -Ai,(ai-~aniar,  54-1). The Prophet &, too, used to mention 

it as though it was about to take place. and he gave its signs in the 
same manner. Firstly. that which is to come and is sure to come 
lnust be regarded as dra~ving near. Secondly, the wisdom behind 

I that was that no one nlay sit with complacency because it was far 
off in time, and be lethargic in preparing himself for it. Thus, on 
this principle. the Prophet k& has described the Fitn (trials and 
afflictions) to be near the time when it will be dif'ficult for pious 
men to keep to their religion and abide by Allah's and His 
Messenger's commands. He said that at a such time that Believing 

I 
slave will be at peace who has sollle goats and he talies his herd to 
the tops of lnountains or in valleys where there is rainfall. The 
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goats would subsist on foliage grown by Allah and he would live 
on them, keeping safe fromfitn. 

( & j J 1  01 JJ) jt Ad& , , d3 1 .-, lzlt + >~$li zl;; &hl 
/ ,  

(411 91 8) ~ayyidin'a Anas & reported that Allah's ~essenge;  & 
said, "A time will come on people when one who patiently 
observes religion will be like one who holds burning charcoal in 
his hand." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: Sin, indecency and neglect of godly life will be so 
common and rampant that it will  be difficult and require 
tremendous patience to live according to commands of religion and 
abstain from the unlawful. It will be like trying to hold burning 
charcoal in the hands. It is the same time as is mentioned in 
Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed's 4 foregoing Hadith. But Allah knows best. 

( L S L ~ I  011~) 

(511 919) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said. "You are now in times when if anyone 
conducts himself on Divine injunctions (to a large extent) and 
neglects only a tenth part of them then he will perish (and will 
suffer.) But, later a time will come when if anyone acts on only 
one-tenth of the Divine coln~nands then he will be saved." 

(Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: In the times of the Prophet && when people were in 
his company and under his training and observed him closely, the 
atmosphere was such that Divine injunctions were followed 
zealously and that was very easy for them. It came as second nature 
to them to obey Allah and His Messenger. Thus, if anyone 
neglected even a iittle of his duties then he was liable to be taken to 
task and account for his conduct. Rut, the Prophet & also spoke of 
times when the situation would be very non-conducive for a 
religious life. (It would like trying to hold burning charcoal in the 
hand.) He said about this times that the slave of Allah who acts on 
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even a few of Divine commands will find them enough to earn 
salvation. I believe that the word one-tenth is not to be taken 
literally but it means a little against too much. The message of the 
Prophet & is explained in the foregoing passage. 

Trial Through Wealth 

(6/1920) Muhammad ibn Ka'b al Qurazi said that he heard from 
one who heard (this story) directly from Sayyidina Ali & ibn 
Abu Talib. (he said:) We were sitting in the mosque with Allah's 
Messenger when Mus'ab ibn Urnayr 4% came to us wearing 
only a (worn out) cloak that was patched with hide. When 
Allah's Messenger @ saw him (in this condition), he wept 
remembering his affluent state (before lie embraced Islam) and 
seeing his present (pitiable, poor) condition. Then Allah's 
Messenger said (to us), "(Tell me) how will it be with you when 
(in affluence and luxury) one of you goes out in the morning 
wearing a mantle and in the evening wearing another, and (a 
meal in a )dish is placed before him while another is carried 
away. And you will clothe your hollies in the same way as the 
Ka'bah is covered?" (In answer to his question among the 
attendants,) some people submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, we 
will then be in a better condition than today. We will get ample 
time to worship and not have to toil (for livelihood). "Allah's 
Messenger & said, "No, you are much better off today (in this 
poverty) than that day (of affluence)." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: Muhammad ibn al-Qurazi was a lahifee who lvas 
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distinguished in his times for his knowledge of the Qur'an and his 
piety. He has not mentioned the name of the narrator who reported 
to him the Hadith on the authority of Sayyidina Ali &, but it is 
clear  from his report that the narrator was a reliable and 
trustworthy man. 

Sayyidina Mus'ab ibn Umayr & had a distinct position among 
the Companions &, and an interesting history. He was from a very 
rich family and was brought up with much doting and care, and he 
lived in great luxury. But, when he became a Muslim, his life 
changed altogether and his state became what we have read in this 
Hadith. He had only a single tattered cloak 011 his body and his 
condition brought tears in the eyes of the Prophet &. 

Then the Prophet &% informed his Con~panions & of a time 
when his unv~wih would live in luxury. They would have enough 
garments to be able to change them twice a day, variety of dishes 
on the dining mat. I-Ie asked them what they thought of those 
conling times and when they thought that there would be abundant 
opportunity to devote themselves to worship, he told them that they 
were wrong to imagine that. They were much better off than those 
who would see affluent times. 

The fact is that when the Prophet & spolte of these times, the 
Colnpanions & could only believe in the unseen. Later, however, 
in the times of the Banu Umayah and Banu Abbas and later on in 
Many Muslim governlnents and even today in those Mus l i~n  
countries who are blessed with luxury, this fact was clearly 
observed. Indeed, these predictions are among the miracles of 
Allah's Messenger and evidences of his Prophethood. 

&%$j&hl 23; Jh JG Lq32 ( q , y , , v )  
' I > 9 & &j $6 J$ t~~ 2b ' l  & p $ gyl 

, , , , 
, , , , 8 > ,  > , , ,>, > > '  ~ l $ ~ j @ l s ~ ~ & & j ~ + 3 p l & J G + 3 ~  

d ,  r r  > ' 
JsG JG >$\ &p 2 3 @"j G@\ gj& )j& & , / 

9 ,' '6 
+.dl 91$j <&I & ~h Y>$I ~j $1 JSjq 

$Y> 4 &I 2 jbj+lol jJ)  

(711921) Sayyidina Thawban & reported that Allah's  
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Messenger said, "The time is near when ( y o i ~ r  enemy) 
nations invite each other against yo11 (to wage war and 
annihilate you) like diners invite each other to tbe platters 
(dishes of food)." Someone submitted, "Will it be because ot 
our few numbers on that day?" He said, "(No!) Rather yo11 will 
be in large numbers then but like the sediments of flood you 
will be (lifeless and weightless) and Allah will remove from 
your enemies your fear, and (instead) put into your hearts 2 3  

(~vnhn)." Sonieo~ne aslied what ~ v u h n  was and he said, 
"Love for the world and dislike of death." 

(Sunan A ~ L I  Dawood, Dala'il an-Naboowah) 

Commentary: When tlie Prophet & spoke as he did in this Iladitll 
- and even many centuries after that - the condition of thc 
Muslims seemed to believe his prediction. But. whatever he said 
did happen. Even today we see that happening. The reason for the 
Muslim decline is also the same as he had suggested. We love this 
world and the life here and find death (in Allah's path) a bitter 
proposition and our condition has made us an easy iiiorsel for our 
enemies. As we have said already, this saying of. the Prophet & is 
not ~ilerely a prediction but an instruction to his z~r~znmh to protect 
their hearts from @j M I U I I M  (love for the world and dislike of death.) 

(&L+\d j)) 

(8/1922) Sayyidina Abir Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger said, "When your rulers are the pious people 
among you and your wealthy men are generous and your affairs 
are settled with mutual consultation then the surface of the earth 
is better for yo11 than its belly. But if (in contrast,) your rulers 
are the worst men among you and your welalthy men possess a 
miserly character (instead of generosity) and your affairs are 
subservient  to your women's opinion (instead o f  niuti~al  
consultation) then the belly of the earth is better for you than its 
surface." (Jami Tirmizi) 
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Commentary: It was revealed to the Prophet & that for a length 
of time his ummah will have pious men in government, their rich 
men will be endowed with liberality and will spend from Allah's 
provisions sincerely on virtuous accounts, and their mutual 
dealings will conclude with consultation. (These are three signs 
that the ummah will observe the Commands of Allah and His 
Messenger.) The Prophet @% said that these would be a blessing for 
the ummah and they would be worthy of walking on the face of the 
earth and, being the best community, they would be responsible to 
guide and lead people. It was also revealed to ohim that a time 
would come when things would be reversed. 

Evil people would rule, the rich men would be stingy and 
greedy and their affairs would be concluded with the pleasure of 
women in mind. The Prophet @ said that the people would not 
then be deserving of walking on the face of the earth but would 
deserve to be eliminated and buried into it. 

This Hadith, too, besides predicting the future events, warns 
the ~(mrnah to mend their ways. 

The Trials That Will Grow 
5 ' ,,,,,,,, ~j;?q&j&h~&+~ jpJ j~ j~i;+&j ( j q ~ y l q )  

', ' 3 6  s:j kj-4 J ~ ~ I G -  &\ @I p $ JLZ;'~ 
', , +. * 3 , 3 ,  " .3 93.. 

(+ Q'JA .$dl '& +4 '44 &i y - 3  kj-4 e . j  I 

(911 923) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & repor;ed that Allah's 1 

Messenger said, "Make haste in doing good deeds before the 
cotiiing of the trial that will descend in quick succession like 
portions of the dark night. (It will be that) a tnan will rise u p  in 
the morning as a faithful but will begin the evening as one 
deprived of faith. Or he will be a believer in the evening but will 
not remain a believer the next morning and become an itifidel. 
He will sell away his religion and faith for, the liieagre 
provisions of this world." (Saheeh Muslim) I 

Commentary: The Prophet & was informed that his ummuh will 
encounter trials one upon another like the darkness of the night. As 
a result, a man would wake up a Believer and Muslim but by 
evening time he will go astray or do a wicked deed and waste away 
and foil religion. 
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This trial will emerge through misleading movements and 
women and through greed for wealth and leadership and other 
kinds of indecent desires. The last sentence in the Hadith is ,&" 
"<hi& 4+'+ (He will sell away his religion against paltry 
provisions of the world.) The Hadith does not only imply that a 
man would turn to disbelief for worldly ends but it also 
encompasses all possibilities whereby he will overlook the 
religious commands to further his worldly ambitions (like 
amassing wealth or strengthening his leadership, etc.) Thus, 
coveting the world and neglecting the Hereafter and every kind of 
sin and indecency is included here and this is practical disbelief. 
We may repeat here that though the Prophet kk addressed the 
Companions &, the addressees realy include his urnngah of every 
period. He means to warn every Believer to beware of Trials liable 
to hamper faith and to tell him that he must hasten to do righteous 
deeds lest he succumb to trial and fail to do good deeds thereafter. 
If he will persist in doing pious deeds, he will be entitled to Allah's 
protection from Trial. 

(1011924) Sayyidina Mi dad ibn Aswad & reported having 
heard Allah's Messenger h say, "Surely he is fortunate who is 
kept safe from trials. He is fortunate who is kept far away from 
trials. He is fortunate who is separated from trials. But, as for 
him who is involved into it and he shows patience and 
steadfastness, (What do we say of him but that) he is praised 
and lauded." (Sunan Abu Dawood) 

Commentary: Whenever he wished that his listeners should 
comprehend well what he said to them, he repeated that three 
times. For instance, here he said thrice '($'I &iJ 91 '' (He is 
surely fortunate who is kept away from trials.) He said that again 
and again because it is a great blessing for anyone to be protected 
from trials but because it is not seen, many people do not realise it. 
Therefore, they neither value it nor express gratitude for it which is 
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a serious deprivation. In the end, he said that if anyone does face 
trial and endures it by sticking to religion then he is to be lauded 
and congratulated. This is the more appropriate interpretation of 
the last words 6 $1 ' j  although exponents have 
suggested other meanings too. ~ n d ,  knowledge is with Allah! 

(+ 3 O I ~ J )  p\ J,ij yt$\~j 
( 1  111925) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger ,@% said, "'The times will draw nearer, Icnowledge 
will be taken away. trials will afflict and stinginess will be put 
(in human nature and hearts), and there will be 11iuch h~u"j" The 
Companions & asked what hay, was and he said, "Bloodshed 
and killing." (Saheeh Buhhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The Prophet & has spoken of some trials that will 
a f f l ic t  the  u m m ~ i h .  His  f i rs t  words  were  SjG. The  
commentators have suggested different meanings for it, but I am 
inclined to understand it as; times will pass rapidly, there will be no 
auspiciousness in it, something done in a day will take several days 
to accomplish. This is my experience, but Allah knows best. 

The Prophet & also said that knwledge will be taken away. It 
is the knowledge that is thc legacy of the Prophet & will be taken 
away. This is explained in another Hadith that religious scholars 
(the heirs of this knowledge) will be taken away (through libraries 
may survive and proiessional scholars thrive in our cities). The fact 
is that knowledge which is the legacy of prophethood and is 
guidance and light is only that which the religious scholars possess 
as trustees thereof. If they do not exist, the k n o ~ l e d g e  and light 
will disappear with them. 

The third thing the Prophet & said, "Trials will aftlict (In 
different ways)." This is self-explanatory. The fourth thing he said ..$, A~,, .  The praiseworthy qualities of generosity and sacrifice 

will be lacking. The last thing he said is that there will be much 
bloodshed and killing. This is destructive by worldly standards and 
a grave sin in terms of the Hereafter. May Allah protect us from 
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these trials. 

(+ 0 ' ~ ) )  .9! a+& ,$I 2 djqi 
(1211926) Sayyidina Ma'qal & ibn Yasar reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "To occupy oneself during the harj (killing) 
is like making the hijrali (migration) towards me."(Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: When there is unnecessary killing, a Believer must 
save himself from that and devote himself with single-minded 
worship of  Allah. In Allah's sight, this deed will be like his 
migration from the land of the infidels towards the Prophet & to 
preserve his faith. 

Q', 6 9  &,,$ ,> 

, , , ,, , , 

, ,  I , 3 QI JG&+$>$I I , , $ ( \ ~ Y v / \ Y )  
2 -, 6'.. 

+I c 6 ~  , , a,,$, $$ 2Gy,'G~ \jsl J& c@'l >I&,,$ 
,,, L '$j 19" 2 & 

reported that they went 
to Sayyidina Alias & ibn Maalik and complained to hi111 of the 
oppression let loose by Hajjaj. He said, "Be patient (on these 
trials) and know that no time will come upon you but will be 
followed by a time worse than it till you meet your Lord. I have 
heard this from your Prophet &." 

Commentary: We have stated earlier in this series of Mu'arif 
id-ff~,dilh that Allah had granted the Prophet's @ personal servant. 
Sayyidina Anas & ibn Maalik a long life. He lived in Basra for 
about 80 years after the Prophet's k& death. After Sayyidina 
Mu'awiyah &, the rule of Hajjal Thaqafi of the Banu Umayqah 
was proverbial for its cruelty. Zubayr ibn Adi was a tabi'ee. 
Sayyidina Anas & comforted them when he and his colleagues 
complained to him of the cruelty of Hajjaj by saying that they 
should endure the oppression with patience, for, more difficult 
times would come. He had heard the Prophet & say that the times 
to fbllow would always be worse than the time preceding it. 

This might lead one to doubt that Sayyidina Umar ibn Abdul 
Aziz 4 b) followed Hajjaj and after him too there were other 
just and pious rulers. Then how would we reconcile the Prophet's 
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& saying about more difficult times following one after another? 
The Prophet's saying does not concern government and officers 

of government alone. Rather, he had said that in general terms 
about the overall condition of the ummuh. There is no doubt in 
what he said and it is confirmed by observation. Hajjaj was as he is 
projected, but there were other people in the government and they 
were evil and corrupt. However there were many Companions alive 

I 

at that time. There were many tabi'een who rank most excellent 
after the Companions & and many of the believing masses were 
righteous people too. Every succeeding generation was definitely 
worse than the previous. This is also borne out by history. May 
Allah preserve our faith from mischief. 

1 6  , , ,,> ' J , *  ' , , > "  ' 3'' 1 .+~ji;ti>!~~j~I;tiicC~~j3;;51 
(3j\33! J &L$\ J . L d  o\ jJ) 

(1411 928) Sa yidina Safinah & reported having heard Allah's 
Messenger & say, "The Khalifah (caliphate) will last only 
thirty years. Then monarchy will take over. "Then Safinah said, 
"Count the (years of)Khalifah - Abu Bakr 2 years, Ulnar (10 
years, Uthman 12 years and Ali 6 years." 

(Musnad Ahmad, Jami' Tirmizi, Sunan Abu Dawood) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Safinah & was the Prophet's @ freed 
slave. He has quoted the Prophet @ as saying that the Khalifat 
would last thirty years, that is what was exactly on his pattern and 
the u7ay which pleasure Allah (and which is called Khilafat 
Raashidah). Then the system would switch over to monarchy. 
Allah had revealed this to His Prophet k& who mentioned it to his 
Companions & often, and cautioned them. This is reported by 
different Companions A. Sayyidina Safinah also gave a count of 
the duration of Khilajut, but that is an estimate, for, the exact 
periods are: 

.$ayyidina Abu Bakr &: 2 years four months, 
Sayyidina Vmar &: 10 years six months, 
Sayyidina Uthman &: few days short 12 years, 
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Sayyidina Ali 4: 4 years 9 months. 
This adds up to 29 years 7 months. Sayyidina Hassan was 

Khalifah for about five months and that makes the total 30 years. 
These are the thirty years of Khilulfat Raashiduh. Then, as the 
Prophet & had forewarned, there was Kingdom instead of  
Khilafat. These foretellings are evidence of his prophethood as 
well as warning to the ummuh. 

< , / > I ,  , 6')' , , 

( e 3  813~) .'up 01, l i l  $ & c;i3ulj1 
( 1  511 929) Sayyidina Huzayfah & reported that (one day) 
Allan's Messenger @ stood up (to deliver a sermon). He did not 
omit to mention anything that would occur till the Last Day. he 
mentioned all of them. He who remembered did remember it but 
he who forgot, did forget. My friends too know it. And, the fact 
is that 1 forget something of his sermon but when I see it 
(happen), I remember it. (It is) like a man who forgets the face 
of another man when lie is absent fro111 him but then as he sees 
him, he recognises him (And remembers the forgotten face). 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This report has been narrated by other Companions 
too. One day the Prophet & delivered a very lengthy sermon in 
which he mentioned the events and calamities that would occur till 
the Last Day. Obviously, he had thought it necessary to caution the 
ummah about these occurences, for, that was his mission, and that 
did behove him too. However, there are people who hold that he 
had knowledge of everything from the begining of creation to the 
Last Hour of the universe, and of all creatures and of every little 
thing. They cite this Hadith and other Ahadith of this purport in 
support of their cuntention. They assert that the Prophet & said in 
these Ahadith everything about 36;.b9 d d b  (what was and what 
will be).  This would encompass all countries of  the world 
including India, Japan, America, Russia etc, and everything 
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happening there till the Last Day was known to him whereher it 
concerned man animals, birds and creatures in the oceans too. In 
the same way, he told the Companions 4 - according to these 
people - everything broadcast on the radio the world over and 
printed in newspapers worldwide til! the Last Day. 

Even one with a little intelligence can see that this is not the 
purport of the Hadith. I 

Besides, if what they say is true then he would have named the 
Khalifah who succeeded him, Sayyidina Abu Bakr &, and the next 
and so on so forth. If that were so then there would have been no 
argument, consultation or selection of the first Khalifah at 
Saqeefah Banu Sa'dah, and again on the martyrdom of the second 
Khalifah, Sayyidina Umar &, the third would have been appointed 
directly. 

If we say that these people forgot what the Prophet & said 
about these things then that reflects on every thing about religion. 
It is the Companions & who taught religion to the ummah and 
among them were the sabi'qeen awaleen and ashrah mubash 
sharah. If we were to believe that they forgot something that 
concerned themselves then their Ahadith would be unreliable too. 
If it is known about any narrator of Hadith that he was forgetful 
then the muhadditheen do not rely on any of his Ahadith, and he is I 

classified as unreliable reporter. 
Anyway the claim of these people that the Prophet @ had 

described in his sermon in the Masjid Nabawi - what they call - 
b&. b~ b K  b - is very foolish and ignorant in view of the 
foregoing arguments. All that the Ahadith say is that he described 
the extra-ordinary incidents and calamities to occur till the Last 
Day and of the main Trials and turmoil all of which Allah had 
revealed to him, and which he found necessary to inform the 
ummah. This is the call of his mission and this is worthy of him. 



SIGNS OF THE QIYAMAH 

Just as the Prophet & mentioned some of the fitan (trials) to 
afflict the ummah, he also spoke of some things that would happen 
before the Last Hour. Some of them are unusual, seemingly 
contrary to the natural laws on which the soiar system operates, for 
example rising of the sun from the east instead of the west, the 
emergence of duabutul ard (a beast from the earth), the coming of 
dajjal, the descent of Sayyidina Isa -1. These unusual signs 
would take place very near the Last Hour, as if they were an 
introduction to it. They are also known as the major signs. At the 
same time, the Prophet @ has also mentioned certain things, 
happenings, char jes which bill occur before the Last Hour and 
which may not be unusual, but they were unusual and surprising in 
his times and the times of the best of generations. Their occurence 
is a sign of mischief and corruption. They are the general signs of 
the Last Hour. We present, therefore, the sv ings  of the Prophet & 
on these signs, the general or the second Yind. The Ahadith on the 
first kind will be presented thereafter. 

( L S + ~ ~ O ~ J J )  .&La\ 
(1611930) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah .+$ reported that while the 
Prophet & was speaking a Bedouin came and asked the 
Prophet &, "When will the Last Hour come?" He said. "(The 
time) when trust will be wasted then wait for the Last Hour." 
The Bedonin submitted "How will a trust be wasted?" He said, 
"When affairs are handed over to the unworthy then wait for the 
Last Hour." (Saheeh Bukhari) 
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Commentary:  The word amanat  in Arabic has a wide 
connotation. Every important and great responsibility is an amanah 
translated here as trust. The true meaning may be surmised from 
this verse of Surah al-Ahzab: 

(V T:rT +l)r'JI) 

{We offered the trust (freedom of choice to do good or to do 
evil) to the heavens and the earth and the mountains) 

(al-Ahzab, 33:72) 

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah's & Hadith has thP Prophet's & own 
explanation of this world: responsibility will be placed with the 
unworthy; this includes responsiblity of every kind, step by step - 
governance, offices of government, religious leadershop, trusts, 
judgement and ruling, etc., any large or small responsibility 
misplaced with the unworthy. These are examples of wasting or 
misusing trust and it is a sign of the Last Hour. 

Though the Prophet @ gave this information to a Bedouin in 
answer to his query, it is a message to his ummah that they must 
realise the importance of amanah and give its right. They must 
give responsibility in every matter to one who is worthy of it 
otherwise they will be guilty of wasting it and they will be 
answerable to Allah for that. 

(+ 0 ' 3 ~ )  . Pji ;  b~~12$la\ , &&g 
(171193 1 )  Sayyidina Jabir & ibn ~arnurah reported t h t  the 
Prophet & said, "Before the Last Hour, there would be some 
Kazzab (great liars). You must be careful of them." 

(Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The word Kazzabeen (pl. of Kazzab) are the people 
whose lies are out of the ordinary and concern the religion, like 
claim of prophethood, inventing Ahadith or false stories to promote 
their bidlah and evil. The Prophet said that such people will 
come after him but before the Last Hour and will try to mislead the 
people. He, therefore, advised his ummah to be aware of them. As 
we know, since the Prophet's times till now, hundreds of 
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claimants to prophethood have risen, the first o f  them being 
Musaylimah Kazzab, and, according to our knowledge, the last was 
Ghulam Ahmad Qadyani. Similarly, claimants to being Mahdi have 
been appearing as also proponents of various movements. They are 
all included among the Kazzab mentioned by the Prophet from 
whom he has asked us to keep away. 

, ,,, <& 3 , $ ?u &k a,Jj ,jSj I , ,  ,/&j L &j I I e , / 4 

('5L2;1) O ~ J I ) )  

( 1  811932) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrali & reported that Allall's 
Messenger !$% said, "When the spoils are considered as personal 
wealth, and trusts as spoils, and zakut as tax (or penalty), and 
kiiwoledge is acquired for ob.jectives other than religious, and 
men obey their wives and disobey tlieir mothers, and draw 
friends near to them but drive fathers away, and voices are 
raised in ~iiosques. and the chief of a tribe is their ~'iiost immoral 
man, and such a man is appointed a nation's leader as is the 
most worthless and wicked among them, and a man is respected 
for fear of his mischief, and (professional) feliiale singers, and 
niusicians are common, and wine is consumed, and the  
latter-day people of the zlnit~icrh curse their predecessors - then 
wait for the violent storms, earth quakes, and being swallowed 
LIP by the earth, metamorphosis, raining stones and (other) signs 
(like this) following each other in quick succession like a 
~iecklace whose string is cut off so that its bits fall one after 
another." (Jami' Ti~mizi)  

Commentary: The Prophet & has enumerated fifteen bad d c ~ ~ I i  
that will be found in his zrr?~m~rh before the Last Day. 

( 1 )  The  persons in authority will use spoils of  war as  lllcil 
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personal wealth although they belong to the warriors, and 
the poor too have a share in it. 

(2) They will not pay zakah to the government willingly but 
regard it as a kind of penalty. 

(3) Religious knowledge will be acquired to further wordly ends 
and gains although it should be acquired for religion and 
improvement of one's Hereafter. 

(4) & (5) Men will obey their wives and attend to their whims 
while they will disobey their mothers and hurt them. 

(6) & (7) They will keep close to friends and colleagues but keep 
the father away and treat him shabily. 

(8) Etiquette will not be observed in mosques where it is not 
allowed to speak loudly uncessarily. People will make a 
noise and shout there. 

(9) The sinful people will be chiefs and leaders of tribes. 
(10) Those people will be made responsible for their communty 

who are the most mean among them. 
(1 1) The wicked will be respected because people fear their 

wickedness. 
(12) & (13) There will be an abundance of professional 

singing-girls and musical instruments (and those who enjoy 
them). 

(14) Wine will be drunk much. 
(15) Succeeding generations of the ummah will curse and speak 

ill of their predecessors in the ummah. 
The Prophet & said at the end of his message, "When these 

evils are seen, wait for the wrath of Allah in the shape of (red) 
violent winds, strong earth-quakes, men being swallowed into the 
earth, their faces bring changes strikingly, raining of stones from 
heaven, and other signs of the Dominant and Glorious Allah which 
will appear in quick succession as though beads falling off a 
broken necklace. 

The apparent meaning of the Hadith is that when these evils 
will come over among the ummah, the Divine wrath will fall on 
0 .  It must be rememGred that the Islanlic government is authorised to collect 

from the rich and disb'urse zukuh to the deserving. Those who are not fearful 
of Allah and have weak faith consider it as one of governmental taxes a 

1 
1 

penalty or fine. 1 
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them in the forn~s mentioned. 

1 , "  ' >' ' > 3' " 
(+ o ' j ~ >  .\)&ij l a 3 9  +A 2 j~  ay6j  + &- \Gi &- 
(1 911 933) Sayyidina Abu ~ u i a ~ r a h  & reported that ~ l l a h s  
Messenger & said, "The Last Hour will not come until (the 
time) when wealth is abundant and overflowing and until when 
a man takes out zakah on his property but does not find one 
(poor, needy or deserving) who would accept it from him, and 
the Arabian land (most of which is barren today) turns green 
and flourising with rivers." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: There has been an abundant flow of wealth in Arab 
countries since the discovery of petrol about a half century ago. 
They are also trying to turn the barren, dead land into fertile, 
cultivable gardens and to have flowing, gushing rivers. When the 
Prophet & had disclosed this, no one could have imagined such a 
thing but Allah had revealed it to him and he let the urnrnah know 
about it. The Companions & had only heard him but today we can 
see his words being given practical shape. Surely, such sayings of 
the Prophet & are his miracles and evidence of his prophethood 
&. 

, /  , / ,  $j&dl\ &&I J S ~  JGi JGi i3>&{>0qy i /y . )  
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(2011 934) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "The Last Hour will not come before a fire 
(of unusual kind) rises from the Hijaz which will illuminate the 
necks of camels in Basra." (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Allah had revealed to I-Iis Messenger kf% the 
extraordinary happenings and calamities that would occur in the 
world. One of them is the extremely unusual kind of fire that would 
issue from the Hijaz and would be one of the unimaginable signs 
of the Power of Allah. Its light will illuminate the necks of camels 
hundreds of miles away in Busra. 
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Hijaz is the wide area of land that has cities like Makkah, 
Madinah, Jaddah, Ta'if, Rabigh, etc. Busra is a city in Syria near 
Damascus. Most of the exponents of Hadith including those of 
Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim, Hafiz Ibn hajr, Allama Ayni 
and Imam Nawawi cites the fire that had crupted near Madinah in 
mid-seventh century Hijri as the one spoken of by the Prophet &. 
For three days there were the after-effects of a strong earthquake 
then the fire spread over a vast area and resounded with a roar and 
rumble like clouds do. It seemed like a city of fire and whichever 
mountain fell into its stride crumbled to pieces or dissolved. 
Though it was at some distance from Madinah yet its nights were 
illuminated as though they were days and people could do the same 
things they did during daytime. Its light was seen hundreds of 
miles away, including Yamamah and Busra. What was surprising 
about it was that it burned down rocks to ashes but did not burn 
trees, and it had erupted in the begining of Jumadi ul-Ukhra and 
lasted till the end of Rajab, about two and three-quarters of a 
month. All the while not only was Madinah safe but a pleasant. 
cool air blew over it. Undoubtedly, the fire was a sign of Allah's 
Power, Glory and Majesty. The Prophet had mentionned it six 
hundred and fifty years earlier. 
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(2111935) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-Aas & reported 
that he heard Allah's Messenger & say, "The first to be seen of 
the signs of the Last Hour will be the rising of the sun from the 
west, and the appearance of duabat ul-ard (the Beast of earth) 
before the people. Whichever of the two precedes, the next is 
close on its heels." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: When these words were spoken by the Prophet k@. 
Allah had revealed to him only that the t\vo singular, unusual signs 
ivould be shown. The sun that rises in the east would change its 
habit and rise in the west. Secondly, an unusual animal (p;~l k l ~ )  
will appear also against nornlal happenings. Till that time, the 
Prophet @ was not told which of the two would be the first to 
occur and so he said explicitly that one would follow the other 
quicltly. In other words, both will occur concurrently. 

The appearance of duabat ul-ard is also mentioned in the 
Qur'an (an-Naml, 27:82). Many unfounded stories circulate about it 
among the masses and, blesses and spurious reports have found 
their way in some exegesis. The words of the Qur'an and reliable 
Ahadith tell us only that it will be an animal that walks and runs on 
earth whom Allah will raise from the earth in an unusual maner 
(just as He had Salih from a rock of  a mountain.) By the 
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Command of Allah, it will speak like human beings and will reason 
out with them for Allah. Some Ahadith suggest that it will appear 
from Mount Safa in Makkah. 

The rising of the sun from the west and the appearance of the 
beast in a manner not normally known - both seem to be contrary 
to natural laws. Hence those who are low of understanding and are 
not aware of the unlimited powers of Allah may entertain doubts 
about it. They must realise that these things will happen when the 
laws on which this world works come to an end, and the time of 
the Last Hour or the Qiyamah would begin. Earth and heaven will 
be no more and there would be another world with a different 
system. 

We may make it clear here that the major signs too are of two 
kinds. Some will be manifest very near to the Last Day and they 
may be said to be conjunctive to it in the same way as dawn spells 
the commencement of the day. Both these signs mentioned in this 
Hadith are of this type, and they are the first of the signs of this 
type to be manifest. They would herald the end of the world at 
Al!ah's Command and the begining of the era of Qiyamah and 
another system. 

Some other major signs of the Last Hour would be manifest 
some time before that and they would be signs of nearness of the 
Last Hour. Among these signs are the emergence of dajjal and 
descent of Sayyidina Isa a\. (We will read about them in the 
Ahadith to follow). 

26 ,, ' 6 6  3 ' 3  

(+LA o,,,, . $59'1 +13j JkJlj l&& 2 &I ~9 I>@&! 
(2211936) siyyidina Abu ~ u r a ~ r a h  &;eported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "(Of the signs of the Last Hour), there are 
three which when they are manifest will not benefit a man his 
profession of faith (and performance of good deeds) who was 
not a Believer before hand, or had not supplemented his belief 
with righteous deeds. (they are:) rising of the sun from the west, 
emergence of dajjal (anti-Christ), and appearance of daabat 
ul-ard (beast of earth)." (Saheeh Muslim) 
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Commentary: With the manifestation of these three signs, it will 
be clear to everyone that the whole system of the world has gone 
hay wire and the Qiyamah has approached. Hence, to believe then 
or to repent from sins or give charity - things which one was not 
used to do before that - would be like doing them at the doorsteps 
of death when unseen facts are visible. Such conduct is never 
reliable and, therefore, of no benefit. 

'." >, 
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(2311937) Sayyidina Imran & ibn Husayn reported that h.e 
heard Allah's Messenger & say, "Between the creation of 
Adam and the establishment of the Hour there is no matter 
(incident or calamity) greater or more grave than the mischief of 
daj~al. " (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This means that of all the trials and mischiefs that 
Allah's slaves have faced since the creation of Sayyidina Adam 

till today and will face from today till the coming of the Last 
Hour, the mischief of duj~ul is the most severe. There is much hard 
trial for Allah's slaves in it, May Allah help us preserve our faith, 
and cause us to die as Believers. 

.,-' 4 r' "" 
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(24/1938) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "Shall I not tell you something about dajjal 
that no Prophet has related to his people? He is one-eyed (with a 
grape-sized inflamation in his eye). He will have with h i m  
something like Paradise and something like Hell. What he will 
show as Paradise will be, in fact, Hell. And I warn you of dajjd 
as Allah's Messenger, Nooh had warned his people." 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslirn) 

Commentary: The treasury of Hadith contains innumerable 
Ahadith about dujjal narrated by differrent Companions & and 
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this leaves no room for doubt that Allah's Messenger @ had 
disclosed daj~al's appearance before the Last Hour. He had also 
disclosed that daj~al's mischief will be the greatest and severest of 
mischiefs for Allah's slaves. he will claim divinity and advance 
evidence in support of his claim through astounding spectacles and 
oddities. One of these would show fake Paradise and fake Hell 
with him while what he calls Paradise would be Hell and his Hell 
would be Paradise. It is also possible that the so-called Paradise 
and Hell with him would be a deception through magic or 
hypnotism. It is also possible that Allah who created the devil to 
put as to trial may create dajjal and the Paradise and Hell with him. 
One of his signs would be that he will be one-eyed. It is reported 
in sound Ahadith that he will have a grape-sized inflammation in 
his eye which will be visible to all. Many disbelievers 'and the weak 
believers will be impressed by his magic and confirm his divinity 
while true Believers will strengthen their belief on witnessing his 
approach and his super-natural feats. They will exclaim, "This is 
the d m 1  of whom the Prophet & warned us." Thus, his coming 
will mean improvement in their ranks. 

Dajjal Supernatural Feats 
We have stated above that there are innumerable Ahadit11 on 

the appearance of dajjal. These Ahadith leave no doubt also that he 
will claim to be God and he will perform great super-natural feats 
which would stupefy sense and which would be beyond human 
power. For instance, he will have Paradise and Hell with hi111 and 
he will command the clouds to shower rain and they would obey. 
He will command earth to grow vegetation and it will do that 
spontaneously. He will cause the worldly state of those who believe 
in him to improve while those True Believers who reject him will 
face severe decline in their worldly life and comforts and they will 
face poverty and hunger and other difficulties. He will kill a young, 
strong man, cut him down in two and then revive him to life before 
everyone to see. In short, the innumerable Ahadith leave no doubt 
that he will perform such super-natural deeds and that will be a trial 
for mankind. 

If unnatural things happen at the hands of the Prophets @ 
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eW\ then we call that mujizat (miracles). Sayyidina Musa and 
Sayyidina Isa performed miracles as borne out in the Qur'an. 
The Prophet & also performed a mujizah of the splitting of the 
moon, and others which are reported in books of Hadith. 

If an unnatural phenomena is observed at the hands of  the 
righteous Believers, followers of a Prophet, then it is called 
kararnat an example of which is the case of the cave-dwellers 
(as'hab ul-kahj). There are thousands of such observances by the 
men of Allah or awliyn of this community of Prophet Muhammad 
&. 

If a disbeliever or a polytheist or a sinful, immoral person 
performs such a feat then these feats are called istidraj. This 
definition also applies to dqjnl's performances. 

Allah has made this world an examintion hall. Man is equipped 
with ability to do good as well as evil and He sent His Prophets 
+.J\ & to guide men to the Right Path, and their deputies (heirs) 
will carry on this service till the Last Day. At the same time, Allah 
also created the devil and his henchmen from mankind and jinn to 
mislead and incite to evil ways. They will do their job till the Last 
Day. Among the children of Sayyidina Aadam guidance was 
perfected on Sayyidina Muhammad &. the seal of Prophets. After 
him, the mission to guide and invite to virtue has become the 
responsibility of his successors while the inciting to evil and 
misguidance will be complete with dajal and that is why Allah 
will empower him with istidraj. He will, therefore, perform such 
super-natural feats as belie intelligence, and which no other inciter 
to evil was provided. 

This would also be the final trial of the creatures. In this way 
Allah will prove that the strong-willed, patient slaves who were 
guided by the Prophets eY-JI @ especially the Last Prophet @ 
and his deputies, came through the trial of dq j~a l  successfully. His 
supernatural oddities too did not deceive them, rather they 
increased in faith and they attained the high station of Siddiq (the 
truthful) which could never have been reached without going 
through the trial. 
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Coming sf Mahdi 
The gist of the Ahadith on this subject which are to any extent 

authentic is reproduced in these lines. In the last period before the 
end of the world, the ruleres will unleash all type of cruelty on 
Muslims who will find the vast earth of Allah closing is on them. 
They will face cruelty and oppression everywhere. Allah will then 
raise from this ummah (according to one version from the Prophet's 
& descendants) a strong reformer. he will strive hard and succeed 
in wiping out opression and injustice from the world. Justice will 
be dispensed everywhere and Allah's blessing would be showered 
in abundance. There would be good rainfall from the heaven, and 
there would be above normal, unimaginable production from the 
earth. (According to some Ahadith his name will be Muhammad, 
his father's name Abdullah and his epithet Mahdi) Allah will cause 
him to guide His slaves. 
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(2511 939) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri 4& reported that 
Allah's Messenger & said, "(In the final times,) my ummah will 
face severe hardship at the hands of their rulers so that Allah's 
vast earth will close down upon them. Then, Allah will raise a 
man from my descendants. His untiring efforts will bring about 
such a revolution that Allah's earth, just as it was replete will 
cruelty and oppression, will be full of justice and fairplay. Those 
in the heavens will be happy with it and those on earth too. In 
fact, it will grow whatever crop it should grow (not a seed will 
be wasted). Similarly, the heaven will not retain rain drops as 
treasures, but will shower them down (and i t  will rain 
abundantly according to the need). And the brave man will live 
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among the men for seven years, or eight years, or nine years." 
(Mustadrak Haakim)' 

Commentary: A Hadith of almost the same purport is reported by 
Sayyidina Qurrah al-Muzani & with this addition: 

" >  ' J  > ' J ,, f 4' f-4 &?' r*! j e! 'G!" 
(His name will be the same as mine and his father's name will be 
the same as my father's. That is, Muhammad and Abdullah.) 

This Hadith is found in Kanz ul-Ummat on the authority of 
Tabarani's Mu'jam Kabeer and of Musnad Bazzar. Both the 
Ahadith do not have the word "Mahdi." However, we can deduce 
from other reports that it refers to Sayyidina Mahdi. For, they say 
that his name will be Muhammad and epithet will be Mahdi. 

This Hadith places the duration of Mahdi's rule as betwen 
seven and nine years. However, in another Hadith also reported by 
Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & which we will see shortly, the 
duration is stated to be seven years, it is based on sunan Abu 
Dawood. It is possible that the words seven years or eight or nine 
years in the foregoing Hadith may be the narrator's doubt. Allah 
knows bets. 

(d-+J 0 1 ~ ~ )  2 1  
(2611940) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Masfood & reported that 
Allah's Messenger ki#% said, "The world will not end before one 
of my ah1 bayt (people of my house) becomes master and ruler 
of the Arabs. His name will be (the same as) my name." (Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The name Mahdi does not appear in this Hadith too 
but it nevertheless refers to him. In a Hadith in Sunan Abu Dawood 
narrated by Ibn Mas'ood again there are these words too k' 
''l;j+j & L& G.f i&j (He will fill Allah's earth with equity 

and justice just as it was filled with creulty and injustice.) From 
this Hadith of Abu Dawood and from other Ahadith about 
Sayyidina Mahdi ajc &I b,, we learn that his rule will extend all 
over the world. Thus, reference to his rule over Arabs in the Hadith 
0.  Kanz ul-Ummal (Kitab al-Qiyamat) 
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under discussion is perhaps because he will have his seat of 
government there. Or, because he may rule over Arab lands in the 
begining but later on extend the sphere of his rule everywhere in 
the world. Allah knows best. 
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(2711941) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & reported that 
Allah's Messenger said, "Mahdi will be of my posterity. He 
will have a broad, bright forehead and large nose. He will fill 
the earth with equity and justice as it was filled with cruelty and 
injustice, and he will rule for seven years." (Sunan Abu Dawood) 

Commentary: This hadith describes two visible physical features 
of Mahdi - a broad forehead and a large nose. Both these things 
have a say in man's beauty and handsomeness. That is why they are 
mentioned in particular. The physical features of the Prophet as 
mentioned in the Ahadith also refer to these two things on the face. 
We may surmise from a reference to these two things that he would 
be a handsome man. However, his distinctive mark will be his 
achievement in eradicating from the world injustice and tyranny 
and introducing justice and fairplay in the world. 

J 4,  
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(2811 942) Sayyidina Jabir & reported that Allah's ~essenger  
& said, "there will be a Khalifah (a true king) in the last era 
who will disburse wealth (to the deserving) and he will not 
count it out (to them)." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The meaning of the Prophet's & saying is that a 
man of his ummah will be a ruler in the final era when Allah will 
bless with abundant wealth and he will be very generous with it. 
He will not withhold wealth but will give it away to the deserving 
without counting it. In another Hadith in Muslim itself the words 
are "I& '&Yj 6 jkjl & " (he will give it out to the deserving 
with his both hands full and will not count it). Some of the 
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exponents of the Hadith opine that the Khalifah is Mahdi because 
other Ahadith tell us that Allah will bless his times with 
exceptionallq large II ealth. But Allah ltnon s best. 

( A J > j + '  o ' j ~ )  Qd ?gji 2 2 &gYl jj& 
(2911 943) The Mother of the Faithful, Sayyidali Ulnm Salamah 
W &J reported that she heard Allah's Messenger &% say, 
"Mahdi will be from my progeny, a descendant of Fatiniah." 

(Sunan Abu Dawood) 

(2-5'33' O ' j j )  
y'Jc &;q'\ 

(3011944) Abu lshaq as-Sabi'ee reported that Sayyidina Ali & 
looked towards his son Sayyidina Hasan 4 and said, "This son 
of mine is a Sayyid (chief) as Allah's Messenger & has called 
him by this name. Surely, from his offspring a brave man will 
a r ise  whose  name will be the  same  a s  your  Prophet ' s  
(Muhammad). In manners and character he will resemble Allah's 
Messenger & much and in his physical appearance he will not 
be like him.l1He then related that he would fill the earth with 
justice." (Sunan Abu Dawood) 

Commentary: Abu Ishaq Sabilee a Tabilee, has reported about a 
brave man to be born among the descendants of Sayyidina Hassan 
& on the authority of Sayyidina Ali. Obviously, Sayyidina Ali & 
did not relate this news of the future hundreds - nay, thousands 
- of years into the future except after having heard it from the 
Prophet &, the recepient of revelation. Such reports of  the 
Companions & are classified by the rnuhaddithecn as mayfbo and 
it is understood about them that they had heard them from the 
Prophet &. 

It seems that Sayyidina Ali Referred to the Prophet's & saying: 
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"(This, my son is a sayyid (chief). I hope that Allah will bring 
about through him peace between two warring Muslim groups." 

The Prophet ,&% used the word sayyid for Sayyidina Hasan &. 
While this Hadith discloses that Mahdi will be a descendant of 

Sayyidina Hasan &, another name Sayyidina Husayn & as the 
forefather of Mahdi. Some exponents have reconciled the two by 
suggesting that Mahdi would be of Hasni stock from father's side 
and of Husayni from mother's side. 

There are some narratives that the Prophet gave glad tidings to 
Sayyidina Abbas & that Mahdi would be among his descendants 
but these reports are very weak.' Those narratives that are reliable 
in any way tell us that Mahdi would be a descendant of the Prophet 
&, an offspring of Sayyidah Fatimah p h d,. 

A Cautionary Note 
We find it necessary here to mention that difference in these 

beliefs of Ah1 us-Sunnat and the Shia because the latter projects to 
the unwary among the former that the two sides hold identical 
views on the subject of Mahdi. 

On the basis of Ahadith about Sayyidina Mahdi - some of 
which we have related - the ah1 us-Sunnah hold that before the 
Last Day a time would come when disbelief, mischief, tryanny and 
sin would be so overpowering that Allah's vast earth would close 
down upon the believers. Allah would then raise a brave man from 
among the Muslim ummah (some of whose characteristics are 
described in Ahadith). He will have Allah's help on his side and his 
all-out efforts would succeed in throwing out disbelief, mishief, 
tyranny and sin from the world all over which the atmosphere 
would be blessed with faith, justice and Islam. There would be an 
exceptional showering of Allah's blessing from the heaven and 
earth. The Ahadith tell us also that dajyal would appear in these 

0.  These narratives may be seen in Kanz ul-Ummal (Kitab al-Qiyamah, section 
al-Aqwal and al-Afal)  V7 pp188 and 260, first edition, Dariah al-Ma'arif 
al:Uthmania, Hyderabad. 
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times and he will be the severest trial for this world, and the last 
one too. That would be the most difficult trial for the believers, that 
being the extreme stage of confrontation between good and evil. 
Sayyidina Mahdi would lead and fight for good and guidance while 
dajjal would fight for evil. Then sayyidina Isa m\ would descend 
and Allah would cause him to wipe out daj~al and his mischief. 
(We will present Ahadith on that shortly and explain them together 
with a discussion on Hayat Maseeh and Nuzool Maseehl, Insha 
Allah). 

However, the belief of the Shia is quite different fro,n~ this. It is 
one of the wonders of the world. By itself this belief is enough to 
form an opinion about their religion. We will present here only an 
outline for the information of the ah1 us-sunnah but details may be 
seen in my book Irani Inqilab, Imum Khumaini awr Shiat. 

The Shia BeliefAbout Mahdi 
The belief of the Shia is part of faith for them. It is that Allah 

has named twelve Imams after His Messenger & and up to the 
Last Day. Their standing is equal to (on the same footing as) 
Allah's Messenger @ and higher than all other Prophets and 
Messengers ~'hJl@, and, like the Prophet @, they are all 
innocent. It is favd to obey them just as it is obligatory to obey 
Al lah ' s  Messenger  & and al l  o f  them possess the  same 
characteristics and perfections that Allah had bestowed on His 
Messenger and Prophet &. The only difference is that they will 
not be called Prophet or Messenger, but will be called Imam, and 
an Imam's office has a higher rank than prophethood. Salvation is 
conditional on belief in their office just as it is conditional on belief 
in prophethood. Sayyidina Ali & was the first Imam. His elder son 
Sayyidina Hasan & succeeded him and was followed by his 
younger brother Sayyidina Husayn & whose son Ali  ibn 
al-Husayn (Zayn ul-Aabideen) followed him. Then each was 
succeeded by his son until Imam Hasan Askari was the eleventh 
Imam. He died in 260 AH. The Shia Ithna Ashaviya believe that 
four or five years before his death (in 255 AH or 256 AH allowing 
for difference of opinion), he had a son by a Christian female slave 
0 .  Life and descent of Sayyidina Isa pLJI ajc 
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(Nargis) who was kept concealed from the sight of people and no 
one could see him. (Thus his family members, too, did not know of 
his birth and existence.) Just ten days before the death of Hasan 
Askari, this son vanished miraculously (when he was four or five 
years old) with everything pertaining to Imamat (Imam's office). 
(These things were kept with every Imam begining with Sayyidina 
Ali & till the eleventh, Hasan Askari.) He hid himself in a cave in 
his native city by the name, Sura man ra-aa and he still is hiding 
there though more than eleven hundred and fifty years have 
elapsed. The Shia believe that he is the twelfth Imam and he is 
Imam Mahdi. He will come out of the cave some day and apart 
from other miraculous and unbelievable feats, he will also revive 
the dead. And - we seek refuge in Allah - he will also revive 
(Sayyidina) Abu Bakr &, (Sayyidina) Umar & and (Sayyidah) 
Ayshah W h p ~  (who in the eyes of  the Shia,  a re  more 
disbelieving and greater criminals than all the disbelievers and 
criminals including Fir'awn, Namrood, etc.) He will punish them 
and hang them to death. He will revive them thousands of times 
and every time put them on the hanger's scaffold. In the same way, 
he will revive every Companion & who supported them and eery 
sunni who loved and respected them. Besides, Allah's Messenger t 

a, Sayyidina Ali & and all the innocent Imams as also the 
particular lovers of Shia will be revived and all of them will wtch 
their enemies (may Allah forgive us) being punished. In other 
words the Shia version of Imam Mahdi will enact the Qiyalnah 
(Day of Ressurrection) before the real Qiyumah. In their religious 
terminology, they call it W J  (ruj'at) and it is fard for them to 
believe in it. It is also stated in their narration on ruj'at that Allah's 
Messenger will be the first to offer bay'ah (allegiance) to 
Mahdi. Then Sayyidina Ali, followed by other people according to 
their ranks. This is Shia version of Imam Mahdi whom they also 
call al-Qa'im, al-Hujjah and al- Muntazir and they await his 
emergence from the cave. When they mention him orally or in 
writing, they add the prayer: .c-9 .&I J.xs (May Allah hasten his 
coming out!) 

According to the ah1 us-szdnnah this is a fabricated story coined I 

out of necessity because Hasan Askari, the eleventh Imam of the 
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Shiu had no children when he died in 250 AH. That would have 
nullified their doctrine of the twelve Imams because only an 

Imam's son could become an Imam, and the twelfth would have 
been the last after whom the world would come to an end. In short. 
this story was fabricated to accomodate the Shia belief and it has 
now become a headache for the intelligent among them. 

Although I had intended to be brief, I had to write this much to 
explain the difference in belief of the Shias and ah1 us-sunnah. 

We might mention here in explanation of the Ahadith on 
Sayyidina Mahdi that the 12th century authority and a far-sighted 
scholar, Ibn Khuldoom has clasified almost all the Ahadith on 
Mahdi in Hadith books of ah1 us-sunnah as weak. '  He has 
discussed exhaustively on the subject in his muqaddimuh. 
However, later day ulama have disagreed with him. Neverthless, 
Ibn Khuldoom has initiated a discussion on the subject 2 J34;.-e11J 
. + 1 p a J l 9  &I +a >k all1 (And we request Allah for guidance to the 
truth and correct.) 

Descent of Sayyidina Isa @I 
The major signs of Qiyamah will be manifest near the Last 

I Hour before the Qiyamah. One of them, and the exceptional one at 
that, is the descent of Sayyidina Isa @I. Although we will present 
a few Ahadith on this subject there are innumerable Ahadith in 
Books of Ahadith narrated by numerous Companions &. SO, even 
without considerating their standing as Companions & we cannot 
doubt that all of them would combine together and fabricate 
Ahadith and blame the Prophet & of saying that Sayyidina Isa 
will descend from the heavens before the Last Hour. We cannot 
also allude that all of them erred in understanding the actual 
message of the Prophet &. So, the fact is that on reading these 
Ahadith we may conclude that the Prophet & had really informed 
his ummuh that Sayyidina Isa would come down to earth from 
the heaven before Qiy~mlah. To that end, it is enough to read the 
work of Allamah Muhammad Anwar Shah Kashmiri entitled F-d\ 
&I J ~ f j  g 219 k!. He has collected more than seventy Ahadith on 
this subject fi-om the books of Ahadith. 

Apart from Ahadith, the coming down of Sayyidina Isa is 
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also known from the Qur'an. It says that he has been raised to the 
heaven and will return to earth before the Last Hour. We can get 
authoritative knowledge and satisfaction from Mawlana Anwar 
Shah Kashmiri's work ",+U\ 4s &+ +- 4 ?YAY 8@" (Both these 
works are in Arabic) 

I have composed a book entitled Qadyani Kyoo Musalman 
Nahi Aur Masala Nuzool Maseeh wa Hayat Maseeh. I have 
devoted about 70 pages in this book to this subject. Those whose 
mother tongue is Urdu may benefit from the book and observe that 
while the Qur'an has informed us that sayyidina Isa %8\ will 
descend before the Last Day, the Ahadith have elaborated on the 
subject very exhaustively. 

However, many people entertain intellectual doubts about it and 
the Qadyani writers have exploited the situation and published 
much literature on this subject (and tried to pave way for Mirza 
Ghulam Qadyani's claim to be the Maseeh, Sayyidina Isa =\). 
Therefore, I find it necessary to delve somewhat on this subject 
before explaining the Ahadith in this chapter. I hope readers will 
get answers to their doubts and be able to understand the subject 
satisfactorily.&g;lI J All 

Some Basic Facts 
The First and most important thing that we must remember 

before pondering over this question is that the subject concerns that 
being whose very existence itself is different from the general 
practice of Allah and the laws of nature. It is that he was not born 
in the same way as anyone else in this world is born including all 
the Prophets ()ell & and Prophet Muhammad himself - that 
is by the marriage of man and women. Rather, he was born by 
Allah's ability and command sent through Sayyidina Jibraeel 
He was born to his mother, Sayyidah Maryam lgjc without the 
medium of a male having touched her but in a miraculous manner. 
So, the Qur'an has called him the word of Allah and has described 
his birth in surah ual Imran (verses 45, etc.) and surah Mavyam 
(verses 19 etc.) The Injeel also says the same thing so that all 
Muslims and Christians hold the same belief. 

The Qur'an has disclosed another great thing about him. When 
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he was born by Allah's power and command and word in a 
miraculous way to Sayyidah Maryam ~L.JI L& (who was a virgin 
and no man had touched her) and she carried him in her lap to the 
city whose people accused her of immorality, the infant (Isa ibn 
Maryam) spoke at the command of Allah about himself and about 
the chastity of his mother (surah Maryam, verse 27 to 33). 

The Qur'an also tells us that, at the command of Allah, he 
performed unimaginable miracles. he moulded a bird out of clay 
and breathed into it and that became a live bird flying into air. He 
would stroke a born-blind and a lepor and they would recover the 
sight and health. He also could revive the dead. These miracles are 
confirmed in the Qur'an (surah Aal Imran and al-hla'idah) and in 
the Injeel. 

The Qur'an also says that when Allah made him Prophet and 
Messenger and he invited his people, the Banu Isra'il, to believe, 
they called him a fake and decided to crucify himl. They imagined 
that they had carried out their decision and crucified him to death. 
But, that'was not so (They had crucified someone else believing 
him to be Sayyidina Isa =I.) The Jews could not even find him. 
Allah had taken him away to the heavens and he will now return to 
earth at Allah's command before the Last Hour and die here. Allah 

1 

will get him to carry on the mission of Prophet Muhammad & and 
his coming down will be a great sign of the Qiyumuh. (This is 
mentioned in s u r d  an-Nisu and Surah az-Zukhrufl2 

The believers, therefore have no doubt that Sayyidina Isa $!!&I 
is raised up to the heaven and will be sent back on the appointed 
time just as they do not doubt his miracles. 

Thus the first and significant thing that we have to keep in 
mind when we consider the question of descent of Sayyidina Isa 

is his unique case and the foregoing peculiarities. 
2. The next thing that we should keep before us is that he will 

0 .  In the Torah and lsrail law a false Prophet was pilnished with death. In 
lslalnic law such a one is killed. 

Q. The verses of surah an-Nisa and a=-Zzlkhruj in which this is mentioned are 
explained by me in my book Qadyanz Kiyoo Mtlsalman nahee awr n~asala 
nuzul Museeh wa Hayat Museeh pp 94 to 120. Every sound minded believer 
will be convinced on reading that the verses state that Isa e X J l +  was raised 
to the heavens and will be sent back to earth and that is a sign of Qiyamah. 



descend to earth ~z hen the Last Hour is very near and the series 
of the closest signs has begun. These are, for example, sun rise 
from the west instead of east, creation of the beast of earth in an 
unusual manner and bahaving as mentioned in authentic Ahadith. 
These things would, as it were, augur the dawn of the Qiyarnuh. 
The working of the solar systelii would have begun to change and 
the unusual happenings would follow one after another in quick 
succession which we cannot even picture today. (The emergence of 
dlijitil and descent of Sayyidina Isa are among them). 

Thus to deny the coming down of Sayyidina Isa or the 
e~llergeizce of dujjul because our intellect cannot Comprehend the 
way they are mentioned in Hadith is the same as to deny the 
Qiyanmh, Paradise or Hell because we cannot fathom them. Those 
who speak in this manner are really deprived of Divine awareness 
and the power and grasp of Allah. 

3. While considering the subject of the life of sayyidina Isa 
and his descent, we must keep a third thing before us. According to 
the Qur'an and our belief as Muslims, Sayidina Isa does not 
presently reside in this world where a man cannot do without food 
and drink and other necessities as natural demands. Rather, he is in 
the higher heavens where such demands are not made on him as we 
know of the angels. Though Sayyidina Isa is of human kind 
from his mother's side yet he was born by the word of Allah carried 
by His angel, Rooh al-Qzlddoos. Therefore, as long as he lived in 
this, our world, he was subject to human demands and necessities, 
but when he was taken away to the heavens and the world of 
angels, he became independent of these needs and demands. In 
answer to a question how is Sayyidina Isa's need for food and drink 
satisfied in the heavens, Imam Ibn Taymiyah wrote in his book 
"&I 2 3  JLLI *J +1yJ\" (in rejection of Christianity): 

rj.JIj 5% 4 ipJYI &I JL G..& 

. d l 5  +J JgJl 
"(At the heavens) his condition for eating. drinking, dress and 
sleeping and such demands is not like that of the earthlings. 
(There he is independent of these things like the angels.)] 

0. al-Jawab as-Saheeh v2 p280 
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If these basic background is kept in mind then doubts will not 
arise concerning the life and descent of Sayyidina Isa %&I. They 
bog down the inind only because of poor intellect, weakness of 
faith and unawareness of Allah's powers. Let us now see some 
Ahadith. 

' ) ' ,  , I  / I I 

$3 4 &I 41 J~~ JG JG i%2 &i 2 o q t o ~ y , )  
y6G f& f l - 9 ,  ,>\ + J$ hi & kd,j 

r-4 '3, -, , - , , 
1 1  > ' ,  ' 9, 2 f;i iG$& 'jdl ~j $9, ,+j;;*'Jl s - 3  

$,:, L,,, '>', ' 6; # > ,  ' \j $ 2 ~  ~$921 J% Q ~ ; j  2 I+ i+~ji\ ~jki 
,, 6 1 . ~ 6  &91~$.i p 9 *$ y! +L$I $i > , d ~ j  , &b , -.I , 

(+ 3 d M \  013)) 
(3 111 945) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "By Him Who holds my life in His Hand, 
surely it is soon that Isa ibn Maryaln will descend among you 
(Muslims) as a just ruler. He will break the cross, kill swine and 
abolish the jizyah. And, there will be abundance of wealth to the 
extent that no one will take it. And one prostration would be 
better than the world and what it contains." Then Abu Hurayrah 
said: (If you wish for an evidence from the Qur'an then) read if 
you like: 

( j  o q: $LA\) $91 "+&'I JA 3 L!jY' 
{And there will be none among the People of the Book, but will 
surely believe in liinl before his death, and on the Day of 
Resurrestioin he (Isa) will be witness against them) 
(an-Nisa, 4: 159) (Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary:  T h e  Prophet  & mentioned the  descent  o f  
Sayyidina Isa w\ and some of his important doings. He began his 
words with an oath to satisfy the doubting minds of his truth 
because of the extraodrinary nature of events. He then said that it 
was certainly very near and thus again emphasised that there was 
no doubt in his coming and it was confirmed. It was just like the 
Qc/j~~linah: 

(, :o 9,) cL&dJl +:$I)> 

{The Hour has drawn night} (al-Qamar, 54: 1 ) 
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The meaning is clear. There is no scope for doubt but it will 
come, surely. 

What the Prophet & said after the oath and emphasis may be 
described in simple words thus: 

Surely before the Last Hour, Sayyidina Isa @\ ibn Maryam 
will come by Allah's Command among you Muslims as a just ruler 
(which means he will then be regarded as a just ruler and ameer of 
the Muslims). The steps that he will take as a ruler will include the 
breaking of the cross which is like an idol of the Christians who 
rely on it in terrible error and disbelief for expiation of their sins. 
When we say that he will break it, we mean that he will put an end 
to the importance the Christians attach to it and the kind of 
worship they offer it. It is just like idol-smashing. Another of his 
steps will be the killing of swine. One of the great errors into . 
which the Christians have gone and a major change they have 
made into their religioin is that they have made the swine lawf~11 
(though it is unlawful in all heavenly religions). They not only 
made it lawful but also found it to be the most cherished meal. 
Sayyidina Isa will not only declare it unlawful but will also 
give instructions to wipe out this species so that it is extinct. yet 
another of the steps that he will take will be that he will abolish 
jizyuh. (Since the Prophet & has declared it in his Hadith, the 
announcement of Sayyidina Isa will be on this basis and not 
on his own and neither will he anlend the Islamic Shari'ah.) The 
Prophet & concluded by saying, "There will so much abundance 
that no one will accept wealth from another." Allah will grow in 
His slaves a complete dis-interest for the world and a longing for 
the reward of the Hereafter with the result that they will hold a 
prostration before Allah more dear than the world and whatever it 
contains. Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah said after reporting the Prophet's 
& sayings: ''$I p b\ \J s)W' that is, if you wish find confirmation 
for it in the Qur'an then recite the verse 159 of an-Nisa 

,, ,,, 9 

( \ o q : t  '%u\ijy)$9\~>g$&~y!+g\q6i~;!jJ1 
The explanation of the verse may be'seen in my book Qadyani 

kiyoo Musalnqan nahi atir masala nuzool Maseeh wa hayat 
Maseeh (pp 100-1 13) 
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~ ~ j & ~ l & ~ ~ j ~ ~ J ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q ~ , ~ ~ y ~  

(+ I G J N '  O ' I J )  %& $b!j & @> 31 J$ I;! $; 
(3211 946) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "How will you be when Ibn Maryam comes 
down to you and your Imam is one of you." 

(Saheeh Bukhari & Saheeh Muslim) 
commentary: The apparent meaning of the saying of Allah's 
Messenger is that your condition at that time will be out of the 
ordinary as we have learnt from the foregoing Hadith and other 
Ahadith on this subject. The words ''& &ti!jl' (and your Imam is 
one of you) mean that the position of Sayyidina Isa will be 
that (in spite of being Prophet and Messenger of the earlier people) 
he will be a member of the Muslim people and in that capacity your 
Imam and Ameer. In another version of the same Hadith in Myslim 
instead of these words ''$a $~!j" the words are "& FG", 
and one of its narrators Ibn Abu Zi'b has explained it thus: 

"After coming down, Isa ibn Maryam will be the Imam and 
ruler will be the Imam and ruler of the Muslims. He will conduct 
the office of Imam and government on the basis of the Qur'an and 
the Shari'ah of the Prophet &." In the light of this explanation, the 
office of Imam of Sayyidina Isa referred to in this Hadith is 
not restricted to salah but it means a general Imamat encompassing 
religious as well as worldly leadership over the ummah. In other 
words, he will be the deputy and Khalifah of Allah's Messenger a. 

,> '  LJ 9 6' > 4,  

j$ ~6 gYl f% >! s9& @'\ & d$& ~6 , , /  

,' 9 ,  ,, ,# ,,a, ",:/: ,,>, 9, 

;\$&*+;!Y I J ~ Q I A J . L ~ I A ~ ~ \  J * , + ~ ~  

(+ 0 ' s ~ )  
G$\ && 
, ,, / 

(3311 947) Sayyidina Jabir & reported that Allah's Messenger 
& said, "There will always be in my ummah a section of people 
who will fight for the truth and they will turn out successful." 
He continued to say, "Then Isa ibn Maryam will come down and 
the ameer and Imam of the Muslims of that time will invite h i m  
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to lead the salah but he will say: No ( I  will not lead the 
congregation). Your allleer and lnia~n is one of you. Allah has 
honoured this u~ninah in this way." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The first words in the Hadith confirmed that Allah 
has decided that a section of this ummah will always observe the 
Truth and depending on the need will fight the enemy and prevail 
over them. The exponents of Hadith hold that the fight may be an 
armed war to protect religion and propagate it or it can be an oral 
debate or a written argument. Those engaged in protecting religion 
in this way and striving to propagate it are all soldiers of the True 
religion and warriors in the cause of Truth. Without doubt, never is 
there a time without such slaves of Allah, and this will go on till 
the Last Day. This is decreed by Allah. 

In the following portion of the Hadith, the Prophet ;Q$. has 
foretold, by way of a warning, that close to the Last Day, in the 
final period, Sayyidina Isa will come down. It will be the time 
of Salah when he arrives, so the Imam and ameer of the Muslims 
will invite him to take over and lead the people in Salah but he will 
decline to do so. He will request the Imain to carry on, saying that 
Allah has bestowed honour on the unlmah of (Prophet) Muhanlmad 
kb so their Imam must be one of them. 

'I'here is a lengthy Hadith in Sunan Ibn Majah as reported by 
Sayyidina Abu U ~ n a ~ n a h  &. It is about the emergence of dajjal and 
descent of Sayyidina Isa MI. It says that the Muslims will be 
assembled in Bayt al-Maqdis (to protect themselves from the 
mischief of dajjal and to counter him). The time of the fajr Salah 
will be on and the worshippers would stand up for salah. Their 
Imam would be a righteous man (and it is possible that he would 
be Imam Mahdi). He would stand at the place of lead and the 
iqainah would have been called when Sayyidina Isa would 
arrive suddenly. So, the Imam of the Muslims would move to take 
a step back saying to him. "Lead us in prayer," (for it is better that 
the best person in the congregation should lead in salah and 
Sayyidina Isa a\ who is a Prophet and messenger in earlier times 
was undoubtedly. the best)." Sayyidina Isa will decline to lead 
then, saying, "The congregation is ready to offer salah in your lead 
and the iqamah is called out already." 
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Anyway, that would be the first salah after the coming of 
Sayyidina Isa @\ and he will offer it as the muqtudi (follower in 
Salah) of a member of the Prophet's @ zlmnmh but not agree to act 
as Inlam. The wisdom being that he should demonstrate that a great 
Prophet and Messenger of earlier times is like one of the ummuh of 
Prophet Muhammad & abiding by his Shari'ah The Shori'ah of 
Muhammad will now carry on till the end of the world. 

( A j l A j + l o l j j )  

(3411948) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah &k reported that the Prophet 
& said (while mentioning Isa =\ and referring to his close 
relationship with him), "There is no Prophet between me and 
him (and Allah sent me after him as His Messenger). And, 
indeed he will descend (during my era of prophethood before 
the Last Day). When you see him, you must recognise hirn. He 
will be of medium stature, of red complexion with a fair tinge, 
wearing two yellow garments. It would seem as though drops of 
water were falling down from his head even though it will not 
be wet. he will wage jihad and war for lslarn and he will break 
the cross, kill swine and exter~ninate it, and abolish jizyah. In 
his time, Allah will remove all u ~ n ~ n a h  and religions except 
Islam. He will destroy the Maseeh Dajjal and kill him. He will 
live on this earth and in this world for forty years and die here. 
The h4uslims will then offer his funeral Salah." (Sunan ~ b u  Dauood) 

Commentary: In addition to informing us of the descent of 
Sayyidina Isa <%I, the Prophet & also described some of his 
features. FIe will be of average height. His complexion will be 
reddish white. He will be wearing two garments light yellow in 
colour. It will look as though water was dripping from his head but 
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there would be no water on it. He would have come directly from 
the heaven and would be so clean and tidy and the condition of the 
hair on his body would give an impression that he has had a bath . 

The Porphet & then mentioned his doings. He would first 
invite people to the True religion of Allah, Islam (which invitation 
every Prophet of Allah has given in his times.) That itself would be 

1 

a clear indication of it being a true religion and only he would not 
accept it who is averse to Truth. To get such people also to believe 
in Islam, Sayyidina Isa @\ would finally use force and wage jihad. 
Besides, he will take two steps against those people who call 
themselves after him. he will break the cross which has become the 
symbol - rather god - of the Christians and on which they base 
their most erroneous belief on expiation of sins. This will also 
confirm that he was never put on the cross, and the belief on Jews 
and Christians about this is wrong, the belief of the Muslims as 
declared in the Qur'an is the only correct belief. Sayyidina Isa @\ 
would next kill and eliminate the swine which the Christians have 
made lawful for themselves although it is unlawful in all heavenly 
scriptures. After that, the Hadith mentions that he will abolish 
jizyah. By saying that, Allah's Messenger @ has made it clear that 
the law of jizyah in our Shari'ah will be applicable till the coming 
of Sayyidina Isa el. It will be rescinded when he comes down 
and begins his mission as Khalifah of the Prophet @ and ruler of 
the Muslim ummah. (One of the reasons could be that the 
government may not need to collect jizyah because of the huge 
blessings of Allah after the descent of Sayyidina Isa @I, Jizyah is 
a kind of tax.) 

Also, Allah will put an end to all other religions and ummah 
through Sayyidina Isa @I. Everyone will believe and accept Islam. 
Another of his feat accomplished by Allah's help will be that he 
will kill dajjal, and the world will be safe from his mischief which 
would be the worst trial in this world. The Prophet & concluded 
the Hadith by saying that Sayyidina Isa would live on earth for 
forty years and then die. The Muslims would offer his funeral 
salah. 

This Hadith narrated by Abu Hurayrah and reproduced and 
explained here from Abu Dawood is also found in Musnad Ahmad 
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with some additions. The gist of additions is: during the Khilafah 
of Sayyidina Isa =I, there will be unlimited blessings from Allah. 
Some of these will be reflected in a change of the nature of wild 
animals like the lion, wolf, etc. They would become peaceful. The 
lions, camels and cows and the wolves and sheep will move 
together and none of them will attack another. Young children will 
play with snakes who will not sting anyone. These changes would 
confirm that the system of the world's working was changing and 
the Last Day was very near after which the new system of the 
Hereafter will operate. As I have suggested in my introductory 
remarlcs, that would be like the dawn of the Qiyamah. If we believe 
in the power and ability of Allah then nothing is unfathomable. 

(bjJ1 L.)G 2 LS jyJ1 ~1 olgj) >$& 
(35/1949) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Alnr reported that ~ f i ah ' s  
Messenger @ said, "Isa ibn Maryam will descend on earth. He 
will marry and have children. he will live for forty-five years 
before dying and he will be buried with me (the place where I 
will be buried). Then, on the Day of Resurrection, I and Isa ibn 
Maryain will rise up from the same place of the grave between 
Abu Bakr and Umar." (Kitab al-Wafa by Ibn al-Jawzi) 

Commentary: It  is a fact that when he was in this world, 
Sayyidina Isa @\ had spent a life of celibacy. He did not marry 
although marriage is a man's natural necessity and there is much 
wisdom in it. As far as we know, all the Prophets and Messengers 
before him had married, and after him the final Prophet & also 
married. The Prophet & said about Sayyidina Isa that when 
he comes down to earth in the last days, he will mary and have 
children. In this Hadith the duration of his life is mentioned as 
forty-five years while the Hadith of Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ~$6 
mentioned his life span as forty yars after his descent. Some other 
Ahadith also put it at forty years. Some scholars have suggested 
that the reports of forty years have followed the Arabic idioms whereby 
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the figure above (a rounded one) is ommitted and the same thing is 
clone here. (Allah kno~vs best.) The Hadith also says, "Sayyidina 

I 

Isa 9931 will die on earth and be buried at the same place where I 
\vill be buried. On the day of Resurrection. I and he will arise 
together and Abu Bakr and Umar too will be on our right and left." 
We know from this Hadith that where many things were disclosed 
to the Prophet &. which he let his ummah know. it was also 
ciisclosed to him that his two companions. Abu Bakr and Umar & 
would be buried next to him. and Sayyidina Isa would also be 
buried with him when he dies after coming down to earth in the 
final era. On the Day of Resurrection the two would arise together 
while Abu Bakr +$ and Umar & would be next to them. 

The Prophet a, as we know. died in t k , ~  room of Sayyidah 
Agshali Lp p, and is buried there in co~npliance with one of his 
sayings. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & was also buried there when he 
died later. When Sayyidina Umar & was martyred he was also 
buried next to Sayyidina Abu Bakr &, after seeking permission of 
Sayyidah Ayshali ~p HJ. There still was space for one grave in 
the room. When Sayyidina Hasan ibn Ali & died everyone agreed 
that he should be buried there and Sayyidah Ayshah '+ $1 &J 

consented to the idea but the Umayyad rulers of the time did not 
agree with the idea and prevented his burial there. (perhaps because 
Sayyidina Uthman was not buried there). Later, when Sayyidina 
Abdur Rahman ibn Awf & died (and he was one of the ten given 
glad tidings of Paradise), Sayyidah Ayshah l p  &J gave her 
permission to bury him there, but he too could not be buried there. 
When Sayyidah Ayshah ~gs. 8, was on the point of death and 
was asked where she would like to be buried, she said that she 
should be buried in baqee' next to the other wives of the Prophet 
a. So, she was buried there. Nevertheless, there remains a place 
for a grave in the Rawdah (or Prophet's shrine) and according to 
the above Hadith, Sayyidina Isa a\ will be buried there when he 
dies. 

Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Salaam & was a Companion of the 
Prophet &. He was a Jew before he embraced Islam and was a 
great scholar of Torah and other heavenly Books of old. Tirmizi 
carries his Hadith which is also found in Mishkat. 
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(pUJ 2 '  .cs.iOjylr) 
(3611950) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Salaam & reported that 
Muhammad @ is described in Torah and (it is also stated) that 
Isa ibn Maryam will be buried with him (meaning near him). 

(Tinnizi, Mishkat) 

Commentary: In the line of transmission in Tirmizi there is a 
narrator Abu Masood. Imam Tirmizi has also transmitted his 
statement: $ p9p 41 4 & .LjJ "In the hujrah (room, which is now 
the Rawdah) there is space for a grave." 

It would not be surprising that this place may have been left 
unused by Allah's will because it has been decreed already that 
Sayq,idina Isa -1 would be buried there. But Allah knows best. 

(J,Ldl iSj +a1 
(371195 1 )  Sayyidina Anas & reported that Allah's Messenger 
& said, "Who so among you meets Isa ibn Maryam, may 
convey to h in i  my salaam (greetings)." (Mustadrak Haakim) 

Commentary: There is a Hadith in Musnad Ahnlad on the same 
subject reported by Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah &. And, in yet 
another Hadith in Musnad Ahmad it is reported that Sayyidina Abu 
Huraymh .&% used to say to people "i*l$i JGj j 'a )>! ' '  "Convey 
to him t11c Salaam of Allah's Messenger & (when you meet 
Sayyidina Isa %\).In a Hadith in Mustadrak Haakim, it is reported 
that after narrating the Prophet's saying in an assembly, Sayyidina 

,,, , 7 , -  ' ' *  , , ' > f ,  

Abu Hurayrah & said to the people: i2'.2B3i 139   OF.^) L! 2; ,! 2" 
''~QI A$ (0 my nephews! If you meet Isa convey to him 
from me: Abu Hurayrah has presented his Sa1aarn.l 

We have recorded here only seven Ahadith about the descent of 
Sayyidina Isa =\, and they have been explained as much as it was 
thought necessary. (This has been my practive throughout this 
series of Ma'arif ul-Hadith) 
0 .  The Arabs called their elders, in respect, pL L. (0 Uncle!). When they spoke to 

their youngsters the? called in love. 21 I! (0 son of my brother!) 
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In the introductory words, I have mentioned the book of our 
respected teacher Mawlana Muhammad Anwar Shah Kashmiri kerJ 

+ bl, "-JI Jjji dj~ji ki The respected Mawlana has put 
together here in seventy-five Ahadith reported by different 
Companions & on this subject and found in published books only. 
These are sayings of the Prophet $% at different times and at 
different places. He spoke about the coming of Sayyidina Isa 
in the last days when dajjal would already have made his 
appearance as the worst kind of trial for the Muslim ummah. The 
Prophet @$ also mentioned what steps Sayyidina Isa w1 would 
take. In this Book, the Mawlana has also recorded from Books of 
Ahadith, 26 sayings of the Companions and Tabi'een concerning 
descent of Sayyidina Isa =I. A perusal of this Book makes clear 
that it is proved by continuous reporting that the Prophet did in 
fact inform his tlmmah of the coming of Sayyidina Isa =\ in the 
final days of the world, there remaining no doubt about it. The 
Companions & and the Tabireen also believed accordingly and 
they had known that from the Qur'an and the Prophet's & sayings. 
Indeed, this Book of the Mawlana is the final'word on the subject. 
.&J, u\ aj 



KITAB UL MANA QIB WAL FADA 'IL 

THE BOOK OF VIRTUES 
AND EXCELLENCES 



T h e  knowledge  and  awareness  t'hat Al lah  blessed His  
Messenger with, he passed that on to his u/?u?~u/~. These concern 
the different departments o f  man's life and are  divided into 
dif'ferent chapters, one of which is M~~nnqih  I r l u  F~rdu'il (virtues 
and excellences). In allnost all books of Ahadith there is a Kir~lh 
ul-n~onuqih or A b u ~ / h  u l - ~ ~ ~ ~ r n c ~ q j h  (chapter) in which those sayings 
of Allah's Messenger & are collected wherein he has mentioned 
the merits of certain people or individuals or sections which Allah 
had revealed to him. In certain aspects this is an important chapter 
of Hadith. There is much g~lidance in it for the zlrnn?uh. Today, I 
begin to explain the Ahadith of  this c l~ap te r ,  those Ahadith 
preceding in which Allah's Messenger has described his Lord's 
blessing on him in colnpliallce with His Command 

(And as for the blessing of  your Lord, proclairn it - 
(ad-Duha, 93 : 1 1 ) 

At the same time, Ahadith on his S/i~mzu'il (peculiarities and 
featnres) ~ v i l l  also be presented together with an explanation. 

Merits ofAllahfs ~ e s s e n ~ e r  & 
And His High Station 

(+ 0 ' 3 ) )  

( 195211 ) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said. "On the Day of  Resi~rrection, I will be the 
Sayyid (chief) of  all cliildreli of Aada~n  and I will be the tirst 
person whose grave will be opened LIP (and I will be the first to 
be resnrrected). And I nil1 be the first one to intercede (having 
received Allah's permission for that), and I will be one whose 
intercession shall get approval tint of all." (Saheeh Muslim) 
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Commentary: The Prophet has said that Allah has granted him 
a station higher than all children of Sayyidina Adam @\(including 
the Prophets ~WIC6jC) appointing him their sayyid or master. 
Everyone will see it in its full application on the Day of 
Resurrection. On this very day, Allah's special blessing will also be 
demonstrated when his grave will be split open before all other 

( 

graves and he will be the first one to come out of it. Then, with 
Allah's  permission,  he wil l  be the first person to make 
recommendation to Allah for other people and he will again be the 
first whose intercession will be approved. 

The Prophet & proclaimed such blessings of Allah on His 
command so that his z~mmah may recognise his high status and 
they should regard him with respect and love, and follow it up with 
obedience to him. They may also be prompted to show gratitude to 
Allah for having made them members of the ummah of such a great 
.Prophet. His sayings of this kind are proclamation of Allah's 
blessings and gratitude for blessings and a means of guidance to 
the ummah. 

We must also bear in mind that there are a number of Ahadith 
in which he has said that he should not be given merit over only 
other Prophet or Messenger. The meaning (as elaborated by 
exgetes and apparent from the style of the Hadith) is that no 
comparison must be made with another Prophet to show the other 
as inferior, for, that is bad manners and insulting. Allah has said in 
His Book: 

,,/,, ,>': '  J , a",, 
( ~ ~ r : . ; i + h ) " + & p w U & j  I , 

(Of these Messengers, some of whom We have caused to excel 
other.) (al-Baqarah, 2:253) 

There are also numerous verses in the Qur'an which clearly say that 
Allah's Messenger excelled other Prophets and Messengers, for 
example, 

(1 . Y:.; \ s k y , )  L 1  0 s  -;;j i! cjLi;ji~;j" 
{And We have not sent you ( 0  Prophet) but as a mercy to the 
worlds (2 1 : 107)) 

and 
6 d 9'- 

(.;*:TI s L * )  %$,.&U ijlj3, *;;~j.( . , 
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(And We have not sent you (0 Prophet) save as a bearer of glad 
tidings and a Warner to all mankind (34:28)) 

,I 6 1 J, , ,  
U I I ; L ; ~ & & I & + J I J ~ ~  j d  j d ~ + & i ; t . ( \ ~ o ~ / ~ )  
2 ~3 2 $j +'I ;\J k ~ j  $ $j 9 ~ ' ~  i% ij\ Jj & 

, J > fi / > ' , ,  > ' /  // ' JJ , 6 J  29 I U I ~  21jJ , ,  &b ~ l 6 1 2  ?j\ .iL% +, 2' , , 
(&+I 6 1 ~ ~ )  -9 $J 
(19.5312) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & reported that 
Allah's Messenger & said, "I  will be the Sayyid (chief) of all 
children of Aada~n on the Day of Resurrection and this is no 
boast. The banner of praise will be in my hand and this too is no 
boast. And, all the Prophets, Aadaln and the others besides hit11 
(all Prophets and Messengers) will be under my banner on that 
Day and I will be the first person on earth whose grave will be 
split open and I do not boast about it (but only proclaim Allah's 
blessings on His command). (Jami' Tinnizi) 

Commentary: The two blessings, first and last, are also mentioned 
in the foregoing Hadith of Abu Hurayrah +&J - & i% $1 &j 

' 5' " "$@I "I am the chief of the children of Aadaln ...." and ;IJS\ Uj" 
,> ) >  , - I ,  

">j461 ~6 a "I am the first whose grave will be left open . . - . . . "  and 
we have explained them. In this Hadith, the Prophet & also 
recounted the blessings: that he will hold the banner of praise on 
the Day of Resurrection and all Prophets and Messengers will be 
under his banner. It is ltnown generally that the conlmander of a 
force himself holds the banner and all others are under him. Thus, 
Allah will give him the banner on the Day of Resurrection and all 
Prophets r x j l  @ from Sayyidina Aadam -1 to Sayyidina Isa 
-1 will be under his banner which is a demonstration of Allah's 
causing him to excel1 all Prophets ?'rLJ\ @ and all creatures which 
everyone will witness on the Day of Resurrection. The Prophet said 
after enumerating every blessing of Allah that he did not boast 
about it but was con~plying wit11 Allah's comlnand to proclaim His 
blessings and show gratitude that the others may know about it. 

The banner of praise will be a sign that its holder had surpassed 
all others in praising Allah (which is the particular deed that makes 
o n e  dea r  to  Al lah) .  In  h i s  l i fe- t ime.  the  Prophet  & w a s  
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continuously occupied in praise of Allah. He remembered that in 
everything he did - so much that even after sneezing and getting 
over personal purity. (The supplications that he has taught for 
different occasions all include praise of Allah.) He also taught his 
tinqmah to emulate him with the result that Allah was praised so 
much and will be praised until the Last Day that there can be no 
count of that and only He knows how much. Therefore, the Prophet 
& alone deserved the banner of praise &. 

(~s-q;flO;fl,)) 

(195413) Sayyidina Ubayy ibn Ka'b &% reported that tlie Prophet 
& said, "On the Day of Res~lrrection, I will be the lliiarn and 
leader of all the Prophets and spokesman on their behalf. And I 
alone woi~ld be their intercessor. And, I do not say that out of 
boast (but I abide by Allah's comliiand to proclain~ His  
blessings). (Jami' Tinnizi) 

Commentary: In this Haidth the Prophet & has called hilnself 
also spokesman of and the one who will intercede for, the Prophets 
+J;fl @ on the Day of Resurrection. On that Day, Divine Glory 
and Anger will be demonstrated in an unusual intensity so that no 
Prophet would venture to submit their petition to Him. So, the 
Prophet & petition to Him. So, the Prophet will speak for them 
and make reconimendation for them. In this saying, too, he 
concluded his words with the declaration that he was not being 
proud but merely proclaimed Allah's blessings on him. 
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(&,'JJI J c s + J l o l  j)) 

( 1  95514) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Abbas & reported that some 
Companions & of Allah's Messenger k!% were seated together 
conversing with each other when Allah's Messenger came 
O L I ~ .  AS he came nearer, he heard one of them say (in extolling 
Sayyidina Ibrahim m\), "Allah chose lbrahim as His 
friend." Another said, "He honoured M~lsa with direct 
conversation." Another said, "lsa is Kalimcrt~rllah (word of 
Allah) and RoohAIIuh (Spirit of Allah)." Yet another said, 
"Allah chose Aadaln ,%I (for, He created hitn with His Hands 
and ordered the angels to prostrate before him.)" The Prophet 
k!% came upon them and said, "I have heard you. You wonder 
that lbrahim was Allah's friend which, indeed, he was. 
(Allah chose him as His Khaleel.) (You wonder) that Musa m\ 
was Naji Allah (His confidant) which indeed, was. (You wonder 
that Isa -1 was RoohAlluh and Kulimntmllah (His spirit and 
word) which, Itideed he was. And (yo11 wonder) that Aadarn 

was Sc~fitrllah (Chosen by Allah) which, indeed, he was. 
But yo11 I I I U S ~  know that I am HubibAllcrh (One whom Allah 
loves and I do not boast about it. 1 shall hold the Banner of 
Praise on the Day of Resurrection under which will be Aadam 

and others besides him. and 1 do not boast. I shall be the 
first one to intercede on the Day of Resurvection and the first 
whose ititercession sliall be accepted. And I shall be first person 
to rattle the knocker (of the gate of Paradise to get it opened) 
and Allah will get it opened for me and admit me to Paradise 
and the poor people of the Believers will accompany me, and I 
do not boast. And, among the earliest and the latest, I shall be 
the most honoured in Allah's sight and I do not boast abo~lt it. 

(Jami Tirmizi, Musnad Darami) 

Commentary: The Prophet's & temperament was one of humility 
and humbleness, but, whenever necessary, he did proclaim Allah's 
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favours on him in compliance with His Command: 

(, , : o  ,- 41) &j * Gij?? , , 

{And as for the blessing of your Lord, proclai~n it. 53:l 1 )  

This Hadith and the two before it are part of the Prophet's & 
proclamation of Allah 's  favours.  The Hadith recalls the 
conversation of the companions about Allah's favours on the 
Prophets +.JI@. They had known these things from the 
Prophet's teachings and from the Qur'an but their knowledge of his 
own merits was incomplete. So, they wished to know and, indeed, 
needed to know and the Prophet & informed them about it. He 
confirmed their knowledge of the favours of Allah on the other 
Prophets e U \  @ and then recounted Allah's favours on him. He 
said that he was the Habib (dear one) of Allah. (The Companions 
had known that this station was the most elevated and excellent, so 
he did not elaborate.) He then recounted some of those blessings 
which will be demonstrated after the end of this world on the Day 
of Resurrection. In the earlier Ahadith, we have already learnt 
about the Banner of Praise being in his hand and his being the first 
intercessor and the first whose recommendation is accepted. He 
then mentionedtwo other blessings. He would knock at the gate of 
Paradise and Allah will get it opened and admit him to Paradise 
and the poor people of his ummah will accompany him inside. 
(This reflects his position as dear to Allah.) The last thing he said 
was " h~ & a/ YIJ &J Yl ~ I J "  "I am the most honourable in 
Allah's sight among the earliest and the latest people." 

While recalling every favour, Allah's Messenger & also said 
9 YJ. As we have mentioned earllier, it means: "I do proclaim 
these special favours of Allah out of pride or to impress anyone 
with my excellence but only to obey Allah's command and let 
others know of His favours and to express gratitude to Him, and 
that you should know about these blessings so that you too may 
thank your Lord. In fact, these blessings are a means of good to 
you too." 
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(195615) Sayyidina Jabir & reported that the Prophet & said, 
"(On the Day of  Resurrection,) I will be the leader of  the 
Messengers and there is no boast. And, I am the seal o f  
Prophets, again there is no boast. And, I am the first to intercede 
and my intercession will be the first to be accepted. I do not say 
that in boast." (Musnad Darami) 

Commentary: We know from this Hadith that the Prophet & who 
is the Last and the Seal of Prophets will be their leader on the Day 
of Resurrection. He will be the first intercessor and the first whose 
intercession is accepted as we have read in a number of earlier 
Ahadith too. He again emphasise + YJ (there is no boast). 

I ) , ,  / I .  / I  

3 ,  \ & & I J ~ ~ J G J G ~ ~ ~ & ~ > ( \ ~ ~ ~ , ~ )  

(+ J 04' 0 ' ~ ) )  
-Jl *". 3~ 

( 1  95716) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that'Allah's 
Messenger & said, "My exainple and that of the other Prophets 
is like a castle beautifully built. However, the place of one brick 
is left unbuilt. Onlookers look round it and admire the beauty of 
its construction and are surprised but for the space for the brick 
(for that is a defect." The Prophet & added.) "Now. I have 
come and filled in the empty space and, through me, the castle is 
completed and the construction is over. And the series of  
Messengers is over. And the series of  Messengers is also 
complete." 
(The author of Mishkat-al-masabeeh, Muhammad ibn Abdullah 
Khateeb Tabrayzi remarked that) in a version of this Hadith in 
Bukhari and Muslim the words 1i1 to &J>\ yp (Now, 1 
have ...... also completed) in the last sentence are replaced by 

+ iij , "I am that brick (completing the castle) and I 
a& the seal of Prophets." (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary:  The Prophet  & has been cal led Khutum 
an-Nabieen in the Qur'an and in many Ahadith, too. Surely, this is 
the greatest of Allah's blessings on him leaving him Allah's Prophet 
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and Messenger till the Last Day. He has explained his position as 
the Last o f  Prophets through an example which is so  easy to 
understand that no further explanation is necessary. The thousands 
of Prophets before him all contributed to the building of the castle 
of Prophethood and it was near complete save for one brick. Even 
that was placed with the coming of the Prophet &. Now the castle 
was perfected. No new Prophet or Messenger was required nor was 
there scope for one. Thus Allah closed the door to the series of 
Prophets, and he was called the $5 (the seal of Prophets) 

.el LJb wJ dij A+ c 5 ~ p  

Birth, Commissioning, 
Wdzy & Age 

> , > ' >  , ,,..,:.,,,:, > > ,  

(*' 0 1 ~ ~ )  . e L t J I J p 3 & ~ ; ~ I J y ~ p ~ ' @ j >  
(195817) Sayyidi~ia Abu Urnamah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "Let me tell you about my initial affairs. I 
am the prayer of Ibrahi~ii, and the good tidings of Isa (the 
Prophet of whose comi~ig he gave glad tidings), and the 
(fulfil~~~ent of the) dream of my niother uhich she saw on IIIY 

birth (in the form ot) a light which illumil~ated the castles of 
Syria for her." (Musnad Ahmad) 

Commentary: In the verses 127-129 of sul-crh c~I-Bny~~l-oh in the 
Qur'an, the prayer of Sayyidina Ibrahim is mentioned \+/hen he 
and his son Sayyidina Isma'il m1 were building the Ka'bah: Our 
Lord, raise up in our progeny a coininunity submissive to You and 
raise up in their midst a Messenger who shall recite to them Your 
verses and teach them the Rook and the wisdom and purify them. 
And, it is stated in verse 6 of N S - S L / ~ ~  that when Sayyidina Isa 
was sent to the Banu Isra'il as Messenger, he said to them: Of the 
tasks Allah has charged me with is also that I should infbrm you of 
a great Messenger who shall c o ~ n e  after lne whose name shall be 
Ahmad. The Prophet said while refering to these very verses of the 
Qur'an. "I am the fulfilment of Ibrahim's prayer and the realisation 
oi'Isals glad tiding." He then said that he was the corning true of his 
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mother's dream which his mother had seen when he was born. She 
saw an extraordinary light that illuminated for her the splendid 
buildings and castles of Syria which She saw in the light. She 
probably saw it in the night before he was born. It is the distinction 
of Syria (shan?)' that it is the birth place of Prophets and within its 
precincts is the Buyt al-Maqdis, the qiblah of all the Prophets@ 
pLlI. 

I have given the word of the Hadith k j J  the meaning of dreani 
and explained it accordingly. However, it could also mean that his 
mother saw the Light and in its illumination the castles of Sham at 
the exact tirile of his birth while she was awake. This is the 
iinpression we get from another Hadith. It could also be that she 
saw the dream while sleeping before his birth and, again at the time 
of birth, her eyes may have witnessed that in a state of awakening. 
Anyway,  that was a sign that the blessed birth would be 
instrumental in carrying the light of guidance to Shain (Syria) 
which had been a centre of guidance for thousands of years. It was 
also a sign that the people who held Bayt ul-Maqu'is as qiblah 
would also receive guidance (from him) as was demonstrated and 
will be demonstrated till the Last Day. 

1 1 1  > 

4 &, & >,-j i i  j~ L+ , A , 2(\ q o q / ~ l  

(CSJ+I 0 1 ~ ) )  ~ $ 1  6~ $3 
(19.5918) Sayyidina Qays ibn Makhrarnah & reported that he 
and the Prophet &% were born in the year of Elephant. 

(Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Year of Elephant is the year when Abraha 
came from Yaman with a large army which also had elephants with 
it, to demolish the Ka'bah. He had brought his army up to Makkah 
but before he could enter it Allah sent His army in the shape of 
very small birds which threw pebbles on them. (These worked like 
bullets.) The entire army was annihilated. This event is related in 
Surah al+el of the Qur'an. This year is, therefore, known as the 
Year of Elephant. The Prophet & was born this year and according 
to a report fifty days after the event. 

0. Itsis the ancient Shaatn 
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Allama Ibn al-Jawzi has said that there is a consensus about the 
year of the Prophet's birth and a near consensus about the month, 
Rabee' ul Awwal, and day Monday, but there are different reports 
about the date. The dates suggested are the 2nd, 8th, 10th and 12th 
(which is most gone by), and the 18th. Allamah Qastalani has said 
that the muhadditheen generally regarded the 8th Rabee'al-Awwal 
as the correct date. In the recent past an Egyptian astronomer had 
proved through astronomical calculations that the Prophet's & 
birth date was 9th Rabee'ul-Awwal in the Year of Elephant. 

Exactly at the time when the Prophet was about to be born (at 
Makkah), the army of Abraha which the Qur'an has calleJ Ashab 
111-Feel and which was bent on demolishing the Ka'bah, were 
routed by tiny little birds that shot pebbles at them. Indeed, this 
was a demonstration of Allah's Powers. The ulama have regarded 
this as one of the miracles that had occured before the Prophet's & 
birth. 

$j 4 &, & &\ jsj J6 Ji $\ 2 ( 1 7 7 . 1 7 )  
I , , , + I I 1 1 6  , , 6, 

' ~ 4 4  i i  2 '41 2% -&& & -& G;Q, , , 
I I , /.+ 6 ' ' r ,  ,,, , ,, ' I I ,: 

( e  J) C S ~ ~ J  0 1 j j )  .kLJ j 9% a' 9 3  ~9 f lw 
(1 960/9) Sa  vidina Abdullah ibn Abbas & said that Allah's & Messenger b,as commissioned as Prophet at the age of forty 
years (that is, Allali tilade him Prophet and Messenger at this 
age).  He then stayed in Makkah for thirteen years after that, and 
he continued to receive revelation from Allali. Then he was  
commanded to make the hijrtrh (migration from Makkah), so he 
migrated and lived for ten years as a A4ll/ic!jir (migrant). He then 
died (at Madinah) when his age was sixty-three years. 

(Saheeh Buhhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

, , 
9, ,,, ,,,, r ,  ,, , , '/>,' . &j +%alp3 +j '&j +'$*\pj &*\j '&A> 

(+ 0 ' ~ ) )  
6 

( 1  96  111 0) Sayyidina Anas & reported that tho Prophet & died 
when he  as sixty-three years old. And, Sayyidina Abu ~ a k r  & 
also died u hen he was sixty-three years old and Sayyidina U ~ n a r  
&b also died at the age of sixty-three years. (Saheeh Muslim) 
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Commentary: The two Companions, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & and 
Sapyidina Umar & were greatly attached to the Prophet &. This 
attachment was reflected in their death at the same age, sixty-three, 
as the Prophet and their burial in the Rawdah next to the 
Prophet a. We have also seen the Hadith under the chapter on the 
signs of the Qiyulnah that when the Prophet & would rise up from 
his grave and proceed to the place of Gathering, they would walk 
by him to his right and left. Further down when we read about their 
virtues, we will see the Hadith of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & that 
when Umar & died, Sayyidina Ali & described their deep 
attachment to the Prophet in the light of the Prophet's own 
words in a very con~prehensive manner. 
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(+ ,, 6~ljLJ' 0'3)) 
(1 96211 I) The Mother of the Faithful, Sayyidah Ayshah &J 

4j.s said: The first manner in which Allah's Messenger 
received the revelation was the true dreams which he saw in 
sleep. So, every dream he saw came like the bright glow of  
dawn. Then love of solitude was put in his heart and he went to 
the cave on Hira and Stayed alone. There (before turning to his 
family) he stayed in worship for many nights together and took 
along ample provision for that. He would ret~lrn to Sayyidah 
Khadijah ~ g s  .&I &J (his wife) and fetch provision for as many 
nights and in this state while he was in the cave Hira, the Truth 
came to him (that is, the revelation). Allah's angel (Jibreel) came 
to him and said ~131 ("Read!"). He said, " I  am not read." The 
Prophet said: Then the angel squeezed me till my strength gave 
in and he let me go and said, ~141 ("Read!") and I said again that 
I was not read. So, he held me again and squeezed me till I 
reached the end of my strength and he let me go and said 5\41 
("Read!") and 1 said, " I  am not read." The angel then held me 
and squeezed a third time till I found my strength giving in. He 
then released me and said: 

{Read in the Name of your Lord Who created - created man 
from a blood-clot. Read and yo~lr  Lord is Most Bountifi~l, Who 
taught by the pen -taught man that he knew not.) 

(al-Alaq, 96: 1-5) 

Then, Allah's Messenger returned with these verses while his 
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heart trembled. He came to (his wife) Sayyidah Khadijah &J 

Igc and said, "Wrap me up, wrap me up." So, they wrapped him 
up till the trembling had stopped. He then spoke to Sayyidah 
Khadijah Igs &J and related to her all that had happened, 
saying, "I fear for my life." She said, "Certainly not! By Allah! 
Allah will never let yo11 down. You join ties. You speak the 
truth, bear burdens of  others, earn for the bereft, entertain 
guests, help people against tragedies affecting their rights." She 
then took him to her paternal cousin, waraqah ibn Nawfal. She 
said to him, "Listen, cousin, to what your nephew says (and his 
distress)." Waraqah ibn Nawfal then said to Allah's Messenger, 
"0 nephew! Tell me what do you see?" So, Allah's Messenger 

narrated to him all that he had seen. Waraqah said, "This is 
the particular confidant angel (Jibreel @I) whom Allah had 
sent to Musa @I." (Then, Waraqah said,) "Would that I were a 
young, strong inan then! Would that I were alive then when your 
people drive you away." Allah's Messenger & asked (in 
surprise), "Will my people drive me away?" Waraqah said, 
"Yes! (Your people will exile you from your native land). None 
has ever brought an invitation as you have brought but his 
people were hostile to him. If I were alive till that day, I would 
help yo11 strongly." Then Waraqah died not long afterwards. 
And Wahy was suspended. (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: This Hadith traces the beginings of the Prophet's 
mission and revelatin. It is narrated by Sayyidah Ayshah &I pi 

'+ who was not even born at that time but that should not bar us 
from considering the Hadith to be reliable because she may have 
heard it in detail directly from the Prophet & (which is a great 
possibility) or from her father, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & or fi-om any 
other elder Companion & who may have heard it from the Prophet 
&. It is agreed upon by the old us-sunnnh that the Companions & 

* > , ,  > , J )  

are all just and reliable j3.u 4 (and this is part of their 
belief). Sayyidah Ayshah '+ $1 PJ did not consider it necessary to 
disclose from whom she had heard the Hadith. If she had any 
doubts, she would not have narrated the ~ a d i t h .  for, she knew that 
such reporting was a very responsible thing. 

The first thing that the Hadith tells us is that the Prophet $& 
began to se true dreams in sleep. These would turn out in the 
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morning exactly ar he had seen them as bright day light. This was, 
as it were, his spiritual training for Prophethood and it was the first 
step. 

Then his heart inchined to love solitude and deep devotion and 
worship. (It was like i'tikutlf - seclusion for worship.) He chose 
the cave on Hira for that. Hira is one of the several mountains of 
varying altitude around Makkah and (it seems that) it was the 
heighest of all mountains. It is now called Jab1 an-Noor. It is about 
2 112 miles fro111 Makltah. Several rocks are joined together on its 
peak and in the centre a small triangular room-like space is formed. 
This is the cave of Hira. There is space enough for a man to enter it 
and somehow manage to exist inside. The mountain is very high 
and the cave is at its apex and climbing there is an ardous effort. 
So, even young, healthy people make it to the top with difficulty. 
Of couse, today every Muslim loves to visit the cave having read 
about it in the Ahadith, but at the time the Prophet @ had chosen, 
it no one found any attraction to visit it or try to make it there and 
endure the hardship in climbing to it. (We do not see mention of 
anyone visiting the Prophet & during his days of seclusion there.) 
So. he could not have chosen a better place to live in seclusion and 
it seems it had been determined from eternity. 

The Hadith tells us further that he used to take a l o ~ ~ g  provision 
to last him some days and stay in the cave on Hira in seclusion, cut 
off from habitation. He occupied himself in worship with 
concentration. When he had a yearning for the people of his house. 
he went home to Sayyidah Khadijah & di. Then. armed with 
provision for some number of days, he came back to the cave to 
resume his worship. 

Sayyidah Ayshah +c $1 d~ uses the word -. to imply his 
occupation in worship. A narrator of this Hadith. Imam Zuhri has 
interpreted that word as +, but we do not know from any report 
what was the nature of the Prophet's worship in the cave on Mount 
Hira. Scholars have presented different opinions but they are all 
surmise. I feel that he was being trained by Allah for Prophethood 
and ~ e s s e n ~ e r s h i ~ ,  the first step being vision of true dreams. That 
was a kind of inspiration. Then his heart was prompted to worship I 

in seclusion which was the result of divine inspiration. Then, his 
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worship in the cave which desrcibed by Sayyidah ~ y s h a h  $1 di 
as must have been guided by divine inspiration. He may 

have been making supplication for light of guidance for himself 
and may have been expressing disgust for the idolatory, cruelty and 
sin which his people practiced and which caused him tremendous 
heart-burning. He may have been beseeching Allah to guide his 
people. (He has declared that supplication is the pitch of worship.) 
Anyway. I feel that he had guidance from Divine inspiration in his 
worship and he was being spiritually trained for the stages ahead. 
But Allah knows best. 

The Hadith goes on to say that suddenly (one night1) an angel 
came to him with wahy (revelation) and said $141, but he said 6id 
&& (I am not a reciter). The angel squeezed him so hard that he 
could not tolerate that any more. (Some versions suggest that he 
held the Prophet's & throat' and squeezed it very hard). He did 
that three times asking the Prophet to read $141 and each time he 
said iid (1 do not know how to read. I have not learnt to read). 
Each time he squeezed him and the third time he recited the first 
five verses of al-Alaq . . . . . 

The Hadith does not tell us whether the Prophet & repeated 
these verses after the angel or not. But, we can deduce from the 
subsequent words that the verses were retained in his memory and 
he returned home reciting these verses. We have seen what his 
condition was when he went home. 

It is particularly worth mentioning here that while the entire 
Qur'an is a miracle, some of its small surah and small verses are so 
prominently miraculous that one who is familiar with Arabic will 
have no option but to concede that it is not the work of a human 
being but of the Creator. I submit humbly that I am not a scholar of 
Arabic but I am able to read the Qur'an and the Hadith and 
understand them to some extent. Even in this condition I recognize 
that suruh al-Alaq's initial five verse are not the words of a human 
0. The first verse of sztrah ul-Qou'~^ is (r :qv  @I) 2 bujil L\ (Surely We 

have revealed it on the Night of Power) and this implies that the angel came at 
night. 

O. Hafiz Ibn Hajr Asqalani has cited in Fath al-Bari the report of Abu Dawood 
and Tiyasi &bu kLi (and he held me by my throat) and he has classified its 
sunad as Hasan) (Fath al-Bari first part P 13 Ausai pr. Delhi) 
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being or an angel and this I can see as well as I see the light of the 
sun. Without doubt they are words of the Lord, full of Majesty. 
These five small verses encompass a whole treasure of Divine 
awareness and an ocean of knowledge on the majesty of His 
attributes of substenance, power, wisdom, compassion and 
kindness and other attributes and powers. We can compose a book 
on that. Not only was the Prophet's k?& mother-tongue Arabic but 

, 

also he was the most eloquent of Arabs. So, we cannot doubt in the 
least that the moment he heard the angel recite these verses, he may 
have concluded that his Lord, the Creator had blessed him with His 
favours and His Words. 

The Hadith tells us then that he went home with the five verses 
terrified. His heart was trembling and his body showed that. On 
coming home, he asked his family members to wrap him up. (one 
does get the desire to put a garment over oneself in a condition of 
distress and that does provide some relief.) They wrapped him up 
and then the terror subsided, he related the happenings to his wife 

i ' &  : U> (I Sayyidah Khadijah l+s $1 &J. He also said: ( && > 
fear for my life). He meant, the angel squeezed my throat so hard 
that I feared that my soul would fly away! 

She heard him and comforted him. She gave him the glad 
tidings very confidently and said on oath that there was nothing to 
fear. She said, "Allah has given you an excellent character. You 
care for others and are kind and truthful. "She indicated thereby 
that he was the righteous creature of Allah, dear to Him and He has 
bestowed His favours on him, so whatever has happened was also a 
demonstration of His Kindness. She then took him to her paternal 
cousin Waraqah ibn Nawfall. In another Hadith also narrated by 

"Waraqah ibn Nawfal was one 
' 0  Z 

who had become a Christian , , j + I?\ $3 
during the jahiliyah (period +&,, ,=, 
before the coming of the cs! . , . d J  
Prophet &) and he wrote in 6 -a,' 

L&,~!Q , , ,  &$I 2 * 
Hebrew. So, he also wrote the 

l S l  I 

Injeel in Hebrew. He was very ,~~~~~ 
aged and was blind." 

0.  The father of  Waraqah, Nawfal, and Sayyidah Khadijah's father, Khuwaylid, I 

were sons of Asad ibn Abdul Uzza. Thus Waraqah was her paternal cousin. 
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Sayyidah Ayshah + $1 &J Waraqah ibn Nawfal is described thus: 
In the version of Saheeh Muslim, the language is Arabic. not 

Hebrew and this is more close to reasoning. 
It is stated about Waraqah that he was fed up with polytheisr~i. 

He travelled to different lands in his search for the True Religion. 
Finally, in Sham he happened to meet a Christian monk who 
followed the true Christian faith (and not the corrupted version 
which gave divine status to Sayyidina Isa w\, to trinity and which 
advocated explanation of sins, etc.) Waraqah became a Christian at 
his hands and learnt it from him. He also learnt Hebrew in which 
the Torah was revealed. (Some scholars hold that Injeel too was 
revealed in Hebrew). So, Waraqah, a true Christian, was a scholar 
of ancient books 

Ibn Hajar Asqalani has reproduced in al-Isabah a report about 
Waraqah. 

" W a r a q a l i  r e g a r d e d  &$', ijG ...G gj L&j idol-worship as evil and wrong. 
He t ravel led to d i f fe ren t  ',,, i j J  669, 2 s$\ &j 
regions and countries in search 
of True Religion. He studied ia- k-6 &&j d\ 
t h e  B o o k s  ( w h i c h  w e r e  '& &, & 3, *i 2 
r e g a r d e d  a s  h e a v e n l y ) .  .. , 

Sayyidah Kliadijah 4 p  /J 
, 6 ,,, J 9 ,  6 

OU , , &i Y! 0191; Js i;L;j 
used to ask hini about Allah's 
Messenger and he hrvoold 2 3  9 gG\ 
say that he believed he was the 

(Y \ h @ l h  + b y \ )  .Aj 
sanie Prophet of this zrn7mnh 
about whom Musa %\ and Isa 
=I gave good news." 

(al-lsabah, v 6 p 3 18) 

I t  is for  these  reasons  that  Waraqah  was  fed up  with 
idol-worshp and adopted Christianity (and believed in the 
prophethood and ~llesseligership in f ~ ~ l l . )  He was a scholar of 7-orah 
and other heavenly books. Obviously then, he ied a life different 
from that of the cotilmon Makkans. He was a worshipper, an 
ascentic and a man of God. This is why. his cousin Sayyidah 
Khadijah $1 d~ regarded him as a spiritual leader and respected 
him. Apart from the event of the cave on Hira, She mentioned to 
him the other extra-ordinary happenings with the Prophet & and 
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sought his opinion. 1 He would say in answer kP Y J a h  & Y l  o\jb 

29 to++ "1 think that he would be that Prophet of  this 
~rn~muh about whom Sayyidina Musa m\ and Syayidina Isa 
gave glad tidings. 

Then, when this happening took place at the cave of Hira which 
is nlentioned in the Hadith, she felt that she should let the Prophet 
& relate the entire report to Waraqah in his own words, for he had , 

already expre~sed his belief that her husband night  be a Prophet. 
We nlust remember that we do no1 find in any Hadith even an 
indirect indication that the Prophet 8% had suggested a meeting 
with Waraclah. Rather, as we see in the Hadith, Sayyidah Khadijah 
~g-c 6i dl was the one who took him there. 

When they met him, Sayyidah Khadi-jah 4 p  herself 
requested him to listen 10 the Prophet's & account directly calling 
him his nephew?. Waraqah also addressed the Prophet as nephew 
and asked him to narrate his experience, and he narrated whatever 
he had gone thl-ough. Waraqah exclaimed without hesitation that 
the angel was the same nnar?lus (the angel that brings revelation) 
whom Allah had sent to Prophet Musa a\ with His message. 

11 qiiestion may ar ise  here :  Why did Waraqah think o f  
Say;\.idina Musa a\ and not Sayyidina Isa although he was a 
Christian and Jibreel was sent to Sayyidina Isa just as he was sent 
to Prophet Musa a\. The exponents of Nadith explain this by 
c o n t i r ~ ~ ~ i n g  these facts and pointing out that Prophet Isa did 
not bring his own Shari'ah. He had the same shari'al~ as the Shari'al~ 
of Prophet hlusa 85%. Allah had made certain partial changes in it 
tl~rough Sayyidina Isa @I. The Prophet & was a prophet and 
0 .  These include: splitting of the heart in childhood, much before prophethood 

many rocks and stones saluted him, some trees bowed down towards him 
events ~nentioncd in some Aliadith which are acceptable. There is also the 
incident of the monk Buhayra found in Books of Hadith. These are events 
which lie would have definitely mentioned to his wife. Sayyidah I<Iiadijah 
+p dl 54) and she must 11ave mentioned them to her cousin Waraqah ibn 
Nawhl and so~iglit his opinion. It is in answer to this that Waraqah may have 
said what is mentioned in tlie Haditli, "1 feel that he is that Prophet of this 
zn~imuil about whoin Prophet Musa eW\ 4 and I'roplict Isa fWl4  gave 
glad tidings." 

Q. This reference was not on account of any relationship but it follo\ved tlie 
Arab custoln \vho called their elders 'itncle' out of respect and their youngsters 
'nepIie\v' out of love and compassion. 
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Messenger who brought a separate and co~nplete  Shur*ilnh and, 
therefore, he had Inore resemblance to Sayyidina Musa in this 
regard. Thus, we also read in the Qur'an: 

I I 1 , -,, ,-6 

' < & ~ j  ~;t> -ii;;i -& $& \kU ~9 j s! C;L; jl U\>Y , , 

(1  0 . v ~  &A&\) 

{Surely we have sent to you a Messenger, as a witness over you. 
as We sent to Fir'awn a Messeliger.] (al-Muzzamm~l, 73: 15) 

This is why Waraqah ibn Nawfal nlentioned Prophet Musa =\ 
in referring to Jibreel %&\. 

Waraqah ibn Nanfal said. therefore, that he \vas confident that 
the angel \zll~o came to the cabe on Mount Hira \\as Jibreel %\I 
who had conveled Allah's revelation to Sayj id~na  Musa (and 
other Messengers) IIe confirmed the prophethood of Saqj'idina 
Muhammad &$ and \\ished that he had been a strong ) oung man 
alive when the Prophct's people \\auld expel him Sro~n his citj. 
Makkah he would then have helpcd the Prophet &). The Prophet 
& expressed surprise and asbcd IS 111s people ~ \ c ~ u l d  rea l l  exprl 
him (because till then he was dear to eccrjone on account of his 
noble character and hindness for ever) one. He n as called rr,-Strtlrcl 
crl-Ameen. Therefore, it could not be seen \\hy they \vould turn 
against him.) Wal-aqah said, "Every Messenger echo has come with 
the Message from Allah cchich you have brought faced the hostil~tj  
of his people. The same thing 14 i l l  happen to you and your people 
will beconle l ou r  s\$rorn enemies." Waraclah actually said \vhat was 
foretold in ancient heaveniy books and what the history of Allah's 
Prophets :U) @ disclosed. The Qur'an too reveals that Allah's 
Prophets eU\ @ were treated in this n a j .  

The final cvords of Waraqah were that if he would be alive 
nhen  the Prophct commenced his mission, he would help hi111 to 
the best of his ability in spite of his old age. But, after a ver) short 
time Waraqah died. The revelation had also been suspended after 
the first one at the cave Hira. (The explanation of the text is over.) 

Some Aspects of The Hadith 
( I )  We know from this I-Iadith that the first people to confirnl 

and belief in the prophethood of Sayyidina Muhammad k$% \\!ere 
Waraclah ibn Narvfal and Sayyidah Khadi-jah but till then the 
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Prophet @ had not been commanded to give the call of the True 
religion. Waraqah died in those times but as one practicing true 
Christianity though he had confirmed the Prophet and professed 
belief in him. From this point of view, we can call him the first 
believer of this umrnah. When the Prophet was commanded to 
give the call, we learn from Ahadith, the first Believers were 
Sayyidinah Abu Bakr &, Sayyidina Ali &, Sayyidina Zayd ibn 
Harithah & and Sayyidah Khadijah L&L AI &J who had expressed 
belief earlier too. 

(2) The Hadith tells us that Jibreel w\ squeezed the Prophet's 
throat very hard threee times (like one who strangulates another). 
The scholars have explained it in different ways. I am inclined to 
concur with the opinion that the aim of squeezing the throat in this 
way was to remove his attention from everything for some time, 
even from his own self, and it should be only towards his Lord. If 
the throat of a man of Allah or one who has Divine awareness is 
squeezed in this manner, his entire attention will be directed to his 
Lord and his thought about this world would be cut off to a large 
extent and turn to the higher world. This bent of  mind was 
essential at that time because the revelation was being sent to him 
the first time. In other words, a strength had to be created in the 
Prophet's soul and heart to enable to bear the burden of revelation. 
The Qur'an says Xs;ii Y j  (a weighty word). Then whenever wuhy 
was sent later the Prophet went through an experience which is 
described in Ahadith. Even in extreme cold, he perspired when 
revelation came to him. It is also stated in Ahadith that if he was 
ridlng a camel and he received a wahy, the camel would sit down. 

(3) When he came out of the cave to return home, his heart 
trembled and his whole body reacted from that and, at home, he 
said to Sayyidah Khadijah L&L &J, "I fear for my life." This 
condition too, was the result of the squeezing of his throat and the 
burden of the Divine words. It is Allah's mercy that we do not feel 
the weight of the recital of the Qur'an otherwise, Allah has 
described its glory in these words: 

9 ,  , > , I /  {Had we sent down this Qur'an p p L T ~ I ~  ~$13 
on a mountain, ~ O L I  (0 Prophet) I , ,  , J , ., . 2 G& 
would have seen it  humbled, ,- , , 
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split asunder out of fear of 
(7, :o 7 i J I  ",r ,\ 

Allah) (al-Hashr, 592  I )  

His Manners 
Allah, the Creator of the Prophet & and of everyone else, has 

Himself said about the Prophet's manners: 
{And surely yo11 have a ;;i 3' &,,, 
t r e l n e n d o u s l y  s u b l i m e  -, 

character) (al-Qalam, 68:4) ( ~ : T A  PI) 
The Ahadith and seerah really elaborate on this brief \.crse 0 1 '  

the Qur'an. In the Kitab al-Ikhlaq of this Book. ~2lir'a1*1/id Hcrcli/lz. 
which is a comprehensive section spread over many pages, there 
are teachings of the Prophet & on manners and important events. 
The initial Ahadith disclose the position of manners in religion and 
in the sight of Allah. To refresh memory we reproduce some of 
those sayings of the Prophet &. 

{Those people are the best 
among you whose manners are 6 6 ;  &ST gJL& -, > I :\ , 

the best.) 
(Sahceh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

{ I  am sent only tha t  I may ,, I ,  , 
perfect  n o b l e  manners . )  &~+YI~J&$$,&~!  
(Muwatta l ~ n a ~ n  Maalik.) 

(The weightiest thing i n  a 
> .. I I , , ,  

Believer's scale on the Day of 3 p; ;*I 

Resurrection will be good 
9 $ q', $ manners.) (Sunan Abu Dawood, 

Jami' Tir~nizi.) 

When in his last days, the Prophet @% sent Sayyidina Mu'az ibn 
Jabal as preacher and ruler to Yaman, his last advice was: 

{Treat everyone with good 
&'&"; manners.)(Muwatta Imam Maalik) 4 - 

Here now are some Ahadith in which the Companions describe 
the Prophet's &f% manners according to their experience. May Allah 
cause us to emulate him. 
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- 9 , .  " , '&61y,j3i2;Ijb 
(+ I dl@' 0 ' j ~ )  . c w Y  t.iJ I ' 

(1963f12) Sayyidina Anas & said that he served the Prophet 
& for ten years. He never even said "Ooj" to him. and never 
said to him, "Why did you do it? Why did you not do it'?" 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslirn) 

Commentary: The word ooj' is uttered in Arabic for sonlething 
unpleasant, displeasure and anger. When the. Prophet @ came to 
Madinah, Sayyidina Anas & was eight years old (ten, according to 
another report). His mother, Umm Salaym & 9) who \\as a 
very sincere and righteous Believer left him with the Prophet to 
serve him. He was then with the Prophet @ to serve him. He was 
then with the Prophet & all through the remaining ten years till his 
death. In this Hadith he has narrated his personal experience that 
the Prophet & was well-mannered and soft-hearted. During the ten 
years, he never displayed anger or displeasure. His nature was to 
forgive and overlook. In another Hadith of Sayyidina Anas & 
reported in Bayhaqi he says: 

, , 3 ,  1, I , 9 ,  *sy";,y ?$&.&*g&,+*'&y &&+'&b Lee ' 29  . , 
> 6 ,  

5") . &&;>*$'&+jJd&k J r  

" I  served him ten years. He did not blame me even if somethirig 
was destroyed or spoiled by me. If any of his falnily members 
blamed me then he would say: What had been decreed had to 
happen." 

However, we must renlenlber that this was his attitude i l l  

personal matters.  Where Allah's limits or  colnnlands were 
concerned, he showed no concession. 
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(1 96411 3) Sayyidina Anas & said that he was going with 
Allah's Messenger (somewhere). He had on him a cloak of 
Najran whose hems were thick. They came across a Bedoirin 
who pulled at his cloak so hard that the Prophet s t~~mbled on the 
man's chest and Anas & saw that the pill1 caused marks on his 
neck. The Bedouin then said, " 0  Muham~iiad! Of the wealth of 
Allah that you have, give orders (to your men) that they should 
give me some." (Anas & said that) Allah's Messenger & then 
looked at him (and instead of showing anger) laughed at his 
conduct and gave i n s t r ~ ~ c t i o n s  that he should be given 
something. (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Najran was a city in Yaman which was f jn~ous  for 
its cloaks. The 'wealth of Allah' from which the Bedouin wanted 
sometliing was zclknh or s~rc/oytr/ collected in the State lreasure 
and disbursed among the deserving. The Bedouin was extreniely 
ignorant and not even receptive to anything refornlative. Therefore. 
tlie Prophet % did neither reprimand him nor counselled him but 
laughed at his rude conduct and gave liim what he needed. This is a 
lesson ior the znnnz~rh to forgive and overlook all rude conduct and 
thus win over people's hearts and get them close to them. Allah will 
then guide them. Indeed, those with insight find such conduct in 
tlie Prophet & as his miracles. 

(1965114) Sayyidina Jabir & reported that never did it happen 
that Allah's Messenger & was asked fbr something and he said 
'd (NO!). (Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Musiiln) 

Commentary: Whenever anyone asked the Prophet  & for 
anytlling, lie never said, "No" to the man because that hurts the 
supplicant. 

It m i g l ~ t  not seem very significant but actually it is very 
extraordinaly to never refi~se any request. It is the extreme degree 
of kindness and nobility. They are fortunate who111 Allah has 
blessed with such generous nature as also those who keep tlie 
company of Allah's nien to develop these attributes. 
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J .. 
(+ 0'))) 

.q 'o& 3-;; ;ijdl\j& 

(196611 5) Sayyidina Anas 4$5 said that afier'the ~rodhet @ had 
offered the Fajr Salah the servents (male or female) of Madinah 
came to him with their vessels in which was water (sothat he 
may put his hand in the water to bless it or to cure the sick by 
dipping his hand into it). So, he dipped his hand into the vessel, 
and it happened often that on a cold morning they brought (cold 
water in the vessel) but he dipped his hand in that too. 

(Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The witners of Madinah are very cold and water in 
vessels turns ice cold. The Prophet @, however, obliged those who 
brought water and helped Allah's creatures by carrying on the 
practice although he had to endure the cold water. It is also clear 
that this was not an occasional affair but people brought their water 
every day to get the Prophet's @ blessings. This Hadith supports a 
similar regard for a rigiteous man of Allah provided there is no 
exaggeration and adulteration in one's belief. 

5! j d ~ g l & ; d  j;;r;& j d i ; ~ & i > ( \ q ~ y / \ ~ )  

(+ 0'>,> 
.-; & &j & $ 

(1967116) Sayyidina Abu H-furayrah & said that it was said to 
Allah's Messenger a, "0 Messenger of Allah! Pray against the 
idolaters and disbelievers." He said, ''I have not been sent as one 
to curse and pray against anyone. Rather. I am sent as mercy." 

(Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The disbelievers and the idolaters were staunch 
enemies of the Prophet & and his religion. They persecuted the 
Prophet & and his followers and even expelled him from his 
native city but their mischief continued unabated even after that. 
Some of his Companions & requested the Prophet & to curse the 
oppressing disbelievers that Allah may show His wrath to them and 
destroy them like He had punished earlier people. The Prophet & 
pacified them that he was not sent to curse anyone but he was 
Mercy for the worlds, as Allah has said: 
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( \  .v : \ .Y  r ~ ~ ~ ) & b j y \ J L j I b ~  
{And We have not sent you but as a mercy to the worlds.) 

(al-Anbiya, 2 1 : 107) 

1 

J$j 3 &, &j -I 'Al J+ 2 , h& , $ ;! +cqj i;>!qj , , , , - *  

,I I c ,>, , T 6 

(+0lfi . & * & l r j ~ ; l ; ; j + ~ d l ~ ! + ~ ~ *  

( 1  96811 7) Sayyidah  shah igr pi said that the Messenger 
of Allah never beat anyone with his hands - never a woman 
and never a servant. However, he did that in jihad in the cause 
o f  Allah. And, never did he seek revenge from one who 
persecuted him (for, in fact, he always forgave and overlooked 
in personal affronts). Nevertheless, if anyone corn~nitted an 
unlawful act then he punished the criminal for the sake of Allah 
(in fi~lfilment of His Commands, or he gave cotnlnand to punish 
him.) (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Sayyidah Ayshah L p  &J has mentioned two 
things in this Hadith. 

( I )  Never was he known to have beaten anyone on his mistake 
- not even a servant, slave, maid-slave, or a wife, except his 
actions in jihad. For instance, Ubayy ibn Khalaf, a Makkan idolater 
chief was killed by him in the Battle of Badr. 

(2) He never took revange for a personal affront even if an 
unfortunate person hurt him. However, if anyone perpetrated a 
wrong or unlawful act in religion then he punished him only for the 
sake of Allah and to abide by His Command. 

& &\ & 31 sgL; ->lt d~ ~6 irt ( \  f 7 q / \ A )  . I 

, , , I  \;~(&f&+-&)&;($>>~$*&&~~&>+; I I ,  I , ,, 1 , -  / &j 

(LS)W\ 01 9)) .?&d\j!t> ;@I +;k; 
(1969118) A tabi'ee, Sayyidina Aswad said: I asked Sayyidah 
Ayshah y pi what the Prophet $% did (when he was) at 
home. She said that he helped his household members in their 
chores and when it was time for salah, he gave LIP everything 
and went to offer salah. (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: It was the Prophet's & practice to lend a hand in 
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household chores. It is his sunnah. May Allah inspire us to conduct 
ourselves on these sunnah so that we will get reward against I 

helping and serving others, and we will also cure ourselves of the 
spiritual disease. arrogance. 

,, r J , , 

(&L,d\ #,I,,) .''LA& ?+"j 'au &*j . , %$ $" $'\ & A& 
( 1  97011 9) Sayyidali Aysliali 4j.s $1 &J said that it was normal 
with Allali's Messenger & that (when necessary) he patched his 
sandal, sewed his garments, and he worked in his house as one 
of you does in his house. (she also said that) he was (not a super 
Ii~lman or any other than human creature but) one of the children 
of Aadarn (who did even every ordinary chores) who searched 
his garments for lice, milked his sheep and attended to his own 
tasks. (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: There is a good lesson to learn in this Hadith and 
the Prophet's & exenlplary life for those who are his heirs in 
religion. May Allah cause all of us to emulate the Prophet's & 
exam~le .  

( \  ? ~ \ l t . ' )  

6 , ,  : 3 i+; a* & J 9  g +j 2 '(+j d+"j< 
(csL$ a\>)) .'A& k.i;.g&: ~@$j+j 

(1 97 1120) Sayyidina ~ n a ;  & said that it was the practice of 
Allah's Messenger & that when he shook hands with anyone he 
did not withdraw his hands t i l l  the other man withdrew his. 
Similarly, he did not turn  away his face from anyone till that 
inan turned his face to the other side. And, he was never seen to 
put forward his knees in front of one with whom he was sitting. 

(Jami, Tinnizi) 

Commentary: Obviously, those who came to him, shook hands 
with him, believed in him were his servants and his devoted 
Companions &. He met them as the Hadith says but men of his 
ummah like us are very unfortunate in depriving ourselves of these 
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attributes. 

e x , ,  $9 & j & ~ \ & & \ ~ ~ ~ ; ! ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ( , ~ ~ ~ , ~ , )  

.i*+' ;dl '&$ GG i,g &"dl $A 
(+ 3 aw\ O J j ) )  

( 1  97212 1 )  Sayyidah Ayshah p dj said that  Al lah 's  
Messenger @ did not speak rapidly as you people do, but 
would talk slowly in such a way that if anyone wished tb count 
his words then lie wou-Id be able to do so. 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Muslim) 

Commentary: This is the best way to speak when one teaches 
others. Listeners can understand and hold the teaching in their 
mind. A Hadith in Jami' Tirmizi narrated by Sayyidah Ayshah 
~g-c hl Concludes thus: 

> < '& +" $ .d,l&2'&b 
I -  I ... 

"He spoke in such a way that the words were spaced out so that 
those wlio sat with him remembered them." 

(1973122) Sayyidina Jabir ibn Sa~nurah & siad that Allah's 
Messenger k#% observed long silence (Sharah as-Sunnah) 

Commentary: The Prophet @ spoke only to teach and train. If 
there \\as no need to say anything then he remained silent. The 
following Hadith is found in volun~e one of Ma'riful-Hadith i n  
ki tab al-Eeman under reference to Strheeh Bukhari and Suheel? 
Mu.s l i~~~:  

\ \ # , '  " " ;> / ' :,; + 'p &'I $lj '?ik k3 d~ > 
"He *ho believes in Allah and the Last Day should speak what 
is good (which is liable to fetch him reward), or keep quiet." 

Commentary: This h7as the Prophet's & teaching on which he 
conducted himself. May Allah cause us also to abide by that. 

We have presented only ten Ahadith from Kitab al-Munaqib wa 
al-Fadail on the Prophet's k$% manners. Let that be enough example. 
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Illness & Death 
We follow the pattern of the compiler of Mishkat al-Masabeeh ! 

and conclude this chapter with a few Ahadith on the Prophet's 
illness and death. 

We may mention here that the Muhadditheen and biographers 
agree that the death of the Prophet & occured in 11 AH in the 
month of Rabee' al-Awwal on a Monday. However, there are 
different reports on the date he died just as the reports differ 
concerning his birth. As far as my own study is concerned, there is 
no book of Hadith that mentions the date on which he died. The 
books of history and biography mention three different dates: the 
1st of Rabee' ul-Awwal, the second and the twelfth which is more 
commonly accepted like the date of birth. However, some scholars 
have asserted that 12th Rabee' ul-Awwal can never be correct 
because it is confirmed that he had performed Hajj two and three 
quarters of a month before his death and the day of Hajj, 9th 
Zul-Hajjah, was Friday. (This is known also as the Farewell Hajj). 

I 

It is confirmed too that the day on which he died was Monday. 
Given this date (1) 9th Zul Hajj was Friday and (2) Prophet's death 
was on Monday in Rabee' al-Awwal - then 12th Rabee' al-Awwal 
can never fall on a Monday. If we consider each of the three (lunar) I 

months to be of 29 days (which is most far-fetched and the least 
likely) then the first Monday in Rabee' al-Awwal will be the 2nd of 
the month. And, if one month is made up of 29 days and two of 30 
days each (which is a frequent occurence) then the first Monday in 
Rabee' al-Awwal will be the first of the month. Keeping these facts 
in mind, the most conceiving date is 1st Rabee'ul-Awwal. But 
Allah knows best. 

We will now read some of those Ahadith in which the Prophet 
gave a vague hint to his Companions i$ of his impending 

death, or spoke of it in clear terms. There are some of those 
Ahadith in which a few of the important events that took place in 
the final illness are mentioned. In conclusion, we have reproduced 
the Ahadith that speak of the Prophet's death. May Allah make 
these Ahadith a means of guidance and blessing for me and all 
readers and decree for us a peaceful death on the faith of Islam. !Wk WIjW .$ z , L , , ,  

, , , , L &I 
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I , .  J J (cl") GJI.~?~ ~ \ J J )  w+?u 
(1974123) Sayyidina Uqabah ibn Aalnir Juhani 4&~ said that 
Allah's Messenger & offered salah over the martyrs of Uhud 
eight years after (the battle) like one who bids farewell to the 
living and the dead. He then (came to the mosque) and mounted 
the pulpit and said (to the Companions A), "I am with you like 
a farat (one preceding) and I shall be a witness to testify for 
you. Your place of meeting is the Kawthar (Pond) and I am 
looking at that while I am here. And, I have been granted by 
Allah the keys of the treasures of the earth. And, I do not fear 
for you that you might become polythiests after me, but 1 fear 
that (after me) you would long for worldly things." 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The fact is that the salah of funeral had not been 
I offered over the martyrs of Uhud (who included the Prophet's & 

beloved paternal uncle, Sayyidina Hamzah &). (They were buried 
without the salah of janazah being offered). This Hadith tells us 
that when it was disclosed to the Prophet & that he would die 
shortly, he visited Uhud one day and offered the funeral salah over 
them. In the Book of Funeral of Saheeh Bukhari it is stated in the 
same Hadith. #'\ & 'd+ 3;; $i &li & which explains that he 
offered salah ovkr the martyrs who had been buried eight years ago 
just as one offers over a (fresh) dead body. Then we are told that 
the Prophet's condition in this salah was "+I>% j ?G$ c?$d'7 like 
of one who bids farewell to the living and dead. The Prophet 
then went to the mosque (perhaps it was time for salah and the 
people had gathered there for the congregation), climbed the 
minbar (pulpit) and spoke the few words effectively. "I am going 
before you like a farat to the next world." Among the Arabs, a lead 
man preceded a carvan to its destination where he made necessary 
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arrangement for the carvan. He is known as farat. The Prophet & 
gave a hint that he was going to the next world when he said in 
words of comfort to the Companions &, "My preceding you to the 
next world is good for you, for, on reaching there I will do for you 
what a farat does. And like the caravan that joins the farat at the 
destination, you will meet me there." He went on to assure them 
that he would testify for them that they had believed and obeyed I 
him and supported him. He also said that they would meet at the 
Kawthar and disclosed that he could see it (the Kawther) while he 
was there talking to them (for, Allah had removed every obstacle 
and placed it before him). He also said, "Allah has given me the 
keys to the treasures of this earth and the world." This was the 
tidings that his ummah would be given those keys (and was 
demonstrated in the times of the Companions). 

In the end, he said that he did not fear that they would revert to 
polytheism but he did fear that they might crave for the world's 
luxuries. For a Believer, only Paradise is what he should crave for 
alongwith the blessings of the next world. Allah has said about 
them: 

,,,. ,. , ,,,>, 
' . '?> ( . i , : h ~ v p d b ~ ~ )  ' L ~ d p + d J l  irjL+'tr)id, 

{And to this end, let the strivers strive.) (al-Mutaffifeen,83:26) 

1 6 '  ' 5 419 $; & & js; '&${, LGJJ 

(+ J ~'JJ) 
.a .$$ $, 

(1975124) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri $& said tiat Allah's 
Messenger & sat down on the minbar (one day) and said 
(addressing the Companions &), "Allah gave choice to have 
whatever he wants from worldly blessings or take the blessings 

' (of the Hereafter) that are with Allah. So the slave chose (the 
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blessings of the Hereafter) that are with Allah." On hearing that 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr & wept and submitted to the Prophet &. 
"May we and our parents be ransomed to you!" (Sayyidina Abu 
Sa'eed al-Khudri & said;) We were surprised at Abu Bakr's 
reaction and some people said to each other, "Look at the 
Shaykh! Allah's Messe~iger informs LIS that Allah asked a slave 
to choose between the bounties of this world and the next but 
the Shaykh, Abu Bakr, exclailns we and our  parents be 
ransomed to you!" (Abu Sa'eed went on to say that when the 
Prophet & died soon after they realised tliat) the Prophet & 
was the slave whom Allah had given the choice (and also tliat) 
Abu Bakr excelled them in intelligence and wisdom (for, lie 
itnderstood which none of the others could surmise). 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: We are not told when the Prophet & delivered this 
sermon. The colnpiler of Mishkat has cited Darami which has 
transmitted this Hadith of Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & with the clear 
addition that the Prophet @ spoke thus during his last illness. and 
this w a s  his last address. He never spoke again in the mosque 
before his death. In another Hadith of Saheeh Muslin1 (narrated by 
Sayyidina Jundub &) we are told that he spoke thus five days 
before death (on Thursday). 

The  compiler of  Mishkat has cited only as  rnuch of Abu 
Sa'eed's & Hadith in Mislikat's chapter on Prophet's & death as 
we have quoted here. But, Bukhari and Muslim have placed this 
Hadith in the chapter on the merits of Abu Bakr & and both have 
the following addition in the Prophet's sernion: 

"It is a fact that of all men, one 
w h o  w a s  m o s t  k i n d  in  dG 2 3 >i 51 

I 

treatment to me with his wealth ,x djjj  $31 +j 
and his company is Abu Bakr I < ,6 , 
and if I were to take a Khaleel $$ &&y 2; $'$& 
(friend) besides Allah, I would " j J >  

-, take Abu Bakr for a friend but f 1  $j ** 

the special brotherhood and 4, La$ >',,, 
, " ." 

fraternity of Islaln is with Abu 
Bakr. (He then instructed that) .& &i 46 $ L{! 46 

+ 
"all doors  openi:ig into the 
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mosque should be shut except for Abu Bakr's door (which 
should be retained).lw 

We learn from this sermon (which was the Prophet's &% last 
semon in the mosque and which he delivered just five days prior to 
death) that he gave a broad hint that his death was near and he also 
indicated that the position Sayyidina Abu.Bakr & held in the 
ummah was not held by anyone else. He asked that doors of houses 
opening into the mosque must be sealed save the door of Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr &. He indicated that after him only Abu Bakr would 
have a relationship with the mosque which he himself had. (We 
must remember that the Prophet's mosque of those times was not 
like our mdsques where only Salah is offered but it was a centre for 
every function of prophethood.) 

Some versions suggest that the Prophet & gave some other 
important instructions too. 

(+ I GM' ~'JJ)  
(1  97612.5) Sayyidah Ayshah $1 &J reported that in the 
illness from which he did not recover, Allah's Messenger 
said, "May Allah's curse be on the Jews and Christians. They 
made the graves of their Prophets places of prostration." She 
then said, "If he had not said that then I would have opened his 
grave (to the people). He had feared that his grave too would be 
used as a place of prostration in the same way as the Jews and 
Christians had turned their Prophet's graves into places of 
prostration." (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Some versions suggest that the Prophet k& had 
spoken these words in the same sermon that he had delivered five 
days before' his death from the minber in the mosque (which is 
0.  In those times, the doors of some houses of the Companions *h1dj 

opened into the mosque. They came into the mosque directly from those 
doors. Though this sermon, the Prophet & had all the doors, except 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr's a;c &) shut. In another version, the word 3 4  (door) 
is replaced by which means a window or a ventilator. 
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mentioned in Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri's & Hadith.) Some 
when the illness was intense. It is much possible that he said this at 
both times, in the sermon from the mosque and from his sick bed 
because he was much concerned about it lest his ummah do as the 
Jews and Christians had done and turn his grave into a place to 
prostrate and become liable to Allah's curse. While he was 
confident that they would not resort to idol-worship (and he 
disclosed that much), yet he was fearful that the devil would incite 
them to indulge in polytheism on the pretext of love for the Prophet 
@ and get them to prostrate before his grave. Therefore, he 
cautioned his ummah frequently against this thing. 

,, *I I r , ,  L 
~i a&\ &b ' ~ i $ + c l &  4Gi-j  J-qi &qi J 2;; &> I 

> , > >  /,,.I I >  :,, 4 .,> 6 ,, 
(+ olw .&qi <! jkj~q h\ 2% 231 U l i G  JhJ it...: 
( 1  977126)' Sayyidah Ayshah t,phi p~ said that ' ~ l l a h ' s  
Messenger & said (to her) in his illness, "Call your father, Abu 
Bakr, and your brother (Abdur Rahman) to me so that I may get 
them to write down a message (by way of a will). I fear a 
seeking one may desire and a tumour-monger might say that he 
is more desreving. And Allah and the Believers will not accept 
anyone save Abu Bakr." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The message of this Hadith is that in his illness the 
Prophet @ was eager that Sayyidina Abu Bakr & may shoulder 
responsibilities after death (known as Khilafuh). He wished to 
write down a will. So, he instructed Sayyidah Ayshah Igt $1 jo, to 
summon her father and her brother. He said that he feared someone 
else might covet the post or another might claim to be more 
deserving. That would create dissension. "So, to protect the ummuh 
I wish to write down a will for Abu Bakr." Then, he was assured 
that the Believers would decide in the same manner as he had 
thought and he said to Sayyidah A y s h a h p h  &J 'JI d 9 j d j  dl 5.14'' 
"$=, 41 (Allah and the Believers will not accept any other but Abu 
Bakr). It appears from a report in Saheeh Bukhari that this occured 
on the first day of his illness. What is the reality of Khilufut 
Nahuwah caliphate of the prophethood? We will mention that 
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while explaining a Hadith that will follow 

, j6, ,4, > I ,  ,:> ' ', . 6 ~ 6 : w G A $  Jl+j3&- 
$1 JJI J' J+U il) p' 

(csJNl 0 l l J )  
a '44 & 

, ,-. 
(1978127) Sayyidah Ayshah w &J said that while he was 
bed-ridden with illness that caused his death, the Prophet & 
called Sayyidah Fati~nah (to him) and whispered something to 
her. She began to cry on that. But then he beckoned her again 
to him and whispered something else to her and she laughed. 
Sayyidah Ayshah Ig;c &J said that) she asked her about that 
and she said, "The first time he whispered to nie that he woi~ld 
die of that illness so I wept because of sadness. When he 
whispered to me again, he confided to me that alnog his family 
members, I would be the first to follow him (and lneet him). 
That pleased me and 1 laughed." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: The text is very explicit. However, Saheeh Bukhari 
carries another version of this Hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah $1 &J 

'6-t with the details that when she asked Sayyidah Fatimah $1 &J 

lp why she wept the first time and laughed when the Prophet @ 
whispered the second time, Sayyidah Fatimah lp $1 &J did not 
disclose the secret that day, saying that she would not disclose the 
Prophet's @% secret. After the Prophet & died, Sayyidah Ayshah 
lp hi p~ asked her again to reveal to her what the Prophet & had 
confided to her. This time Sayyidah Faitmah $1 &J disclosed to 
her what the Prophet & had said to her each time. 

Both the things happened as the Prophet & had foretold. He 
died of that very illness and Sayyidah Faitmah '6-t $1 &J was the 
first member of his family to follow him. Indeed, this is evidence 
of his prophethood. 
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L . +j&a\&&\ J9; &iy, 
(d J L i r ? l O l j J )  

(1979128) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Abbas & said that during 
the illness of Allah's Messenger @ in which he died. Sayyidina 
Ali & came out of hini (one day). The people asked hini how 
Allah's Messenger &% fared and he said, "Praise be to Allah. he 
is better today." (His paternal ~ ~ n c l e  Sayyidina Abbas & held 
him by the hand and said to him, "By Allah, after three days you 
will be under the co~nlnand of other people. 1 feel that Allah's 
Messenger will die soon, for, I recognise tlie signs of death on 
tlie faces of the children of Abdul Muttalib (and I feel tlirougli 
that that the time is near). Come with me to Allah's Messenger 
& and we will ask hi111 ulio will have (the Kliilafat after him). 
If it \ \ i l l  survive with LIS (the fanlily members), we will know 
that. But, if it will be handed over to others then we will come 
to know of that. And, he will make a will for us." Sayyidina Ali 
& said, "If we ask him about the Khlluf~r and he disallows it to 
us (and decides not to give 11s the KhilufL~~) then by Allali (after 
that) the people will not give it to us. So, by Allali, I will not ask 
him abotu Khllcrfcrl." (Saheeh Bul,har~) 

Commentary: This relates to the last days of the Prophet's & 
illness. Hafiz ibn Hajar Asqalani has written in Futh ul-Bari on the 
authority of Ibn Isha that Imam Zuhri, a narrator of this Hadith said 
that it relates to very morning of the day on which the Prophet & 
died in the evening. 

It is also known from this Hadith that the condition of the 
Prophet & was better that morning because Sayyidina Ali & 
reported accordingly to the people outside the house and thus 
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comforted them. However, his uncle (also the Prophet's @ uncle) 
Sayyidina Abbas & had recognised from experience sings of death 
in the Prophet's paternal cousin and son-in-law too) what is 
clearly stated in the Ijadith which also records his answer to his 
uncle. The people of our times who place Khilafat at par with 
monorchy might doubt that Sayyidina Ali & craved for the high 
position in government (and some have made this allegation too). 
But, the fact is that Khilafat of the Porphet is different from 
worldly sovereignty and government (in the same was as religion 
and worldly matters are different). The work that the Prophet & 
did for religion by way orf preaching and teaching the ummah, 
raising the word of truth, jihad, self-sacrifice and justice in the 
guidance of wahy should be carried on by his Khalifah on the 
principles and programme he followed. They should act as his 
representatives. This is Khilafat Nabuwah or Khilafat Raashidah. 
Obviously, this is not a bed of roses like the worldly monarchy but 
it is a thorny passage. The slave of Allah who hopes for Allah's 
help to give it its rights is not at all blameworthy, rather he is 
honoured; Sayyidina Ali & hoped that if he got the chance then he 
would be able to discharge its responsibilites with the help of 
Allah. Therefore, desire for it was a desire of a high standard. 
Thus, when he was the fourth Khalifah after the three, who were 
decreed by divinity aforehand, he discharged his responsibilities on 
the basis of the Prophet's i$A principles. However, his entire period 
of rule was an era of mischief and trial (after the innocent 
martyrdom of Sayyidina Uthrnan &), SO his time was spent fully 
in suppressing michief .IJ~&;JJ 3 6 )  (and that was already 
decided). .-. 
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(+ J GJNJ 0 ' ~ )  +@ j ,+$$Y,+@'I 
(1980129) Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Abbas & narrated (on the 
days) when Allah's Messenger & was near death and many 

. 

people were present in the house, one of whom was Sayyidina 
Umar ibn al-Khattab &, the Prophet k@+ said, "Come I will 
write down (get written down) a will for you and you will never 
go astray after that." So, Umar & said (to the people), "The 
Prophet k& is in great pain now and you yave the Qurtan with 
you, and this Book of Allah is enough for you (and your 
guidance and keeping away from error)." Thus, those people in 
the house differed in their views and they began to argue, some 
of them saying, "Bring to the Prophet (the writing material) that 
he may dictate (what he wishes to dictate)." Some others said 
what Umar & had said. So, when there was a difference and 
commotion (because of the argument) and it increased, Allah's 
Messenger k@+ said, "Go away from me, you people!" 

Ubaydullah ibn Abdullah (a narrator from Ibn Abbas &)said 
that Ibn Abbas & used to say about this happening that the 
trouble all of it- is what came between Allah's Messenger & 
and the writing of the will (which he wished to pen down) 
because of the mutual disagreement and commotion. 

(Saheeh Bukhari and Saheeh Muslim) 

As we have mentioned, this report is transmitted by Ubaydullah 
ibn Abdullah from Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Abbas &. His other 
student, Sa'eed ibn Jubayr has also found in Sahih Bukhari and 
Saheeh Muslim. It is reproduced here to have the full picture before 
us : 

r:, > - , d  ,, < = , ,', ' 9 3 , "' iwl +i 1ouG \;l& eju ;;i J.+ &- u j  \pjl.j \&\ lo& 

1, 
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(+ 3  3+4' 0 ' 3 ~ )  &&J$& 
( 1  98 1130) (Saeed ibn Jubayr said that one day:) sayyidi;a lbn 
Abbas & said, "Oh! The Thursday! How was that day, 
Thursday," and he wept so profusely that the floor became wet 
with his tears. So, I said, "0 Ibn Abbas, how was that Thursday 
(which you recall in this way)?" He then said: (It was Thursday 
and) Allah's Mesenger's illness increased and he said (in that 
condition) "Bring d (bring the shoulder blade). I will dictate 
a writing for you after which you will never go into error." So, 
(those people who were there with him) differed about it. And 
there should not be altercation and differences in the presence of 
the Prophet. Some people said, "Do we leave him (separate 
fro111 Iiim)? Ask him (what he says)?." Then they kept saying 
about that again and again to him, and he said, "Leave me. 'The 
condition in which I am is better than what you call ~ n e  to." 
Then he gave three commafids. "First, the polytheists should be 
turned o ~ l t  of the Arabian peninsula. And (second) the same 
treatment as I metted out must be given to delegations and 
envoys (from governments and tribes)." The narrator from 
Sa'eed ibn Jubayr, Sulayman, said that either Sa'eed ibn Jubayr 
did not narrate the third thing or he (Sulayman) forgot it. 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 
Commentary: These are two satements of Ibn Abbas & on the 
same incident and there is no contradiction in them save that there 
are some additions or omissions here and there. When he narrated 
it to Ubaydullah, he only mentioned the presence of Sayyidina 
Umar $& and what he said, but when he narrated it to Sa'eed ibn 
Jubayr, Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & did not mention Umar's & 
presence but mentioned some other matters. These things do  
happen often. 

If we read the two narrations together then we will get this 
picture: It was Thursday (five days before death, for, the Prophet 
& died on Monday). The illness became severe. he had a high 
f'ever and was in much agony. Some people, including Sayyidina 
LJmar &. here  around. The Prophet & said while he was in that 
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condition, "Bring writing material that I may write down 
something for you after which you will never go astray (the 
version of Saheeh Muslim says: "jljlalj && ~j4;iG~ Bring me 
scapula and ink'). Sayyidina Umar & said to the  other people 
present there that the Prophet & was in much agony and they 
already had the Qur'an that was revealed to him. That Book of 
Allah is enough for our guidance and keeping away from error (as, 
indeed, it is often repeated in the Qur'an). Those present there 
began to differ on the matter, some of them insisted that writing 
material should be brought and whatever he dictated must be 
recorded. Some others said the same things that Sayyidina Umar 
& had said namely the Prophet @ was in pain and should not be 
given more trouble, Allah's Book is enough for guidance. Some 

/ , ,  

other people said at the same time, "iw! +I 'd.j~d (This is the 
Porphet's & condition. Is he going away? Leaving us? Ask him). 
Then they repeated this to him again and again. This distracted him 
from concentration towards Allah and the peculiar condition of the 
heart. So, he said, "You people should leave me alone and not try 
to distract me. I am in a better thing than what you call me to (for, I 
am turned to my Lord and prepare to go to His presence while you 
call me to yourselves. Leave me alone.) Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & 
said that the Prophet @ then gave a command for three things, the 
polytheists should be driven out of Arabia and deputations and 
envoys of governments or tribes must be well-treated (and gifts be 
given to them) as he was wont to do. Sulayman the student of 
Sa'eed ibn Jubayr mentioned only two of the three com~i~ands .  
saying that either Safeed ibn Jubayr had not mentioned the thrid or 
he (Sulayman) had forgotten it. 

This is the full event well-known as H ~ d i t h  Qir-ins. Some of its 
points need to be explained. 

This happened on Thursday, five days after which the Prophet 
& died on Monday. He did not dictate that message during these 
days and did not even mention it. It is clear, therefore, that he had 
not been commanded by Allah to dictate that to be written down. 

0 .  In the times of the Prophet & pa~~icularly in the Hijoz *as scare. So they 
wrote on different things, one of which was animal scapi~la on which people 
wrote in the same manner as on wood or stone. 
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He got a thought about it and then changed his mind. If that 
was a command of Allah or he had not changed his mind then he 
would surely have had it written down to preserve his ummah from 
going into error. And omission to get it written down would have 
been a dereliction in the duties of his office. (May Allah protect us 
from such thought.) It was exactly like his intention in the initial 
days of illness' to get a will written down for Sayyidina Abu Bakr's 
~$6 Khilafah for which he asked for Abu Bakr & and his son to be 

, ,' ' ,' 
summoned, but he changed his mind soon, saying o e j d l j  &G " 

$1 So, we must deduce that the same thingahappened'on 
fhursday and the Prophet & himself found it unnecessary to get 
his message written down. 

Another point worth considering is that while he was running 
high fever and had much pain, he asked for writing marerial to be 
brought to him. sayyidina Umar & who was present there did not 
say anything to the Prophet but addressed the others present 
there and called their attention to the Prophet's difficult condition 
and agony, saying, "He is in much pain now." He meant that they 
should not then give the Prophet @ trouble by asking him to 
dictate anything. He had believed firmly through the Qur'an and 
the Prophet's teachings and training that the Qur'an which the 
Prophet @ had brought was enough to guide them away from 
error. In fact, Allah has said about it "$3 j 2 63~' and 

r I r  I 

":& p, bi;;: . And the verse was revealed durkg Hijyat-ul-Wada2: + $&) 
($1 / 

j &; $j tij; iy'i,, 
r 4 OLL+JI 

Alah has made clear in these verses that whatever had to be told by 
way of guidance to man has been told in the Qur'an. So, he said, 
"We need not trouble the Prophet in his illness to write down 
anything for us. We have the Qur'an with us. It is enough for our 
guidance and to keep us away from error." 

As stated before, the Porphet & lived five days more after this 

0 TI?. Hadith in Bz~khcrn K~tab  a1 Marda, chapter qaulI al-hareed has words 
I ,  ):I, ,\ilich it is determined that the event took place in the beginning of the 
I'lophet's & illness. (Saheeh Bukhari p846 or Rashldiyu Delhi) 

Q respectively: ill-An'am 638,  An-Nahl, 16:89, 6:154, and al-Ma'ldah, 5:s. 
Mean~ng:  ( W e  have not neglected anything in the book (of Decrees)), 
(Making clear everything), {Detailing everything) and {This day have 1 
perfected your reigion for you and completed May Blessing on you.) 
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happening, but he did not get that message written down. In fact, 
he did not even mention it again which was a tacit approval of 
Sayyidina Umar's & opinion. Undoubtedly, therefore, this speaks 
of the excellence and merit of Sayyidina Umar &. 

The third point worth considering is that the Hadith 
(reproduced here on the authrouty of Bukhari and Muslim) does 
not say who was instructed by the Prophet & to bring material for 
writing. However, while explaining this Hadith in Fath 01-Bcrri, 
Hafiz Ibn Hajar +dl Ls-, has cited a report of Sayyidina Ali on 
the authority of Musnad Ahmad. It says clearly that the Prophet @ 
had Sayyidina Ali & to fetch the writing material. Sayyidina Ali 
& has said: 

"The Prophet & 
commanded me to bring a 
shoulder-blade so that he . - (& 2;) & &q , , A; 
m i g h t  g e t  w r i t t e n  
something after which his w 

u m m a h  may never go ,+ 1 l &IF CSJU p) 
astray." ( D  ~ ~ * Y & . ) L ~ ~ u I  

We know that Sayyidina Ali & knew how to write and he was 
asked to fetch the material that he may write what the Prophet & 
might dictate. But,:it is clear and well-known that he too did not 
write anything which is evidence that, like Sayyidina Umar &, he 
also did not wish to put the Prophet & to inconvenience in his 
illness. Perhaps, he too agreed that Allah's Book was enough for 
guidance. 

Another point to be considered is that Sa'eed ibn Jubayr's 
version states that when the Prophet demanded the writing 

>,, " 

material, some people said "a+! +i (dj6l;r1l. TO understand this 
we must picture in our mind the agony the Prophet was going 
through during which he declared that he wished to pen down 
something after which his people would never fall on the wrong 
path. so, some of the men felt that the time of his final departure to 
the Hereafter was near. so, they exclaimed "is! +I 'djb~" 
(What his condition. Will he choose separaiion? Is going away 
from us? We must ask him.) The word 9 means to choose 
separation, and go away leaving someone. behind. Instead of >s 
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(+v~lsala) the word 9 (hajara) is used. Some people have thought 
that it is & (hujara) which means irrational talk of the sick in an 
state and is called hazayn. In that case this sentence would mean: 
what the Prophet & says about writing something, is it delirium? 
Ask him? This meaning can never be correct, for the patient who 
talks irrationally cannot be in a condition that we may ask him for 
something. In short the word ' ' i s ! "  (istafiimuhu) is evidence 
that j+ (hajara) is not derived from $ (hujara) meaning hazayn. 

Besides, the Prophet @ had said, "Bring me material to write 
that I may have something written down whereafter you would 
never go astray. This certainly was not something about which one 
may suspect huzayn or delirium. Although if+{ (a  hajara)  is 
made a (negative ) tag question we get this meaning yet it is a fact 
that it does not mean hazayan (delirium) here. 

It is also worth great consideration that the words ''o:.:,61.',!+i7' 
were not spoken b) Sayyidina Umar &. Some other had 
said that and their names are not mentioned in the Hadith except 
that the words 'JL3 (so they said) introduce their exclamation. The 
Shia  writers however, insist on attributing these words to 
Sayyidina Umar & to target him for their accusations and they 
allege that he regarded the Prohet's &% words as hazaynn (may 
Allah forgive us!) but we do not find any reliable book of Hadith of 
the ah1 us-sunnah attributing these words to Sayyidina Umar &. 
All he had said then was what is mentioned in the first version of 
the Hadith of Saheeh Bukhari and Saherh Muslin? &.-s- ;\$\ $&) 
($1 $$ (you have the Quran; the Book of Allah is enought for 
you). Of course, the words " 'ej&&L! +IJ' were, after all, spoken by 
some of the Con~panions &. b i t  they mean what we have stated 
above and they point out to their love for Allah's Messenger &%. 

The exponents of Hadith have also explored possibilites to find 
out what the Prophet @ intended to dictate when he said, "Bring 
me writing material, I wish to get something written down after 
which you will never go off the path." Obviously, whatever they 
suggest is surmise. The Shia claim that he wished to leave 
instructions for Sayyidina Ali & as Khalifah, but that could not be 
penned down because of Sayyidina Umar's interference. But, they 
have no reason to say that. It is their claim on which their belief of 
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Imamat is based-rather, their entire religion is based- that on the 
return journey from Hujjatul-wada', just seventy or seventy-two 
days before his death, the Prophet & had assembled all his 
companions of the HnjJ', the Muhajirs and the Ansars at Ghadir 
Khum. He stood on the minhar (pulpit) which was specially built 
for this address and proclaimed Sayyidina Ali 4% as Khalifah and 
Imam after him. He did not stop at that but also had everyone 
swear allegiance to Sayyidina Ali &. (Although this is an invented 
tale, the Shias no doubt believe in it and this belief is elaborated in 
their most reliable books al-Janzi'al-KaJi, Ihtijuaj Tabarusi, elc.) 
So, when that thing had been decided and it was finalised in the 
presence of thousdand of men in a very grand way then what was 
the need to leave a written will for that. Of course, the explanation 
of  those people is plausible who say that the Prophet @ had 
intended to write down Sayyidina Abu Bakr & as his Khnlifah but 
changed his mind when he realiesed that his succesion was decreed 
already by divine command. Allamah Badruddin Ayni has written 
while explaining this Hadith in Umdah al-Qavi Sharah al-Bukhari: 

"Imam Bayhaqi has stated that 
>, 3 ,L& &Gj w', Jd 

Sufyan ibn Uyainah (who is 3 - , -. 
one of the narrators of this $l~l&@lp~>@ Hadith Qirtas) has quoted 
Knowledgeab le  men ( a s  ${j\$ iu\j i@\ & 
saying) that the Prophet & had 

a%, &" intended to appoint Sayyidina 2; , , 
' 6 ;  # '  Abu Bakr G)% as Khalrfnh (and ,i&l &{j 3 3  & ., , 

get it written down). L IS'L;" a&- & +L p 
Then, on learning that it was , $'=- 

, , 
predetermined by divine fate, -2 J ~ I  3 @ LX A,'; 
he abandoned the idea of " .. ; i~,j i j  JG 2 
having it written,down. In the 
beginning of this illness too, he dl 2~ ‘ j d j  +@'\ 
had expressed desire to write 6 ,,> , , 
down that Abu Bakr & would 2 $6; v! dfi$!j 
be Khalzfah and then decided 

4 YE dJ"l IW).?@\ 2 
against writing it down saying 

41 Y \  dpjd~J and (Y@\v \  
(instead of writing anything) he cotntnanded him to lead Inen in 
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salah (which was a practical successorship)." 

We must remember that Sufyan ibn Uyainah was a tabu' 
tabi 'een (an epigone successor of the successors of the 
Companions &). The Knowledgeable men that he refers to could 
be the tabi'een too. This shows that even the tabi'een believed that 
the Prophet igb had desired to write down Sayyidina Abu Bakr & 
as Khalijah and this is the purport of the Hadith Qirtas. 

Whatever we have written thus far in explaining the Hadith 
Qirtas is based on the presumption that the Prophet @ had asked 
for writing material to get some instructions written down (which 
intention he abandoned and did not write anything). Hafiz Ibn 
Hajar while explaining this Hadith Qirtas in Fath al-Bari has 
mentioned a possibility. He has suggested that, in fact, the Prophet 
& had no intention ever to write down anything, but, he wished to 
examine his Companions 4. "Have they got it firmly in their 
hearts that the last Book of Allah, the Qur'an is enough for the 
guidance of the umnlah?" Indeed, Sayyidina Umar & confirmed 
".&I +G &-.-a 6 .u (You have the Qur'an with you and Allah's 
Book is sufficient for you), and other people who were there also 
supported his contention. That satisfied the Prophet &. 

(Fath al-Bari v18 p 101, Ansari press, Dehli 1307 AH) 
We must bear in mind that we have in the Qur'an, again and 

again, Jrj\ I&( (obey the Messenger) with h\ (obey Allah). 
Obedience to the Prophet's & commands and sayings and 
observance of his practice have been ordained to us even 
otherwise, so they are included in obedience to the Qur'an and the 
Quran encompasses that. Hence, we should not suppose that the 
words .&I +r;S &-.-a (Allah's book is enough for you)exclude the 
sunnah and guidance of the Prophet &. 

The concluding portion of this Hadith is that Allah's Messenger 
& gave three commands in this very sitting. (The words of a 
version in Saheeh Bukhari itself are "t% pLpg\g" he gave three 
instructions orally at that time.") One of them was that the 
polytheists must be driven out from the Arabian peninsula. (The 
word is mushrikoon and it includes all disbelievers, be they 
polytheists or People of the Book. Another version says A&\ pp" 

"LsjL4;11g (expel1 the Jews and Christians). This means that the 
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Arabian Peninsula is a centre of Islam and its fort and only poeple 
of Islam may live here, the disbelievers should not be allowed to 
reside here and those that are there must be expelled outside the 
land. (The honour to abide by this command was with Sayyidina 
Umar &, for, he put that into action in his times.) The ularna have 
different definitions on the area of the Arabian peninsula. The most 
accepted one is that this Hadith defines it as Makkah, Madinah, 
Yamamah and the areas bordering them. 

The next instruction was that when governments or tribes send 
deputations or envoys (even non-Muslims) then they should be 
treated with kindnes in the same way as was the Prophet's practice. 
He used to give them gifts and his kind treatment had a good effect 
on them. 

About the third instruction, one of the narrators of the Hadith 
said that his Shaykh Sulayman mentioned only these two things, 
saying that either it was not mentioned by Sa'eed ibn Jubayr $26, or 
he himself forgot it. Exponents of Hadith have tried to determine 
that. The suggestion being: hold fast to the Qur'an or, not make 
any grave an idol to be worshipped ''-.kj ~ $ l ~ h Y "  . In Muwatta 
Imam Maalik this instruction is also reported with 3 4 1  Ippl 
(Drive out the Jews). They are all conjectures here but certainly 
sayings of the Prophet &. 

/, 

&1 r l ",: , , L +du>&ii6&ql>-~&+yY,&>&* , , -. / ,  

(djW1~~~j) 
(1 98213 1 )  Sayyidah Ayshah p~ reported that when the 
illness of Allah's Messenger worsened and his condition 
became more painful, he sought permission of his (other) wives 
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that his treatment and nursing should be carried on at her house 
(and he should stay with her perm~nently). All of them gave that 
permission (willingly). So, two men carried him to her house in 
such a way that impressions of his (dragging) feet were visible 
on the earth, one of them was Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib and 
another Companion. Sayyidah Ayshah &J said further: 
When Allah's Messenger came ta my house, his agony became 
severe (one day), he said to us (his wives) "Pour seven skins of 
water on me whose knots have not been opened so that (my 
condition may improve and) I may (go to the mosaque and) 
speak to the people with some important instructions." (She said 
further:) We made him sit in a tub which belonged to his wife 
Hafsah 1gcil5;0~ . Then (abiding by his advice) we poured 
water from the skins on him till he gestured with his hand that 
we had done our work. (She said that he was thus comforted.) 
He went to the mosque, led the salah and also delivered a 
sermon (which he had longed to deliver). (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: To understand this Hadith well, we must remember 
that the Prophet & had nine wives whose houses (small rooms) 
were separate. It was his practice to dispense justice and go to each 
house one night by turns. He was so particular about it that some 
scholars thought that it was fard or wajib on him to do so. Anyway, 
in Safar 11 AH (on a date which is not agreed upon) he became ill 
and did not recover from it. We know from Ahadith that day he 
was to have stayed at the house of Sayyidah Maymoonah &J. 
Next day, he shifted to the house of the wife whose turn it was, and 
this pattern continued during his illness for many days. He would 
transfer himself to the house of his wife whose turn it was for him 
to spend the night. This was very cumbersome for him and he 
wished to stay at any one place and he had the house of Sayyidah 
Ayshah b j . d l & ~  in mind for many reasons. The obvious meaning 
of the Hadith under discussion is that he expressed this desire to 
his wives and sought their permission. However, Ibn Hajar has 
written in Fath al-Bari while explaining this very Hadith that Ibn 
Sa'd has reported from Imam Zuhri through a proper line of 
transmission that Sayyidah Fatimah ~ $ 1  &J requested his wives 
for permission.' They were all willing and he moved over to 
0.  Fath al-Bari v18 p 105, Ansari Press, Dehli. 
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Sayyidah Ayshak ~ $ 1  &J house. that was a Monday, exactly a 
week before his death, as reported by Sayyidah Ayshah ~ $ 1  d J  

herself. He was so weak and lean that he could not walk by 
himself. Two men supported him while he dragged his feet. 
Sayyidah Ayshah ~ $ 1  &J named one of them as Sayyidina Abbas 
& and she did not name the other. The exponents of Hadith 
explain it this way that while Sayyidina Abbas & supported him 
on one side continuously, the people at the other side kept 
changing. Sayyidina Ali & helped once then he was replaced by 
Fad1 ibn Abbas .&% and he by Usamah. Any way, he was conveyed 
to Sayyidah Aysah's house which was destined to be his permanent 
resting place. That was a Monday. 

Further down in the Hadith, we read that his condition 
worsened and he was bathed with water from seven water skins on 
his own guidance. Then he was better and he went to the mosque 
where he led the congregation and spoke to the worshippers from 
the minbar. This did not happen the same day but three days later 
on Thursday as is explained in another Hadith, and that was the 
salah of zuhr and the last salah that he led in the mosque. The 
sermon that he delivered after that was the last of his life. This was 
the same sulah and last sermon which is ~nentioned in the report of 
Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & which we have already read. 
The version of Sayyidah Ayshah ~ $ 1  &J in Saheeh Bukhari 
(chapter: "$1 + ?& $9 j*L d! 31;" clearly mentions that it was the 
time of zuhr and the salah had begun, in conformity with the 
Prophet's & guidance, under the leadership of Sayyidina Abu Bakr 
&. The Prophet & felt comfortable and came to the mosque 
supported by two Companions &. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & who 
was leading the prayer prepared to move back on seeing him but he 
instructed him through gestures to stay where he was and asked the 
two men to place him next to Abu Bakr &. Now, he became the 
imam and Sayyidina Abu Bakr & was one of the followers. After 
the salah he delivered the sermon which we have read in the 
Hadith of Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & and we have also 
mentioned there on the authority of Suheeh Muslim that the day 
was a Thursday, and the same Thursday when the incident 
~ e n t i o n e d  in the Hadith Qirtas took place. 
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Now, if we keep before us all the Ahadith, we get this sequence 
of events. Five days before his death on a Thursday his condition 
deteriorated before zuhr. He wished to put some instructions into 
writing and asked for the writing material to be brought but he 
gave up the idea of writing it down (as we have explained under 
the Hadith Qirtas). However, he did wish to pass on oral 
instructions to his Companions &. Accordinly, when it was time I 

for zuhr, he asked his wives &J to pour water over him from 
seven skins which had not been unsealed.' They made him sit in a 
large trough and gave him a bath as he had instructed. His 
condition improved and he took support of two men and went to 
the mosque where he led the salah and then delivered a sermon. 
What he said has been mentioned in detail in the Hadith of 
Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & and its explanation. He was 
particular to confirm Abu Bakr's & distinction in the ummah and 
that no one else in the ummah had the same station as he did. Of 
course, he had already appointed him Imam in his absence. If we 
keep all these factors in mind we are convinced that his intention to 
put something in black and white that afternoon concerned Abu 
Bakr's & succession although he no longer thought it necessary to 
write that down. However, by making him the Imam and speaking 

I 

highly of him in his last sermon in the mosque, he did give 
guidance towards his khilafah and imamat and that was sufficient 
guidance for the Companions. 

0.  This was a kind of treatment in the Hijaz of those days for a particular type , 
of fever. 
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( L S J ~  0 1 ~ ~ )  -&J\ >;ij 
(1983132) Sayyidina Anas ibn Maalik & reported that on 
Monday (the day the Prophet & died), the Muslims were 
offering the salah of fajr and Abu Bakr & led them as their 
imam. Suddenly, Allah's Messenger & raised the curtain (over 
the door) of Sayyidah Aysha's house (where he resided) while 
they (the Muslims) were standing in the rows offering salah. 
(on seeing that) he smiled and signs of laughter were detected 
on his face. When Sayyidina Abu Bakr's & eyes fell on him, he 
prepared to move back into the rows, supposing that the Prophet 
k$& wished to come for salah. (Sayyidina Anas &, the narrator, 
said:) On seeing Allah's Messenger's & face, the muslims were 
pleased and happy and that they even thought of  coming out of 
sulah, but Allah's Messenger & beckoned to them with his 
hands that they should complete their salah and he went into the 
house dropping the curtain behind him. (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: We have seen the report of Sayyidina Abdullah ibn 
Abbas and an explanation of Sayyidina Ali's & statement that the 
Prophet's & condition had improved in the morning of the day he 
died. This Hadith of Sayyidina Anas & confirms that he got up by 
himself  and stood at the door  and was happy to s e e  his 

I 

Companions & engaged in the salah. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & was 
about to step back and even the Companions & thought of ending 
their salah at that point but he gestured to them that they should 
carry on behind Abu Bakr ~$6 and complete the salah. That 
morning the Prophet & was so better that Sayyidina Abu Bakr & 
went to his own house which was far away from the mosque. 

,, ,/ ~li&j&h\&&\ j ~ j 5 ! t l ~ ~ + ; i ( \ ~ ~ ~ / r r )  
9 ,  I, I ,  I i;;j&\ ao*;Qpj ; ~ ; ' ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ , ~ !  

, ,-. 
< ,  

I 

> , >' .a 9 
'd,1' 

9 I ?\j &g ;& $\ a\j+' & 3 &'& 4 29 &dl 
, / , , J ,  , , *  , 

' 6  

(csJWI 0 1 ~ ~ )  .G &j '& ,- a\ & $,*; 8 ,  ,-. , 
( I  984/33) Sayyidah Ayshah b p  d~ said, "It was the practice 
o f  Al lah 's  Messenger  @ when he fell i l l  to  recite the  
rnu'a~vwizut and blow ove himself and rub his body with his 
hand. So. when he had the illness which resulted in his death 
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(and it became difficult for him to carry on this practice because 
of weakness) 1 read the mu'awwizat and blew over him took his 
hand and rubbed it over his body." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: Mu'awwizat refer to the last two su rah  of  the 
Qur'an (a1 Falay and an-Naas). The Prophet &% often recited these 
two surah and blew over himself. But these could also include the , 

supplication which seek protection from every kind of mischief and 
trial. 

In another version of this Hadith, Sayyidah Ayshah $1 &J 

said that she took the hand of the Prophet @ and stroked it over 
his body because the blessing that was found in it could not be , 

found in her own hand or anybody else's hand. 

, ' > r B  
a &j&h\&$\y~~&Ak& , , , , jpj\ 

(+ J 0 1 ~ ~ )  

(1985134 Sayyidina Abu Musa al-Ash'ari & said that the 
Prophet h fell i l l  and his illness became severe (and he was 
unable to come to the mosque and lead in salah) so he said, 
"Instruct Abu Bakr (from me) to lead the people (who have 
gathered in !be mosque) in salah". Sayyidah Ayshah L p  g p ~  
pleaded, "He was soft-hearted and when he would stand in your 
place to lead the congregation, he would (be overcome with 
feelings and weep profusely and) not be able to lead in salah." 
(In spite of that, the Prophet &) said, "Convey my order to Abu 
Bakr & to lead men in salah." Sayyidah Ayshah $1 &J 

repeated her words but the Prophet &% said again that his order 
should be conveyed to Abu Bakr & to lead the salah. (At the 
same time,) he said to Sayyidah Ayshah Igs dJ in anger J ad 

Then his messenger went to Sayyidina Abu Bakr 
& (and conveyed his order to him). And he led the people in 

0.. These supplications are found in Ma'arif au-Hadith Book of Suppliction 
under isti'azah or supplication for refuge. 

Q. You are like the companions of I'ziszlf: 
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prayer (in the Prophet's lifetime till his death). 
(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Abu Bakr's & leading men in salah is 
reported in a number of chapters of Saheeh Bukhari on the 
authority of different Companions both briefly and in detail. This 
Hadith is found in the Chapter "$ti'& $i &Jlj $1 $i +ti" Aid 
ul-Ilm wal Fad1 ahaqqu bil Imamah. ~ h a d i t h o n  the sake  matter of 
Sayyidina Abdullah Ibn Umar & and Sayyidah Ayshah L+s &I 

are found respectively in the same chapter and the one ahead of it. 
Imam Bukhari has also recorded a Hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah 
i%, h~ on tGe same subject in the chapter ''9 ;g C;G$ di! 44'' 
Znnurna julilu a l - i~?~un~~( rn  l iyur tun~r~~a bih; fulldetails are known 
from this Hadith, the gist of which we present here. 

When the Prophet $% moved over to the house of Sayyidah 
Ayshah @s $ 1  &J eight days before his death and his illness went 
on worsening, he did not give up going to the mosque and leading 
the congregation although he had become very weak. Then one 
day, the a z u ~  of Isha salah was called out and people had 
assembled for salah but the Prophet & became unconsious. When 
he recovered, he asked if the people had offered snluh but was told 
that they waited for him. He asked for a trough to be filled with 
water, for, he thought he might feel better after the bath. But, after 
he had had the bath and was getting up, he again fell unconscious. 
Again, on recovering, he asked if the people had offered snluh but 
was told that they waited for him. He again had the trough filled 
and had a bath and decided to get up to go to the mosque, but 
became unconscious again. As before, when he recovered, he asked 
if they had offered sulah, was told that they waited for him, so he 
asked for water in the trough and had a bath. But, as he prepared to 
go to the mosque he became unconcious. (So this happened thrice). 
Then he regained conciousness and was told, when he asked, that 
the congregation was not held in the mosque till then. So, he said, 
"Now tell Abu Bakr from me that he should lead the salah." We 
have seen in Abu Musa's & Hadith as it is in other Ahadith- that 
Sayyidah Ayshah L&t submitted that her fither was sensitive 
and if he stood on the Prophet's place to lead men in salah, he 
would be overcome with tenderness. She suggested that Sayyidina 
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Umar & be asked to lead prayers instead of her father, but the 
Prophet & did not accept her plea and when she said the same 
thing again, he scolded her. He said, "Convey my message to Abu 
Bakr & that he should lead the congregation." So, Sayyidina Bilal 
conveyed the Prophet's @$ order to Sayyidina Abu Bakr &. (He 
had not known what Sayyidah Ayshah p $1 &J had received for 
an answer to her pleas on his behalf.) He thought of his own 
tenderness and requested Sayyidina Umar & to lead the salah but 
he said, "The Prophet @ has instructed you to lead and you should 
do  as he has said." So, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & led the 
congregation in salah. As we have already said this was the salah 
of isha and the first one led by Sayyidina Abu Bakr & during the 
Prophet's $% illness on his command and he continued to lead the 
congregation on his command till his death. 

In the same Hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah Ig;c $1 &J, it is also 
stated that the salah of zuhr had commenced in the mosque under 
the lead of Sayyidina Abu Bakr & one day on the Prophet's 
command. The Prophet @ was feeling better, so he went to the 
mosque supported by two men. On sensing the Prophet's & 
arrival. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & made to step back and join the 
muqtadis ( f o l l o w ~ s )  but the Prophet $% indicated to him stay 
where he was and instructed the two men who supported him to 
take him next to Sayyidina Abu Bakr &. From that point, the 
Prophet & took over as imam and Sayyidina Abu Bakr & became 
a muqtadi but because his voice did not carry over to all 
worshippers, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & relayed the takbeer, etc. of 
the Prophet &. It is stated by some narrators that Abu Bakr & 
followed the Prophet @$ while the rest of the worshippers followed 
Abu Bakr $4. This was the same salah of zuhr which we have seen 
in different Ahadith and after which the Prophet @ sat on the 
minbar and delivered a sermon in the mosque. It is also agreed 
upon that after appointing Sayyidina Abu Bakr & as Imam, the 
Prophet & came to the mosque for this salah of zuhr, but there is 
no concensus on whether he offered any other salah in the mosque 
during these days. 

We might also mention here that Sayyidah Ayshah Ig;c $1 &) 
requested the Prophet @ that Sayyidina Abu Bakr & was 
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weak-hearted and would not be able to take his place as Imam. Her 
real motive (as she disclosed in this Hadith) was that other people 
will not look at one who stands at the Prophet's @ place with 
approval. The Prophet & noticed this difference in her heart and 
tongue, so scolded her, saying: &I. Sayyidah Ayshah 
lp &I &J could not understand that the Prophet's & intention in 
appointing sayyidina Abu Bakr & as imam in his lifetime was to 
pave the way for the greater imamat of the ummah (khilafah) after 
his death. 

I ,  I ,  

( G J ~  O~JJ) ".?\ &,i 5, &&I clbrii\ , , b&j 21 Ji \hj 
(1986135) Sayyidah Ayshah 4 p  b .~  &J said that Allah's 
Messenger & used to tell tell her in his illness that brought his 
death, "0 Ayshah! I still feel the pain from the (poisoned) food I 
had eaten at Khaybar and now, at this time, I feel my aorta being 
cut because of that poison." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: In 7 AH when Khaybar was conquered and a 
covenant was also agreed upon, the Jews sent a roasted sheep for 
the Prophet &. There is a Hadith in Mishkat transmitted from Abu 
Dawood and Darami that a Jewess had mixed a deadly poison in 
the roasted sheep so severe that anyone who ate it would die 
instantly. She had learnt that the Prophet # loved to eat the foreleg 
portion and she had put more poison into it. When the sheep was 
presented to him and he took a morsel from it, he withheld his 
hand and asked his Companions & to hold back their hands, "Do 
not eat. It is poisoned." He immediately summoned the Jewes and 
asked her if she had poisoned it. She asked, "Who told you that?" 
He said, "The portion of the sheep (the foreleg) in my hand has 
disclosed to me at the command of Allah that it has poison in it." 
She confessed that she had poisoned it and she did that to find out 
that if he was a true Prophet, the poison would not affect him but if 
he was liar, he would perish and they would have peace. She said, 
"Now 1 am convinced that you are a true Prophet." The Prophet # 
forgave her. There are other details of this incident in different 
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Ahadith but they are incongruent here. 
We have mentioned Khaybar here that readers may know that 

the Prophet @$ had eaten a poisonous morsel there to which the 
Hadith refers. The poison was so strong that one morsel was 
sufficient to kill but Allah saved His Prophet though some effect 
persisted and he felt its pain now and then. The Divine wisdom I 

behind it was to let the Prophet @$ complete his mission before the 
poison would take its effect, and thus also afford him the 
opportunity to die a martyr in Allah's way. 

The saying of the Prophet and his condition related in this 
Hadith pertains to the day of his death. Some of the following 
Ahadith will mention the increase in agony and worsening 
condition on that day. 

(1987136) Sayyidah Ayshah lp &J said that she had heard 
Allah's Messenger & say (when he was healthy), "It is with 
every Prophet that when he falls i l l  (with the illness leading to 
death), he is given a choice between the world and the Hereafter 
(so he may tarry in the world some more time or choose to go to 
the next world." She says further that) she also heard him say 
when breathing was difficutl in his final illness that led to death. 

{With those whom Allah has blessed of the Prophets and the 
truthful and the martyrs and the righteous}. (An-Nisa,4:69) I 

(She said,) "So I understood that he has been given the choice 
(and he chose the next world)." (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Sayyidah Ayshah $1 dJ has described the last 
moments of the Prophet's @ life when breathing became heavy. He 
turned to Allah and recited part of verse 69 of an-AJisa. 
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L 

( cs )kJ  0 1 ~ ~ )  . 'o& t j ~  j &j .& '>3'\ 
( 1  988137) Sayyidah Ayshah tp p~ said, "Of ;he blessings 
Allah has bestowed on me is that His Messenger died in my 
house, during my turn and between my chest and my clavicle 
(while he was resting on me) and, in his last moments, Allah 
joined his saliva with mine (his saliva coming into my throat 
and mine going into his). My brother Abdur Rahman came into 
the house. He had a miswak in his hand while I had rested the 
Prophet k$% on my chest) and I observed that he was watching 
the miswak of Abdur Rahman, so I understood that he wanted 
to use it. I asked him if I may take the miswak from Abdur 
Rahman for him and he nodded in affirmation. I took the 
miswak and gave it to him but he found it hard and I asked him 
if I might soften it for him. He nodded approval, so I (chewed it 
and) made it soft and he brushed his teeth with it. (Thus his 
saliva came into my throat and mine into his). Water was placed 
before him in a vessel. He dipped his hands into it repeatedly 
and stroked his face with those hands, saying the while, 5! ~ I Y "  

"+\& +)di! ;! (There is no god but Allah. There is great 
agony in death). Then he raised his hand and said, "SY'! $21 2" 
(with the elevated Companion). His soul was taken away in this 
condition and his raised hand came down." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: Sayyidah Ayshah &J has recalled here only 
the very special blessings of Allah which were bestowed on her in 
the last moments of the Prophet's k$% life. The Prophet @ died in 
her house. Also, that day was her own turn not with standing her 
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house eight days ealiier. Another blessing was that at the time of 
his death, his head was resting on her body between the chest and 
clavicle - his back being on her chest and head on the clavicle. The 
third blessing of Allah was through the visit of her brother, Abdur 
Rahman, who carried a miswak in his hand which she softened by 
chewing it and gave it to the Prophet @ who had found it hard 
before that so that their saliva entered one another's mouth. The 
truth is that she has every right to be happy and proud of these very 
special blessings of Allah. She then spoke of the very last moments 
of his life when he dipped his hands in water and rubbed them on 
his face, saying ''+I& +j;L! 5) S! ". Those who are near Allah 
face such agony that their ranks may be raised. The Prophet & 
then raised his hand and said to Allah &?I 9". We must 
picture that the & &I (the highest of high) was brought before 
him which is the place of the Prophets -1, the siddiq (truthful),' 
the shuhada (martyrs) and the saliheen (righteous), and he 
indicated with his hand to Allah. "Consign me to that place!" So, 
his soul was taken away and the raised hand slid down. The Qur'an 
says after mentioning the Prophets, the truthful, the martyrs and the 
righteous. ( 7 q : r  c L l 1  iJy) "&j &lJ; s j ' '  {And an excellent 
company are they! ) (4,69) 

On the face of it, this is what the words &Y\  $31 4 of the 
Hadith imply and we get the same implication from the Hadith of 
Sayyidah Ayshah lp &J in Bukhari and Muslim reproduced 
here before this. But Allah knows best! 

While explaining this Hadith in Fath al-Bari, Ibn Hajar has 
cited the reports of Mustadrak Haakim etc. Which say that at the 
time of his death, the Prophet ia% was in the lap of Sayyidina Ali 
&, but he has remarked " @I &. % &J jp +. Y + & 3(j" (In 
the reports there is one or other Shia narrator, so they are not worth 
turning to). He h a  then examined the line of transmission of all of 
them. (Fath al-Bari vl8pp 103, 104. Ansari Press, Dehli) 
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( L 5 M  31~) )  b$- <! 
(1989/38) Sayyidah Ayshah Igs $1 d)  reported Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr & came from his house in Sunh riding a horse. He 
alighted from the horse and came into the mosque but did not 
speak to the people who had assembled there and went straight 
into Sayyidah Aysha's k p  h\ &J who had been covered with a 
stripped Yamani cloak. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & removed the 
cloak to uncover the Prophet's face, bent down on him and 
kissed him. ~e said, "May my parents be ransomed to you! By 
Allah. He will not cause you to die twice. The death that was 
predetermined has overtaken you." (This far is the narration of 
Sayyidah Ayshah &J which Imam Zuhri reported on the 
authority of Abu Salamah.) Imam Zuhri reported hereon also 
from Abu Salamah but as narrated by Sayyidina Abdullah ibn 
Abbas &; Sayyidina Abu Bakr & came out o f  Sayyidah 
Aysha's lph house. Sayyidina Umar & was talking to the 
people (in his usual manner). Sayyidina Abu Bakr & said to 
him, "Umar, sit down! (Do not speak like that) but he did not 
pay heed to him so (Sayyidina Abu Bakr & sat on the n?inbar 
and) the people came over,to him leaving Umar & to listen to 
him. He said (after praise of Allah, invocating blessings on the 
Prophet  & and test ifying to  unity o f  Allah and to  the  
prophethood): 

I ,  To Proceed! If anyone of  you + l;k,& ;; ;;; 6i 
worshipped Muhammad then I 6 ' 1 6  , J  j;j '&,#,A ,J&, $\*uY 
he has died, but if anyone of 
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you worshipped Allah then He 
is Ever-living, One Who never 
dies. He has no end. He has 
said in the Quran: 

{And Muhammad is but a 
Messenger; Messengers have 
surely passed away before him. 
So if he should die or be slain, 
will you then turn back on your 
heels? If anyone turns back on 
his heels, he will not harm 
Allah in any way; and soon 
Allah will recompense the 
grateful.) (Aal Imran, 3: 144) 

;;; f, ;Sf1 G-+b& 
s , , ,  2 , , 

.JPJjtilll JLi LSY' 

(The narrator,) Sayyidina Ibn Abbas $45 said, By Allah! It  
seemed that before Abu Bakr & recited this verse, the people 
had not known that Allah has revealed the verse (they had been 
unaware of its message). Then everyone took it up and everyone 
had it on his tongue and I heard everyone reicte it." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: We have seen from the foregoing Ahadith that the 
Prophet's & condition had improved noticeably on the morning of 
the day he died. Therefore, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & went away to 
his house in Sunh but while he was there, the Prophet & died. 
People assembled together as they learnt of his death, Sayyidina 
Umar & being one of them and he was not prepared to believe - 
nay, even to hear - that the Prophet had died. Ibn Hajar while 
explaining this Hadith has cited a report by Sayyidah Ayshah &J 

lp on the authority of Musnad Ahmad. "When the Prophet & 
died and I had covered him with a cloak, Umar and Mughirah ibn 
Shu'ban came and sought permission to come in and see the 
Prophet a. I screened myself and gave them the permission. They 
came in and Umar said on seeing him, (what a fainting!). 
Then, as they were going out, Mughirah said to Umar that (it was 
not fainting but) the Prophet & had died, but Umar scolded him 
harshly and said that the Prophet would not be taken away till 
such-and-such work had been accompliseh. Anyway, Umar 
continued in the same manner and vociferously insisted before the 
people in the same way as he had been insisting. "Sayyidina Abu 
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Bakr & meanwhile, came on horseback. He first entered the 
mosque where the people had gathered but without speaking to 
them went into Sayyidah Ayshah's house, removed the covering 
from the Holy Prophet's & face and, tears in his eyes, kissed 
him.He said, "May my parents be sacrificed to you, the death that 
Allah had ordained for you has come." (It is reported in another 

I 
Hadith of Saheeh Bukhari that he also said: j j t l j  G!j 4 G! to all 
belong and to Him shall we return.) Then ~ayyldina Abu Bakr & 
went out and found Sayyidina Umar & expressing his thoughts. 
He asked him to sit down but he did not pay heed to him and, in 
fact, refused to listen because he was overcome with emotion. 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr & sat on the minba~ and the people came 
over to him from Sayyidina Umar & and he delivered the sermon 
we read in the Hadith under discussion. He also recited the verse 
144 of surah Aal Imran. 

This sermon and the verse of the Qur'an convinced everybody 
that the Prophet & had to die one day, and he did die. And, they 
had to live and die on the path shown by him. Also, this verse came 
to be recited by every tongue and each of them thereby taught 
himself and the others to observe steadfastness on Islam and the 

I 
I 

Prophet's guidance. 
Imam Zuhri 4JL $1 ;LerJ has cited Sa'eed ibn al-Musayyib as 

saying that Sayyidina Umar & said, "When Abu Bakr recited the 
verse +$I " jFJY\ .LG- bj", I realised my mistake and it seemed as 
though I was lifeless and my feet were numb disenabling me to 
stand. And, my heart knew that Allah's Messenger & had died." 

b *,,/ ,, ,,, $j?;ii.4\&;ibjll ~~~Ada~ij'~t.>~(jqq./rq) 

&j&&\&&, J2j&+:$;;J&'gj>,&, 
"/,b , , # ,  

6$5!Lc@$& ~i &+kg\ @$I 2 , y\ , LJ d! $G" ' JG a 
1 1  9 .  

(csJ+ 01)~) . * ' % ~ 9  J 
(1990139) Sa yidah Ayshah hi d~ said that when Allah's &$ 
Messenger died, the people disagreed about his burial. 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr &, however, said, to them, "I have heard 
one thing from Allah's Messenger & about this. He said: Allah 
causes all His Prophets to die where He likes him to be buried. 
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So, he must be buried at the place of his bedding." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Companions & could not agree on where the 
Prophet should be buried. Some of them suggested that he should 
be taken to Makkah and buried there. Some others opined that he 
should be buried in the Baqee' in Madinah itself. But, Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr & reminded them that he had heard from the Prophet 

that the Prophets died on the spot where they or Allah 
liked them to be buried. Hence the Prophet & must be buried at 
the spot of his bed. Accordingly, that was done and the Prophet 
was buried in Sayyidah Ayshah's &p dj house where his bed 
was on which he had rested and died. What a fortunate place that 
piece of land is that houses the chief of the Messengers, the Seal of 
the Prophets, the beloved of the Lord of the worlds till the Day of 
Resurrection. 

. , & ~ f # l j & , ~ ~ .  
J J." 

(May blessings of Allah be on him and may He favour him and 
shower peace, for ever, always!) 

SAYYIDINA ABU BAKR & 

Allah's Messenger &% mentioned at different times and from 
different aspects the merits of Sayyidina Abu Bakr & -in fact, his 
excellence over and distinct standing among the ummah. We have 
seen a number of Ahadith while discussing the Prophet's & death 
in which it is clear that in the sight of the Prophet @ he was the 

most excellent individual in his ummah, and he had him in his eyes 
as his Khalijah after him. Apart from the oral declarations, in his 
final illness, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & should deputise him as an 
imam (leader of congregational prayers), and thus made his 
intention very clear. 

Apart from those Ahadith which we read on the Prophet's & 
death in which his merit is brought out, there are certain on Abu 
Bakr's & merit being sayings of Allah's Messenger &% and 
testimonies of some noted Companions &. We present here. 
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& i j&ih&&~j~2  J6: ~ 6 ~ i > & & j ( , q q , / i . )  
5 a & lq G& 'J 56 '$l;;GL; ';@& Jjj GI 4 ,j& &QL; 

-, ' I 
L 

1, , r  9 I u$j &i JL; SL; s ; l  JL; SL;~ gl~@l c% 
I 

. , B ,  * I hl & &L;. j'$*& Al;i L ~ N  
( c s . i o j ; l l o \ j ~ )  . , -, . I -, 

(1991140) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reportd that Allah's 
Messenger & said, "There is not anyone who may have been 
kind to us, or  helped us without my returning to him (his 
favour) except Abu Bakr. The kindness that he has shown us, 
only Allah will reward him for that on the Day of Resurrection. 
No one's property has been of benefit to me as much as Abu 
Bakr's. And if I were to take a Khaleel (close friend from my 
Companions) then I would take Abu Bakr as one. But, you must 
know that I am Allah's Khuleel (who is my real friend and 
dear)." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: It was the Prophet's & habit that when anyone 
presented to him a gift, he reciprocated with a like one or better 
than that, at the same time or later. In this Hadith, he said about 
Sayydina Abu Bakr &, "While I have made up the favours of  
everyone else in this very world, Allah will compensate Abu Bakr 
& in the next." His grandson Urwah & said that Abu Bakr & 
had forty thousand dirham when he had accepted Islam all of which 
he spent for the cause of Islam according to the Prophet's 
instructions. He bought seven slaves who had become Muslims and 
gave them liberty while their disbelieving masters had been 
torturing them for accepting Islam. Sayyidina Bilal & was among 
them. As it were, Sayyidina Abu Bakr G& had said to the Prophet 
a ,  "I and all my wealth are yours and you may use as you please," 
and the Prophet & did in fact do exaclty that. In his last sermon, 
the Prophet mentioned this characteristic of Abu Bakr & and 
gave explicit guidance about him as his Khalifah as, indeed, we 
have seen previously in Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-~hudri'sG& 
Hadith. 
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> 6. < 

.&qi & g & ~ $  $j J,j. $6 yz&i , , 

(+ J ~ J W I  L J )  
(1 99214 1) Sayyidina Jubayr ibn Mut'im & reported that a 
woman came and spoke to the Prophet & about a matter. He 
asked her to come back later some time. She said, "Tell me if' I 
come later and do not find you?" Jubayr ibn Mut'im & said that 
it seenied that she meant he may not be alive when she came 
back. He said, "If you do not find me then go to Abu Bakr." 

(Sahceh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Perhaps the woman had come from a distant place 
and requested the Prophet & for something which he promised to 
do later on. When she asked what she would do if he were not alive 
the next time, he referred her to Sayyidina Abu Bakr &. Thus, this 
is a clear indication of Abu Bakr & is his Khaiyah because of 
direct reference to him on the Prophet's & death. 

,,,, , , S J 6  ,, 
('5hisj;ll O ~ J ) )  .o+(cepj!3 , $3; + t$, &*y 
(1993142) Sayyidah Ayshali y hip, ;eported that Allah's 
Mesenger & said, "It does not behove a people (or a group of 
them) who have Abu Bakr & A~nong them to have any body 
other than him as their imam. (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: These words say very explicitly that if Abu Bakr 
& is among the people then as  long as  he is there they must 
choose him as their irnat7.t. This is among those sayings of the 
Prophet & which point out to Abu Bakr & as his Khalifah. 

(&-+I jJ) ."$3', ji k~ j $1 2 2~ &+ :& 
( 1994143) Sayy idina ~bdullah ' ibn Gnar  &'reported tkat 
Allah's Messenger & said to Sayyidina Abu Bakr &, "You 
\+ere my Companion in the cave and in the Hereafter you will 
be my Colnpanion at the Kuwthar (pond)." (Jami'Tirmizi) 

Commentary:  When the Prophet & began his hijruh from 
hlakkah, he sta>.ed for three days in a cave in the mountain T ~ L I Z ~ I *  1 

near Mal<ltah. Sayyidina Abu Bakr 4 was with him in the cave. 
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This was an unmatched exanlple of  faithfulness (there being 
t remendous r isks)  t h roug l~ou t  the journey to Madinah bu t  
especiall~, in thc cave. l'he Prophet @. therefore, rememberred i t  
particularly. The Qur'an also mentions it 

',,,> 6 , , > 
, , J I J  ,J 

( i  .:q . ~ I ) L U ~ U I , J ! , J ~ - ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ j l ~ k ! l ~ L & & l $ l i ~ ( ~  , - 
{he being the second of tlie two; when they were both in the 
cave, wlien lie said to his cornpanins, "Grieve not, surely Allah 
is with LIS."] (at-Tawbah, 9:40) 

We shall see further down in the words of Umar & evidence of 
Abu Bakr's & fidelity in the cave. 

(JjlJy' ~ ' j j )  

( 1  995144) Saqy id~na  A ~ L I  I lurayral~ 4% reported that Allah's 
Messenger @ said, "Jibreel came to me, held Iny hand and 
pointed out to me the gate o f  Paradise tIiro~1g1-1 ~ ~ h i c h  17iy 
l/nlnmh will enter it." Sayyidina Abu Bakr G& (heard that and) 
said, "0 Messenger of Allah &! I wish that I had been with you 
and seen the gate!" So. Allah's Messenger & said. "Know, 0 
Abu Bakr. you will be tlie first of 11iy I / ~ I I I I L I I I  to enter Paradise." 

(Sunan Abu Dac~ood)  

Commentary: It is possible that the Prophet & spoke of the 
nlo~nents  during n~i'i-nj (ascension to heavens) when Sayyidina 
Jibreel showed him the gate of Paradise. It is also possible he 
may have taken the Prophet to Paradise on sonle other occasion 
with Allah's permision. This can be a journey to the higher world 
just like ~ni'rcq or it could be an inspiration. Any way, the Prophet 
& did givu glad tidings to Sayyidina Abu Bakr that he would 
be the first person of his zl1nr71ah to enter Paradise and this is a 
greater blessing than seeing the gate. Surely. this is proof that 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr 4 is the most excellent of the z/n~tlltrh. 

. O L b J l j  '4s  dl *) 
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(&-+I 0 1 ~ ~ )  

(1 996145) Sayyidina Urnar & said, "Abu Bakr & is our Sayyid 
(chief), the best of us and the most dear among us to Allah's 
Messenger @ (no one else being as dear to the Prophet @ as 
he)." (Tirmizi) 

- Commentary: This is Sayyidina Umar's & view of Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr's & merit in the light of the Prophet's & sayings and 
conduct of dealing. 

4,: * f 1 4 ~ ~ A i : ~ 3 , d :  J~A&AI+.JS>(~~~VI~-,) 
5 0 

.2 j 6  y> $ : $$ : j d  ?$j ,,$ 
I 

4 6 I, 

. w ' , s g j y l b , ~ J 6 y & i $ a ; &  , , :Jg;i +?h 2 t. ' 

('5)WI 01~)) 

(1997146) Sayyidina Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah said that he 
asked his father (Sayyidina Ali &), "Who is the most excellent 
in the umrnah after the Prophet &?" He said, "Abu Bakr." He 
asked, "Who next?" Abu Bakr." He asked. "Who next?" And, 
his father said "Umar." (Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah said that) 
he feared that (if he asked again then) he would say "Uthman" 1 

(so I asked in this way "Then after Umar, you?" But, he said, "I 
am nothing more than a man among Muslims." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah was Sayyidina Ali's 
& son, not from Sayyidah Fatimah + &J but another of his 
wives, Hanafiyah whose real name was Khawlah. She was famous 
as Hanafiyah after the name of her tribe. She was one of the 
captives taken from the jihad against the fake Prophet, Musaylimah 
Kazzab during Sayyidina Abu Bakr's & times and was given to 
Sayyidina Ali &. Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah was a distingushed 
tabi'ee in knowledge, piety and righteousness. When he asked him I 

if he was the most excellent man after Sayyidina Umar &, 
Sayyidina Ali & said humbly that he was an ordinary Muslim. 
Actually, at that time, he alone was the most excellent in the 
ummah. Sayyidina Uthman & had been martyred. While this is 
reported by Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah, there are a number of 

I 
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Ahadjth from Sayyidina Ali & in which he has declared that 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr & and Sayyidina Umar are the most excellent 
of the ummah, "And if anyone places me above these two then I 
will apply the hadd (punishment according to Shari'ah) on him." 

' I  6' ,, I 8' I ,  / L , , ,  & 31 +~ i>$$  'LL& + '+ + '\GI $ & J+,J 
, . I , , .,L./&&i$j &&\ 

('5jW' 01 jj) 

(1998147) It is reported by Sayyidina Abdullah Ibn Umar & 
that in the times of the Prophet & they did not regard anyone 
equal to Sayyidina Abu Bakr &. Then, (they placed) Umar & 
and after him Uthlnan &. Then, they left all the Companions of 
the Prophet @ (by themselves), not giving excellence to one 
over another. (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Ibn Umar & means to say, "We 
observed the Prophet's manner of treatment and regarded Abu 
Bakr & as the best of his uozmah followed by Umar &, follo\ved 
by Uthnmn &. They were our elders and the Prophet & often 
consulted them in important matters. Ali & was a young man 
during the Prophet's & times and had not j~et attained that rank 
though he undoubtedly followed the three in excellence, and in 
some characteristics he was very prominent." 

Besides, Ibn Umar & has spoken about personalities. He has 
not touched upon the ranks and position on the basis of attributes 
like the ashvah rnubashivuh (ten given glad tidings),  the 
Companions of Badr, the Companions of Bcry't Ridwun (the 
allegiance under the tree), the first among the M~ihcrjirs and Ansar.r 
(-1 /.B-s hl PJ) . He does not reject excellence on this basis but 
he only concerned himself with the merit of these three men in the 
Prophet's times. +I hlj 
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(3  j13 91 j LS.~O$ 01 jj) . \$i 
( 1  9991.18) Sayyidina Utnar & reported: Allah's Messenger 
ordered us to give scrc/lrcluh (contribute in Allali's cause) and lie 
gave the order when (by a coincidence) I had tiii~ch wealth. So 1 
t lio~~glit to niyself tliat if ever I can surpass Abu Bakr, this is tlie 
time. I went home and from whatever I had there, I took exactly 
half of it and presented it to Allali's Messenger who asked tile 
what I had left behind for tiiy family. I told Iiim tliat I had left 
home exactly what I had brought here. But, Abu Bakr brought 
all that he had and the Prophet & asked liiin what lie had left 
home.  H e  said tliat lie had left for them Allah and His 
Messenger. So, I realised tliat I could never surpass Abu Bal~r in 
a n j  thing." (.lami' Tirmizi. Sunan Abu Da~\ood)  

Commentary: It is possible that the fifty per cent  brought b\  
S a l y i d i n a  U ~ n a r  & ~ l i i g h t  have been lilore in  va lue  than  the  
hundred per cent bro~lght by Sayyidina Abu Bakr 4. However, tlie 
motivation of Sayyidina Abu Bakr & \ \as stronger and he lefi 
nothing for his family. 
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for one day against his life long deeds)! It was that day of Abu 
Bakr's life when Allah's Messenger & died and Arabs (of some 
regions) turned apostae, refusing to pay zakah. So, Abu Bakr 
said, "If they refuse to give me even a tether1 then I will wage 
jihad against them." I (Umar &) said to him, "0 Khalfah of 
the Messenger! (At this time,) treat these people gently and in a 
friendly manner." But, he said to me (angrily), "During 
pre-Islamic days, you were tough and powerful, have you turned 
weak and coward in Islam? (What a change!) The wahy 
(revelation) has stopped (coming with the departure of  the 
Prophet), religion is perfected. Will it be made fautly? Will it be 
damaged? While 1 am alive? (That will not happen)." (Razeen) 

Commentary: The concluding part about Sayyidina Umar's & 
recommendation to treat the rejectors of z a k a t  lightly and 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr's & determined descision against them need 
to be explained. 

With the death of the Prophet & a dangerous situation had 
arisen for Islam. The Companions & were depressed. Besides, the 
Prophet & had instructed that an expedition be sent under the 
leadership of Sayyidina Usamah & and Sayyidina Abu Bakr & 
abided by this decision of the Prophet & and sent the large army 
under Sayyidina Usamah &. Thus, much of armed strength was 
not at the disposal of the Khalfah. Further, during the last days of 
the Prophet &, Musaylimah, the liar, had claimed to be a Prophet 
& and he had raised his head in Yamamah close to the Hijaz, and 
some tribes had taken his side. They had formed something like a 
government. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & also addressed himself to this 
mischief and sent Sayyidina Khalid ibn Waleed @ with an army to 
tackle this man. It was under these circumstances that people of 
some regions of Hijaz (who were fresh Muslims) refused to pay 
zakah. Sayyidina Abu Bakr & called that apostasy and declared 
0. the word used in the Hadith is Iqal. The generally used sense of this word is 

the rope with which a camel's feet is tied so that it may not wander away. The 
other meaning of iqal is the young of a camel or goat. In that case the words 
of Hadith would mean: if they who refuse to pay zakah do not give the young 
of a camel or goat which is due on them then I will wage jihad against them. 
Zakat is a pillar of religion and rejecting it is to disbelieve. If people of a 
nation QJ region refuse to pay zakah then they are mtwtid (apostates) and 
liable to be killed. 
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jihad aganist them. that would leave no army at the centre and, if 
anyone were to attack Madinah or the hypocrites were to make 
mischief, the would be no army to defend. Therefore Sayyidina 
Umar +&J and Sayyidina Ali & suggested that the exigencies of 
time demanded that jihad should not be waged against rejectors of 
zakah. However, Allah had put into the heart of Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr & that it was necessary to nip in the bud .the mischief of 
apostasy and it could not be allowed time under any exigency 
whatsoever. Zakah is an essential part of religion, like salah. It was 
part of faith. To overlook refusal to pay zakah was like overlooking 
amendments in religion. So, he said "and because religion was 
completed and receipt of wahy had stopped it is our duty to protect 
religion in the form the Prophet & had left it for us." He 

1 . " concluded his speech with the words: "&j s.!" "Is religion 
to shorten while I am alive?" 

In this event we have to observe particularly that Sayyidina 
Umar +&J had a view different from the steps of Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr & was contemplating. But, later that very decision was 
regarded by him as extremely great and he felt that the deeds of his 
lifetime were inferior to that one deed of Sayyidina Abu Bakr &. 
And, he conceded that! . b i j l j g  kg;c sk 

&J 

SAYYIDINA UMAR 
IBN AL-KHATTAB & 

Having read the Ahadith about the first Khalifa which included 
sayings of the Prophet & and comments of other companions, we 
now read similar accounts about the second Khalifah, Sayyidina 
Umar &. 

I ,  B 
' J L ,  - ' Ad~;~;j&ii]\&&\ JH JLI ' J~~>~&~! ; ( (T .  . \ / o . )  

/ ' ', '., . ; r ; ' ;~ r ; i${>~s@'s ; ;x ; ;+y \>~~&l j .  , , -, 

(+J dJl+Lj' O'lJ)  
(2001150) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messenger k& said, "Among the earlier urnrnah there have been 
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mzlhadduth (who are blessed by Allah with imspiration). So, if 
there is one in my ummah (who is so blessed) then he is Umar." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Soheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: AMzrhaddath is that fortunate slave of Allah who 
receives abundant inspirations from Allah. He  has a special 
treat~uent from Allah and though he is not a Prophet, he is one of 
the zln?tnclh. The Prophet means to say that there were such people 
in previous zinznquh and if anyone has been given this blessing then 
lie is ilmar. The saying of the Prophet & is clear. There are people 
in his zm~muli too as they were anlong the previous zr1tln7uh and 
Sayyidina Umar & is one of them. 

(CS+ 61 j)) 
,@ @'\ j& .$ij>$ , 

(2002151)  Sayyidina Ibn Umar & reported that Allah's 
Mesenger said. "Allah lias placed Truth on Umar's tong~te 
and in his heart." (Jami'  Timizi) 

~ f i  $~j&ib\&&\J$;+ j 6 J i & i > ( y .  I , . Y / O ~ )  

9 I ,  

(Jj'J 3' 0'9)) 
u+ 3q @\ pj ~1 

(2003152) Sayyidina Abu ~ a r r  & repdrted that lie heard Allah's 
Messenger @ say. "Allah has placed Truth on Umar's tongue 
and he speaks only the truth." (Sunan Abu Dawood) 

Commentary: The message of both Ahcidith is the same: whateker 
Sayyidina IJmar 4 says with his tongue and gets in his heart is 
Truth. He thinks that uhich is True and speaks accordingly. Rut. 
that does not rule out possibility of mistal<e in deduction t\hich 
elell the Prophets and liable to make, but they are infonned 
b> Allah and they niake corrections. So, Sayyidina Ilmar & did 
commit error in deduction sometimes but when he learnt the truth. I 

he made amends. 'I'hus, among his lnistaltes in deduction or 
judgement were the one at the time of the Prophet's @ death and 
his views on tackling the rejectors of zukuli. He corrected himself 
~t  he^? facts came to light. 
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: J , , ,  " " 

$;i;; & D\ & $1 J ~ ,  JU ' JG y~ I j - i .  . rlor) 
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(&+I 0 1  jj) "+Wl j, ps ;!a '& 24 $57;1" 
(2004153) Sayyidina Uqbah ibn Aamir G$% reported tliat Allah's 
Mesenger said. "If  n e  suppose that there were Propliet aftel. 
me then lie would be U~nar." ( J a ~ i ~ i '  Tirtnizi) 

Commentary: He said, "Allali has terminated prophethood with 
me and no Prophet will now come until tlie Last Day. (This is 
declared by the Qur'an too.) Suppose Allah had not decided that 
and there was to be a Prophet after me then he would be Uniar ibn 
al-Khattab." Thus, his merits are Iiighlighted in tliis Hudilh too, as 
they have been in the previous. 

up&ml ' jdp>(.( ,  , o,oi) .3;, , , * 3 ,. 
(id\ JJYA blJJ) 

( 2 0 0 5 / 5 4 )  Sayyidiria Ali 4$ said, "We did not t h i n k  i t  
iinpossible tliat peace and comfort should speak with Umar's 
tongue." (Dafa'il Nab~lwah, by Bayhaqi) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Ali & referred to  the peace and 
tranquility that grew in hearts of listeners when Sayyidina Umar & 
spoke, and they did not think it inipossible that Allah had placed 
tliis colidition on his tongue and speech. Exponents of Hcrdith also 
sa). that the Arabic word L I , Y - S L / ~ ~ M L I / ~  whicli we have translated 
'peace and tranquility' is a particular angel. Then i t  would mean that 
when he spoke, the particular angel of Allah spoke with his tongue. 

(+ > &+"%' O\JI) .J& '+i 23 ++'I 2 3  '&I;! 
(2006155) Sayyidina Ibn ~lnar '& reported tha t  Sayyidiiia Ulnas 
& said, "My thiiiking abided \vith my Lord on three matters 
(on uhich His Cominaiid \\as about to be revealed): [lie station 
of lbrahim, the hljtrh (or ~ e i l )  and tlie captives of tlie Battle of 
BLILI'T." (Srrheell Bukha~i Slrlieeii Miislirn) 

Commentary. The fact is that in the il/r'~dil/? there are at least 
fifteen matters on \vliicli Sqyidina Umar's thought or opinion 
coincided wit11 the message of revelation. He \\islied. "Would tliat 
a revelation bc recei\t.d in such a \bay!'' and, indeed, the 1-evclatic!~i 
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did uphold his view. This Hadith names only three occasions: 
( I )  Command about the station of Ibrahim, 
(2) Question of hibaj or vie1 and 
(3) Command on the captives of the Battle of Badr. 
The station of Ibrahim (Maqam Ibrahim) is a white stone on 

which Sayyidina Ibrahim stood to build the Ka'bah (and the 
stone has the imprints of his feet till today. These imprints were 
made there miraculosly). The stone is preserved from that day till 
today. It used to lie in the open near the Ka'bah till the times of 
Allah's Messenger & (but now it is encased'). 

Sayyidina Umar & had expressed the wish to the Prophet 
that it would have been wonderful if the station Ibrahim were made 
into a place of salah. Soon, the verse 125 of surah al-Baqarah was 
revealed: 

{Take to yourselves Ibrahim's station as a place for prayer.) 

Simply, the verse tells us that the two raka'at after observing the 
tuwaf should be offered near the station of Ibrahim. The jurist 
concur on the view that if the salah cannot be offered here then 
they may be offered anywhere else in the mosque (Masjid 

I 
al-Havum) . 

The next matter concerned Hijab. Women were not required to 
observe it and the Prophet's & Companions & used to visit him at 
his home as any Muslim visited other houses. Sayyidina Umar & 
wished that the Prophet's & wives jy d~ should be required to 
observe hijab. So the verse 52 of al-Ahzab was revealed: 

-,6 9 I > > "  6 > J J " '  

0 1 0 )  +* ?\JJ @&46 6& @d~\a! j "  
I 

{And when you ask them (the Prophet's wives) of any goods, 
ask them from behind a curtain.) 

The third matter concerned the captives of the Battle of Badr. 
Sayyidina Umar & suggested that all of them should be killed 
because they were sworn enemies of the Prophet and of Islam 
and to let them go scott free would be like letting poisonous snakes 
survive. However, Sayyidina Abu Bakr & and Allah's Messenger 
0 .  This was done in the times of Shah Faisal & h ~ & ~ .  
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& showed mercy and they set them free against payment of 
ransom. Then the verse of an-Anful was revealed upholding 
Sayyidina Umar's & view. 

In each of the three cases wahy upheld Sayyidina Umar's & 
opinion. But, he displayed manners and said, "My thinking abided 
three commands of Allah." Surely, this demonstrated his good 
manners and it was the teachings of the Prophet & put into 
practice. 

(dL# j 01 j)) 

(2007156) Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & made supplication (in the night): 0 Allah! 
Strengthen Islam through Abu Jahl ibn Hisham or Umar ibn 
al-Khattab. Then, Umar got up in the morning, came to ' the  
Prophet & and embraced Islam, and offered salah in the Masjid 
al-Haram openly. (Musnad Ahmad, Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: Allah has made this earth as the world of causes 
and effects. Planning and practical effort is necessary to achieve 
every aim, as also suitable men to help. Both Abu Jahl and Umar 
ibn al-Khattab were his greatest enemies and also of Islam but they 
both had tremendous capabilities. (Perhaps it was disclosed to the 
Prophet & that one of the two could be given guidance.) So, he 
made supplication at night. 

This honour was the lot of Umar and he became a Muslim. He 
served Islam we and, especially in his ten years as Khalifah, he 
came out brightly in the ummah. 

The story of his Islam is related in detail in Mishkat from 
Dalail an-Nabuwah of Abu Abdullah Haakim as narrated by Ibn 
Abbas &. The gist of it is: Abu Jahl a chief of Makkah and a 
wealthy man took responsibility to give away a hundred camels, 
and a thousand ooqiyah silver as prize money to anyone who killed 
the Prophet &. Umar got Abu Jahl to confirm his offer and he 
agreed to pay that on spot. So, Umar took a sword in hand and 
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went to give his evil intention a practical shape. A man met him on 
the way and asked where he was going. He disclosed his intention. 
The man reminded him that the Bani Hashim should be feared (for. 
they would colue out in the Prophet's & support and that would 
lead o blood-shed). Umar said, "It seems that you too have 
accepted Muhammad's & religion." the man said, "Let me tell you 
that your sister (Fatimah) and brother-in-law (Sa'eed ibn Zubayr) 1 
have also becolne Muslims." So, Ulnas marched straight to his 
sister 's house. They were reciting the .~t irah Ta Hu.  Ulnar 
overheard them at the door and then had it opened and asked, 
"What were you reciting?" His sister told him that they had 
embraced Islam and she was reciting the verses of the Qtrr'un. He 
asked her to recite to him something of it. So, she began to recite 
srrrilh 72, Hli. When she came to the verse: 0;i;;'ii 3 jh$ hi'' 
''>l Umar's condition changed abruptly. He exclaimed, 
"Surely. Only He, Allah, is worthy of worship!" He recited tlie 
k'cilinlcrh ShahuUILih. 

I-Ie spent the night at his sister's house and was very eager to 
meet the Prophet &, saying, again and again, 2) L$>\j". 
Then Kliabbab ibii al-Arat came to him and informed Iiini that the 
Prophet & had made supplication to Allah to strengthen Islam I 

with Umar or Abu Jahl, and he thought that the Prophet's & 
supplication was accepted for him. In the morning, Umar & met 
tlie Prophet & and embraced Islam. He said straight way, "We 
worshipped Laat and Uzza in the valleys and plains and 011 

mountains peaks, but shall we worship Allah hidden from others? 
No. By Allah, we will worship Him openly in the courtyard of the 
K a ' b a l ~ .  (till then Muslims did not offer salah in Majsid 
a/-Haram). 

Ibn Hajar has reproduced in Fath a1 Bari the report of Ibn 
Abbas & on the authority of Abu Ja'far ibn Abu Shaybah's 
Tareelth. It reads: On accepting Islam, Sayyidina Ulnar & resolved 
on the spot that they would offer scrl~ih in M~rsjid al-Harm?, and 
they did that immediately. Fath al-Bari also carried Sayyidina 
Abdullah ibn Mas'ood's report on the authority of Ibn Abu Shaybah 
0 .  Allah! There is no God but He. To Him belong the most Beautiful Names. 

(20:8) 
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and Tabarani: 
> , / ,, .p &i & s2& gYl Jy & ~ 1 ~ ~ 6  

"By Allah! Before Utnar became Muslim, we did not dare to 
offer sczlnh in p~~bl ic  near Bayt Allah. (Only after Ulnar entered 
the folds of Islam was it possible to do that.) 

Ibn Hajar & has cited many Aliadith from different books 
about the Islam of Sayyidina Umar a. They include: Sayyidina 
Mas'ood &, Ibn Abbas &, Anas &, Sayyidah Ayshah &, Ibn 
Ulnar & and Sayyidina Ali &. (Fath al-Bari, Manaqib Umar) 

(CL" J 6JW' ~ ' J J )  .$i 
(2008157) Sayyidina U~nar & reported that he heard Allah's 
Messenger k$$ say. "While I was asleep a bowl-full of inilk was 
brought to me. So I drank it to my fill to the extent that I could 
see it in my nails. Then 1 gave the inilk that remained to Uniar 
ibn al-Khattab that lie might drink it." Some Conipanions & 
asked hill1 tiow lie interpreted it and he said, "knowledge." 

(Suheeh Bukhari. Sc/heeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The sufi scholars have said that the exaniple of 
knowledge of Truth within overall knowledge is the exanlple of 
milk. He who dreams that he is given milk to drink is, indeed, 
given knowIedge of truth. Milk is the best diet for the human body 
so too knolwdge of Truth as given by Allah is the best food for the 
soul. 

We know from this Hadith that Sayyidina Uniar & had an 
abundant share in the knowledge of Truth that Allah had granted to 
the Prophet &. This is borne out by the way he conducted the 
affairs of the Muslims zlniniah for ten years as a Khalifah of the 
Prophet @ after the death of Sayyidina Abu Bakr &. 

Scholars need pursue the work on the scholarly achievements 
of Sayyidina Uniar &, Iztrlat ti/-Khufu il~$ by Shah Waliullah 
+ & I  bJ. 
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(+ 3 & J W \  013)) 
(2009158) Sayyidina Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri & reported that he 
heard Allah's Messenger say, "While I was asleep, I dreamt 
that people are brought to me, all of them wearing shirts. Some 
of the shirts reached only up to the chest and some a little below 
the chest. Umar ibn al-Khattab was also brought to me. His shirt 
was so long that it trailed on the ground and he dragged it along 
as he walked." Some of the Companions & asked him its 
interpretation and he said, "Religion." 

(Saheeh Bukhari Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Dress and religion are compared in this way that 
the former protects a man from the vicissitude of weather and is an 
adornment too while religion is an adornment in the next world and 
a protection from punishment. Different people of his ummah were 
presented to the Prophet &$% in his dream. They were at different 
levels of piety and Sayyidina Umar &5 had a perfect religion. I 

O L ~ ~ I J  AS ajlr d, 
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(20 10159) Sayyidina Miswar ibn Makhramah & narrated: when 
Umar & was stabbed (by Abu Lulu Majoosi) he showed signs 
of agony. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & supposed that he cried in 
agony from lack of patience, so to comfort him, he said, "0 
Chief of the Faithful! Do not express agony. (Remember the 
blessings of Allah, how great bounties He bestowed on you!) 
You have been the friend and companion of Allah's Messenger 
& and you discharged the rights of the company well so that 
the Prophet & parted from you while he was pleased with you. 
Then, you were the companion of his Khaifali, Abu Bakr & 
and discharged rights of his company well, and he too separated 
from you while he was pleased with you (and made you 
Khalifah after him). Then (in your reign as Khalifah) you kept 
good relations with all Muslims (giving their rights to them) and 
if you leave them now, you will part from them while all of 
them are pleased with you." (He meant to say that if the Prophet 

then Abu Bakr & and then all the Muslims were pleased 
with Iii111, that is a sign that Allah is pleased with him. So, he 
~iiust not show signs of unrest and agony. Remember Allah's 
blessings and be calm.) Sayyidina Umar 4$% said in reply to 
Sayyidina Ibn Abbas &, "What you have said about the 
company of Allah's Messenger & and his being pleased with 
me, it is Allah's choicest blessing on me. And what you have 
said similarly of the company of Abu Bakr & and his being 
pleased with me, that too was Allah's favour on me. (That was 
not my personal achievement.) And as for the expression of pain 
and restlessness (it is not because of  the wound but) it is 
because of you people (lest you involve yourselves in trial and 
mischief. And as for how I will fare in the Hereafter) by Allah! 
My conduct is that if I had gold as much as would fill up the 
earth then I would give all that up to ransom myself from the 
punishment of Allah before I see it." (Saheeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: The concluding portion of Sayyidina Umar's & 
reply to Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & was based on a saying of the 
Prophet a, "Umar is a closed door to mischief and trials" As long 
as he lived, the ummah would be safe f romjtan  but when he dies 
the door will open for mischief and trials. And it happened exactly 

I like that. A series of mischievous acts were perpetrated by devils of 
jinn and men and it come to such a pass in the final days of  
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Sayyidina Uthman & that he was martyred by those who called 
themselves Muslims. This was followed by a cvil war that left 
thousands of companions and tabi'eens dead (martyrsj. This is what 
had worried Sayydina Umar & in his dying moments, making him 
forget his wounds. After that he exclaimed that if he had as much 
gold as would fill up the earth, he would give all that up to seek 
release from Allah's punishment even before seeing it. This was to 
let Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & known that truly he feared the 
punishmdent. I understand that this fear in him is evidence of his 
perfect faith and perfect awareness of Divinity. The greater one's 
faith and awareness the greater his fear of Allah. The Prophet said: 
4Lf-1~ UI(I have more knowledge and awareness of Allah 
than you, and also have more fear to Him than you). The Qur'an 
says frequently that those of His slaves are more deserving of 
Allah's mercy and Paradise who fear Him constantly. The fate of 
the believing righteous men is described in surah al-Bayyinah and 
then they are said to be (the best of creatures). They will 
reside in eternal Paradise in the next world. They will be pleased 
with Allah. And, the final words are: 

(A: 9 41) "c j & ;;! &:j " 
{That is for him (who is a righteous believer) who fears his 
Lord (that is, His grasp and punishment)) 

Martyrdom 
The wound that is mentioned in this Hadith was the one that 

caused his death. 
Iran was conquered in his times. The Majoosis, that were taken 

captives in the war, were distributed among the Muslims to serve 
them as slaves and servants in accordance with laws of Shari'ah. 
Their masters were required to look after them, feed and clothe 
them and treat them well. There was among these captives an 
unfortunate wretched, Abu Lulu, who was given to the well-known 
Companion, Mughira ibn Sha'bah &. He conspired to murder 
Sayyidina Umar & Farooq. He took a dagger and treated it well in 
poison. In the night, he concealed himself in the mihrab (arch) of 
the mosque. It was Sayyidina Umar's 4 habit that he offered the 
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fajr salah very early after dawn and recited long surah therein. It 
was the 27th of Zul Hajj and he began the fair salah and had just 
called out the takbeer tahreemah when the wretched Irani Majoosi 
stabbed Sayyidina Umar & three times in the belly. He fell down 
unconscious. Sayyidina Abdur Rahman ibn Awf & quickly took 
his place and led the worshipper through a brief salah. Abu Lu Lu 
tried to run away from the mosque but the rows of worshippers 
obstructed his passage like a thick wall. He wounded thirteen other 
Companions & in his attempt to flee away - seven of them were 
martyred. Meanwhile the salah was over and the wretched man was 
apprehended and he committed suicied with the same dagger. 
Sayy id ina  Umar  & ~ v a s  car r ied  home and he  regained 
consciousness in a little while and he completed his salah in this 
condition. His first question was, "Who was my murderer?" He 
was told that he was Abu Lu Lu Majoosi. He thanked Allah that He 
had given him martyrdom at the hands of a disbeliever, and was 
convinced that his prayer was accepted. He used to pray: "0 Allah, 
grant me martyrdom. And let me die in the city, Madinah, of your 
Messenger." Once his daughter, Sayyidah Hafsah + $ 1  PJ heard 
this prayer on his tongue and asked him, "How is it possible that 
you will be martyred and die in this city of Madinah."(She had 
thought that martyrdom in the cause of Allah can only take place 
during jihad against disbelievers). He said, "Allah is All-Powerful. 
If He chooses He will bestow both blessings on me." Anyway, he 
was convinced that he would be martyred. He appointed Sayyidina 
Suhayb & as imam in his place. He also appointed six top 
Companions (all of whom were from the ten who were given glad 
tidings of Paradise) to select a Khalifah from among themselves 
witnin three days of his death. 

He then instructed his son, Abdullah & to go to Sayyidali 
Ayshah L p  $1 &J and convey to her his salaam. He requqted her 
to allow him to be buried next to Sayyidina Muhammad @ and 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr &, but if she was not willing ot give her the 
permission then the jannat ul Baqee' was better for him. Sayyidina 
Abdullah ibn Unlar & met her and she said, "I had thought of that 
place for myself but now I prefer him to me." 

When Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Umar & conveyed to his father 
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her permission, he thanked Allah and said, "This was my cherished 
ambition." 

He was murdered on 27th Zul Hajjah on Wednesday and died 
on Sunday, 1 st Muharram. 

When his funeral Salah was about to be offered, Sayyidina Ali 
& said about him that which we will read in the next pages1. I 

Sayyidina Suhayb 4 led the funeral salah and he was buried next 
to Sayyidina Abu Bakr & in the Rawdah. o b j ,  a;c >k &I p, 

0.  Hadith # 155 by Ibn Abu Mulaykh. 



We have read already the merits of Sayyidina Abu Bakr & and 
Sayyidina Umar &. Now, we will read some Ahadith in which the 
Prophet 's  & sayings about the excellences of both these 
Companions are found together. He has often spoken of them with 
hilliself to show that they were his close friends. We begin with 
Sayyidina Ali's & statement as narrated by Sayyidina Abbas &. 

, 9 , , 

~ ~ & j ~ + ~ ~ @ ; ~ & ~  .. & q & .>I $ ( ~ * j j / T * )  
I , ,  , 

, ' I  > "  ,/ ,. ,,, ,. , , J  , ,, > , &  , (J1&P ' , 
$&=++u'j,$~1>ir3".~irp. J , $y 
>,! 6/i \J/i &pL Jdj2 ,& /6$ 2 \ ih  ,& -&\ gj 

, , 

, / dl ;I JJqJ& ;\ A\ ,.i/ & LLbt & &\ $i ;i r ,, p3 , ,, , , 

,I , / ,, , ,,: ' ' ~1 &>j 2 3  $s;j L, &jj pj &$j ~1 w2 Js 
I I 

(+J dJwJ 6 J ~ J )  . pj &ij 
(201 1/60) Ibn Abu Mulaykah (a tabi'ee) reported having heard 
Sayyidina Ibn Abbas $45 say: When (the dead body ot) Umar 
was placed on the wooden plank (to give him a bath), :he people 
gathered around him. They prayed for him and beseeched Allah 
for His mercy before he should be carried away, and I was one 
of  them. Suddenly, I felt someone holding my shoulder (and I 
saw that) he was Ali ibn Abu Talib. He was praying for (Allah's) 
mercy on Umar and he said, "You have not left behind you a 
person whose deeds I may imitate and take then1 to Allah. And 
by Allah, I always thought that Allah would join yo11 %it11 your 
two companions (Allah's Messenger @ and Abu Bakr), for, 
often did I hear the Prophet @ say, "1, Abu Bakr and U ~ n a r  

0.  Shyaykhayn: two Shaykhs, Abu Bakr and Umar. 
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went (on that work)." Or, "I enterred (the mosque or that place) 
and, with me, Abu Bakr and Umar also entered. And, I came out 
and Abu Bakr and Umar also came out." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Ali & could mean by 'Allah will join 
you with your two Companions' that "you will be buried with 
them" or "you will go to Paradise with them," or he could have q 

meant both the things. He has made it amply clear that the Prophet 
had a very close relationship with his two companions. 
It is also clear from his initial words (lamenting that Sayyidina 

Umar & had not left behind one whose deeds he could perform 
and take with him to Allah) that he wished to perform deeds like 
those Sayyidina Umar & had done. 

Hafiz Ibn Hajr has explained this Hadith thus: 
"And ibn Abu Shaybah and 
Musadad has reported from A h j  & & & > I  cpl dj  
Ja'far Sadiq who from his 
father Muhammad (Baqir) who ~ h > ~ k & ~ b ; t o  

from Sayyidina Ali & words ?UI 1.b @ & ;f gl 
o f  s i m i l a r  i m p o r t .  T h e  
transmission is authentic. And - k ~ ~ p j i y t Q ' b h j  

this report is a good evidence irJU de r j - 4  

for the report of Ibn Abbas 
because these narrators are the d J  & J1 ;to ** 
progeny of Sayyidina Ali &." -, L'9 &,GI e).w 
(Fath al-Bari v14 p 374 Ansari 

Press Delhi) (& &JU\ @ Y V  L 
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(2012161) Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah & reported that Allah's 
Messciiger &% said: A man was driving a cow but (soon) he got 
tired and mounted on its back. The cow muttered, "We were not 
created for this, but we were created to till the ground." So. 
(some of the people (there said, "Glory be to God! Can ,a cow 
speak?" Allah's Messenger @ said, " I  believe (that it did 
happen) and Abu Bakr and Umar too (believe)," although as the 
narrator said) they (both) were not present in that assembly. The 
Prophet & also said, "While a man was shepherding his sheep, 
a wolf attacked and seized one of them. The shepherd chased it 
and rescued the sheep, and the wolf said to him, "Who will 
(protect and care for) them on yuwm us-sub' the day when there 
will be no shepherd for the sheep but I?" So, the people said, 
"Glory be to Allah! Does a wolf speak?" Allah's Messenger & 
said, " I  believe that it is true and Abu Bakr and Umar too 
believe," though b2th of them were not there." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The reality of faith is that one should believe in 
whatever Allah's Messenger & says on being informed through 
revelation: One should not doubt it in the least even if it cannot be 
understood on the basis of normal working of world's affairs. 
Whatever the Prophet & said about the cow and wolf speaking 
was a fact and that is why some of those present expressed surprise 
and he assured them of its veracity by saying that he believed in it. 
And he also named Abu Bakr &+ and Umar &3 among the 
believers although both of them were not present in that assembly. 
Thus it was not that he had taken their names to please them and it 
is evidence, and his testimony, that both of them were nearest to 
him in perfect faith and that he singled them out for that. It is also 
an exanlple of Sayyidina Ali's & statement in the previous Hadith 
that the Prophet && mentioned them with him.. LA bJ l j  b.p lgd~ 

The words "t-JI ? ~ ' > ~ ~ I I / M T  zw-sub' in the Hadith have not been 
translated. Con~lnentators have forwarded various suggestions but I 
feel that they refer to the days near the Last Day when its signs are 
seen and men will cease to care for their animals who will wander 
about in the wild. Therefore, yawnz zu-sob' is the Day of the beasts. 
But Allah knows best. 
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> ,, 
(is-+\ 3) )  

. ''$G'~ i% a ' J& L\ 
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(201 3/62) Sayyidina Ibn Umar & sQd that one day the Prophet 
came out and entered the mosque, Abu Bakr & and Umar & 
with him, to his right and left. The Prophet & had held their 
hands and he said, "The three of us will be raised on the Day of 
Resurrection in this way." (Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Prophet & displayed to the people that just as 
the three of them walked together that day, they would be with 
each other on the Day of Resurrection. Undoubtedly, this is their 
distintion shared by no one else and the Prophet & let other 
Co~npanions & know of that. 

$&&j&'&I&,h\j;; Jd 
' ,,,:, (&LA, 6, 3,) .  > 5 $ &i && 2 Z+b lj.wG & 2% L k,ii 

(2014163) sayy id ina  Huzayfah &% reported that  Allah's 
Messenger @ said, "I do not know how long I will remain 
among you, so follow these two, Abu Bakr and Umar. after me." 

(Jami' Tirmizi) 

Commentary: It was disclosed to the Prophet that he will be 
survived by Sayyidina Abu Bakr & and Sayyidina Umar $6 who 
will be his caliphs one after the other.  So, he advised his 
Companions to obey them. 

$ ;i &j &'&I &,&I j;; J6 J6 >i 2 ( y  017 i) 
I @ 

&gJIj $1 -... {! ZAqlj & $1 $i J$ \& pj ,, , , 
(&.iojJ\ 01 3) )  
(201 5/64) Sayyidina Anas & reported that Allah's Messenger 
& said,  "Abu Bakr and Umar will be the chiefs o f  the 
middle-aged inhabitants of Paradise, the earliest and the latest 
except the Prophets and the Messengers." (Jami Tirtnizi) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Abu Bakr & and Sayyidina Unlar & 
~l7ill be the chiefs of those people who reach nliddle age and died 
and are entitled to enter Paradise because of their righteous deeds 
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irrespective of when they had lived in this world - the earliest 
times or the latest. Also, these two will be placed in a rank higher 
than the rest but lower than the Prophets and Messengers who will 
be superior most in Paradise. The same saying of the Prophet @ is 
transmitted by Ibn Majuh as narrated by Sayyidina Ali &. 

;btj$3;;ys 
(&LiJ\ a \  j ) )  

(201 6/65) Sayyidina A b u  Sa'eed al Khudri & report& that 
Allah's Messenger said, "Every Prophet has two wazeer 
(ministers) from the dwellers of the heaven (angels) and two 
wazeer from the inhabitants of the earth. So, 111y wazeer froni 
the dwellers of the heaven are Jibreel and Mika'eel and my  
wazeer from the earthlings are Abu Bakr and Umar." 

(Jami Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Prophet's & relationship with these two men 
was like the one of the head of the government with his ministers. 
He always consulted them.. b UJIJ hp =&I &J 

SAYYIDINA UTHMAN & 
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, , 

(+ O'JA 
(2017166) Sayyidah Ayshah 6p PJ said: (My father) Abu 
Bakr sought the Prophet's permission to come in. He was lying 
down on my bed and had covered himself with my cloak, and he 
gave him permission to enter and continued to lie down as he 
had been. (Abu Bakr came in) after discussing what he had to, 
he went away. Then Umar came and asked for permission to 
enter and was given that while the Prophet & continued to lie 
down as he had been. Then he too went away after attending to 
what had brought him. Then Uthman sought permission to 
come in, so the Prophet & sat up and arranged his garments 
and instructed me to cover myself up properly. He then gave 
him permission to enter (He came in and) after saying what he 
had come to say, he went away. (When he had gone) 1 
submitted, "Messenger of Allah! 1 did not see you arranging 
yourself for Abu Bakr and Ulnar as you did for Uthman." Ile 
said, "Uthman is one who is (naturally inclined to be) modest. I 
feared that if I had called him while I lay as I had been then he 
(whould have gone away soon and) would not have said what he 
had co~iie to say." (Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: HOW much was Sayyidina Uthman & overcome 
\\it11 n~odesty! And how much the Prophet & respected him for 
that! 

In another version of this same Hadith also in Saheeh Muslim, 
the Prophet's @ answer to Sayyidah Ayshah ig, &J was: 3i" 
.'k~'l b; &- jL j j "Shall I not be modest to one to whom 
the ~,i~gi'I.s are mddest?" 

It is worth remembering that this happened before the hijab was 
imposed. For, Sayyidina Umar & was also a ghayr mahram for 
Sayyidah Ayshah ig, p~ and the Prophet & did not ask her to 
observe hijcrh. 
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(csLj;l\ 3 1 ~ ) ~ )  .oh 1 ,  .i;l 
(2018167) Sayyidina Abdur Rahman ibn Khabbab & said that 
he presented himself before the Prophet & when (sitting on the 
minbar) he was urging people to help the jayshn al-ushrah 
(army of distress, for Battle of Tabook). Sayyidina Uthman & 
got up and said, "0 Messenger of Allah! I am.responsible for a 
hundred camels with their cloths and saddles (that is, with full 
equipment) in Allah's path. Afterwards, the Prophet & urged 
the people to help the army and Uthman got up again and said, 
"0 Messenger of Allah! 1 am responsible for (another) two 
hundred camels with their cloths and saddles in Allah's path." 
Again the Prophet & appealed for help to the army and (for the 
third time) Uthman got up and said, "0 Messenger of Allah! I 
am responsible for (another) three hundred camels with cloths 
and saddles in Allah's path." (Abdur Rahman ibn Khabbab & 
said that) he saw Allah's Messenger & coming down the 
minbar and saying: "o+ A& &6 3& 6" "Nothing will go 
against Uthman after what he has done today and his monetary 
sacrifice no matter what he does." He said that twice. 

(Jami Tismizi) 

Commentary: The Prophet & had decided in 9 AH to lead an 
army towards Shaam (Syria). They advanced till Tabook which 
was within the borders of Shaam during those days. The army 
encamped there for about twenty days and through Allah's Mercy, 
the objective was achieved without combat. So they returned from 
there and that is why the battle is known as the Battle of Tabook. 
The Hadith refers to the army as Ju-y.sh nl-Usruh. The word usruh 
means hardship, difficult times, distress. When they had advanced, 
Madinah was in the grip of famine and because of that, hard times. 
It was very hot. In terms of those days, the army ~vas very large - 
a formidable thirty thousand, but they had a low number of riding 
beasts and very little provision. That is why it was called h'' 
' ' i ~ ~ j u y s h  a/-usruh. 
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In view of that the Prophet & took extraordinary measures to 
urge people to contribute physically and monetarily to war efforts. 
It was not his practice to make such appeals for help in battles. 
Sayyidina Uthman contributed most in this battle. He gave six 
hundred camels with cloths and saddles. The exponents of Hadith 
have said on the basis of other Ahadith that he contributed another 
three hundred and fifty camels too, fifty horses and one thousand 
Ashrafis. The Prophet & accepted these gifts of Sayyidina Uthman 
& and in the presence of all people said: "+ & &id id;;. p d "  

which means that this deed and this sacrifice by themselves are 
enough for Uthman to gain Paradise and Allah's pleasure. If we 
picture the difficult conditions for which this army was known as 
the army of distress then we will estimate his contribution more 
highly. 

(Details of this battle may be seen in books of seerah and 
history.) 

&I  ,& 31 21 ;& 26 is $ $ 2 , ~  2 ( y .  , 7 1 7 ~ )  
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(201 9/68) Sayyidina Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah & reported 
that when the Prophet & was making arrangements for 
necessary things for the juy'sh 01-iisrr~h (army of distress for the 
Battle of Tabook). Sayyidina Uthnian G$ brought one thousand 
dinars (ashratis) in his sleeve and put them in the Prophet's !$% 
lap. (Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah & said:) 1 saw the Prophet 
turning them over in his lap and saying: "?$k,i\ L! &d ;& >d" 
(Nothing will harni IJtliman after today whatever he does.) He 
said that twice. 

Commentary: The turning of the Ashrafis over in his lap was to 
display his inner pleasure. 

We had read in the previous Hadith that the Prophet & had 
given Sayyidina Uthman & similar glad tidings when he had 
donated can~els .  True Believers do not become neglectful on 
receiving such tidings. Rather, they are inspired to seek Allah's 
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pleasure and to love Him with a greater religious zeal. 

L, / > 6 ' 6  

(&+);I\ 01 j)) .+y,+"+i 2 \$ h a  +j & ,- h\ & 
(2020169) Sayyidina Anas & said: When Allah's Messenger & 
asked people (at Hudaybiyah) to take the Bayat Rihvan (oath of 
allegiance of Allah's pleasure), Uthman had gone to Makkah as 
an envoy of Allah's Messenger. When all those (who were 
present) took the oath of allegiance, Allah's Messenger & said, 
"Uthman (is not here and) has gone to Makkah on work for 
Allah and His Messenger. (If he were here, he would have 
sworn allegiance &th all of you, so I will take the oath on his 
behalf)." Then he struck one of his hand on his other hand (as is 
done i n  swearing allegiance). (Sayyidina Anas, the narrator, 
who was one of those who took the oath, said:) The hand of 
Allah's Messenger with which he took the oath on their own 
behalf. (Jami Tirmizi) 

Commentary: The Bayat Ridwan is a well-known case. It is also 
mentioned in the Qur'an. 

In 6 AH, the Prophet E3$ decided to go to Makkah to perform 
Umrah. He had seen a dream and his Companions & had insisted 
on the journey. Everyone who learnt of his intention, joined in with 
him to perform Umrah. Their number rose to one thousand four 
hundred. They did not inform the Makkans aforehand because they 
had formed an intention to perform Umrah, the month was Zu 
Qu'dah which is one of the sacred months and even the idolaters 
respected these months during which they refrained from fighting. 
However, the idolaters of Makkah were the worst enemies of the 
Prophet @ and Islam and when they learnt of his intention, they 
resolved not to let the Muslims enter Makkah. At Hudaybiyah 
(more than twenty miles from Makkah), the Prophet E3$ learnt of 
their resolve, so he broke journey there with his Companions & 
and sent Sayyidina Uthman to Makkah. as  his envoy. H e  was 
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chosen because some of the Quraysh leaders were related to him 
and his mission was to convince their chiefs that the Muslims had 
come only to perform Umrah whereafter they would return to 
Madinah. 

Sayyidina Uthman & did not return when he was expected 
back and the Muslims were conveyed the news somehow that the 
disbelievers had killed him. The Prophet @$ and his Companions 
& were saddened at this news and he took an oath from them to 
fight jihad in Allah's cause and be prepared for martyrdom. This 
oath of allegiance was taken under a tree. The Qur'an proclaims 
that Allah was specially pleased with those who swore allegiance 
and it is known as Bay'at Ridwan. 

While all the Companions & who were present at Hudaybiyah 
placed their hands on the Prophet's @ as a token of their 
allegiance, the Prophet @ placed one of his hands on the other on 
behalf of Sayyidina Uthman ~$45 who was at Makkah. Indeed, this is 
among the greatest merits of Sayyidina Uthman &. 

It was learnt later that he was alive. He came back from 
Makkah with the news that the idolaters were not prepared to let 
the Muslims perform Umrah. Their envoys came to the Prophet & 
one after the other and finally the Peace Treaty of Hudaybiyah was 
concluded which the Qur'an has characterised as ''w p " ,fath 
mubeen (a clear victory). Readers may see books of history and 
seerah for details on the event. 

9 8 ,  

( e b  ~ l j  CS+J~O~JJ) 
C < ~ V  jJ plh : & 

(2021170) Sayyidina Murrah ibn Ka'ab & reported that he 
heard Allah's Messenger & saying about some of the mischief 
that will arise in the ummah after his death. He referred to them 
as happening in near future. A man passed by (while he was 
speaking) and the Prophet & said pointing out to him. "This 
man will follow guidance during the coming days of trial." (The 
narrantor, Murrah, on hearing that from the Prophet &) went 
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towards the man (to see who he was) and saw that lie was 
Uthman ibn Affan. Murrah made him face the Prophet & and 
asked, "Is he the one (about whom you said that he would 
follow guidance in times of trial)?" He said, "Yes (he is the 
one)!" (Tirmizi Ibn Majah) 

Commentary: The Prophet said that Sayyidina Uthman .+$ would 
emerge as the rightly-guided one in the-fitan that would take place 
after the Prophet's death. The very first .fitan was a civil war 
against Sayyidina Uthman & himself and he was killed very 
mercilessly in that. In view of the Prophet's sayings, the ah/ 
us-Sttnnah believe that Sayyidina Uthman &% was on the right path 
and those who obstructed him were on the wrong path 

I .;k;~;j~i;)$~;&'~j j;+ll;:LZ~&4i$ 
. , 

(we seek refuge in Allah from mischiefs and trials - the 
apparent among them and the unseen.) 

(+ 3 &Jli.J' 0'3~) 
;dl 

(2022171) Sayyidina Abu Musa al-Ash'ari & said: I was with 
the Prophet in a garden of Madinah when someone came 
and requested for the gate to be opened. So the Prophet @ said, 
"Open the gate for him and give him the glad tidings of  
Paradise." I opened the gate and found that he was Abu Bakr. I 
gave him the tidings of Paradise and he praised Allah. Then, 
another person canie and requested that the gate should be 
opened, and the Prophet said, "Open the gate for him and 
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convey to him the good news of Paradise." So, I opened the gate 
to find Umar at it and I told him what the Prophet $% had said 
and he praised Allah. Then someone else asked that the gate 
should be opened. The Prophet said, "Open the gate for him 
and give him glad tidings of Paradise against a great calamity 
that he will face." I (opened the gate and) found Uthman there. I 
told hini what the Prophet @ had said and he praised Allah and 
said ;I&\ b\ (Allah is the Helper against the calamity which I 
will face). (Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: The Hadith uses the word hjb (Ha'it) for 'garden'. 
It is an enclosed garden and has four walls around it and a gate 
leads into it. (In another version of this Hadith it is stated that the 
Prophet & had deputed Sayyidina Abu Musa al-Ashary & to 
guard the gate and allow no one in without his permission.) In each 
of the cases, Abu Musa & had not known who was on the other 
side of the gate until he had opened it and in the first two cases the 
Prophet's &% instructions were indentical. The third time the I 

Prophet @ said that the person should be allowed in, giving the 
glad tidings but also told of a calamity he would face. Sayyidina 
Uthman &, the man on the other side of the gate, thanked Allah 
and sought His help against the calamity. We shall know more I 

about the hardship he was to face from the following Ahadith. 
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(> >I.d\J J'L;1\, ' &Lyl\ 'OIJ,) 

(2023172) Thumarah ibn Hazm al-Qushayri 4& said: I was 
present at Uthman's & house when he addressed (the rebels 
who had surrounded his house) from the upper room: I adjure 
you by Allah and Islam, (and ask you) Are you aware that when 
Allah's Messenger hi!% came to Madinah (having observed the 
hijrah), there was no well of fresh water apart from Bi'r Ruma 
(and that belonged to a Jew who sold its water at a high price). 
Allah's Messenger asked, "Who among Allah's slaves will buy it 
and allow all Muslims to take its water that Allah might give 
him better than that in Paradise?" So, I bought it from my 
capital (and placed it in w a d .  And today you forbid me its 
water so that I am conipelled to drink salty water." They 
answered yjlcglll (By Allah, Yes!). 

Then Uthman again said: I adjure you by Allah and Islam, do 
you know the mosque built by Allah's Messenger hi!% became 
too small for the worshippers, so he said, "Which slave of Allah 
will buy the piece of land of so-and-so family (which is adjacent 
to the mosque) and add it to our mosque so Allah might grant 
him a better piece in Paradise?" So, I bought it from my capital 
(and added it to the mosque). And today you prevent me from 
offering two raka'at salah in it." So they said, ( c ( ~ ; r 4 J l  (By Allah, 
yes!) 

Uthman then said: I adjure you by Allah and Islam, do you 
know 1 had equipped the army of the Battle of Tabook from my 
capital? They confirmed (By Allah, yes!). 

Then he said to them: I adjure you by Allah and Islam and ask 
you, do  you know that Allah's Messenger &% was on the 
mountain Thabir in Makkah and Abu Bakr, Umar and I were 
with him when the mountain shook and its stones fell down on 
the ground below, so he kicked his foot hard on the mountain 
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and said (Stop Thabir!) because, at this time, a Prophet, 
a Truthful one and two martyrs are on you?" The people 
confirmed that y~ 41. 
Then Uthman said: Allahu Akbar! They too have testified. (And 
he also said:) By the Lord of the Ka'bah. I am (going to be) a 
martyr. He said that thrice. (Jami Tirmizi, Sunan Nasai, Daraqutni) , 

Commentary: After Sayyidina Umar & was martyred, the 
committee he had formed selected Sayyidina Uthman & as 
Khalifah. He was as unanimously accepted Khalifah as Umar & 
before him and Abu Bakr & before Umar &. He remained 
Khalifah for about twelve years. Towards the last years of his 
office, the civil strike showed signs of emergence which the 
Prophet & had spoken of frequently. The siege to which this 
Hadith refers was the last step by the rebels. The siege was laid by 
the rebels of Egypt and Iraq who were incited by a hypocrite 
Abdullah ibn Saba who was really a Jew. (Facts about this mischief 
may be seen in books on seerah and history). 

The siege was so severe that Sayyidina Uthman & could not 
even go to the mosque and water could not be provided to him and 
his family. The rebels demanded that he should resign from office, 
but Sayyidina Uthman & cited a guidance of Allah's Messenger I 

@ whereby he considered it better to give up his life at the hands 
of the rebels. 

Sayyidina Uthman & was Khalifah of the world's biggest and 
strongest government and the rebbellion could have been crushed 
easily. But, he did neither command nor permit anyone to use force 
against the rebels. He was very compassionate. Besides, he could 
not allow killing of a fellow Muslim to save his own life, so, till the 
last moment, he tried to pacify the rebels through negotiations, his 
address which is referred to in the Hadith was part of these 
negotiations. The narrator of the Hadith, Thumamah &, heard this 
address with his own ears. His final words suggest that he had 
known that the culmination would be martyrdom as foretold by the 
Prophet & frequently. Thus, he resigned himself to innocent 
martyrdom and his was a unique example of innocent martyrdom 
and sacrifice. We will see shortly the account of how he prepared 

: 
I 

himself for martyrdom. 
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The Hadith tells us of the Mount Thuhir which rocked when 
the Prophet @ and his three Companions & were on top of it. The 
Prophet gave it a kick and asked it to stop, for, it had those people 
on it. A similar case took place at Uhud in Madinah as we will read 
in the following Hadith. 

, a,, , 2 ; 
( & ) a \  01 j)) . d l G j & * p ~ ~  , ,  

(2024173) Sayyidina Anas said that (one day) the Prophet 
& ascended the Mount Uhud and Abu Bakr, Ulnas and Uthlnan 
(accompained him). The Mount Uhud began to shiver beca~~se 
of them (and it shook). so the Prophet kicked it with his foot 
and said, "0 Uhud! Stop! at this nioment. a Prophet of Allah. a 
Siddiq (Truthful one) and two ~iiartyrs are on you." 

(Salieeh Bukhari) 

Commentary: Undoubtedly the movement in the mountain was a 
miracle of the Prophet, and naming two martyrs Sayyidina Umar 
& and Sayyidina Uthman &, was another miracle. The former 
was martyred about twelve years after and the latter twenty four 
years after the Prophet's death. Surely, he was informed by 
Allah's wahji. 

(*L° 'ylj &j.p+\ 0 J  jJ) 

(2025/74) Sayyidina Ayshah igc @J said that the Prophet & 
said to Sayyidina Uth~nan (one day), "0 Uthman! Perhaps 
Allah will clothe you with a shirt, arid if people ask you to take 
it off then do not take it off on their saying." 

(Jaini Tirmizi, Sunan Ibn Majah) 

Commentary: The exponents of Hadith interpret it as Allah would 
grant him caliphate and then he must not listen to them and must 
not resign. This instruction of the Prophet is acknowledged by 
Sayyidina Uthlnan & himself in the following Hadith. 
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dl\&&\ J9;;i2,~\$;&> J6i.&&i>(y. ~ , / v o )  

&>LbU;61+3!+ij&j& (&LA\ 0'~)) 

(2026175) Abu Sahlah said, "saGyidina Uthman &% said to me 
on the day his house was besieged and he was martyred that 
Allah's Messenger had given him an instruction to which he 
would adhere with patience.'' (Jami Tirmizi) 

Commentary: Abu Sahlah was the freed slave of Sayyidina 
Uthman &. He was present in the house at the time of the siege. 
He joined.other sympathisers in asking him to use force to which 
Sayyidina Uthman 4& replied in the words we have read in the 
Hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah lp &J above. 

He was finally killed - an innocent martyr - while he 
adhered to the Prophet's @ instructions. 

> ,I .h&s"~& @ \h@: 
(csbiJI 01~)) -I 

(2027176) Sayyidina Ibn Umar & reported that the Prophet @ 
mentioned a great civil strife and, referring to Sayyidina 
Uthman, said, "This man will be martyred wrongfully." 

(Jami Tirmizi) 

Commentary: Indeed, this saying is another of the Prophet's 
miracles for he let his Companions & know of a j t a n  that would 
take place some twenty four years after his death. Obviously, this 
was disclosed to him by Allah through a wahy. 

,,,, ,,,>, , i: 
(&4J a1 ~\JJ) % 4 & + 9 3 &  
(2028177) The freed slave of Sayyidina Uthman &, Muslim ibn 
Sa'eed, reported that (on the day he was martyred) Sayyidina 
Uthman 4$& set twenty slaves free and asked for seraweel 
(trousers) to be brought to him (and wore that), and he bound 
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them up on him strongly. He had never worn them before, 
neither in pre-Islamic days nor during Islam. He said, "Last 
night I saw the Prophet in my dream and Abu Bakr and 
Umar with him. They said to me: Uthman, be patient. Yo will 
break fast tomorrow with us." He then asked for (a copy of) the 
Qur'an to be brought to him and, placing it before him, he 
opened it (and began reciting from it). He was then martyred 
while the Qur'an was before him. 

(Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Abu Ya'la Moosli) 

Commentary: Sayyidina Uthman & had realised through his firm 
faith that the rebels would martyr him and his dream was the last 
unseen message. He then made all preparatioins for his martyrdom. 
The morning after the dream was Friday and he kept a fast and did 
many righteous deeds. He released twenty slaves and wore trousers 
which he had never worn. The Arabs generally wore the tahband (a 
lower garment wrapped round the waist) which he too wore 
always. However, because he was too modest, he wore trousers 
instead of tahband on that day and he bound them to his waist 
strongly so that even after martyrdom this portion of his body 
should not be exposed. He then sat down to recite the Qur'an and 
the rebels killed him in this state. We learn from reports that he 
was reciting the end of part 1 of the Qur'an and was at the verse 
137 of al-Baqarah: 

{So Allah will suffice you against them; and He is the Hearer, 
the Knower) 

This is Allah's proclamation that He would seize revenge fro111 
the cruel people. 

(We have sufficed to translate and explain the Ahadith briefly. 
Details may be seen in Shah Waliullah's "WI dljl" Izalat zd-KhaJir 
and seerah and history books.) 

The Ahadith of Sayyidina Uthman mentioned so far have not 
recalled his two important merits which distinguish him from all 
Companions and rightly-guided Caliphs. He was married to two of 
the daughters of the Prophet @ one after the other, and was thus 
known as zun nuruyn (he of two lights). The second distinction 
was that he migrated with the Prophet's daughter, Sayyidah 
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Ruclayyah L p  $1 &, twice first from Makkah to Ethopia, and the 
I 

secoi~d to Madinah. Let us see a few Ahadith on these things. I 

(Jb2' j #'j #' 2 &'+' dlj>) .+ji 
(2029/78) Sayyidina Anas & Said that the first of the Muslitns 
to set on hijrah was Sayyidina Uthnian ibn Affan &. He took 
his wife (Sayyidah Ruqayyah tp $1 d,, the daughter of the 
Prophet &) alongwith him to Ethiopia. (Then for a long time) 
Allah's Messenger !#% did not receive any news from them and 
he used to go out and wait for infortnation and try to get news 
fro111 someone. So a wotnan of the Quraysh catne (to Makkah) I < 

frotn Ethiopia and he asked her (about them). She said, "Abul 
Qasim! I have seen thetn both." He asked, "How did yo11 find 
them?" She said, " I  saw Uthlnan had made Ruqayyah sit on a 
slow-moving hin~arl  and he followed her on foot." Allah's 
Messenger @ said, "May Allah be with them! (And tnay He 
protect theni!)" He then remarked, "After (Allah's ~essenger&) 
Lut, Uthtnan is the first person who has taken his wife along on 
hijrah in Allah's path."(Mu'jam Kabeer, Tabarani, Bayhaqi, Ibn Asakir) 

Commentary: Four daughters were born on Sayyidah Khadijah 
4p p,, the first wife of the Prophet &. They were Sayyidah 
Zaynab 4p $1 &J, Ruclayyah 4p $1 d ~ ,  Umm Kulthum 4p &, 
and Fatimah p $1 d,. (They were apart from two or three sons 
who died in childhood). The eldest, Sayyidah Zaynab & $1 d~ 
was married to Abu al-Aas ibn al-Rabee' and she continued to 
reside with him. Sayyidah Ruqayyah and Umm Khuthum were 
0 .  It is a donkey, but the Mawlana has suggested in the Urdu text to leave it 

untranslated because it is bigger than the donkey in our country. 
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betrothed to the two sons of the Prophet's & uncle, Abu Lahab. 
Utbah and Utaybah. Before they could be married, the Prophet &$ 
gave the call of Islanl and Abu Lahab and his wife opposed l1i171 

tooth and nail and even harassed him. The szaruh Luhah was 
revealed condemning Abu Lahab and his wife, Umm Jamil. So, 
they compelled their sons to renounce their engagement with the 
Prophet's daughters. This was, indeed the working of Allah's ways 
to  prevent  the  r igh teous  daughters  go ing  into an  impure  
atmosphere. 

4.9 ' >#,  6 

( \  . : \  Y c h y ) ; ~ g ~ d J 3 !  
{Surely my Lord is Subtile unto whom He wfil} (Yusuf, 12:100) 

Then the Prophet married the elder of the two, Ruqayyah 
$1 d ~ ,  to Sayyidina Uthman &. This was at Allah's command 

(as is known from another Hadith). The Makkans persecuted the 
initial Muslims and were very hard-hearted. The Prophet had 
known that the Christian king of Ethiopia was a kind man and a 
just ruler. So, he advised his Companions that those who could 
may migrate to Ethiopia. Accordingly. some people decided to go 
and the first one to undertake the journey \&.as Sayyidina Uthman 
& who took his wife Sayyidali Ruqayya L p  $1 dl, the Prophet's 
& daughter along. Then for quite some tinx there was no news 

.froln them till a woman came Goni there and informed the Prophet 
d that she had seen his daughter side ride a slow moving hinxu-1 
and Uthman walked behind it. (Perhaps it was made to ~valk slowly 
that Sayyidah Ruqayyah might not feel uncomfortable.) The 
Prophet @ prayed for then1 and commented that Sayyidina 
Uthlnan & was the first person after Prophet L,ut m1 to set 011 

/?vr~i l~ with his wife only for the sake of Allah - leaving behind 
home and everything. I-Iow difficult it must have been in those daq,s 
to travel as far away as Ethiopia leaving behind everything. 

This was the first hijruh (migration) in Islam and it was a small 
group of people who undertook it but it was soon followed by a 
larger group. They stayed there f'or many years, and Sayyidina 
Uthman too resided a few years whereafter he returned to Makkah, 
only to learn that the Prophet &$ had migrated to Madinah. So, he 
0 .  As stated in previous footnote though hitnar is a donkey, the Arabian donkey 

is larger so that word is retained. 
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took his wife and son (Abdullah, born at Ethiopia) and migrated to 
Madinah. Thus he is the one who set on two hijrah (migrations) 
and has this distinction among the Khalifas too. o b j l ~  a;c h\ &j 

In the second year, the Battle of Badr was fought. Sayyidah 
Ruqayyah p p, fell ill during these days and the Prophet & 
instructed Sayyidina Uthman to stay behind and look after her. He 
assured him that Allah would reward him as a figher at Badr, and 
he would also get a share in the spoils, Sayyidah Ruqayyah hl &J 

tp could not recover and died before the Prophet's @ return to 
Madinah. The Prophet @ was much grieved at her death. 

(2030179) Sayyidina Sa'eed ibn Musayyib reported that Allah's 
Messenger & met Sayyidina Uthman ibn Affan & who was 
very greived. Allah's Messenger & said to him (on seeing his 
condition), "Uthman what is wrong with you?" He said, "0 
Mesenger of  Allah! May my parents be ransomed to you. Has 
anyone faced a tragedy as I have? Your daughter, my wife, has 
died. May Allah be merciful to her. My back is broken (from 
grief) and my relationship with you as your son-in-law has 
ceased with that (and I'am thus deprived of the blessing)." 
Allah's Messenger & said to him, "Uthman, is it as you say (are 
you grieved at the loss)?" He said, "0 Messenger of Allah! I say 
on oath that it is as I have said." Just as he was conversing with 
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him, the Prophet & (interrupted himself and) said, "0 Uthman! 
This is Jibreel! He has come with Allah's command that 1 sho~~ ld  
marry my daughter Ruqayyah's sister, Umm Kulthum, to you at 
the same dower and same conditions as were agreed for 
Ruqayyah." Then Allah's Messenger & married Umm Kulthum 
to Uthman. (Ibn Asakir) 

Commentary: Sa'eed ibn Musayyib was a tabi'ee and he must have 
heard it from a Companion whose name he has not disclosed. Such 
Ahadith are called rnursul. However, he is one of those great tabi'ee 
whose reports of this nature are accepted. Besides, this is supported 
by many other Ahadith. 

, 4,' 9' 6' 
~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ , ~ ~ ~ j ~ ~ i r ! ~ ~ ~ j , ~  . ~ L & > ~ - $ C J ~ I  dl ~ ! k j i  

(203 1180) Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & reported ha t  the Prophet & 
<aid, "Allah Commanded me through wahy (revelation) that I 
should marry both my dear daughters to Uthman." 

(Ibn Adi, Daraqutni, Ibn Asakir) 

Commentary: We know from this Hadith too that the Prophet k& 
had married his first daughter, Ruqayyah, to Sayyidina Uthman G& 
at Allah's Command and she d in the second year after hijrah. 
Then, he married his second daughter, Umm Kulthum $ 1  &J, 

too to Uthman & at Allah's Command. 

GI & >jjb {! <&;j I;; '<& 29 36 , J . && 2 c L 1 6 . i  ' l ~ J j  , I * ,  : 

cJb 01 J J ~  
(2032181) Sayyidina Ismah ibn Maalik al-Khitimmiy & 
reported that when the daughter of Allah's Messenger k& died 
who had been married to Sayyidina Uthman & (Sayyidah 
Umm Kulthum), he said to the people, "Get Uthman married. If 
I had a third daughter, 1 would have married her to Uthman. 
And, 1 had married 111y daughters to Uthman on the Command 
of Allah through ~~uh)'." (Ibn Asakir) 

Commentary: Sayyidah Umm Kulthum was married to Sayyidina 
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Uthman after her elder sister had died in 2 AH but she herself died 
in 9 AH. So, the Prophet k@ advised his Companions & to marry 
their unmarried daughter or sister to Sayyidina Uthman &. If he 
had a third unmarried daughter, he would have given her in 
marriage to Sayyidina Uthman &, in which case, he would not 
have requested them. He also said that he did not marry his two 
daughters  to  Sayyidina  Uthman & on  his  own but  was  
commanded by Allah to do that. 

This shows how highly Uthman & was held in the sight of 
Allah and His Messenger &. 

. $\j & >,j iL\j 
,, I / 

(JLS 2i.'l j2I) Y 1 4 & JIJI j Lj Y 14 j l + l o l  JJ) 

(2033182) Sayyidina Uthnian & said that Allah's Me~senger  & 
said to him when his second daughter ( U m m  Kulthum hl &J 

+) died, "0 Uthman! If I had ten daughters then I would have 
married (all of) them to you one after the other because' I am 
very pleased and happy with you." 

(Marjam Awsat, Tabarani. Afrad, Daraqutni, Ibn Asakir) 

Commentary: We had read in the Hadith prior to the above that 
on the death of Sayyidah Umln Kulthurn igc Jil p~ the Prophet &% 
had urged his Companions & to marry their  unmarried daughter or 
sister to Sayyidina Uthnlan 4. saying that if he had a third 
daughter, he would have given her in marriage to  him. In this 
Hadith, he is quoted as assuring Sayyidina Uthman that if he had 
ten daughters, he would give then1 in marriage to hini one after the 
other. There is no contradiction in the two sayings. for, he was 
assuring Sayyidina Uthnlan 4 that he was pleased and happy with 
him. This was the best way to console Sayyidilia Uthrnan .$% in his I 
bereavement which spoke of the Prophet's nobility and extrenle 
good manners +g +JJ .&I +. Some versions give a greater 
number, but the Prophet's objective is not contradicted by that. I 
0 .  The Shia scholars and writers of o i ~ r  times have begun to write such things as I 

belie even their own earlier authorities whose statements are very clear. One 
of these is that the Prophet & had only one ...( Continued on Next Page ...) 
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We close this chapter on merits of Sayyidina Uthlnan & Zun 
Nurayn with the Hadith of Sayyidina Ali &. 

' , ; > d l  ,, 
iG 

d r r l  
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(Jb $3 + g A p  *I olg)) 3'\ -I , -" $J\j 
(2034183) Thabit ibn Ubayd & reported that a man said to 
Sayyidina Ali &, "I  an1 going to Madinah. Those people will 
ask me about Uthman &, so (tell me) what answer should I 
give them?" Sayyidina Ali & said, "Let them know that 
Uthman was among those worshippers of Allah (about whom 
Allah Iias said in tlie Qur'an): 

' ' B  

, , 

( q r : o  a & k l l )  sJl -, , 

{Believe (firmly) and do righteous deeds, and again abstain 
(from the forbidden things)  and believe (in Allah 's  
commandments) then fear (Allah) and do good. And Allah loves 
the good-doers.)" (ul-Mu'idtrh, 5:93) (Ibn Mardawiyah, Ibn Asakir) 

(...Continued from Previous page ...) daughter, Sayyidah Fati~nah 4phlsDJ 
while the others were not his daughters but daughters of Sayyidah IChadijah HJ 

bp $1 from her former husband. This is a lie and an invention which only Shia 
scholars can dare to present. This is not the place to write on that in detail. 
Readers may refer to verse 59 of suruh al-Ahsub on the veil ... &19jU $&I ~g?& 

&kj (0 Prophet, say to your wives and daughters ... Both words 'wives' and 
'daughters' are plural forms showing that he had many of each. 

A far-sighted, researcher, scholar and writer of  these times, Mawlana 
Muhammad Nafi' has written a very authoritative book on this subject Banat 
Arba'ah (Four Daughters). Spread over about four hundred and fifty pages the 
contents encoinpass the Ahadith of the books of ah1 us sunnah on history and 
genealogy, also books of the Shias, the reports of their ma'soomineen scholars, 
and on history, genealogy. He has proved beyond doubt from these their own 
earlier authorities, that Sayyidah Zaynab lp $1  dJ, Sayyidah Kuqayyah $1 &J 

bp, Sayyidah Uln~n Kulthum l,p kl >J and Sayyidah Fati~nah 4p $1 g d ~  were 
four daughters of the Prophet g. This book also gives a comprehensive life 
account of  these daughters and their respected mother, Sayyidah 
Khadijah bp d ~ .  May Allah reward the writer Mawlana Nafi' with the best of 
rewards and may He accord his book approval among the scholars. 
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Commentary: Sayyidina Ali & had made Kufa as the capital city. 
The man who was going to Madinah and had asked Sayyidina Ali 
& the question was perhaps a close associate. He wondered how 
he should handle questions about Sayyidina Uthman & on the 
basis of Sayyidina Ali's & views. We must remember that in those 
days Sayyidina Uthman & had become a disputed personality. He 
had been martyred and his killers claimed love for Sayyidina Ali 
&. The answer Sayyidina Ali & gave him is actually an extract of 
the text of verse 93 of suvah al-Ma'idah. Man should pass a life of 
faith, righteous, deeds, God-fearing attitude (piety) and kindness. 
Such people will not be asked about anything in the Hereafter and 
they are loved by Allah. Sayyidina Uthman & was among these 
slaves of Allah. 

We must bear in mind that the Prophet & had explained the 
word 3 ~ 1  (Ihsaan) used in this Hadith. He said a man may 
worship Allah and obey His Commands in such a way as though he 
sees Allah. Obviously, this is the highest degree of faith and belief. 
May Allah enable this writer and the readers to achieve something 
of the condition of ihsan. 

SAYYIDINA ALI & 
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(2035184) Sayyidina Sahl ibn Sa'd & reported that Allah's 
Messenger & said on the day of Khaybar, "Tomorrow, I will 
give this banner to one at whose hands Allah will give us 
victory over Khaybar. He loves Allah and His Messenger and 
Allah and His Messenger love him.." In the morning, the people 
came to Allah's Messenger &, all of them hoping to be given 
the banner. But he said, "Where is Ali ibn Abu Talib?" They 
said, "He has pain in his eyes (so he has not come here)." The 
Prophet & said, "Send someone to bring him here." So, he was 
called. Then Allah's Messenger & put his saliva in both his 
eyes and he recovered as though he never had pain in his eyes. 
He then gave him the banner (a sign that he would be 
commander of the army that day). Sayyidina Ali & asked him, 
"0 Messenger of Allah, shall I fight them till they become like 
us (and become Muslims)?" He said, "Go forward gently until 
you are in their region. Invite them to Islam. Tell them what 
rights of Allah they have to give. By Allah! If one of their men 
is guided to Allah through you then that is better for you than 
your receiving red camels in spoils of war." 

(Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim) 

Commentary: Khaybar is about 184 km (125 miles) from 
Madinah to its south. The Jews lived there. They were the ones 
who had been driven out of Shaam (Syria) in the past and had 
settled here. They were all wealthy people. At Khaybar they had 
built strong forts and they possessed a large inventory of weapons 
and ammunition for war. Their lands were green and fertile. 

Those Jews who were expelled from the surrounding areas of 
Madinah for their rebellion and mischief had also settled here. 
They bore tremendous malice for the Muslims, and always 
conspired against them. Therefore, they were a constant threat to 
the Muslims. 

In 6 AH, the Prophet returned to Madinah from Hudaybiyah 
after concluding a 10 year peace treaty with the Quraysh. He spent 
almost the whole month of Zul Hajjah at h ad in ah. In Muhurrurn 7 
AH, he advanced to Khaybar to tackle the dangerous enemy there. 
He had only 1500 Companions & in his army. They encamped 
near Khaybar at a suitable place. He invited them to join Islam but 




